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Title: Machine learning (artificial intelligence) artistic postprocessed brain coronal MRI remapped with a typical Sicilian maiolica ceramics texture. The machine learning postpro-
cessing technique was applied to remap the brain structures extracted from a brain MRI and blend them with a ceramic tile design by using a neural texture transfer technique.

Gianvincenzo Sparacia, MD, Neuroradiologist, IRCCS-ISMETT–University of Pittsburgh Medical Center, Palermo, Italy
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REVIEW ARTICLE

Radiologically Isolated Syndrome: A Review for
Neuroradiologists

M. Hosseiny, S.D. Newsome, and D.M. Yousem

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Radiologically isolated syndrome refers to an entity in which white matter lesions fulfilling the criteria for multiple
sclerosis occur in individuals without a history of a clinical demyelinating attack or alternative etiology. Since its introduction
in 2009, the diagnostic criteria of radiologically isolated syndrome and its clinical relevance have been widely debated by neu-
rologists and radiologists. The aim of the present study was to review the following: 1) historical evolution of radiologically iso-
lated syndrome criteria, 2) clinical and imaging findings in adults and children with radiologically isolated syndrome, 3) imaging
features of patients with radiologically isolated syndrome at high risk for conversion to MS, and 4) challenges and controversies
for work-up, management, and therapeutic interventions of patients with radiologically isolated syndrome.

ABBREVIATIONS: CIS ¼ clinically isolated syndrome; DIS ¼ dissemination in space; DIT ¼ dissemination in time; MAGNIMS ¼ Magnetic Resonance Imaging
in MS; RIS ¼ radiologically isolated syndrome; RRMS ¼ relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis; CADASIL ¼ cerebral autosomal dominant arteriopathy with sub-
cortical infarcts and leukoencephalopathy; ADEM ¼ acute disseminated encephalomyelitis

Radiologically isolated syndrome (RIS) refers to an entity in
which brain or spine MR imaging or both demonstrate in-

cidental white matter lesions that are characteristic in mor-
phology and location of a demyelinating disease, fulfilling the
revised 2017 McDonald Criteria for dissemination in space
(DIS) (On-line Table),1 but without a clinical history of
demyelinating attacks or ongoing neurologic deterioration or
other alternative causes of the white matter lesions such as
those from vascular, infectious, toxic, and drug-related pathol-
ogy.2 Some might argue that RIS is not truly a clinical diagno-
sis and instead is part of a continuum from health to disease
that cannot currently be distinguished on the basis of imaging
and clinical features.

The widespread use of brain MR imaging in multiple settings
has led to frequent reporting of such incidental lesions on T2-
weighted and FLAIR pulse sequences.3 In most cases of RIS,

patients are being evaluated for headache, trauma, or nonspecific
dizziness, symptoms that are not characteristically attributed to
MS, and they have not had prior clinical episodes of neurologic
deficits.

While the prevalence of RIS remains unknown, incidentally

found white matter lesions resembling demyelination occur in

0.1%–0.7% of the general population.4 The incidence of RIS

has been estimated at 0.8 per 100,000 person-years in a

Swedish cohort consisting of 1907 patients, compared with the

10.2 per 100,000 person-year incidence of MS.5 The prevalence

of RIS is known to be increased in healthy relatives of patients

with MS. Gabelic et al6 found that the prevalence of RIS was

2.9% in the healthy relatives of patients with MS in contrast to

the prevalence of 2.4% in nonfamilial healthy controls. Liu et

al7 assessed T2 hyperintensities in 326 consecutive patients

10–55 years of age presenting with headache and found that

the Barkhof and 2010 McDonald criteria for DIS were met in

2.4%–7.1% and 24.4%–34.5%, respectively. These reported fig-

ures, however, far exceed the prevalence of MS. Overall, on the

basis of postmortem studies, the prevalence of RIS seems to

fall within 0.06%–0.7%.8

Since RIS was first defined in 2009,9 the implications of
these imaging findings have been widely investigated. The con-
version rate of RIS to MS and the debate over whether to start
MS disease-modifying therapies (with their potentially serious
side effects) in RIS are subjects of intense scrutiny, summar-
ized herein.10
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History
Okuda et al9 first described RIS as showing T2-hyperintence,
ovoid, homogeneous, well-defined lesions on MR imaging that
fulfilled at least 3 of 4 Barkhof criteria (Table 1) for DIS in indi-
viduals without a history of symptoms consistent with a central
nervous system demyelinating disorder, toxic conditions, or other
disease processes that might lead to such imaging findings.
Development of clinically isolated syndrome (CIS) or clinically
definite MS was noted in the longitudinal follow-up of 10 of 30
patients for which such data were available. The mean time to the
first clinically defining neurologic event was 5.4 years.9

Nine articles on the topic were written in 2009 after the article
by Okuda et al.9 Since then, the literature has expanded with 16
articles on the topic written in 2014 and 27 in 2019. However,
there has not been a review of the imaging findings of RIS in a ra-
diology-based scientific journal to date.

Criteria Evolution
The diagnosis of RIS has relied on the imaging criteria used to
make the diagnosis of MS. The 2010 McDonald Criteria simplified
the DIS criteria for the diagnosis of MS by focusing on the distribu-
tion of the demyelinating lesions (juxtacortical, periventricular,
infratentorial, and spinal cord) rather than the total number of
lesions.11 The 2010 and 2017 revised McDonald criteria did not
address the RIS entity because of the paucity of longitudinal data
surrounding RIS. However, in 2017, the Magnetic Resonance
Imaging in MS (MAGNIMS) European group tried to better define
the imaging criteria for RIS. The MAGNIMS consensus group did
not propose a strict recommendation on diagnosing and treating
RIS; however, they suggested that identical MR imaging criteria for
DIS and dissemination in time (DIT) should be used for RIS and
MS (Table 2).1

In other words, instead of using the Barkhof criteria as pro-
posed in Okuda et al,9 the revised 2017 McDonald and/or
MAGNIMS criteria should be applied (On-line Table). On the ba-
sis of the new guidelines, DIS in RIS is based on the presence of
T2/FLAIR hyperintense lesions in at least 2 of the following topog-
raphies: cortical or juxtacortical white matter, periventricular white
matter, spinal cord, and the infratentorial (brain stem and/or cere-
bellum) compartment (Fig 1).

A detailed clinical history and a meticulous neurologic exami-
nation are essential to rule out any clinical evidence of MS before
labeling the patient as fulfilling the definition of RIS. The criteria
used for diagnosing clinically definite MS require the presence of
clinical relapses (relapsing-onset MS) or ongoing neurologic deteri-
oration from the start (progressive onset).2 MAGNIMS opined
and the 2017 McDonald Criteria Panel agreed that if a clinical epi-
sode occurs in a subject positive for RIS-DIS/DIT then a diagnosis
of MS can be made.

Imaging Findings
In the article of Okuda et al9 on RIS, 10 of 41 (24%) patients with
periventricular, juxtacortical, spinal, or infratentorial white matter
lesions had $1 enhancing plaque at the time of RIS presentation.
Of these 41 patients, MR imaging progression (the presence of new
T2 foci, new gadolinium enhancement, or enlargement of pre-exist-
ing lesions) on longitudinal MR imaging, fulfilling the DIT criteria,
was identified in 59% of the cohort (24/41). In a subsequent multi-
center cohort of 456 patients with RIS, the frequency of periventric-
ular, juxtacortical, spinal cord, and infratentorial lesions was 98.7%,
90.1%, 35.2%, and 30.4%, respectively.12 Gadolinium-enhancing
lesions were found in 82.3% of this study cohort (Fig 2).12 In a study
of 19 patients with RIS and 20 individuals with relapsing-remitting
MS (RRMS), no significant difference was found between the

Table 1: Proposed diagnostic criteria for RIS by Okuda et al9

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria
CNS white matter lesions on MR imaging that are ovoid, well-
circumscribed, .3mm, and homogeneously hyperintense on T2-
weighted images with or without involvement of the corpus callosum

CNS lesions in a vascular pattern
Historical accounts of remitting clinical symptoms consistent
with neurologic dysfunction

CNS lesions fulfill 3 of 4 Barkof criteria
1) One gadolinium-enhancing lesion or 9 T2-hyperintense lesions if no
gadolinium-enhancing lesions

2) At least 1 infratentorial lesion
3) At least 1 juxtacortical lesion, and
4) At least 3 periventricular lesions

MR imaging anomalies can be explained by the direct
physiologic effects of substances (recreational drug abuse,
toxic exposure) or a medical condition

MR imaging phenotypes suggestive of leukoaraiosis (small-
vessel ischemic disease) or extensive white matter
pathology lacking involvement of the corpus callosum

MR imaging anomalies do not account for clinically apparent
impairment in social, occupational, or generalized areas of
functioning

White matter lesions are better accounted for by another
medical condition

Table 2: Modified criteria for the diagnosis of RIS2

Inclusion Criteria Exclusion Criteria
$1 T2-hyperintense lesions on T2-weighted scans involving

at least 2 of the following 4 locations:
1. Periventricular white matter
2. Cortical/juxtacortical
3. Spinal cord
4. Infratentorial

Neurologic dysfunction suggestive of MS based on historical
symptoms and/or objective signs

MR imaging abnormalities explained by other disease processes,
especially considering age, vascular, toxins, or drug-related
abnormalities
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groups in T1-weighted and T2-weighted lesion volume or fre-
quency and distribution of lesions.13 In addition to white matter
lesions, cortical lesions have been described in 40% of patients with
RIS in a study by Giorgio et al.14 The authors found that these corti-
cal lesions involved the frontotemporal lobes most commonly and
were more frequent in patients with RIS with the following: 1) oli-
goclonal bands in the CSF, 2) DIT on follow-up, and 3) coexistent
cervical cord lesions. The unanswered question remains as to
whether patients with RIS with cortical lesions have a higher MS
conversion rate.

The perivenular distribution of the lesions is a key feature in
distinguishing RIS from other mimickers (eg, migraines, strokes,
synovitis-acne-pustulosis-hyperostosis-osteitis syndrome). A
high percentage of RIS lesions show the central vein sign, specifi-
cally when higher magnetic fields and susceptibility-weighted
sequences are used.15,16 The paramagnetic rim sign refers to the
signal drop (ie, susceptibility artifact) at the edge of the white
matter lesions in chronic demyelination. A study of 15

individuals with RIS reported the central vein sign and paramag-
netic rim sign in 93% and 73% of the study population,
respectively.17

Advanced Imaging
On 3D quantitative volumetric studies, normalized whole-brain vol-
ume, normalized cerebral cortical volume,18 and normalized cere-
bellar white matter volume19 have been found to be significantly
lower in patients with RIS compared with healthy individuals. In
addition, on MR spectroscopy studies, decreased N-acetyl-aspartate/
creatine levels in lesional regions, normal-appearing white matter,
and cortical gray matter have been found in patients with RIS com-
pared with healthy controls, suggestive of early neuronal damage.20

Studies using DTI have described microstructural changes in
the brain MR imaging of individuals with RIS, which are confined
to the lesional area; this finding is in contrast to the altered white
matter integrity in both lesions and normal-appearing white mat-
ter in RRMS. De Stefano et al13 examined brain MRIs of 19 indi-
viduals with RIS compared with 20 with RRMS and 20 healthy
controls. They found lesional magnetization transfer to be signifi-
cantly lower in those with RIS than in healthy controls, but signifi-
cantly higher than in those with RRMS. Normal-appearing white
matter magnetization transfer values were similar in patients with
RIS and healthy controls but significantly higher than normal-
appearing white matter in patients with RRMS.

Giogrio et al21 identified lower fractional anisotropy values in
white matter tracts with lesions in patients with RIS compared
with healthy controls. In addition, the study compared the func-
tional connectivity in individuals with RRMS and RIS versus
healthy controls. There was no difference in resting-state network
connectivity among those with RIS, RRMS, and controls; how-
ever, patients with RIS had significantly lower functional connec-
tivity in sensorimotor and working memory subnetworks than
patients with RRMS.

Similar changes were reported in advanced MR imaging of
the spinal cord in RIS. In a study22 of 3T spinal cord MR imaging
in 24 individuals with RIS and 14 healthy controls, the spinal

FIG 2. A, A 32-year-old woman being evaluated for benign positional
vertigo. The FLAIR scans have severe confluent periventricular disease
and a few juxtacortical foci (arrows) of high signal. B, On postgadoli-
nium scanning, numerous ring-enhancing demyelinating lesions are
present, both periventricular-periatrial on the right and juxtacortical
bilaterally.

FIG 1. A, Axial T2-weighted image in a 21-year-old patient presenting to the emergency department with the worst headache of her life shows
left periventricular posterior fossa lesions (arrow). B, The FLAIR scan demonstrates periventricular (Dawson fingers-like) and juxtacortical lesions
(arrows). C, None of the lesions show gadolinium enhancement.
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cord magnetization transfer ratios were lower in patients with
RIS. By contrast, there were no significant differences in the DTI
metrics (fractional anisotropy and mean, perpendicular, and par-
allel diffusivity) between individuals with RIS and healthy
controls.

Evolution to MS
A number of clinical and paraclinical features have been studied
in RIS to help identify whether markers exist that portend early
clinical conversion to MS. These predictors may help identify
patients with high-risk RIS who might benefit from early treat-
ment with MS disease-modifying therapies, though treatment is
controversial at this juncture in time.

In a multicenter study of 451 individuals with RIS, approxi-
mately two-thirds of individuals developed new lesions on longi-
tudinal MR imaging, while one-third of them developed CIS
within 5 years of the index MR imaging.12 Since this publication
in 2014, it has been accepted that RIS with DIS and DIT plus CIS
implies a diagnosis of MS.2 Approximately 10% of the entire
cohort eventually developed primary-progressive MS.

Patients with spinal cord lesions appear to be at particular risk
of conversion, with 56% converting to MS.23 In 1 study of
patients with RIS, 84% of individuals who had cervical cord
lesions converted to MS, while only 7% of those without cervical
cord lesions converted.24 Similarly, thoracic cord lesions, though
occurring more rarely, place patients with RIS at higher risk of
conversion to MS (hazard ratio, 2.23 versus 2.02 for cervical cord
lesions).4

In contrast to spinal lesions, periventricular and juxtacortical
lesions were not found to be predictive of clinical conver-
sion.12,25 Additionally, the number of lesions and their location
in the brain are not a strong predictor of clinical conversion.26

A few studies have found the presence of infratentorial lesions
to be predictive of clinical conversion,24,27 while others have
not.12,25,28

Lebrun et al28 suggested that the criteria for high-risk RIS
should include younger age, the presence of gadolinium-enhanc-
ing lesions, and abnormal visual-evoked potentials. According to
the multinational study mentioned above12 that included 451
individuals with RIS (78.5% females; mean age, 37.2 years),
younger age (hazard ratio, 0.98; 95% CI, 0.96–0.99), male sex
(hazard ratio, 1.93; 95% CI, 1.24–2.99), and the presence of
lesions within the cervical or thoracic spinal cord (hazard ratio,
3.08; 95% CI, 2.06–4.62) were identified in the multivariate analy-
sis as the most significant predictors for the development of MS.
The presence of contrast enhancement on baseline MR imaging,
the location of the lesions in the brain, a family history of MS,
and the CSF profile were not strong predictors of clinical conver-
sion in this model. Older men with spinal cord lesions and RIS
had a higher rate of conversion to primary-progressive MS.29

CSF biomarkers have also been studied in patients with RIS.
Oligoclonal bands have been the most important CSF biomarker
to predict clinical conversion to MS.26 In the 2017 McDonald MS
criteria, oligoclonal bands can replace DIT.1 Smaller cohorts have
shown a higher risk if patients have elevated interleukin 8,30 neu-
rofilament light chain,31 and immunoglobulin G indexes23 in the
spinal fluid.

Lebrun et al32 also found a higher rate of clinical conversion
to MS in pregnant patients with a significantly shorter mean con-
version time.

Overall, the presence of spinal cord lesions, oligoclonal bands
in CSF, and younger age is the most important predictor for con-
version. Whether the presence of contrast-enhancing lesions can
be a predictor of clinical conversion is controversial.

Relationship to Clinically Isolated Syndrome
Patients are considered to have CIS when they present with their
first clinical symptom suggestive of CNS demyelination and do
not fulfill the McDonald criteria for clinically definite MS. The
neurologic event might involve the optic nerve, spinal cord,
brain stem, cerebellum, or cerebral hemispheres. The clinical
event needs to persist in a constant fashion for at least 24 hours
and occur in the absence of fever or infection to be called a
demyelinating attack.1 In a study of 156 individuals with CIS
with a median follow-up of 7 years, 42% converted to clinically
definite MS.33 The rate of conversion of CIS to MS appears to be
higher than that in individuals with RIS. MR imaging is the most
helpful tool to predict conversion to MS in patients with CIS.
MR imaging abnormalities suggestive of demyelinating disease
are seen in 50%–70% of individuals with CIS.34 The risk of con-
version to clinically definite MS is approximately 60%–82% in
those with abnormal MR imaging findings, in contrast to 8%–
25% in those with a normal MR imaging findings.35 In individu-
als with RIS who develop CIS, the presence of DIT (eg, the pres-
ence of both gadolinium-enhancing and nonenhancing lesions)
on MR imaging will fulfill the criteria for a diagnosis of MS.
Several MR imaging features have been associated with a higher
risk of conversion of CIS to MS, including the involvement of
white matter tracts attributed to motor function, the involve-
ment of tracts near the corpus callosum,36 the presence of spinal
cord lesions,37 the development of new brain lesions, and lateral
ventricle enlargement.38

Differential Diagnosis
As stated in the original article of Okuda et al,9 the label of RIS
can be applied only after excluding other causes of white matter
lesions. Okuda et al added, as part of these criteria (see Table 1),
“The MR imaging anomalies are not due to the direct physiologic
effects of substances (recreational drug abuse, toxic exposure) or
a medical condition” and “Exclusion of individuals with MR
imaging phenotypes suggestive of leukoaraiosis or extensive
white matter pathology lacking involvement of the corpus cal-
losum.” Similarly, the MAGNIMS 2018 statement lists as exclu-
sion criteria “MR imaging abnormalities explained by any other
disease process, with particular attention to aging or vascular-
related abnormalities, and those due to exposure to toxins or
drugs.”2 These statements are included because an age limit has
not been defined for RIS. Therefore, an elderly patient with
small-vessel ischemic disease with lesions in the posterior fossa
and periventricular region who develops a new ischemic focus
may fulfill the McDonald 2017 and the RIS imaging criteria of
Okuda et al.

When one considers the causes of white matter lesions that
may mimic the RIS pattern, the list spans several entities
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including vascular (migraine changes, vasculitis, CADASIL,
neonatal hypoxic-ischemic injuries, anoxic episodes, and
small-vessel ischemic disease), inflammatory/infectious entities
(sarcoidosis, lupus, acute disseminated encephalomyelitis, pro-
gressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy, synovitis-acne-pustu-
losis-hyperostosis-osteitis syndrome), posttraumatic changes
(remote clinical and subclinical trauma, sports-related, ie, boxers),
drug-related (splenial demyelination in seizure medications versus
causes of posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome), and
idiopathic (Table 3).39 Two series40,41 of “misdiagnosed MS”
reported the most common final diagnoses to be migraine,
fibromyalgia, psychiatric/psychogenic disease, nonspecific
white matter abnormalities, small-vessel ischemic disease, and
neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders. As opposed to these
entities described above, which have overt signs and symptoms,
patients with RIS are, by definition, asymptomatic.

Despite this very broad differential diagnosis, subspecialty-
trained neuroradiologists have been shown to be very accurate
in recognizing the pattern of white matter lesions suggestive
of MS and therefore RIS. In a study performed at a large
academic center,42 the order in which MS was suggested in a
differential diagnosis of the neuroradiologist’s report deter-
mined the likelihood of a final diagnosis in patients who did

not previously have a diagnosis of MS. When MS was listed as
the only diagnosis, the neuroradiologists were correct in the
final diagnosis in 22/24 cases (92.3%). When “demyelinating
disorder” only was listed, they were correct in 43/51 cases
(84.3%), and when MS was listed as the first potential diagno-
sis in a list of differentials, the final diagnosis was proved to be
MS in 38% (3/8) of cases. The final diagnoses in those patients
inaccurately reported as “likely MS” included migraines
(n¼ 9), peripheral neuropathy (n ¼ 4), postconcussive lesions
(n ¼ 3), substance abuse (n ¼ 2), cerebrovascular disease (n ¼
2), and no diagnosis (n = 5).42

The imaging findings that are more suggestive of RIS than
other entities include the central vein sign of demyelination
around a vein and involvement of the corpus callosum (corpus
callosum–septum pellucidum interface). The original RIS diag-
nostic criteria of Okuda et al9 excluded patients if they were
“lacking involvement of the corpus callosum.” Moreover, spi-
nal involvement also helps to practically exclude diagnoses like
migraines, posterior reversible encephalopathy syndrome, pro-
gressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy, and so forth. A good
review of the accuracy of MR imaging for MS alone and in
combination with clinical findings, serologic tests, and CSF
markers can be found in the study by Schaffler et al.43

Table 3: Selected entities often mistaken for RIS
Entity Distinguishing Clinical Features Distinguishing Imaging Features Important Keys to Diagnosis

Toxins/drug-related Altered mental status changes
during intoxication, history of
substance abuse

Deep gray matter frequently
involved, symmetric lesions

Urine and serum toxicology
tests

Age-related leukoaraiosis Older individual, cardiovascular
risk factors

Small (,3 mm), nonenhancing
lesions in periventricular and deep
white matter, coexistent
striatocapsular lacunar disease,
absence of callososeptal lesions/
Dawson fingers–type lesions

Lacunar disease and atypical
white matter lesions for
RIS in an older individual

Migraines Headache or aura predominates Predominantly subcortical white
matter lesions that are small (,3
mm) and do not enhance, few
periventricular lesions

Headache history and lack
of typical imaging features
consistent with RIS

Vasculitis Episodic neurologic symptoms
with superimposed strokes

Gray and white matter lesions
coexist, may have enhancing
vessel wall and/or leptomeningeal
enhancement, MRA with stenoses

Systemic symptoms present,
elevated erythrocyte
sedimentation rate and/or
C-reactive protein level,
extra-/intracranial vessels
abnormal, brain biopsy

CADASIL Strokelike episodes, family
history of similar clinical
syndrome

White matter disease favoring
anterior temporal tip subcortical
regions, external capsule,
presence of lacunar infarcts

Genetic testing diagnostic

Collagen vascular diseases Clinical history of arthritis, long-
standing chronic disease,
episodic

Gray and white matter lesions 6
vasculitis, occasional encephalitis

Clinical symptoms of a
systemic disorder and
presence of serologic
autoantibodies/
inflammatory markers

ADEM Encephalitis, seizures, children
. adults, history of viral/
vaccine prodrome

Gray matter disease predominates,
more diffuse enhancement, may
have positive findings on DWI

History of prodromal virus
infection or vaccination,
encephalopathic

Posttraumatic History of $1 traumatic, sports-
related event

Favors gray-white matter junction,
hemorrhagic products present,
classic tears in splenium-brain
stem deep gray matter

Hemorrhage and
stereotypical locations of
disease at shearing sites

Note:—ADEM indicates acute disseminated encephalomyelitis.
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Clinical Approach to RIS
Despite RIS being described more than a decade ago, there are no
specific, universally adopted guidelines for the monitoring and
treatment of this evolving entity. This issue is mostly secondary
to a paucity of available longitudinal studies and lack of expert
consensus1 on how one should approach such patients. Hence,
clinicians are left with relying on short studies, review articles,
and their anecdotal experiences.

An initial pragmatic approach that many clinicians take after
an individual fulfills the criteria for RIS is similar to how clini-
cians evaluate and monitor patients with suspected CIS and MS.
First, a detailed history and physical examination by an experi-
enced neurology clinician are recommended to ensure that a
patient truly has RIS, especially because treatment is recom-
mended for most patients with CIS and MS. The emphasis, there-
fore, is to discover prior or current neurologic signs and
symptoms that might fulfill the CIS or MS criteria. At this junc-
ture, most clinicians44-46 are hesitant to start patients with RIS on
prophylactic disease-modifying therapies because a substantial
number of patients with RIS will not develop MS and there are
potential serious risks associated with MS therapies.

Obtaining paraclinical testing beyond an MR imaging is also
extremely important because this can help stratify patients with
RIS into low-risk (eg, no spine lesions, normal lumbar punc-
ture) or high-risk (eg, spine lesions, presence of CSF-restricted
oligoclonal bands)12,47 for conversion to MS. Hence, most neu-
rology clinicians will recommend a lumbar puncture to assess
markers of autoimmunity and inflammation, including CSF
pleocytosis, an elevated immunoglobulin G index, and/or CSF-
restricted oligoclonal bands. In addition, just like with MS, sero-
logic testing is necessary for ruling out mimickers of demyeli-
nating disorders (systemic/rheumatic disorders, nutritional
deficiencies, infectious diseases, and so forth) and for identify-
ing conditions that have a stronger propensity to cause dis-
abling neurologic attacks (eg, seropositive neuromyelitis optica
spectrum disorders, anti-myelin oligodendrocyte glycoprotein–
associated disorders, and so forth).

Other tests that are commonly performed that may be asso-
ciated with the prognosis of patients with RIS include visual-
evoked potential testing and optical coherence tomogra-
phy.28,48,49 Electromyography, nerve conduction studies, and
other ancillary studies are typically not performed unless there
are “red flags” in the history and/or examination suggesting an
alternative diagnosis (eg, peripheral neuropathy).

Most clinicians will also obtain a total serum 25-hydroxyvita-
min D level on their patients because chronic vitamin D defi-
ciency is associated with a risk of developing MS.50 If a patient
with RIS has low vitamin D, vitamin D supplementation is
recommended.

After the initial assessment and work-up for RIS is completed,
clinicians are then challenged by how patients with RIS should be
monitored across time. Currently, there is a paucity of data that
help guide clinicians on when surveillance imaging should be
performed in RIS, especially as it relates to assessing evidence of
DIT.2,51 The MAGNIMS group and the Consortium of Multiple
Sclerosis Centers MR Imaging Task Force have published expert
consensus guidelines that can be followed.2,51 Future and ongoing

prospective longitudinal studies will help refine these guidelines
along with the advent of newer imaging techniques (central vein
sign, paramagnetic rim sign) and other biomarkers (eg, neurofila-
ment light chain).

At this time, the treatment approach for patients with RIS is
controversial. As previously highlighted, a substantial number of
patients with RIS will not develop CIS or MS, especially those
who are considered to have low-risk RIS. A recent comprehensive
review article52 on RIS discussed the importance of clinical trials
in RIS because data are lacking establishing the benefit of starting
treatment in RIS. Hence, treatment is not recommended for most
upfront, though if new inflammatory activity (ie, gadolinium-
enhancing lesions) is seen on follow-up MR imaging, many neu-
rologists would strongly consider starting therapy.

In 1 retrospective study in which a small cohort of patients
with RIS received MS disease-modifying therapies, the 5-year risk
of developing an MS-defining clinical event was 45% (33/73
patients) in those receiving disease-modifying therapies versus
31% (117/378) in those who did not receive disease-modifying
therapies.12 There are several RIS randomized clinical trials
ongoing that are evaluating whether starting dimethyl fumarate
or teriflunomide will prevent or delay conversion to clinically def-
inite MS versus a placebo.

RIS in Pediatrics
There are limited data on the prevalence and clinical significance
of RIS in children. In a review of brain MRIs in 3966 pediatric
patients,53 only 1 patient (0.03%) was identified as fulfilling the
RIS criteria. In a longitudinal multicenter study54 of 38 pediatric
patients with a median age of 15 years who were diagnosed with
RIS based on the McDonald 2010 DIS criteria, 42% experienced a
first clinical neurologic attack with a median interval of 2 years.
In addition, radiologic progression was reported in 61% of the
study cohort. These reported numbers are very similar to those of
RIS in adult patients; however, the study found that clinical con-
version to MS occurs after a shorter interval in pediatric patients
compared with adults. Most important, the authors also reported
that the presence of $2 CSF-related oligoclonal bands or spinal
cord lesions was a significant predictor of clinical conversion.55

The conventional MR imaging findings in children are not differ-
ent from those seen in adult patients with RIS. Because there are
sparse data available on RIS in children, there is not sufficient evi-
dence to conclude that these patients could potentially benefit
from early disease-modifying treatment.56

CONCLUSIONS
There are patients without a defined neurologic event who have
MR imaging findings that fulfill the imaging criteria for MS. After
an extensive work-up to exclude other neurologic, systemic, or iat-
rogenic etiologies, these patients are labeled as fulfilling the criteria
for RIS. At baseline and in follow-up, the presence of imaging fac-
tors (spinal lesions, enhancing lesions, corpus callosum lesions), de-
mographic characteristics (men, pregnant women, younger age,
relative of a patient with MS), and/or CSF markers (oligoclonal
bands) incurs a higher risk of subsequent conversion to MS.
Radiologists who identify patients with classic MS-like lesions in
the appropriate clinical and patient group settings should suggest
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the RIS entity. The surveillance of patients with RIS, the agent and
extent of treatment, and long-term outcomes are subjects of
ongoing debate and clinical trials. More studies are also needed
with advanced MR imaging techniques to investigate whether novel
technologies being developed will help identify which patients with
RIS are at greatest risk for conversion to clinically definite MS.
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REVIEW ARTICLE

Diagnostic Performance of PET and Perfusion-Weighted
Imaging in Differentiating Tumor Recurrence or Progression

from Radiation Necrosis in Posttreatment Gliomas:
A Review of Literature

N. Soni, M. Ora, N. Mohindra, Y. Menda, and G. Bathla

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Tumor resection followed by chemoradiation remains the current criterion standard treatment for high-grade gliomas.
Regardless of aggressive treatment, tumor recurrence and radiation necrosis are 2 different outcomes. Differentiation of tumor re-
currence from radiation necrosis remains a critical problem in these patients because of considerable overlap in clinical and imaging
presentations. Contrast-enhanced MR imaging is the universal imaging technique for diagnosis, treatment evaluation, and detection
of recurrence of high-grade gliomas. PWI and PET with novel radiotracers have an evolving role for monitoring treatment response
in high-grade gliomas. In the literature, there is no clear consensus on the superiority of either technique or their complementary
information. This review aims to elucidate the diagnostic performance of individual and combined use of functional (PWI) and met-
abolic (PET) imaging modalities to distinguish recurrence from posttreatment changes in gliomas.

ABBREVIATIONS: AAT ¼ amino acid tracer; ASL ¼ arterial spin-labeling; AUC ¼ area under the curve; 11C-MET ¼ 11C-methionine; DCE ¼ dynamic contrast-
enhanced; FDOPA ¼ 6-[18F]fluoro-L-dopa; FET ¼ [18F]fluoroethyl-L-tyrosine; FLT ¼ 18F-fluorothymidine; HGG ¼ high-grade glioma; Ktrans ¼ volume transfer con-
stant; rCBV ¼ relative cerebral blood volume; RN ¼ radiation necrosis; TBR ¼ tumor-to-background ratio; TR ¼ tumor recurrence; Ve ¼ volume of tissue;
Vp ¼ plasma volume

G liomas are primary brain tumors with an incidence of 5–6
per 100,000 population. Glioblastoma is the most common

and aggressive subtype with a median survival period of
,15months and a 5-year survival rate of ,10%.1 The current
criterion standard treatment for high-grade gliomas (HGGs) is
maximum tumor resection followed by radiation therapy with
concurrent and adjuvant temozolomide-based chemotherapy,
which has shown improved survival. Despite advances in imaging
and multidisciplinary treatment, glioblastoma carries a dismal
prognosis. Chemoradiation may induce new enhancement and
edema that may mimic tumor recurrence (TR) or progression on
follow-up imaging. TR is inevitable after a median survival time
of 32–36weeks.2 Radiation necrosis (RN) may also manifest as
new or increased enhancement caused by disruption of the BBB

from detrimental effects of radiation on the surrounding healthy
tissue. RN usually manifests 3–12months after radiation therapy
with an incidence of 3%–24% depending on radiation dose.3

Apart from RN, pseudoprogression and pseudoresponse are 2
new posttreatment entities that have been recognized during fol-
low-up. Pseudoprogression may constitute an overresponse to
effective treatment with a reported incidence of 10%–30% and
usually occurs within the first 3months after completing radia-
tion therapy with or without temozolomide. Pseudoresponse
refers to a transient rapid decrease in lesion enhancement and
surrounding edema after antiangiogenic treatment (ie, bevacizu-
mab) by normalizing the BBB and mimicking favorable tumor
response while the actual tumor remains viable or progresses.2,4,5

Contrast-enhanced MR imaging remains the primary imaging
technique in HGG follow-up because of its widespread availabil-
ity and excellent soft-tissue and contrast resolution. A recent
meta-analysis of glioblastoma with enhancing lesions on post-
treatment MR imaging revealed true progression in 60% and
treatment-related changes in 36% of patients.6 Posttreatment
evaluation is generally based on Response Assessment in Neuro-
Oncology criteria that rely on clinical condition, lesion size, and
enhancement.7 Recently, The Response Assessment in Neuro-
Oncology working group recommended PET using radio-labeled
amino acids as an additional tool in the diagnostic assessment of
brain tumors.8 Differentiation of “tumor progression/recurrence”
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and “treatment-related changes” is still challenging, and to date,
no single technique provides a reliable detection of glioma recur-
rence. Biopsy remains the criterion standard to give immediate
therapy decisions compared with clinical follow-up. However, as
an invasive procedure, it is associated with morbidity and mortal-
ity rates of 1%–5% and 0%–2.3%, respectively.9 It is also impor-
tant for pathologists to be aware of tumor heterogeneity while
analyzing biopsy samples in these cases.5

There is no standard management for recurrent glioblastoma,
and patients may undergo reoperation, re-radiation, or chemo-
therapy with progression-free survival and overall survival of 10
and 30weeks, respectively.10 Thus, accurate and timely diagnosis
of recurrent tumor is necessary to reduce the surgical risk and
health care cost and improve the quality of life. Limitations of
conventional imaging in evaluating posttreatment changes have
encouraged the use of advanced MR imaging techniques (perfu-
sion, diffusion-weighted, and spectroscopy) and PET imaging
with novel radiopharmaceuticals. Both imaging modalities have
their advantages and limitations at the expense of time and cost
burden.

PWI is commonly used for the primary diagnosis and post-
treatment glioma surveillance. The 3 most frequently used MR
perfusion techniques are T2*-based dynamic susceptibility con-
trast (DSC); T1-weighted dynamic contrast-enhanced (DCE),
which uses exogenous contrast; and arterial spin-labeling (ASL)
based on arterial endogenous tracer.11,12 Because PET is a func-
tional technique, it may provide additional insight beyond MR
imaging into the biology of gliomas, which may have a potential
role in the noninvasive grading, tumor delineation, radiation
therapy planning, and posttreatment response evaluation.13 Use
of [18F] FDG is widespread in clinical nuclear medicine and is of
relatively low cost. Because of the low tracer uptake in gray mat-
ter, amino acid tracers (AATs) are very helpful in differentiating
TR from treatment-induced changes. 11C-methionine (11C-MET)
is the most studied and validated AAT.8 With the advent of inte-
grated PET/MR imaging in clinical practice, studies have shown a
strong correlation between these 2 modalities by providing com-
plete anatomic, functional, and metabolic information of tumors
at a single point of time. This review summarizes the current role,
limitations, and challenges of perfusion MR imaging and PET
imaging to differentiate TR or progression from RN in gliomas.

Literature Search
We searched PubMed to collect relevant published articles (up to
October 2019) aiming to provide independent or comparative
results of these 2 imaging modalities in differentiating TR or pro-
gression from RN in gliomas. Eligible studied fulfilled the follow-
ing criteria: 1) pathologically proved glioma (grades II–IV); 2)
newly enhancing lesions on imaging, with diagnoses of TR or RN
on PET, PWI, or both; 3) definitive diagnosis based on histopa-
thology and/or clinical and imaging follow-up; 4) sample size
$20 for individual technique and$10 for combined studies; and
5) full-text articles in English. We followed a nonquantitative
approach and extracted the relevant information from each
article.

Perfusion-Weighted Imaging
Parameters derived from perfusion MR imaging indirectly evalu-
ate tumor neoangiogenesis by assessing blood volume, blood
flow, and permeability. Whereas TR reflects hyperperfusion
caused by associated neoangiogenesis, RN shows hypoperfusion
caused by coagulative necrosis. DSC is the most widely used PWI
because of the short acquisition time and widely available user-
friendly postprocessing software. However, DSC has susceptibil-
ity artifacts and effects of contrast leakage. DCE provides better
spatial resolution, is less prone to susceptibility artifacts, and eval-
uates both blood volume and permeability. However, the com-
plex pharmacokinetic compartment models and nonavailability
of user-friendly or vendor-based standardized software limit the
use of DCE-PWI. Relative cerebral blood volume (rCBV) is the
most validated perfusion parameter for evaluation of brain
tumors that can be assessed both qualitatively and quantita-
tively.11,12 ASL is a noninvasive perfusion technique that uses
magnetically labeled arterial blood as an endogenous tracer, so it
is less prone to susceptibility artifacts. ASL provides absolute
quantification of CBF that is reliable and reproducible and corre-
lates with other perfusion techniques.11 Several studies have
shown the usefulness of DSC, DCE, and ASL to distinguish TR
from RN in gliomas (On-line Table 1).14-27

A few studies have compared DSC and DCE perfusion techni-
ques for differentiating TR from RN (On-line Table 1).22,23,25 A
recent meta-analysis including 28 articles demonstrated a pooled
sensitivity and specificity of 90% and 88% for DSC and 89% and
85% for DCE, respectively.28 Another meta-analysis also verified
similar results, with a pooled sensitivity and specificity of 87%
and 86% for DSC and 92% and 85% for DCE, respectively. The
study reported a wide range of optimal rCBV cutoff values
(range, 0.71–3.7) to reliably distinguish TR from RN because of
technical issues such as vascular leak.29 Kim et al,30 in their large
retrospective study, reported the added value of either DSC or
DCE-PWI to the routine MR imaging in significantly improving
the prediction of recurrent glioblastoma. Using a mean rCBV
threshold of 1.8, Young et al15 found 100% sensitivity and 75%
specificity in identifying TR. Nael et al22 found 80% sensitivity
and 92% specificity by using a mean rCBV threshold of 2.2. Di
Costanzo et al16 also found significantly higher rCBV values in
recurrent glioma than in RN and reported similar diagnostic ac-
curacy (86%) as in the literature. Wang et al18 used maximum
rCBV instead of rCBV mean values and reported 62% sensitivity
and 80% specificity at a cutoff of 4.4. In many cases, TR coexists
with RN, leading to overlap of the rCBV ratios.19 Blasel et al19

also reported superior diagnostic accuracy of maximum rCBV
(sensitivity, 78%; specificity, 86%) compared with rCBVmean
(sensitivity, 65%; specificity, 71%), which reflects tumor heteroge-
neity and regional perfusion differences.

A recent meta-analysis by van Dijken et al29 showed higher
diagnostic accuracy of DCE compared with DSC, but another
meta-analysis by Patel et al,28 showed equal diagnostic accuracy
of both in differentiating TR from RN. DCE-derived parameters
include volume transfer constant (Ktrans), extravascular extracel-
lular space per unit volume of tissue (Ve), and plasma volume
(Vp).4,29 Yun et al21 found mean Ktrans as the most promising
parameter in differentiating true progression from pseudo-
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progression (sensitivity, 59%; specificity, 94%) compared with
Vp. On the contrary, Thomas et al20 found higher area under
curve (AUC) for Vp compared with Ktrans in differentiating pseu-
doprogression (Vp cutoff,,3.7; sensitivity, 85%; specificity, 79%)
from true progression (mean Ktrans .3.6; sensitivity, 69%; speci-
ficity, 79%). The increased permeability may confound Ktrans

because of radiation-induced endothelial damage. Zakhari et al23

reported DSC-derived rCBV measurement as more accurate than
DCE in differentiating TR from RN. They argued against the rou-
tine use of DCE perfusion in posttreatment evaluation of HGGs.
Seeger et al25 also reported similar results and found better diag-
nostic performance of rCBV compared with Ktrans. On the con-
trary, Shin et al31 showed statistically significant differences in
Ktrans and rCBV and suggested that DCE is more accurate than
DSC in posttreatment evaluation of HGGs. Few studies discuss
the role of ASL to differentiate TR from posttreatment evaluation
of HGGs (On-line Table 1).24-27 A meta-analysis identified low
diagnostic accuracy of ASL with pooled sensitivity of 52%–79%
and specificity of 64%–82%.29 Ye et al24 found a close linear cor-
relation between ASL and DSC PWI in the differentiation of TR
from RN. ASL could be an ideal imaging technique for the long-
term follow-up of gliomas after treatment, including those with
renal dysfunction.24

PET with Novel Radiotracers
PET/CT provides clinically invaluable information about detec-
tion, grading, biopsy site selection, and assessing treatment
response of tumors.13 On-line Table 2 summarizes the various
PET radiotracers and their uptake mechanism, half-life, availabil-
ity, and uptake in the healthy brain. We will discuss the most
commonly used FDG,32-37 and other various radio-labeled AATs
such as 11C-MET),32,36,38-42 6[18F]fluoro-L-dopa (FDOPA),43-45

and [18F]fluoroethyl-L-tyrosine (FET),46-51 as well as 18F-fluoro-
thymidine (FLT),50,52 which evaluates DNA syntheses (On-line
Table 3).

Glucose Metabolism: FDG-PET
[18F]-FDG is a glucose analog that is actively transported into the
cells by glucose transporter proteins and phosphorylated to FDG-
6-phosphate. In cancer cells, increased mitosis, anaerobic glycoly-
sis, glucose transporter proteins level, and glycolytic enzymes
contribute to the higher uptake of FDG. Patronas et al53 first, in
1982, used [18F]-FDG to evaluate posttreatment changes in
gliomas. After that, several studies have shown FDG-PET as a
useful diagnostic tool to distinguish TR from RN with variable
sensitivity (71%–86%) and specificity (62%–100%).32,35-37,43,54,55

Gómez-Río et al37 reported higher sensitivity (78%) and specific-
ity (95%) of FDG-PET compared with 201Tl SPECT in differenti-
ating TR from RN. A meta-analysis including 16 studies reported
a pooled sensitivity and specificity of 77% and 78%, respec-
tively.56 Another meta-analysis also confirmed similar results.52

Few FDG-PET studies have shown comparable results to MR
imaging and suggested that simultaneous PET/MR imaging offers
a synergistic multiparametric assessment of recurrence with
improved diagnostic accuracy.54,55 FDG-PET has inherent limita-
tions of high physiologic uptake in the healthy brain and

inflammatory tissue. Hence, the use of various AATs has been
proposed.32,33,36,52

Amino Acid Transport and Protein Synthesis
PET with AAT-11C-MET,32,36,39,40,42 [18F] FET,46-50 and [18F]
FDOPA33,43-45 has shown remarkable results in evaluating post-
treatment changes of gliomas. Radiolabeled AATs show high tu-
mor-to-background ratio (TBR) in gliomas because of increased
cell proliferation and extracellular matrix production.

11C-MET is the most studied and validated AAT. Several
studies have reported variable sensitivities (66%–91%) and specif-
icities (60%–100%) to differentiate between TR and RN.32,36,39-42

Semiquantitative analysis of 11C-MET provided an early diag-
nosis with high diagnostic accuracy even for small lesions.41

Qualitative visual interpretation of the images has also shown
adequate results for the TR diagnosis.40 A meta-analysis of 11C-
MET, including 7 studies, reported a pooled sensitivity of 70%
and specificity of 93% for detection of recurrence in HGGs.56
11C-MET-PET has shown good correlation with MR imaging,
and simultaneous PET/MR imaging could achieve higher diag-
nostic accuracy.38,39

FET-PET has been also reported to be reliable in differentiat-
ing posttherapeutic benign changes from TR.46,47 FET-PET has
shown diagnostic performance similar to FLT and 11C-MET.49,50

In a meta-analysis, [18F] FET had good diagnostic accuracy in dif-
ferentiating TR from RN with pooled sensitivity and specificity of
82% and 80%, respectively.57 In a recent systematic review, [18F]
FET reported better diagnostic performance than FDG and 11C-
MET.58

[18F] FDOPA is an ideal radiotracer with a longer half-life
that shows high uptake in gliomas with low background signal. A
number of studies have shown better results with [18F] FDOPA
in evaluating posttreatment changes in gliomas (On-line Table
3). FDOPA-PET has shown superior diagnostic performance
(sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of 100%, 85.7%, and 96.4%,
respectively) compared with FDG (sensitivity, specificity, and ac-
curacy of 47.6%, 100%, and 60.7%, respectively) in differentiating
TR from RN.33 In a recent meta-analysis of 48 studies, [18F]
FDOPA has shown a significant advantage in the diagnosis of gli-
oma recurrence in comparison with [18F] FET (AUC values,
0.9691 versus 0.9124; P = .015), though both exhibited moderate
overall accuracy in diagnosing TR from RN.57

Cell Proliferation and Membrane Biosynthesis
Cell proliferation and DNA replication are characteristic of ma-
lignant transformation. The pyrimidine analog 30-deoxy-30-FLT
acts as a marker of tumor proliferation, and its uptake in the
brain depends on the BBB permeability, thus providing high tu-
mor-to-background contrast in brain tumors.59 PET using FLT is
found to be an excellent technique for gliomas, with a reported
sensitivity of 83%–95% and specificity of 72%–100% for detecting
TR.33,44,45 A meta-analysis including 24 studies (799 patients)
concluded moderately better accuracy of FLT in comparison with
FDG for diagnosing TR.52 FLT uptake is a function of the plasma
input function and its transport rate across the BBB. Therefore, a
kinetic model of [18F] FLT uptake, transport, and metabolism is
required to quantify DNA synthesis in tumors.60 The assumption
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that [18F] FLT reflects the DNA synthesis may be misleading
without a kinetic model.61 However, in contrast to the FET, no
significant advantage was found for FLT.50 Choline is a precursor
for phosphatidylcholine and other phospholipids biosynthesis,
which are essential components of the cell membrane and
increases in cell proliferation.62 A recent meta-analysis revealed
high diagnostic accuracy for the identification of TR from the RN
with pooled sensitivity and specificity of 87% and 82%, respec-
tively.63 But the number of patients in these studies was relatively
small, so no reliable conclusion could not be drawn.

Apart from visual analysis, various parameters have been
developed to evaluate the PET images. TBR is helpful in the pri-
mary diagnosis and is of paramount importance in follow-up for
the posttreatment response evaluation of tumors. Metabolic tu-
mor volume measurement correlates with the overall survival.
Recently, a few studies have also shown the feasibility and the
added advantage of dynamic PET over static PET acquisition.48,64

For static images, the most commonly used parameters are tumor
to normal uptake (T/N), standardized uptake values, and meta-
bolic tumor volume. Higher T/N ratios are found associated with
poor prognosis for overall survival and progression-free survival
in patients with brain tumors.65

Dynamic imaging is increasingly used in PET/CT to evaluate
brain tumors. After dynamic acquisition, tumors are delineated
by using region of interest or volume of interest on all time
frames of the dynamic PET data, and time-activity curves are
extracted. Time-activity curves are then categorized by various
shapes into different time-activity curve patterns, such as increas-
ing plateau or decreasing uptake.48 Other parameters such as
maximal TBR and minimal time-to-peak could also be derived.66

Combined Use of PET and Perfusion MR Imaging
We have observed the individual roles of PET and PWI in post-
treatment evaluation of gliomas. In this section, we include stud-
ies that simultaneously used both modalities (either by using
hybrid PET/MR imaging or individual PET and MR imaging) in
similar groups of patients to distinguish TR from RN. A total of
14 studies were found, including [18F] FDG (n=6),54,55,67-70 [18F]
FET (n=4),51,71-73 11C-MET (n=2),38,74 FDOPA (n=1),75 and
combined FDG with 11C-MET (n=1)36 (On-line Table 4).
Hybrid PET/MR imaging improved the overall diagnostic accu-
racy either by simultaneously or sequentially acquiring the mor-
phologic and functional information in a single short acquisition
time.76 Kim et al36 first analyzed the combined use of [18F] FDG,
11C-MET-PET, and DSC PWI in a small cohort of 10 HGGs.
DSC showed statistically insignificant superior results over PET
in distinguishing TR from RN. Subsequently, several studies have
reported better diagnostic accuracy by simultaneous use of PET
and PWI (On-line Table 4).36,38,51,54,55,67-75 In a pilot study of 30
HGGs, ASL provided better results than DSC and FDG in detect-
ing TR. However, DSC provided better spatial resolution with
improved sensitivity when predominant TR with superimposed
regions of predominant mixed RN were excluded while ASL sen-
sitivity remained unchanged.54 Although DSC is the most com-
monly used PWI, DCE has also shown promising results.
Hatzoglou et al68 validated the superior performance of the DCE
imaging over FDG in assessing the TR in a heterogeneous cohort

of 53 patients (29 gliomas and 24 metastases). DCE (AUC = 0.87)
outperformed FDG-PET (AUC = 0.75), and the Vp ratio alone
yielded higher predictive value compared with combination of
Ktrans and the standard uptake value ratio.68 In a recent study by
Seligman et al,70 FDG-PET and DCE MR imaging showed com-
parable accuracy and sensitivity in identifying tumor progression,
but DCE MR imaging had better specificity. The authors also
found the effect of genetic mutations on perfusion–metabolism
mismatch for 11 patients with HGGs. Tumors with receptor tyro-
sine kinase mutations showed less permeability, and tumors with
IDHmutations showed lower FDG avidity. Other mutations (RB,
p53, andMGMT) were not associated with any perfusion–metab-
olism discordance.70 The authors concluded that a combination
of FDG-PET and DCE MR imaging cutoff parameters provides
the best diagnostic utility in distinguishing TR from RN. Both
modalities achieved high sensitivities, but DCE MR imaging had
better specificity.70

Integrated PET/MR imaging simultaneously acquires func-
tional and structural parameters, which might have the potential
to impact patient management by timely and accurate recogni-
tion of TR.55,71,72 AATs show superior contrast to that of FDG
because of low uptake in the normal brain tissue. [18F] FET pro-
vides valuable information for re-radiation treatment planning of
HGGs by differentiating metabolically active tumor from normal
brain tissue.66 Jena et al51 in their multiple receiver operating
characteristic analysis found FET uptake, the Cho/Cr ratio, and
rCBVmean to be the most useful parameters to distinguish gli-
oma recurrence from RN. The accuracy of rCBVmean improved
after adding maximal TBR or the Cho/Cr ratio. TBR with the
Cho/Cr ratio yielded the highest accuracy of 97%. In another ret-
rospective study, a combination of rCBVmean, ADCmean, and
Cho/Cr resulted in an AUC of 0.91, and a combination of FDG
TBR further increased diagnostic accuracy (AUC . 0.93).55

Among all individual parameters, the Cho/Cr ratio and FET or
FDG TBRmean were the most significant discriminators for the
prediction of recurrence.51,55 The same group also demonstrated
a moderate positive correlation between the FET uptake and
rCBV mean, which mirrored the coupled vascularity and amino
acid uptake with endothelial proliferation and mitotic activity of
the tumor. The diagnostic accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity for
recurrence detection by using all MR imaging parameters were
93.75%, 96%, and 85.7%, respectively, which further improved to
96.87%, 100%, and 85.7%, respectively, on addition of FET
TBR.71 Recently, a few studies tested the feasibility of dynamic
FET-PET and have shown further improvement in the already re-
markable diagnostic accuracy of static PET.48,64,72 In a large het-
erogeneous cohort (n¼ 124) of gliomas with different grades and
histologies, Galldiks et al48 found a sensitivity of 93% and speci-
ficity of 100% in differentiating TR from benign treatment-
related changes by combining static and dynamic FET-PET. Pyka
et al72 performed dynamic FET, PWI, and DWI for glioma recur-
rence. The accuracy of combined multiparametric analysis was
higher (AUC = –0.89) for recurrent gliomas, especially when
high specificity was demanded (AUC for static PET = 0.86,
dynamic PET = 0.73, DWI = 0.73, and PWI = 0.70).72 TR often
occurs in the primary tumor bed. Lundemann et al77 have
explored the use of pretreatment FET, FDG-PET, and DCE MR
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imaging parameters to predict recurrence location in posttreat-
ment glioblastoma by using voxel analysis. In TR, voxels showed
increased FET uptake and elevated vascular permeability (Ki)
and Ve. They suggested that subclinical neovascularization al-
ready exists at the time of radiation therapy, which later may
manifest as visible TR.77

11C-MET-PET has proved a useful imaging biomarker for gli-
oma recurrence, with less interobserver variability than FDG.
D’Souza et al74 demonstrated the high combined diagnostic per-
formance of 11C-MET-PET and DSC PWI in the identification of
glioma recurrence in which 11C-MET seemed to be more sensi-
tive (95% versus 84%) and DSC more specific (90% versus 80%).
Qiao et al38 also reported similar results and increased diagnostic
performance in a combined multiparametric evaluation of the
11C-MET and DSC (AUC = 0.953; sensitivity = 84%; and specific-
ity = 100%). [18F] FDOPA was more sensitive and specific for
evaluating TR than FDG-PET, especially low-grade glioma recur-
rence without striatum involvement.33 Volumetric and active
metabolic tumor parameters have been seen closely associated
with clinical outcomes and overall survival of patients with glio-
mas. [18F] FDOPA identified larger active metabolic tumor vol-
ume with significantly higher TBR than DSC rCBV in recurrent
gliomas. Larger tumor volume with FDOPA correlated better
with real tumor extent, though no targeted biopsies were
obtained to assess the discrepancies.75 Similar results have also
been identified by using 11C-MET-PET compared with contrast-
enhanced MR imaging.48,74

Despite inherent technical and biologic differences between
these 2 imaging modalities, several authors have claimed that the
diagnostic information provided by amino acid PET is compara-
ble with or even superior to that obtained by PWI and vice
versa.65 The increasing use of advanced MR imaging techniques
and the availability of hybrid PET/MR imaging systems will facili-
tate the optimal use of both modalities in neuro-oncologic appli-
cations. Multiparametric analysis of both modalities may
improve the overall diagnostic accuracy in the posttreatment
evaluation of gliomas.

Challenges and Future Directions
Despite the advantages, widespread clinical implementation of
PET/MR imaging is still limited because of the availability of inte-
grated PET/MR imaging systems and considerable heterogene-
ities in methodologies. DSC MR imaging and PET with FDG,
11C-MET, or FET are the commonly used imaging methods with
good quantitative agreement in posttreatment evaluation of glio-
mas. Overall, DSC and DCE PWI showed comparable high diag-
nostic accuracy for TR from RN compared with ASL.28,29 PWI
has the advantage of being less expensive and less time-consum-
ing because these patients generally undergo follow-up MR imag-
ing. Amino acid PET, with a short half-life such as 11C-MET,
presents logistic difficulties and requires a local cyclotron.
Among the available AATs, no significant differences exist in
terms of the tumor-to-background uptake, though variations
have been seen in tracer distribution and the time-activity curves
of the tracer. However, the number of patients in these studies
was too small to show reliable conclusions. Other novel

promising PET tracers such as FLT and FDOPA are still under
investigation.

Hybrid systems allow simultaneous acquisition of PET with
perfusion. However, there are technical challenges such as PET
attenuation correction, which affects quantitative reliability and
its integration into routine clinical workflow. MR imaging–based
approaches on the segmentation of Dixon water and fat separa-
tion and ultrashort TE sequences have been reported to be inac-
curate for attenuation correction and underestimate the tracer
uptake in the brain. The recently developed novel Region specific
optimization of continuous linear attenuation coefficients based
on UTE (RESOLUTE) method for attenuation correction is a
clinically acceptable measure that needs further clinical valida-
tion.78 Another major problem in hybrid PET/MR imaging is
movement artifacts, which compromise both MR imaging and
PET image quality.79

Technical advancements in PET techniques and the ever-
evolving field of radiopharmaceuticals have opened a new do-
main in glioma imaging. Apart from the usual qualitative uptake
parameters, various novel parameters such as shape and uptake
heterogeneity may provide additional information on the biologic
profile of tumor.80 Furthermore, with the introduction of thera-
nostics, which uses the same radiopharmaceuticals for diagnosis
and therapy of tumors, better patient management is anticipated.
It is achieved by exchanging the radionuclide, that is, short-lived
positron emitter 68Ga used for PET with the longer-lived b -emit-
ters such as yttrium-90 or lutetium-177 for therapy purposes.
Research has shown a possible role of new tracers such as 68Ga
PSMA-11, 68Ga-labeled peptides (arginylglycylaspartic acid pep-
tides and substance P), and 64Cu chloride in patients with sus-
pected glioma recurrence.81

Limitations
HGG is a relatively rare tumor with a dismal prognosis. Several
PET/MR imaging studies using multiparametric evaluation
have been undertaken to identify glioma recurrences. However,
most studies are retrospective, include a limited number of
patients, and use heterogeneous imaging protocols and methods.
Histopathologic confirmation of the RN is not available in many
patients. In general, most RN diagnoses were established if the
lesion remained unchanged or shrank or disappeared on subse-
quent imaging or clinical follow-up. The PET/MR imaging
parameter cutoff values are not standardized. The diagnostic
accuracies were variable secondary to the differences in methods,
perfusion and PET techniques, radiotracers, and reference stand-
ards (histopathology versus clinical follow-up). These limitations
need consideration when analyzing the study results.

CONCLUSIONS
Advanced PET/MR imaging techniques noninvasively examine
the biologic properties of the tumor and complement the MR
imaging alone. With the available clinical literature, it is apparent
that combined use of amino acid PET and perfusion MR imaging
improves the overall diagnostic accuracy for earlier detection of
recurrence, but more research is needed to identify the most opti-
mal use. Currently, this field is held back by a lack of a clear con-
sensus because of the use of heterogeneous protocols and
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interpretative criteria. Therefore, large prospective, multi-institu-
tional studies using a homogeneous protocol are needed to inves-
tigate and validate these results.

Disclosures: Girish Bathla—UNRELATED: Grants/Grants Pending: research grant
with Siemens.
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REVIEW ARTICLE

Neuroimaging Advances in Deep Brain Stimulation: Review
of Indications, Anatomy, and Brain Connectomics

E.H. Middlebrooks, R.A. Domingo, T. Vivas-Buitrago, L. Okromelidze, T. Tsuboi, J.K. Wong, R.S. Eisinger,
L. Almeida, M.R. Burns, A. Horn, R.J. Uitti, R.E. Wharen Jr, V.M. Holanda, and S.S. Grewal

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Deep brain stimulation is an established therapy for multiple brain disorders, with rapidly expanding potential indi-
cations. Neuroimaging has advanced the field of deep brain stimulation through improvements in delineation of anatomy,
and, more recently, application of brain connectomics. Older lesion-derived, localizationist theories of these conditions have
evolved to newer, network-based “circuitopathies,” aided by the ability to directly assess these brain circuits in vivo through
the use of advanced neuroimaging techniques, such as diffusion tractography and fMRI. In this review, we use a combination
of ultra-high-field MR imaging and diffusion tractography to highlight relevant anatomy for the currently approved indications
for deep brain stimulation in the United States: essential tremor, Parkinson disease, drug-resistant epilepsy, dystonia, and
obsessive-compulsive disorder. We also review the literature regarding the use of fMRI and diffusion tractography in under-
standing the role of deep brain stimulation in these disorders, as well as their potential use in both surgical targeting and de-
vice programming.

ABBREVIATIONS: AL ¼ ansa lenticularis; ALIC ¼ anterior limb of the internal capsule; ANT ¼ anterior nucleus of the thalamus; AS ¼ ansa subthalamica;
ATR ¼ anterior thalamic radiations; DBS ¼ deep brain stimulation; DRTT ¼ dentatorubrothalamic tract; ET ¼ essential tremor; FGATIR ¼ fast gray matter acqui-
sition T1 inversion recovery; FL ¼ fasciculus lenticularis; FS ¼ fasciculus subthalamicus; GPe ¼ globus pallidus externus; GPi ¼ globus pallidus internus;
MFB ¼ medial forebrain bundle; MMT ¼ mammillothalamic tract; OCD ¼ obsessive-compulsive disorder; PD ¼ Parkinson disease; slMFB ¼ superolateral branch
of the medial forebrain bundle; STN ¼ subthalamic; TF ¼ thalamic fasciculus; VIM ¼ ventral intermedius nucleus; VO ¼ ventralis oralis; ZI ¼ zona incerta

The use of deep brain stimulation (DBS) for treatment of mul-
tiple movement and psychiatric disorders has been both ben-

eficial and safe.1 Currently, there are 5 indications for DBS
recognized by the United States FDA: essential tremor (ET),
Parkinson disease (PD), and drug-resistant epilepsy, with dysto-
nia and obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD) carrying a human-
itarian device exemption. The relevant brain targets include the
ventral intermedius nucleus (VIM) of the thalamus, subthalamic
nucleus (STN), globus pallidus internus (GPi), anterior nucleus
of the thalamus (ANT), and anterior limb of the internal capsule

(ALIC). While their pathophysiology may be different, these dis-

orders share 1 unifying feature: They represent brain network
disorders, or “circuitopathies.”2 Additionally, no anatomic corre-

lates (viewed on neuroimaging) can be found that code for vari-
ous clinical signs of these conditions. Consequently, there has

been a shift from traditional localizationist models of the brain to

a “connectomic” approach (considering function more distrib-
uted within brain networks) to study mechanisms of and

responses to DBS and other forms of functional neurosurgery.
Reimagining the role of neuroimaging in directing such treat-

ments is of paramount importance.
Historically, neurosurgical targeting was performed by use of a

coordinate system referenced to readily identifiable landmarks
(“indirect targeting”), for example, the anterior/posterior commis-
sure line. Initial targeting was further refined during awake surgery
by use of microelectrode neurophysiologic recordings and macro-
stimulation. Unfortunately, every pass of a microelectrode increases
the risk of complication, as well as the possibility of inducing a tran-
sient “microlesion” effect that can further limit or complicate intra-
operative testing and interpretation. Surgical targeting and
stimulation programming rapidly evolved in conjunction with
improvements in MR imaging technology. Improved direct visual-
ization of targets with high-field MR imaging and volumetric, high-
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resolution imaging allowed “direct targeting” of some structures.
However, other targets remain poorly resolved, such as the nuclei
of the thalamus. More recently, the field of brain connectomics
(fMRI and diffusion tractography) has shown great promise in elu-
cidating the mechanisms of DBS and providing patient-specific
functional targets that cannot otherwise be defined noninvasively.

In this review, we discuss the FDA-approved indications of
DBS, including relevant connectomic and structural anatomy
(summarized in the Table), as well as commonly employed MR
imaging sequences. A combination of diffusion tractography and
postmortem examination and an ultra-high-resolution 7T
FLASH MR imaging3 open-source image set (https://datadryad.
org/stash/dataset/doi:10.5061/dryad.119f80q) is used throughout
to highlight relevant anatomy. For tractography, a group-averaged
dataset4 based on 1021 subjects from the Human Connectome
Project (https://www.humanconnectome.org) open-source data
base, normalized to Montreal Neurological Institute template space
and reconstructed by using a q-space diffeomorphic reconstruc-
tion,5 was utilized to obtain the spin distribution function.6

Tractography was then generated in DSI Studio (http://dsi-studio.
labsolver.org) by using a combination of manual regions of inter-
est, as well as from the DBS Intrinsic Template Atlas7 and Horn et
al.8 Tractography was displayed in Lead-DBS software (http://
www.lead-dbs.org).9 The generated tract atlas will be released as

open-source data, and is currently available in the latest release of
the Lead DBS software package.

Essential Tremor
ET was 1 of 2 initially approved indications for DBS in 1997
(along with severe tremor in PD), targeting the VIM nucleus of
the thalamus. Multiple clinical trials have demonstrated the effi-
cacy of VIM stimulation in the treatment of medical-refractory
ET.10 Since the approval of VIM as a treatment target, more
recent studies have questioned the ideal target location for treat-
ment of tremor. In particular, there has been increasing interest
in the posterior subthalamic area, which encompasses the caudal
zona incerta (ZI).11 Long-term studies, however, have shown that
while there is a more pronounced improvement, initially, with
caudal ZI stimulation, the VIM target has produced better long-
term tremor relief.12 Last, the ventralis oralis (VO) nucleus of the
thalamus has also been explored as a potential target for tremor,
but has not been extensively studied.13

Anatomy. The ventral thalamus contains multiple nuclei that
function in the sensorimotor network. The ventral caudal nu-
cleus, a relay nucleus for proprioception, vibration, and fine
touch via the medial lemniscus pathway, lies in the posterior

Summary of key anatomic tracts and structures

Structure Figure Regions Connected Relevant Disorders
Hypothesized Effects of

Stimulation
AL Fig 4B, -D (yellow) GPi, VOa PD and dystonia Improve dystonia and

dyskinesia
AS Fig 4B, -C (purple);

Fig 3B, -C (blue)
STN, GPi PD and dystonia Direct stimulation effect

unknown
ATR Fig 5A, -B (red) Thalamus, prefrontal

cortex
OCD Improve OCD

DRTT Fig 1C, -D (red and green);
Fig 4D (green)

DN, RN, VIM/VOp, M1 ET and tremor-
predominant PD

Improve tremor, worsen
ataxia

FL Fig 2A; Fig 4D (red) GPi, VOa PD and dystonia Improve dystonia and
parkinsonism

FS Fig 3B, -C (Pink); Fig 4B, -C
(red)

STN, GPe PD and dystonia Direct stimulation effect
unknown

Hyperdirect pathway
(limbic/associative)

Fig 3A (cyan, yellow) STN, broad limbic and
associative regions

OCD Improve OCD

Hyperdirect pathway
(motor)

Fig 3A (orange) STN, motor cortex PD Improve parkinsonism

MMT Fig 6C (green) Mammillary body, ANT Epilepsy Decrease seizures
MFB Fig 5A, -B (cyan) VTA, nucleus accumbens

and olfactory cortex
Depression (off-label use) Possibly worsens OCD

TF Fig 2A Combination of FL, AL,
and DRTT, thalamus

PD, dystonia, ET Improve tremor

vtaPP (formerly slMFB)a Fig 5A, -B (green) DN, VTA, SFG, MFG, and
lateral OFC

OCD Possibly improve OCD

ANT Fig 6A–C Epilepsy Decrease seizures
VIM Fig 1A–C; Fig 4D ET and tremor-

predominant PD
Improve tremor, worsen
ataxia, dysarthria

VOa/VOp Fig 1A, -B; Fig 4D ET and tremor-
predominant PD

Improve tremor,
dystonia, worsen
ataxia

ZI Fig 1C; Fig 2A ET and tremor-
predominant PD

Improve tremor, worsen
ataxia

Note:—DN indicates dentate nucleus; M1, primary motor cortex; MFG, middle frontal gyrus; OFC, orbitofrontal cortex; RN, red nucleus; SFG, superior frontal gyrus; VOa,
ventralis oralis anterior; VOp, ventralis oralis posterior; VTA, ventral tegmental area; vtaPP, projection pathway from the ventral tegmental area.
a vtaPP (slMFB) likely represents misidentification of the limbic/associative hyperdirect pathway.
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ventral thalamus.14 Anterior to the ventral caudal nucleus is the
VIM (Fig 1A, -B; images without outlines in On-line Figure), and
anterior to the VIM is the VO nucleus, which is divided into a
posterior and anterior portion, which receives pallidofugal fibers
from the pallidum (discussed later).15 The VIM and ventralis ora-
lis posterior largely receive fibers of the dentatorubrothalamic
tract (DRTT).14,16 The DRTT courses from the dentate nucleus
of the cerebellum through the ipsilateral superior cerebellar
peduncle and then partially decussates in the midbrain (Fig 1C,
-D).17 Most fibers cross to the contralateral red nucleus and
ascend through the posterior subthalamic area, VIM, and ventra-
lis oralis posterior and finally terminate within the primary motor
cortex. A small subset (20%–30%) does not decussate but rather
courses to the ipsilateral red nucleus and follows a similar path to
the ipsilateral primary motor cortex.17

The outer boundaries of the thalamus are generally well-
defined on high-resolution, T1-weighted gradient recalled-echo
sequences (eg, MPRAGE). Contrast can be enhanced by applica-
tion of 2 TIs in MPRAGE to create MP2RAGE images.18 The
application of white matter suppression can also help delineate the
thalamic boundaries and has the added advantage of revealing in-
ternal architecture of the thalamic nuclei (Fig 1B).19 Susceptibility-

weighted imaging can also reveal internal
details of the thalamic nuclei; however, this
has been primarily shown at ultra-high-
field (7T).20

Connectomics. Multiple studies have
examined the role of connectomics in the
treatment of tremor targeting the VIM/
posterior subthalamic area region. Early
studies examining the segmentation of the
thalamus based on the diffusion tractogra-
phy connectivity profile showed that diffu-
sion tractography was an independent
predictor of tremor improvement.21-25

Based on diffusion tractography results, a
common hypothesis has emerged that both
VIM and caudal ZI stimulation exert their
effect through stimulation of the DRTT,
which traverses both targets (Fig 1D).26

Other studies examined segmentation
of the thalamus using diffusion tractogra-
phy, which revealed similar segregation of
the ventral thalamus as described by histo-
logic atlases.25,27 Using this approach,
Middlebrooks et al28 showed substantial
variability in structural connectivity in a
cohort of subjects using a fixed anterior/
posterior commissure targeting point, high-
lighting the need for more patient-specific,
network-based targeting. By using this
approach, several studies found that such
segmentation was predictive of improve-
ment in tremor, particularly, connectivity
with nodes in the motor network.21-24

More recent studies focused on the
DRTT, with several showing improvement in tremor associated
with overlap of stimulation volume with the DRTT.25,29 Al-Fatly
et al29 used atlas-based connectivity measures, in contrast to pre-
vious studies using patient data,21,25 and found stimulation vol-
umes in the posterior subthalamic area closely associated with the
DRTT correlated with greater tremor control. Importantly, many
European datasets have focused more on the posterior subthala-
mic area region compared with United States datasets targeting
the ventral thalamus, which has led to difficulty in fully under-
standing the role of local structures (such as the VIM, ventralis
oralis posterior, and caudal ZI) versus the white matter tracts tra-
versing these regions.30 It is likely that influencing the DRTT
plays a major role in tremor reduction, but the role of local stimu-
lation effects in these different gray matter regions may be impor-
tant given the variability in outcomes targeting the posterior
subthalamic area versus the ventral thalamus, particularly the
incidence of stimulation-induced adverse effects.

In control subjects, fMRI has been used to localize the tha-
lamic region corresponding to the thalamic motor network by
using resting-state connectivity.31,32 Unfortunately, lengthy ac-
quisition times currently limit application to the clinical setting.
Using group-averaged normative data, however, Al-Fatly et al29

FIG 1. Axial 7T image (A) and axial 3T FGATIR image (B) illustrating the internal architecture of the
ventral thalamus with key ventral nuclei outlined, including the ventral caudal (VC), VIM, and VO
nuclei lying anterior to the pulvinar (Pul). Sagittal oblique (C) and coronal (D) images showing the
relationship of the decussating (red) and nondecussating (green) tracts of the left DRTT and their
relationship to the VIM nucleus and ZI (blue). The decussating fibers can be seen along the ante-
rior border of the VIM in the location of the posterior VO. The DRTT extends from the dentate
nucleus through the superior cerebellar peduncle, with part of the tract decussating in the mid-
brain and part continuing ipsilateral to the level of the red nucleus (RN), through the posterior
subthalamic region and ZI, thalamus, and terminating in the primary motor cortex.
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reported correlation between tremor improvement and functional
connectivity similar to that seen with the structural connectivity,
namely cerebellothalamocortical motor network connectivity.
Gibson et al33 used active VIM stimulation to assess blood oxygen
level–dependent signal changes in a cohort of patients with ET.
Activation in sensorimotor, supplementary motor area, cerebellar,
brain stem, and thalamic regions correlated with greater improve-
ment in tremor. Interestingly, stimulation-induced adverse effects
were more associated with precentral, postcentral, and subcentral
region activation, which could support the lower incidence of
adverse effects, such as ataxia, with more anterior VIM/ventralis
oralis posterior stimulation.21,30,33

Parkinson Disease
Along with ET, the FDA approved VIM DBS for severe tremor in
PD. In 2002, the FDA expanded its indications, approving DBS
use in both the STN and GPi for advanced PD cases. Both targets
have been shown as safe and effective, with comparable outcomes
in motor symptom improvement.34 Both GPi and STN DBS have
pros and cons, and target selection should be based on patient-
by-patient considerations.34

Anatomy. The STN is a small, almond-shaped subthalamic struc-
ture that lies anterolateral to the red nucleus, superior to the

substantia nigra, and inferior to the ZI
(Fig 2).35 The STN is positioned in
close proximity to multiple critical
white matter tracts, including the corti-
cospinal tract ventrolaterally, medial
lemniscus posterolaterally, and the
optic tract inferolaterally.35 The STN is
considered to be functionally divided
into 3 zones that do not have a clear
anatomic distinction. This tripartite di-
vision consists of a posterolateral motor
division, middle associative division,
and anteromedial limbic division.36

These subdivisions are of critical
importance when considering DBS
programming due to the possibility of
off-target adverse effects. Likely, the
divisions are implemented as a gradi-

ent, rather than in the form of clear compartments. Given that the
STN receives direct input from a wide array of frontal regions, this
gradient is largely informed by a similar functional gradient in the
frontal cortex. Thus, functional zones of the nucleus can be defined
by their structural and functional connectivity, as described next.

The STN has broad cortical and subcortical connections,
including the caudate, putamen, pedunculopontine nucleus,
globus pallidus externus (GPe), GPi, substantia nigra, substantia
innominata, hypothalamus, olfactory tubercle, and mamillary
body.35 These broad connections follow the tripartite function in
motor, associative, and limbic processes, eg, limbic regions pre-
dominantly interact with limbic regions of the striatum or thala-
mus (Fig 3A). With regard to DBS, several key tracts warrant
discussion. The fasciculus subthalamicus (FS) and ansa subthala-
mica (AS) are 2 of the 4 primary pallidofugal tracts (passing out
of the pallidum) and connect the GPe and the GPi with the STN,
respectively (Figs 3B-, C).35,37 The FS courses from the GPe lat-
eral to the genu and ALIC to insert along the anterolateral aspect
of the STN.35 The AS is a less described pathway that courses
from the anteroventral pole of the GPi, intimately associated with
the ansa lenticularis (AL), tracking anteriorly to curve around the
internal capsule, and descend inferiorly to the anterovental STN
(both limbic).37 Both connections likely contribute to the effect of
STN DBS, in particular in treatment of dystonia.35

FIG 2. Coronal (A) and axial 7T MR imaging (B) showing the relationship of structures of the basal ganglia and subthalamic area. The ZI is bordered
inferiorly by the FL and superiorly by the TF as it inserts into the thalamus. The Edinger comb system can be seen as dark lines traversing the inter-
nal capsule perpendicularly (arrowheads) composed of the pallidofugal tracts, fasciculus subthalamicus, and FL. Axial susceptibility-weighted MR
imaging (C) shows similar anatomy including the Edinger comb (arrowheads) and the ansa subthalamica (arrow). RN indicates red nucleus.

FIG 3. Sagittal view of the tripartite division of the STN (A) and corresponding hyperdirect fibers
(orange = posterolateral sensorimotor STN; cyan = middle associative STN; yellow = anteromedial
limbic STN). Axial (B) and oblique coronal views (C) show the course of the AS (blue fibers)
extending from the anteroventral pole of the globus pallidus internus (green region) and curving
into the anterior pole of the limbic division of the STN (yellow region), while the FS (pink fibers)
traverses the Edinger comb system extending from the globus pallidus externus (light blue region)
to the middle associative STN (cyan).
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Although it is not part of the original rate model of the basal
ganglia, the more recently described hyperdirect pathway consists
of direct connections from the cortex to the STN (Fig 3A).38,39 In
keeping with the tripartite division of the STN, hyperdirect con-
nections extend to the motor cortex from the posterior STN,
associative cortex from the mid-STN, and limbic regions from
the anterior STN. The hyperdirect pathway has been implicated
in symptomatology of PD and associated with motor improve-
ment seen with STN DBS in PD using diffusion tractography.35

The dorsal pallidum consists of the GPi and GPe, which are
separated by the thin internal medial medullary lamina (Fig 4A).
The external lateral medullary lamina separates the GPe from the
adjacent putamen. An accessory lamina further subdivides the
GPi into medial and lateral subcomponents. The internal capsule
forms the medial border of the globus pallidus. The dorsal pal-
lidum plays a major role in the motor network and is a common
treatment target for multiple movement disorders. Similar to the
STN, the pallidum has also been described as having a tripartite
division.40

The GPi primarily connects to the thalamus, putamen, pedun-
culopontine nucleus, GPe, STN, substantia nigra, habenula, and
amygdala.35 Also reported are direct corticopallidal connections
to both GPi and GPe using diffusion tractography,16,40 but the ex-
istence and role of these fibers are yet to be fully elucidated.
Further complicating the issue, in the macaque, a peripallidal
neuronal network composed of large acetylcholinesterase-

containing cells related to the nucleus
basalis has been shown to project dif-
fusely to neocortex.41 This could mean
that direct connections between cortex
and GPi, as seen in diffusion tractog-
raphy, are projections to the cortex
that originate from a peripallidal cell
mass, or even false-positive connec-
tions, isolated due to the close proxim-
ity of the GPi to the internal capsule.42

Of primary importance to DBS, the
pallidofugal pathways are generally di-
vided into the AL, fasciculus lenticularis
(FL), FS, and AS (Fig 4B, -C). The FS
and AS have been discussed above. The
FL and AL, or pallidothalamic connec-
tions, ultimately join together with the
cerebellothalamic fibers (DRTT) to
form the thalamic fasciculus (TF)
before inserting in the ventral thalamus
(Fig 4D).35 The pallidofugal fibers of
the FS and FL traverse the internal cap-
sule at a perpendicular angle, creating
the Edinger comb system, which can be
readily seen on susceptibility-weighted
imaging (Fig 2C). The AL courses from
the inferomedial border along the ante-
rior pole of the GPi, extends anteriorly
and medially to cross the internal cap-
sule, passes anteriorly to the STN, and
then joins the FL.35 The FL extends

from the GPi medial border, extends directly through the internal
capsule, and then lies dorsal to the STN and ventral to the ZI, sepa-
rating these 2 structures before joining the AL to form the TF (Fig
2A).35 The TF then courses dorsal to the ZI and inserts into
the ventral thalamus with most fibers from the DRTT entering the
VIM, the AL into the ventralis oralis posterior, and the FL into the
ventralis oralis anterior (Fig 4D). The ZI is bordered inferiorly by
the FL and superiorly by the TF. The relationship of these tracts is
crucial, as they likely serve a major therapeutic role in DBS for
movement disorders, for instance, DRTT/TF stimulation in alleviat-
ing tremor in caudal ZI DBS and reduction of dyskinesia with more
dorsal STN stimulation (likely affecting the AL).43

Connectomics. Support for the functional zones of the STN has
been illustrated by several studies. Using diffusion tractography
data with local field potential recordings in the STN, high con-
nectivity to the motor and premotor cortices was found in the
dorsolateral STN, while the ventral STN showed connectivity to
limbic regions, such as the amygdala, hippocampus, and medial
temporal regions.44 Connectivity profiles have illustrated the vari-
ability in brain networks affected by DBS in treating specific
symptoms of PD. Akram et al45 used stimulation modeling com-
bined with diffusion tractography in patients with STN DBS with
PD to explore structural connectivity patterns associated with
improvement in bradykinesia, rigidity, and tremor. Greater con-
nectivity to the prefrontal cortex and supplemental motor area

FIG 4. Axial 7T MR imaging (A) showing the anatomy of the pallidum and adjacent structures.
Posterior oblique (B) and anterior oblique views (C) highlight the relationship of the AL (yellow
fibers) that originates from the anteroventral pole of the globus pallidus internus near the origin
of the AS (purple fibers) but courses more dorsal to the AS. The FS is shown as red fibers. Sagittal
view (D) shows the components of the thalamic fasciculus: dentatorubrothalamic tract (green),
AL (yellow), and FL (red) associated with the VIM, ventralis oralis posterior (VOp), and ventralis
oralis anterior (VOa) nuclei, respectively.
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were more beneficial for rigidity, while connectivity to the sup-
plemental motor area only was associated with improved brady-
kinesia.45 As may be expected from previously discussed tremor
networks, connectivity to the primary motor cortex was associ-
ated with greatest benefit in tremor.45

To determine if connectivity measures alone could be used to
predict improvement across a cohort, Horn et al46 used group-level
resting-state fMRI and diffusion tractography data from existing
cohorts to predict improvement in Unified Parkinson’s Disease
Rating Scale Part III motor scores in a group of patients with PD.
By employing a group of stimulation volumes to generate struc-
tural and functional connectivity maps associated with Unified
Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale Part III outcomes, models were
formulated to predict individual patient outcomes.46 On the basis
of solely connectivity data, they were able to predict postoperative
motor scores within 15%, highlighting the potential power of con-
nectomics in predicting patient outcomes associated with specific
DBS programming settings.46 Similarly, Lin et al47 used machine
learning to examine connectivity profiles associated with effective-
versus-ineffective electrode contacts and predicted, with 84.9% ac-
curacy, which electrode contacts would be effective in reducing
motor symptoms. Additionally, their study illustrated the potential
of connectomics to reduce the burden on DBS programmers in the
performance of tedious permutation surveys of multiple DBS con-
tacts to determine optimal effectiveness.

The role of connectomics in GPi DBS has been less explored;
however, it could potentially offer even greater benefit to pro-
gramming and targeting than the STN due to the larger size of
the GPi. Middlebrooks et al15 evaluated the role of diffusion trac-
tography in predicting outcomes from GPi DBS and found that
the changes in Unified Parkinson’s Disease Rating Scale Part III
motor scores in PD correlated primarily with connectivity to the
M1 region, followed by the supplemental motor area/premotor
cortex.

Dystonia
Dystonia manifests in the form of muscle contractions that can
be intermittent or sustained, resulting in phasic or repetitive
movements and/or abnormal posture.48 DBS has been used to
treat various forms of dystonia, from focal (predominantly cervi-
cal) to generalized dystonia. DBS for dystonia targeting the bilat-
eral GPi received a humanitarian device exemption by the FDA
in 2003. Multiple clinical trials49–51 have established the efficacy
of GPi DBS in primary generalized dystonia, finding that those
having the DYT1 gene mutation have a better response to DBS.52

Anatomy. Relevant anatomy and imaging considerations of the
sensorimotor portion of the GPi have been previously discussed
(see PD section).

Connectomics. Connectivity in DBS for dystonia has not been
extensively studied. Okromelidze et al53 have recently shown that
stimulation volumes with structural and functional connectivity
to motor regions of the cerebellum, thalamus, and sensorimotor
cortex were correlated with greater improvement in primary gen-
eralized dystonia. Similarly, by using diffusion tractography anal-
ysis of ventral and dorsal contacts in focal dystonia, Rozanski et

al54 found that connections from the more efficacious ventral
contacts had greater connectivity to the primary sensorimotor
regions, while less efficacious dorsal contacts had greater connec-
tivity to premotor and supplementary motor areas.

Unfortunately, the combination of the heterogeneity of
patients with dystonia as well as the relatively low number of
patients treated with DBS compared with PD and ET has resulted
in greater gaps in understanding connectivity in DBS for dysto-
nia. However, connectomics stands to potentially benefit dystonia
more than ET or PD given the lack of reliable, immediate (at the
time of stimulation onset) clinical or physiologic markers, which
limits confidence in both targeting and subsequent program-
ming. As opposed to the near-immediate change in motor symp-
toms seen with ET and PD DBS, the effect of DBS in dystonia
may take days to weeks to manifest and may change from month
to month, resulting in frustrating, unpredictable, and suboptimal
clinical outcomes.55 An imaging biomarker, therefore, may result
in more successful targeting and programming, greatly benefiting
dystonia DBS outcomes.

OCD
The last target to receive humanitarian device exemption by the
FDA was the ALIC for treatment of OCD in 2009.56 A multina-
tional, multicenter study by Greenberg et al57 reported symptom
reduction and functional improvement in .60% of the patient
population, with overall reduction of illness changing from severe
at baseline to moderate with DBS treatment. Furthermore,
38% showed clinical remission, according to their Yale-Brown
Obsessive Compulsive Scale score.57 Like dystonia, the lack of an
immediate biophysical marker of treatment effect makes DBS tar-
geting and programming challenging; therefore, identifying use-
ful imaging biomarkers stands to benefit OCD outcomes.

Anatomy. Underlying pathophysiology of OCD is commonly
thought to involve frontostriatal dysfunction and abnormal cor-
tico-striato-thalamo-cortical tracts.58 As such, multiple DBS tar-
gets have been utilized, including the nucleus accumbens, ventral
striatum, and ALIC. Within the FDA-approved target of the
ALIC, 2 primary fiber tracts have been discussed with regard to
OCDDBS, the anterior thalamic radiations (ATR) and the medial
forebrain bundle (MFB), namely what has been described as the
superolateral branch (slMFB). The ATR connects the thalamus to
the frontal lobe, particularly to the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex
(Fig 5). The classic MFB connects the ventral tegmental area to
the nucleus accumbens and olfactory cortex and does not lie
within the ALIC but is more ventral in location. The slMFB DBS
target, as described by Coenen et al,59 connects the dentate nu-
cleus, ventral tegmental areas, superior and middle frontal gyri,
and lateral orbitofrontal cortex. However, this tract has only been
described by DTI, and no other confirmation of its existence has
been found (see Discussion below). Anatomically, the ATR is
described as lying medial to slMFB within ALIC.59

Connectomics. One of the first DBS connectivity studies in OCD
showed that connectivity to the right middle frontal gyrus (dorso-
lateral prefrontal cortex) was greater in positive responders,
whereas connectivity to the lateral orbitofrontal cortex and
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ventrolateral prefrontal cortex was associated with nonresponse.60

Similarly, Baldermann et al61 found stimulation of the ATR region,
with connection to the medial and lateral prefrontal cortex and
right middle frontal gyrus to correlate with greater improvement.
Their results showed connectivity with the anatomically correct
MFB to be associated with nonresponse. Together, these studies
suggest the ATR as a stimulation target within the ALIC.

Others, however, have reported seemingly contradictory find-
ings. Coenen et al62 performed an observational study of direct
targeting of the slMFB, employing diffusion tractography in 2
patients, and both showed some benefit with DBS, but this study
did not compare stimulation of the ATR. Liebrand et al63 used
diffusion tractography of the slMFB and ATR to show greater
symptom improvement with stimulation closer to the slMFB.
The authors reported “a distinct media-lateral organization of,
respectively, the ATR and MFB within the vALIC [ventral
ALIC]”; however, the MFB does not traverse the ALIC and is
ventral to ATR, not lateral (Fig 5).63,64 Given the described anat-
omy of the slMFB and DBS response, it is possible that these
fibers within the ALIC and lateral to the ATR represent connec-
tions of the anteromedial STN, which has also been shown to be
an effective DBS target for OCD.65 Here, we show that these
fibers of the anteromedial STN that connect the STN to the ante-
rior cingulate cortex, lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and dorsolateral
prefrontal cortex65 share a similar course to what has been
described as the slMFB (Fig 5).62

In summary, the effect of ALIC DBS in OCD is likely medi-
ated through the ATR or connections of the anteromedial STN to
the frontal lobe. There is limited anatomic evidence of the slMFB,
short of diffusion tractography, but the anatomic description of
this fiber tract, seemingly, corresponds to connections between
the anteromedial STN and frontal lobe. Because the MFB does not

traverse within the ALIC, it is likely that
studies reporting stimulation of the
slMFB in ALIC DBS are not utilizing
accepted anatomic structures or no-
menclature. Due to this conflicting no-
menclature, the slMFB fibers have
more recently been referred to as the
projection pathway from the ventral
tegmental area; however, further studies
are needed to demonstrate these as a
novel pathway versus misidentification
of normal anteromedial STN cortical
connections.

Epilepsy
Epilepsy is a common disorder (. 1%
prevalence in most populations) with
drug-resistant epilepsy cases compris-
ing approximately 20%–40% of all
patients with epilepsy. Patients who
are not candidates for surgical resec-
tion or lesioning, such as those with
generalized onset, poor localization, or
eloquent brain onset, previously had

limited treatment options. More recently, several forms of neuro-
modulation have provided new treatment options, including
vagus nerve stimulation, responsive neural stimulation, and DBS.
Unfortunately, these technologies are in their infancy, and a thor-
ough understanding of their mechanism and ideal patient selec-
tion is not well-known. The most recent of these to be approved
by the FDA (in 2018) is bilateral DBS of the ANT. Efficacy and
safety of ANT DBS was shown in the Stimulation of the Anterior
Nucleus of the Thalamus in Epilepsy (SANTE) trial, which found a
68% responder rate at 5 years.66 While effective in many patients,
substantial variability in outcomes was reported.66 Also of note,
stimulation-induced adverse effects, including depression and
memory impairment, were found, the mechanism of which is not
entirely understood.66 Outcome variability was likely related to
multiple factors, including differing surgical approaches; variation
in patient population; lack of reliable, direct targeting; and chal-
lenges in identifying the optimal stimulation settings, because epi-
lepsy DBS lacks an immediate physiologic biomarker seen in other
applications (eg, immediate cessation of tremor in movement dis-
orders).67-70

Anatomy.Much like other applications in DBS, indirect targeting
of the ANT was the most widely used method in early studies.
Unfortunately, epilepsy is known to be associated with regional
thalamic atrophy,71 which questions the utility of employing such
indirect targeting in the brain of a patient with long-standing epi-
lepsy. Grewal et al72 have shown that indirect targeting of the
ANT produced a wide range of inaccuracies compared with
direct ANT targeting in a cohort of patients with epilepsy, which
was dependent on the degree of thalamic atrophy. Grewal et al69

showed the utility of fast gray matter acquisition T1 inversion re-
covery (FGATIR) MR imaging in direct visualization of the ANT

FIG 5. Sagittal (A) and posterior oblique views (B) showing the relationship of tracts associated
with deep brain stimulation of the ALIC for treatment of OCD. The ATR (Red) extend anteriorly
from the thalamus (yellow). The MFB (cyan) connects the ventral tegmental area with the nucleus
accumbens and olfactory cortex. The MFB does not traverse the ALIC, but, rather, lies ventral
and medial to ALIC. The tracts described as a superolateral branch of the MFB (green) mirror the
position of the frontal connections of the anteromedial subthalamic nucleus (purple fibers)
within the ALIC—both lying lateral to the ATR. These fibers of the subthalamic nucleus may
account for the tractography findings previously reported as the superolateral branch of the
MFB (more recently referred to as the projection pathway from the ventral tegmental [vtaPP]
area). The subthalamic nucleus is shown in orange.
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(Fig 6A, -B), which is currently the most utilized sequence for
direct targeting of ANT.

The mammillothalamic tract (MMT) is a component of the
limbic circuit that connects the mammillary body to the ANT
(Fig 6C).73 MMT arises from the anteromedial mammillary body
traversing posterior to the insertion of the fornix and extending
superiorly within the substance of the thalamus.69,73 The termina-
tion of the MMT corresponds to the inferior boundary of the
ANT. The continuation of the limbic circuit connects the ANT to
the anterior cingulate cortex, traditionally thought to course
through the ALIC, but more recent evidence suggests connec-
tions extending through the stria terminalis, septal area, and sub-
genual cingulate (Fig 6C).74 Importantly, recent studies have
shown that the greatest response to ANT DBS was with stimula-
tion volumes near the termination of the MMT and into the ante-
rior ANT, which suggests modulation of this circuit that enters
via the MMT and exits the anterior pole of the ANT as the bio-
logic basis of seizure control.75,76

Connectomics. Diffusion tractography of MMT has been previ-
ously reported. An initial study77 utilized lengthy diffusion acqui-
sition, replicated with .50% reduction in time in a subsequent
study.69 Nevertheless, given the acquisition times, postprocessing,
technical knowledge, and management of substantial distortions
present in echo-planar imaging, diffusion tractography has not
been shown to be of added value to the clear visualization of the
MMT present on FGATIR imaging.

The mechanism of ANT DBS is not understood, but fMRI pro-
vides valuable insights into the connectivity pattern associated with
ANT DBS response. Middlebrooks et al78 used atlas-based resting-
state fMRI to show that responders had greater connectivity to
multiple nodes of the default mode network compared with non-
responders. Additionally, they showed that anticorrelation of con-
nectivity to the hippocampus was greater in DBS responders.78

These findings are in line with prior animal studies that revealed
elevated g -aminobutyric acid levels in the hippocampus after ANT
stimulation, supporting the inhibitory nature of anticorrelated rest-
ing-state connectivity. If such connectivity is a predictor of ANT
DBS response, this could aid in understanding treatment failure in

some patients—for instance, in a small
cohort, patients with mesial temporal
sclerosis were shown to have impair-
ment of evoked potentials in the hippo-
campus after ANT stimulation and
were all nonresponders.79 If network
damage due to epilepsy limits transmis-
sion of DBS stimulus within these net-
works identified by fMRI, treatment
may, therefore, be ineffective.

Last, the lack of timely, reliable,
clinical biophysical markers of optimal
DBS programming may give fMRI the
potential to provide a useful in vivo
biomarker for device programm-
ing. The feasibility of using fMRI to
directly visualize areas of the brain
affected by stimulation, by using a

block design fMRI under the conditions of DBS ON versus DBS
OFF, as has been recently shown, produced similar activation
patterns within the default mode network and several other areas
of the brain.80 While more studies are required to understand the
ideal patterns of activation associated with optimal clinical out-
comes, fMRI has the potential to be used as a patient-specific in
vivo biomarker to select optimal stimulation settings.

CONCLUSIONS
Brain connectomics has led to advances in the understanding of
DBS and will continue to shape surgical targeting and program-
ming. The potential for improvements in patient safety and treat-
ment outcomes suggests that the role of neuroimaging in DBS
management will only continue to increase. A thorough under-
standing of relevant functional and structural anatomy is critical
to providing neuroradiologic guidance for DBS.
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ADULT BRAIN

Manganese-Enhanced MRI in Patients with Multiple Sclerosis
D.J. Suto, G. Nair, D.M. Sudarshana, S.U. Steele, J. Dwyer, E.S. Beck, J. Ohayon, H. McFarland, A.P. Koretsky,

I.C.M. Cortese, and D.S. Reich

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Cellular uptake of the manganese ion, when administered as a contrast agent for MR imaging, can
noninvasively highlight cellular activity and disease processes in both animals and humans. The purpose of this study was to explore
the enhancement profile of manganese in patients with multiple sclerosis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Mangafodipir is a manganese chelate that was clinically approved for MR imaging of liver lesions. We
present a case series of 6 adults with multiple sclerosis who were scanned at baseline with gadolinium, then injected with manga-
fodipir, and followed at variable time points thereafter.

RESULTS: Fourteen new lesions formed during or shortly before the study, of which 10 demonstrated manganese enhancement of
varying intensity, timing, and spatial pattern. One gadolinium-enhancing extra-axial mass, presumably a meningioma, also demon-
strated enhancement with manganese. Most interesting, manganese enhancement was detected in lesions that formed in the days
after mangafodipir injection, and this enhancement persisted for several weeks, consistent with contrast coming from intracellular
uptake of manganese. Some lesions demonstrated a diffuse pattern of manganese enhancement in an area larger than that of both
gadolinium enhancement and T2-FLAIR signal abnormality.

CONCLUSIONS: This work demonstrates the first use of a manganese-based contrast agent to enhance MS lesions on MR imaging.
Multiple sclerosis lesions were enhanced with a temporal and spatial profile distinct from that of gadolinium. Further experiments
are necessary to uncover the mechanism of manganese contrast enhancement as well as cell-specific uptake.

ABBREVIATION: RRMS ¼ relapsing-remitting MS

Multiple sclerosis causes focal inflammatory demyelinating
lesions in the central nervous system, with variable axo-

nal destruction and remyelination.1 MR imaging is commonly
used in MS to monitor disease activity and response to treat-
ment, but MR imaging can also be used to investigate lesion

pathophysiology.2 Contrast-enhanced MR imaging is the crite-
rion standard for the detection of acute disease activity.
Gadolinium chelates are the most commonly used MR imaging
contrast agents to detect new lesions when the BBB is dis-
rupted, resulting in leakage of gadolinium into the paren-
chyma. However, exploration of other contrast agents with
different mechanisms of action offers the potential for addi-
tional insights into disease pathophysiology.

MS lesions are believed to form in a complicated series of

immune cell interactions that combine to cause demyelination

and cell death.3 Blood-derived macrophages play a key role in

this process and have been shown by histopathologic techniques

to be abundant in early lesions.4 Despite our evolving under-

standing of the cellular and biochemical stages of an MS lesion,

current imaging techniques lack the ability to finely monitor this

development.3 Additionally, gadolinium chelates, which are con-

fined to the intravascular and interstitial compartments, are lim-

ited to detecting changes in vascular permeability and are unable

to directly probe intracellular processes.
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Manganese ions (Mn21) are paramagnetic and shorten the T1
relaxation time, allowing the metal to be used as an MR imaging
contrast agent. Additionally, manganese acts as a calcium analog
and can enter cells through calcium channels.5 Due to these dual
properties, manganese has been explored in animal models as a
surrogate marker for neuroanatomy, cell activity and viability,
and neuronal transport. Additionally, like calcium, manganese
can be trafficked through axons, released at synapses, and taken
up by postsynaptic neurons, allowing tract tracing in animal stud-
ies.6-10 Despite the focus of the field on neuronal import of man-
ganese, uptake by other cell types is likely, given the ubiquity of
calcium channels.

In humans, manganese-enhanced MR imaging has been lim-
ited by concerns about free manganese toxicity to cardiac muscle
cells.11 Mangafodipir, a chelate of manganese and an organic
ligand dipyridoxyl diphosphate, was therefore developed to allow
safe and tolerable release of manganese via transmetallation with
zinc in plasma to lower the risk of cardiotoxicity relative to infu-
sion of manganese salts.12 Mangafodipir was approved by the
FDA in 1997 as a contrast agent for imaging lesions in the liver
and pancreas. However, mangafodipir-enhanced brain MR imag-
ing in humans has received little attention. In a recent study, we
described a typical pattern of enhancement of manganese in the
choroid plexus, anterior pituitary gland, and exocrine glands
(including lacrimal, submandibular, and parotid glands) in
healthy people.13 We found no evidence on MR imaging of man-
ganese enhancement within the brain parenchyma in these sub-
jects, suggesting that mangafodipir is unable to cross the BBB.
We established a peak of enhancement in the anterior pituitary
gland between 1 and 24 hours and a peak of choroid plexus
enhancement at 1.5 hours. Both the spatial and the temporal
enhancement profiles of these structures are consistent with stud-
ies that infused manganese salts into animals, suggesting that the
contrast seen was due to released manganese.14

The intracellular uptake characteristics of manganese, as
gleaned from animal studies, offer the potential to expand our
understanding of cellular activity and viability in active, demyeli-
nating lesions in vivo. Thus, using a 1-time, single-dose injection
of mangafodipir, we explored manganese enhancement of lesions
in the brain in adults with MS.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Six adults with MS (4 women) were recruited under an institu-
tional review board–approved protocol (NCT01326715) from
April 2015 to February 2019, after confirming no stated history of
excessive manganese exposure, inadequate hepatic or biliary

function, or contraindications to MR imaging. The average age
was 37 6 3.9 years; the median Expanded Disability Status Scale
score was 2 (range, 0–6), and median years since MS symptom
onset was 7 (range, 0–15) (Table).

MR Imaging Acquisition and Mangafodipir Administration
All prospective participants were imaged at baseline with gadolin-
ium (gadobutrol, 0.1mmol/kg) no more than 1 week before man-
gafodipir injection to assess evidence of a disrupted BBB and to
exclude individuals with .5 enhancing lesions (a prespecified
safety measure). Mangafodipir was reformulated from a clinical-
grade stock under an FDA investigational new drug application,
because commercial mangafodipir is no longer produced or mar-
keted. For 1 minute, 5mmol/kg of mangafodipir was adminis-
tered intravenously. Five of the 6 participants were imaged within
4 hours of mangafodipir injection; one was first scanned 3 days
after injection. Subsequent scans were obtained at variable points
within the days to weeks after injection, on the basis of our initial
experience in healthy volunteers, participant availability, and an
intention to sample a range of postinjection time points in this
pilot study. Because manganese (unlike gadolinium) enters cells,
we expected slower washout than with gadolinium. All partici-
pants underwent a 1-month post-mangafodipir injection MR
imaging to assess for persistent signal change in the brain; if
found, monthly scans were obtained until residual enhancement
resolved.

Images were acquired on a 3T Magnetom Skyra (Siemens)
scanner with a 32-channel head coil. Several T1- and T2-weighted
sequences were acquired, including a 3D T1 sampling perfection
with application-optimized contrasts by using different flip angle
evolution (SPACE sequence; Siemens) (0.67-mm isotropic resolu-
tion, TR¼ 700 ms, TE¼ 26 ms, FOV¼ 256 mm, turbo factor¼
96, fat suppression¼ SPectral Attenuated Inversion Recovery), a
3D-T1-weighted gradient-echo sequence (1mm isotropic, TR¼
7.8ms, TE¼ 3ms, FOV¼ 256 mm, flip angle¼ 18°), and a 3D-
T2-FLAIR sequence (1-mm isotropic resolution, TR¼ 4800 ms,
TE¼ 353 ms, FOV¼ 256 mm). No dynamic image series was
acquired during postmangafodipir acquisitions.

MR Imaging Processing
Images from all postmangafodipir time points were cross-section-
ally and then longitudinally registered to the baseline T1-gradient-
echo sequence using 3dAllineate (afni.nimh.nih.gov). Image proc-
essing also included inhomogeneity correction with N4 Bias
Field Correction (https://simpleitk.readthedocs.io/en/master/link_
N4BiasFieldCorrection_docs.html).15 Intensity normalization was

Clinical and demographic data

Participant Age (yr) Sex
MS

Phenotype Current Disease-Modifying Therapy EDSS
Years Since

Symptom Onset
1 38 M RRMS None 1 ,1
2 42 F RRMS Dimethyl fumarate 1.5 5
3 32 F RRMS None 0 ,1
4 40 F RRMS Interferon b -1a 3 6
5 33 F RRMS Daclizumab 2 15
6 39 M SPMS Autologous stem cell transplant, conditioning with

cyclophosphamide and rituximab
6 13

Note:—SPMS indicates secondary-progressive MS; EDSS, Expanded Disability Status Scale.
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achieved by normalizing the whole brain to the median intensity
of the skull-stripped brain and subsequently scaling by the maxi-
mum intensity. Subtraction images were generated by voxelwise
subtraction of the registered, uniformity-corrected, and intensity-
normalized T1-SPACE baseline scans from the respective post-
mangafodipir T1-SPACE images.

RESULTS
Findings in All Participants
All participants demonstrated a typical pattern of enhancement
in the choroid plexus, anterior pituitary, and exocrine glands,
including lacrimal, submandibular, and parotid glands, similar to
that in healthy volunteers.13

Findings in Specific Participants
Findings in individual lesions are summarized in Fig 1 and the
On-line Table.

Participant 1
Participant 1 was a 38-year-old man with mild lesion burden and
minimally prominent CSF spaces. On baseline MR imaging, there
was a large, gadolinium-enhancing lesion in the left periventricu-
lar white matter (the lesion that was responsible for his initial MS
presentation). Two days later, he was imaged before and within 1
hour after infusion with mangafodipir. This scan demonstrated
subtle manganese enhancement in the same lesion (Fig 2C).
Central enhancement in this lesion resolved by day 13. No other
brain lesions enhanced with mangafodipir. In scans obtained 13
and 27 days postmangafodipir, faint and diffuse enhancement
was noted caudal to the lesion border (Fig 2I, -J, -L, -M).

Participant 2
Participant 2 was a 42-year-old woman with relapsing-remitting
MS (RRMS), minimally prominent CSF spaces, and a moderate
lesion burden. The baseline MR imaging showed no evidence of
parenchymal gadolinium enhancement. Images acquired approxi-
mately 30minutes after injection of mangafodipir demonstrated
no abnormal enhancement in the brain and no enhancement of
previously visualized MS lesions (On-line Fig 1A–C). Hyperintense
T1-weighted signal had resolved in the choroid plexus by 14days
post-mangafodipir injection, similar to prior work on healthy vol-
unteers. All typical manganese-related enhancement had resolved
by 38 days postinjection. No new lesions formed during this
period.

Participant 3
Participant 3 was a 32-year-old woman with moderate lesion bur-
den and minimally prominent CSF spaces. Baseline MR imaging
1 week before mangafodipir injection demonstrated 2 small
lesions on T2-FLAIR, measuring approximately 4 � 2 and 3 � 2
mm in-plane and enhancing faintly with gadolinium. Four hours
post-mangafodipir injection, manganese enhancement was not
apparent in any MS lesion, regardless of gadolinium enhance-
ment status (On-line Fig 1D–F). Typical mangafodipir-related
enhancement in the exocrine glands and choroid plexus resolved
by day 27 postmangafodipir. At this time point, the 2 small, pre-
viously gadolinium-enhancing lesions were no longer visible on
T2-FLAIR. A small new T2-FLAIR lesion had formed, but this
did not demonstrate T1-hyperintensity indicative of manganese
enhancement. Follow-up imaging 8 days later (35 days post-man-
gafodipir injection) showed gadolinium enhancement of this new
lesion.

FIG 1. Summary of MR imaging time points and contrast enhancement. Participants were imaged at baseline, shortly after injection, and in
the days to months after injection. Red vertical lines indicate MR imaging scans; blue bars, enhancement of MS lesions due to mangafodi-
pir injection; yellow bars, gadolinium enhancement of MS lesions; the green bar, enhancement of a meningioma due to mangafodipir
injection; and the orange bar, gadolinium enhancement of a meningioma. Gradients suggest decay of signal between time points but are
not intended to be quantitative because temporal granularity is limited by infrequent imaging time points. D indicates days; Gd21, gado-
linium ion.
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Participant 4
Participant 4 was a 40-year-old woman with moderately promi-
nent CSF spaces and moderate lesion burden. The baseline scan
showed no abnormal enhancement with gadolinium. On the first
postmangafodipir scan 3 days after mangafodipir injection, there
was no evidence of enhancement within the brain parenchyma,
including in MS lesions. No new lesions developed during the
study. All typical manganese enhancement that persisted through
30 days postmangafodipir had resolved by 66days after mangafo-
dipir injection.

Participant 5
Participant 5 was a 33-year-old woman with severe lesion burden
and moderately prominent CSF spaces. The baseline scan showed
no abnormal enhancement with gadolinium. Immediately after
mangafodipir injection, there was no abnormal manganese
enhancement in the brain and no enhancement of previously
visualized MS lesions. MR imaging was repeated 3 days post-
mangafodipir injection, no new T2-FLAIR lesions had formed,
and there was no manganese enhancement in the brain. At 31 days
postinjection, 8 new T2-FLAIR lesions were noted. Of these
lesions, all were T1-hyperintense, which was not typical of newMS
lesions visualized previously in this individual; this finding suggests
that the lesions had taken up Mn21 between imaging time points.

Three of the lesions demonstrated blush-like enhancement, charac-
terized by a faint and diffuse enhancement pattern covering an
area approximately 4 times larger than the T2 lesion (Fig 3, upper
part). Five lesions demonstrated a punctate pattern of enhance-
ment. A follow-up scan the next day (32 days postinjection) dem-
onstrated nodular gadolinium enhancement in 5 of the 8 total
lesions (Fig 3, middle and lower parts), and the area of gadolinium
enhancement was contained within the T2-FLAIR lesion area. At
38days post-mangafodipir injection, 2 additional new T2-FLAIR
lesions had formed. All of this participant’s manganese-enhancing
lesions are shown in On-line Fig 2. Retrospective review of the day
31 scan showed T1-hyperintense signal in 1 of these lesions (On-
line Fig 2, lesion 13), suggestive of manganese uptake before lesion
detection on T2-FLAIR.

Participant 6
Participant 6 was a 39-year-old man with secondary-progressive
MS, a moderate lesion burden, and minimally prominent CSF
spaces. There were no gadolinium-enhancingMS lesions on base-
line MR imaging; however, there was a long-standing extra-axial,
dural-based mass anterior to the left temporal lobe, characteristic
of meningioma, that was gadolinium-enhancing (Fig 4B, -F). He
was imaged before and 3 hours after mangafodipir injection. The
mass enhanced with mangafodipir (Fig 4C, -G), but none of the

FIG 2. Mangafodipir enhancement of an active gadolinium-enhancing lesion (participant 1). At screening, this lesion enhanced with gadolinium
on T1-SPACE (A) with caudal edema visible on T1 (F, yellow arrow). At the center of the lesion (green plane, A–E), faint manganese enhancement
is noted at 62minutes (C) and resolved 13 days after injection (D). Caudal to the lesion (blue plane, F–M), manganese enhancement was noted
outside the lesion border at 13 days (I, blue arrow) and on subtraction images (L). This enhancement persisted at 27 days (J and M, blue arrow).
Additionally, ventricular narrowing, which commonly fluctuates,16 was noted on day 13 postmangafodipir in reference to the baseline (L); this
appeared to resolve by day 27 postmangafodipir.
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MS lesions enhanced. Enhancement in the mass had resolved by
the next scan, 13 days post-mangafodipir injection (Fig 4D, -H).

DISCUSSION
In this report, we describe the use of a manganese-based contrast
agent (mangafodipir) in a series of adults with MS and report
that active MS plaques enhance with manganese in patterns dis-
tinct from those of gadolinium enhancement in the same lesions.
Although variable delays between mangafodipir infusion and
imaging limit direct comparison across the participants in our
study, several patterns emerged. Similar to healthy volunteers,13

we found a characteristic pattern of manganese enhancement in
the anterior pituitary gland, exocrine glands, and choroid plexus
shortly after injection. We did not observe manganese enhance-
ment in chronic MS lesions. One MS lesion that was gadolinium-
enhancing 2 days before mangafodipir administration also dem-
onstrated manganese enhancement. Most interesting, some
lesions that formed in the days to weeks after mangafodipir injec-
tion also enhanced, evident in delayed scans.

With respect to the manganese enhancement pattern, 4
active lesions demonstrated diffuse, blush-like enhancement
that encompassed a much larger volume than was hyperintense
on either T2-FLAIR or postgadolinium T1 (Fig 3). Considering
that we never observed manganese enhancement in areas with
intact BBBs, this observation suggests that the manganese ion
or mangafodipir entered the brain parenchyma within the
lesions, was taken up by local cells or cell processes, and subse-
quently spread outside the T2-FLAIR area. We cannot resolve
whether such uptake was within axons, glia, invading immune
cells, or some combination.

In addition to distinct enhancement patterns, the kinetics of
manganese enhancement also differ from that of gadolinium. In
participant 5, manganese enhancement occurred during a much
longer time window than gadolinium enhancement: Lesions newly
visible on T2-FLAIR even 38days after injection demonstrated
manganese enhancement. Lesion 13, which was not visible on T2-
FLAIR 31 days postinjection, showed faint enhancement with
manganese at that timepoint. Additionally, this lesion demon-
strated gadolinium enhancement the following day, with no T2-
FLAIR correlate. This result is consistent with published data sug-
gesting that demyelination, which causes hyperintense signal on
T2-weighted images, is preceded by other pathologic processes in
both MS17,18 and experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis3,19

lesions and that these processes are not entirely invisible to MR
imaging. It also suggests that the manganese that is injected with
mangafodipir may be retained in various stores within the body
(possibly in the liver, kidney, and exocrine/endocrine glands), sub-
sequently re-entering the circulation at low-but-steady levels. This
characteristic would allow manganese accumulation within the in-
tracellular compartments in newly forming lesions with damaged
BBBs.

Observations in participant 3 further illustrate that manganese
enhancement of MS lesions must be interpreted differently from
gadolinium enhancement. This participant had 2 small lesions that
enhanced with gadolinium at baseline, as well as a newly formed
and later gadolinium-enhancing lesion. However, none of these
lesions demonstrated evidence of enhancement after mangafodipir.

FIG 3. Mangafodipir enhancement of MS lesions (participant 5). Upper
part, Lesion 6 showed blush-like mangafodipir enhancement in a T2 lesion
that formed between days 3 and 31 post-mangafodipir injection. There is
subtle T1-hyperintense signal visible only on subtraction, suggestingmanga-
nese enhancement, in an area larger than the T2-FLAIR lesion. This lesion
did not enhance with gadolinium on day 32 post-mangafodipir injection.
Middle, lower part, Several lesions that formed between day 3 and day 31
post-mangafodipir injection enhanced with both manganese and gadolin-
ium. Lesion 8 (middle) demonstrates nodular (black arrow) and ependymal
(red arrow) enhancement with manganese but only nodular enhancement
with gadolinium. Lesions 9 and 10 (lower part) demonstrate blush-like
enhancement with manganese, visible on subtraction images, and nodular
enhancement with gadolinium. Gad indicates gadolinium.
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It is possible that the small size and faint gadolinium enhance-
ment of these lesions at baseline were below detectability with
mangafodipir at the dose we used, but it could also suggest that
these lesions were at a late active stage. Additionally, a lesion in
this participant that formed after mangafodipir injection did
not visibly take up manganese, potentially because the time
between manganese injection and lesion formation was too
long.

A key difference between manganese and gadolinium in
animal studies is the ability of manganese to be imported into
cells and, in neurons, transported within axons and across syn-
apses.20 The enhancement patterns we observed in MS lesions,
though, appear different from those demonstrated in animal
models, with no obvious linear enhancement along white mat-
ter tracts.21,22 It is possible that tract-restricted manganese
enhancement was too faint at the FDA-approved dose, which
delivers a much lower manganese load than is typically given
in animal experiments.11,23 PET imaging with manganese-52
(Mn21) might overcome this limitation at the expense of spa-
tial resolution.24

In addition to the observed manganese enhancement in MS
lesions, participant 6 had a presumed meningioma that
enhanced 3 hours following mangafodipir injection. The menin-
gioma also avidly enhanced with gadolinium, but unlike with
gadolinium, mangafodipir enhancement was not masked by
nearby vascular enhancement. Manganese enhancement had

resolved by the next scan 13 days later. Although mangafodipir
has been previously shown to be equal or better at detecting
liver lesions and metastases than contrast-enhanced CT and fer-
ucarbotran-enhanced MR imaging, its use in meningiomas has
not been reported.25-28 One study reported that manganese
retention in hepatocellular carcinoma correlates with tumor
staging and prognosis,29 and it is possible that patterns of man-
ganese enhancement could also provide useful clinical informa-
tion about intracranial tumors.

CONCLUSIONS
This is the first study to evaluate enhancement dynamics of
manganese within MS lesions. Our data show that manganese
ions enable visualization of the acute inflammatory demyelin-
ation that occurs in active MS lesions. Furthermore, the intra-
cellular capability of manganese is consistent with diffuse
enhancement in an area larger than that of the T2-FLAIR
lesion days after injection. From the results in this small
cohort, we cannot comment on differences in enhancement
patterns that may be induced by disease-modifying therapies.
Most important, we cannot distinguish between enhancement
due to Mn21 ions and mangafodipir at early time points
because these may generate similar enhancement profiles.
However, transmetallation of mangafodipir increases the like-
lihood that enhancement at later time points is due to the ion

FIG 4. Manganese enhancement of a presumed meningioma in participant 6, a 39-year-old man with secondary-progressive MS. The mass
(arrow) is visible on precontrast T1-weighted images (A and E) with vivid gadolinium enhancement (gadolinium [Gad]) visible on both T1-weighted
(B) and T1 gadolinium subtraction (F) images. Mangafodipir enhancement is visible within the mass 3 hours after mangafodipir (C and G) and had
resolved by 13 days postinjection (D and H).
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itself. While mangafodipir used at the dose in this study does
not fully recapitulate the ability of gadolinium to vividly and
immediately mark active MS lesions, use of mangafodipir in
MS imaging offers the possibility of following lesion formation
in a longer window than gadolinium and may provide new
insights into the pathophysiology of lesion formation.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Disability Improvement Is Associated with Less Brain
Atrophy Development in Multiple Sclerosis

E. Ghione, N. Bergsland, M.G. Dwyer, J. Hagemeier, D. Jakimovski, D.P. Ramasamy, D. Hojnacki,
A.A. Lizarraga, C. Kolb, S. Eckert, B. Weinstock-Guttman, and R. Zivadinov

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: It is unknown whether deceleration of brain atrophy is associated with disability improvement in
patients with MS. Our aim was to investigate whether patients with MS with disability improvement develop less brain atrophy
compared with those who progress in disability or remain stable.

MATERIALS ANDMETHODS:We followed 980 patients with MS for a mean of 4.8 6 2.4 years. Subjects were divided into 3 groups:
progress in disability (n ¼ 241, 24.6%), disability improvement (n ¼ 101, 10.3%), and stable (n ¼ 638, 65.1%) at follow-up. Disability
improvement and progress in disability were defined on the basis of the Expanded Disability Status Scale score change using stand-
ardized guidelines. Stable was defined as nonoccurrence of progress in disability or disability improvement. Normalized whole-brain
volume was calculated using SIENAX on 3D T1WI, whereas the lateral ventricle was measured using NeuroSTREAM on 2D-T2-FLAIR
images. The percentage brain volume change and percentage lateral ventricle volume change were calculated using SIENA and
NeuroSTREAM, respectively. Differences among groups were investigated using ANCOVA, adjusted for age at first MR imaging,
race, T2 lesion volume, and corresponding baseline structural volume and the Expanded Disability Status Scale.

RESULTS: At first MR imaging, there were no differences among progress in disability, disability improvement, and the stable groups
in whole-brain volume (P ¼ .71) or lateral ventricle volume (P ¼ .74). During follow-up, patients with disability improvement had
the lowest annualized percentage lateral ventricle volume change (1.6% 6 2.7%) followed by patients who were stable (2.1% 6

3.7%) and had progress in disability (4.1% 6 5.5%), respectively (P , .001). The annualized percentage brain volume change values
were �0.7% 6 0.7% for disability improvement, �0.8% 6 0.7% for stable, and �1.1% 6 1.1% for progress in disability (P ¼ .001).

CONCLUSIONS: Patients with MS who improve in their clinical disability develop less brain atrophy across time compared with
those who progress.

ABBREVIATIONS: DMT ¼ disease-modifying therapies; EDSS ¼ Expanded Disability Status Scale; LVV ¼ lateral ventricle volume; PBVC ¼ percentage brain
volume change; PLVVC ¼ percentage lateral ventricle volume change; PP ¼ primary-progressive; RR ¼ relapsing-remitting; SP ¼ secondary-progressive; T2-LV
¼ T2 lesion volume

MS is an autoimmune disease of the central nervous system
characterized by focal and diffuse inflammation1 and neu-

rodegeneration that presents with central, peripheral, and re-
gional brain atrophy.2,3 Brain atrophy measurement is one of the
key biomarkers in MS4,5 because it can be assessed in vivo by
MR imaging. Brain atrophy is accelerated in patients with MS,6

persists during the course of the disease, and is clinically mean-
ingful since the earliest disease stages.7 Brain atrophy is related
to short- and long-term physical and cognitive clinical deterio-
ration, more robust than other measures of disease burden and
lesion activity.5,8,9
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A modest-to-strong link between development of brain
atrophy and worsening of disability progression has been estab-
lished.10-12 Consequently, all recent major Phase 3 clinical trials
in MS now consider brain atrophy as one of the main neurodege-
nerative outcomes for evaluating the efficacy of disease-modify-
ing therapies (DMT).13-18

It has been shown that some of the available DMT can not
only slow radiologic and clinical progression but also improve
clinical status in a substantial proportion of patients with MS in
the mid- to long-term.13,15,16,18,19 Nevertheless, only a few stud-
ies have explored the relationship between behavior of brain
volume changes and improvement in clinical status,20-22 and
no studies examined this phenomenon in the clinical routine in
a large population of patients with MS followed long term.
Thus, it is unknown whether patients with MS who experience
disability improvement have a decelerated brain atrophy trajec-
tory, compared with those with stable disease or disability
progression.

In the current study, we hypothesized that long-term
deceleration of brain atrophy progression will be linked to
disability improvement in patients followed in a clinical rou-
tine. Thus, we investigated whether patients with MS with
disability improvement develop less brain atrophy compared
with those who either progress in their disease or remain
stable.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
This retrospective study included 980 patients with MS, who
were prospectively followed in a single MS center (Jacobs
Comprehensive MS Treatment and Research Center) between
2006 and 2016.

The inclusion criteria for this study were the following: 1)
being diagnosed with MS according to the McDonald criteria,23

2) availability of both 2D-T2WI-FLAIR and 3D-T1WI sequences
at every MR imaging examination, 3) the presence of 1 follow-up
MR imaging examination in the same subject during $6months
after baseline examination, and 4) the availability of demographic
(race was also included for completeness of the data reporting)
and clinical information at baseline and follow-up examinations.
Exclusion criteria were the following: 1) having a relapse or
steroid treatment in the 30 days preceding the MR imaging exam-
ination, 2) pre-existing medical conditions known to be associ-
ated with brain pathology (cerebrovascular disease, positive
history of alcohol abuse), and 3) pregnancy. The selection of sub-
jects, according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria, is shown
in the On-line Figure.

The study was approved by the local institutional review
board, and due to the retrospective nature of the study, the
requirement for obtaining informed consent was waived.

MR Imaging Acquisition and Analysis
The MR imaging examinations used in the present study were
obtained on 1.5T and 3T Signa Excite HD 12.0 Twin Speed 8-
channel scanners (GE Healthcare) with head and neck coils
(HDNV; GE Healthcare), which did not undergo any hardware
or software changes during the study period. The 3T MR imaging

sequences used in this study were the following: 1) an axial 2D-
T2WI-FLAIR sequence with TE/TI/TR of 120/2100/8500ms, flip
angle of 75°, FOV of 265 � 192, acquisition matrix of
1 � 1 � 3mm; and 2) a 3D-T1WI sequence with TR/TI/TE of
2.8/900/5.9ms, flip angle of 10°, FOV of 265 � 192, acquisition
matrix of 1 � 1 � 1mm. Similarly, the 1.5T sequences used TE/
TI/TR of 120/2000/8000ms and TE/TI/TR of 3.7/900/7.7ms for
the 2D-T2WI-FLAIR and 3D T1WI, respectively.

MR imaging analysis and quality control were performed in a
fully blinded manner. The 3D-T1WI was preprocessed using an
inpainting technique to avoid tissue misclassification of T1-hypo-
intense lesions.24 At baseline, normalized whole-brain volume
was calculated using FSL SIENA or SIENAX (SIENAX; http://fsl.
fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/SIENA),25 whereas for follow-up
changes, the SIENA percentage brain volume change (PBVC)
method was used.25

The Neurologic Software Tool for REliable Atrophy Measure-
ment (NeuroSTREAM; http://www.neurostream.us/) was used to
assess baseline lateral ventricle volume (LVV) and percentage
LVV change (PLVVC) across time on 2D-T2-FLAIR images.26

Cross-sectionally, LVV and whole-brain volume values at the
first available MR imaging examination were calculated. Changes
between baseline and follow-up examinations were calculated
determining PLVVC and PBVC and were subsequently annualized.

In addition, we calculated T2-lesion volume (T2-LV), using a
semiautomated approach.27

Clinical Outcomes
Disability progression was defined as an increase from the base-
line Expanded Disability Status Scale (EDSS) score of at least 1.0
point or 0.5 if the baseline EDSS score was .5.5. Disability
improvement was defined as a reduction from the baseline EDSS
score of at least 1.0 point if the baseline score was 2.0–5.5, or 0.5
if the baseline score was .5.5, as previously reported.16,28 Stable
disability status was defined as nonoccurrence of the disability
progression or disability improvement.

Patients were also classified as having benign MS at baseline if
the EDSS was#3.0 and disease duration was$15 years.29

Statistical Analysis
Analyses were performed using the Statistical Package for the
Social Sciences, 24.0 (IBM). Differences between groups were an-
alyzed using the x 2 test, Kruskal-Wallis test, and 1-way ANOVA
as appropriate.

Three different models assessed the PLVVC and PBVC differ-
ences among disability status groups using ANCOVA, adjusted
for the following: 1) age at first MR imaging and race; 2) age at
first MR imaging, race, T2-LV, and corresponding baseline
structural volume; and 3) age at first MR imaging, race, T2-LV
corresponding baseline structural volume, and EDSS. Additional
pair-wise comparisons between groups were performed by
Bonferroni-adjusted post hoc analyses, and adjusted estimated
means with 95% confidence intervals were presented. The Cohen
d measure of effect size was also calculated.

Secondary analyses of only patients with a follow-up time of
#2 years used the same statistical approach. The effects of
changes in MR imaging scanner strength on the follow-up,
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changes of PLVVC, and PBVC were determined using mixed-
effect modeling.

For all analyses, a nominal P value of #.05 was considered
significant using 2-tailed tests. The P values presented hereafter
are based on the third ANCOVAmodel.

RESULTS
Demographic and Clinical Characteristics of the Study
Cohort
Nine hundred eighty patients with MS who met the inclusion cri-
teria were enrolled in this study (On-line Table 1 and On-line Fig
1). Of those, 241 (24.6%) developed disability progression, 101
(10.3%) had disability improvement, and 638 (65.1%) remained
stable during the follow-up period. The mean interval between
baseline and follow-up was 4.8 6 2.4 years for disability progres-
sion,
4.7 6 2.4 years for disability improvement, and 4.8 6 2.4 years
for stable status (P¼ .887).

The study population consisted of 75.7% females, and their age
in years at baseline was 47.1 6 9.8 for DP, 44.7 6 9.9 for DI and
45.4 6 11.2 for Stable (P ¼ .07) groups. The mean age at disease
onset was 33.3 6 9.6 years for disability progression, 31.3 6 9.8
years for disability improvement, and 33.2 6 10.4 years for stable
status (P ¼ .2). The mean disease duration at baseline was 13.3 6

9.6 years for disability progression, 12.8 6 9.5 years for disability
improvement, and 11.86 9.5 years for stable status (P¼ .1).

The median (interquartile range) EDSS at baseline was 3.0
(3.0) for disability progression, 3.5 (3.0) for disability improve-
ment, and 2.5 (2.5) for stable status (P , .001). The median
(interquartile range) EDSS at follow-up was 6.0 (3.0) for disability
progression, 2.5 (2.5) for disability improvement, and 2.5 (2.5)
for stable status (P , .001). The mean annualized relapse rate
during the follow-up was 0.25 6 0.55 for disability progression,
0.286 0.69 for disability improvement, and 0.186 0.37 for stable
status (P¼ .02).

In the disability progression/disability improvement/stable
categories at baseline, 182 (75.5%), 85 (84.2%), and 527 (82.6%)
had relapsing-remitting (RR); 49 (20.3%), 14 (13.9%), and 100
(15.7%) had secondary-progressive (SP); and 10 (4.1%), 2 (2%),
and 11 (1.7%) had primary-progressive (PP) MS disease subtypes
(P ¼ .29). The number of patients classified as having benign MS
at baseline was 45 (18.7%) in disability progression, 8 (7.9%) in
disability improvement, and 97 (15.2%) in stable groups (P ¼
.04).

There was no significant difference in type of DMTs between
the three disability groups at baseline (P ¼ .15), but was at fol-
low-up (0.03). However, more MS patients in the DP group
started or switched DMT over the follow-up compared to the
DI and Stable groups (P ¼ .02) to: No significant differences
occurred in DMT status over the follow-up (P ¼ .2).

MR Imaging Characteristics at Baseline and during
Follow-Up
In total, 527 patients had no change in MR imaging findings
and 453 did. There were no significant differences in the pro-
portion of patients with disability progression/disability
improvement/stable status that either changed or remained the

same on MR imaging during the follow-up (126/343/58 versus
115/295/43, P¼ .42).

The mean T2-LV at baseline was 21.96 18.0mL for disability
progression, 17.2 6 15.9mL for disability improvement, and
16.86 14.9mL for stable status (P, .001). At baseline, LVV was
available in all 980 (100%) subjects, and whole-brain volume, in
873 (89.1%) subjects. At follow-up, the PLVVC was available in
all 980 (100%), and PBVC, in 612 (62.4%) patients. The whole-
brain volume (107, 10.9%) at baseline and PBVC (368, 37.6%)
during follow-up was not obtained because these measures did
not pass quality control related to the use of a different scanner-
strength field between baseline and follow-up, poor scan quality,
and artifacts that affected calculation of these outcomes.

On-line Table 2 shows PLVVC and PBVC in disability pro-
gression, disability improvement, and stable groups. Figures 1
and 2 show representative changes of PLVVC and PBVC in dis-
ability progression and disability improvement in individual
patients during follow-up, respectively. At baseline, there were no
significant LVV and whole-brain volume differences among
patients with MS in the disability progression, disability improve-
ment, and stable groups.

During the follow-up period, the annualized PLVVC was
1.6% 6 2.7% in disability improvement, 2.1% 6 3.7% in stable
status, and 4.1% 6 5.5% in disability progression groups
(adjusted P , .001). Both disability improvement and stable
groups had significantly lower total and annualized PLVVC com-
pared with the disability progression group (adjusted P , .001).
The disability improvement group did not show a significant dif-
ference in total (adjusted P¼ .6) or annualized (adjusted P¼ .92)
PLVVC compared with the stable group. The estimated means
and 95% confidence intervals for the analyses are shown in On-
line Table 3.

The annualized PBVC was �0.7% 6 0.7% in the disability
improvement, �0.8% 6 0.7% in stable, and �1.1% 6 1.1% in
disability progression groups (adjusted P ¼ .001). The disability
improvement group had significantly lower total (adjusted P ¼
.01) and annualized (adjusted P ¼ .02) PBVC compared with the
disability progression group. The stable group had significantly
lower total (adjusted P , .001) and annualized PBVC compared
with the disability progression group (adjusted P ¼ .01). The dis-
ability improvement group did not show a significant difference
in total (adjusted P ¼ 1.0) or annualized PBVC (adjusted P ¼
1.0) compared with the stable group. The estimated means and
95% confidence intervals for the analyses are shown in On-line
Table 3.

Although not significant, the data trends were seen within the
smaller population of patients who were followed for #2 years
(On-line Table 4). Similarly, the estimated means and 95% CI are
shown in On-line Table 5.

MR Imaging Field Strength Effects on MR Imaging Brain
Volume Changes
The main and interaction effects of the study variables on the
changes in NeuroSTREAM-based PLVVC and SIENA-based
PBVC were investigated. The change in MR imaging strength
and time interaction was not significantly associated with
PLVVC (P ¼ .97), contributing to an opposite effect of 0.01%
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during the same amount of follow-up time. Similar analysis for
PBVC showed a significant effect of the change in MR imaging
strength and time interaction (P ¼ .03), contributing to an op-
posite effect of 0.16% during the same amount of follow-up
time.

DISCUSSION
The present study provides additional insight into understand-
ing the relationship between the development of brain atrophy
in patients with MS who improve in disability compared with
those who remain stable or progress. Data were retrospectively
evaluated from a large cohort of patients with MS prospectively

collected on a routine clinical basis
during 10 years. The study included
about 1000 patients with MS who
were selected retrospectively, accord-
ing to the inclusion and exclusion cri-
teria, from a larger pool of .2000
subjects and were followed with MR
imaging and clinical examinations for
a mean time of almost 5 years. To our
knowledge, research studies, espe-
cially those including routine clinical
data that explore brain atrophy tra-
jectories related specifically to the
improvement of disability in patients
with MS, are scarce. Therefore, the
present study is one of the first longi-
tudinal studies investigating this issue
to date.

We used 2 different measures of
brain atrophy in this study, LVV and
whole-brain volume . It has been
shown that LVV correlates with dis-
ability progression and cognitive
impairment,10-12 and due to its feasi-
bility, it could represent a more
adequate marker of MS-related brain
atrophy to be applied in the clinical
routine.30,31 In fact, it was reported
recently that changes in LVV act as a
proxy for whole-brain volume and
correlate with progression of GM and
cortical atrophy in the 10-year pe-
riod.12 Moreover, LVV is located in
the center of the brain, an area that is
relatively immune to artifacts due to
imprecise positioning, gradient distor-
tions, incomplete head coverage, and
wraparound artifacts.26 We confirmed
in this study, as in previous stud-
ies,30,32 that LVV measurement was
feasible in patients with MS and was
not affected by changes in MR imag-
ing strength and time interaction dur-
ing follow-up. In addition, the PBVC

is one of the most accepted methods for quantifying neurodegen-
eration in MS.10 PBVC correlates with measures of central atro-
phy, such as LVV and GM atrophy; however, it is more difficult
to obtain on routine clinical scans due to inherent changes in
field strength, scanner type, software, and protocol among serial
MR imaging examinations; this issue represents a difficult barrier
to its adaptation for use in clinical settings.12 This was confirmed
in this study because 37.6% of the patients were excluded during
the follow-up because PBVC did not pass quality control related
to changes in MR imaging strength, poor scan quality, and
artifacts.

PBVC was significantly affected by changes in MR imaging
strength and time interaction during follow-up. In the present

FIG 1. Change in lateral ventricle volume in patients with MS disability progression and disability
improvement. In the upper and lower rows are shown in patients with MS with disability
improvement and disability progression, respectively. From left to right are baseline and followup
T2-FLAIR images and images of NeuroSTREAM LVV (highlighted in red) segmentation at baseline
and at follow-up. Please note higher annualized percentage LVV change in patients with MS with
disability progression (5.7%) compared with disability improvement (1.1%).

FIG 2. Change in whole-brain volume in patients with MS with disability improvement and dis-
ability progression. In the upper and lower rows are shown patients with MS with disability
improvement and disability progression, respectively. From left to right are baseline and follow-
up 3D-T1WI, and a SIENA brain volume change edge map showing areas of atrophy (in blue-light
blue) and growth (in red-yellow). Please note the higher annualized PBVC rate in disability pro-
gressed (�2.4%) compared with disability improved (�0.5%).
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study, we found that at baseline, there were no significant LVV
or whole-brain volume differences among patients with MS
with disability progression, disability improvement, and stable
progression. During the follow-up period, the total and annual-
ized PLVVC and PBVC were significantly lower for disability
improvement compared with disability progression groups (all
P# .001). Similar trends were seen within the smaller sample of
patients who were followed for #2 years, indicating that brain
atrophy trajectory differences can be detected in the first
2 years of follow-up among patients with MS with disability
progression, disability improvement, and stable status. The
disability improvement group did not show a significantly
different total or annualized PLVVC and PBVC compared
with the stable group.

A recent study compared brain atrophy data of 1514 patients
with MS, 137 patients with clinically isolated syndrome, and 164
healthy subjects collected retrospectively during 5 years. The data
reported for the annualized PLVVC and PBVC for healthy indi-
viduals were 1.6% and �0.4%, respectively, using the same scan-
ners and protocols as in the present study.30 Comparing the
results from this and the previous studies,30,32 we found that the
annualized PLVVC was similar and the annualized PBVC was
higher compared with those observed in healthy individuals. We
could therefore hypothesize that patients with disability improve-
ment and healthy subjects undergo a similar degree of central
brain atrophy and a higher degree of whole-brain atrophy accu-
mulation. Our results also corroborate a recent study that dem-
onstrated that the degree of brain atrophy is the lowest in stable
nonrelapsing/nonworsening RRMS, greater in relapsing/non-
worsening and nonrelapsing/worsening RRMS, and the highest
in relapsing and worsening RRMS.33 Last, baseline whole-brain
volume was the only predictor of disability progression in a
recent study from the Serially Unified Multicenter MS Investi-
gation consortium.34

Because it was shown that the rate of brain atrophy is slower
in patients with MS with benign disease35 and to avoid a potential
bias within the 3 disability status groups, we calculated the pro-
portion of patients with benign MS according to the definition
based on EDSS and disease duration (EDSS#3.0 and disease du-
ration $15 years).29 Surprisingly, we found that the disability
progression group had a larger proportion of patients with MS
with benign disease at baseline (18.7%) compared with 7.9% of
patients with MS with benign disease in the disability improve-
ment and 15.2% in the stable groups, respectively. Because the
disability improvement group had a significantly lower propor-
tion of patients with MS with benign disease at baseline, a poten-
tial selection bias in the disability improvement sample is
unlikely.

The use of DMT in our study population could have influ-
enced disability progression or disability improvement status. In
the present study, the use of DMT was present in 180 (74.7%)
patients with disability progression, 79 (78.2%) with disability
improvement, and 518 (81.2%) with stable status at baseline. No
significant differences in the type of DMT at baseline or at fol-
low-up among the 3 disability groups were detected. However,
significantly more patients with MS in the disability progression
group started or switched DMT during the follow-up, compared

with patients with disability improvement or stable disease, indi-
cating potentially more active or breakthrough disease character-
istics. Given the heterogeneous status of the DMT in the
disability status groups examined, we did not investigate the
effect of specific DMT on the development of brain atrophy and
disability progression/disability improvement/stable status during
follow-up. However, our findings could be important for the
design of future studies that will include a more homogeneous
patient sample using specific DMT to explore disability status
improvement in relation to brain atrophy trajectory changes.

A recent study showed that disability progression was associ-
ated with an annualized PBVC of 21.9% (P , .001) and a 33%
increase in LVV (P ¼ .004) in patients with MS.30 A meta-analy-
sis of 13 clinical trials, which included .13,500 patients with
RRMS and used PBVC as the brain volume measurement
method of choice, showed that disability progression during 2
years correlated with both brain atrophy (P ¼ .001) and T2-LV
(P , .001).36 We used baseline T2-LV only as a covariate in this
study because we did not aim to explore the effect of T2-LV on
disability progression/disability improvement/stable status during
the follow-up. Previous studies reported less accrual of T2-LV in
patients with disability improvement, compared with those with
disability progression.13,15,16,18,19

In the Comparison of Alemtuzumab and Rebif Efficacy
in Multiple Sclerosis (CARE) MS-I and II3,37 randomized,
controlled, 2-year studies of alemtuzumab for patients with
RRMS versus patients treated with high-dose high-frequency
interferon-b -1a, disability improvement was detected in a
significantly higher proportion of the patients treated with
alemtuzumab. There was also a significant reduction in brain
volume loss in alemtuzumab compared with interferon-b -
1a-treated patients. In OPERA I and II clinical trials,16 821 and
835 patients with RRMS received intravenous ocrelizumab,
600mg (anti-CD20 humanized antibody) versus high-dose
high-frequency interferon-b -1a for 96 weeks, respectively. The
ocrelizumab arm showed a 33% higher proportion of disability
improvement (secondary end point), which reached statistical
significance compared with interferon-b -1a (pooled data).
Patients receiving ocrelizumab also showed significantly lower
brain volume loss compared with interferon-b -1a. However,
the relationship between disability improvement and slowing
down of brain volume loss in the above-mentioned studies was
not explored.

The present study had some limitations. First, we did not take
into consideration biologic confounding factors that may have an
impact on brain atrophy, such as dehydration, diurnal brain vol-
ume changes, menstrual cycle, pseudoatrophy due to use of vari-
ous DMT, and cardiovascular, environmental, and genetic risk
factors and comorbidities.10,38 However, we hypothesize that due
to the size and patient composition of the sample, such con-
founders are mitigated when assessing group effects. Another li-
mitation is that we had to restrict disability status determination
to the 5-year EDSS score change, without the 3- or 6-month con-
firmation of sustained effect. However, it is unlikely that true
prevalence of disability progression or disability improvement
was skewed by this assessment, especially because we excluded
patients who had disease activity in the 30 days before clinical
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and MR imaging examinations. Another limitation could be
related to the absence of spinal cord atrophy assessment.
Therefore, future prospective, multicenter studies should confirm
our preliminary findings and explore various other conventional
and nonconventional MR imaging techniques in relation to de-
velopment of disability improvement.

CONCLUSIONS
This is one of the first longitudinal studies to evaluate the evolu-
tion of brain atrophy in those patients with MS who improve in
disability, compared with those who remain stable or progress,
in a large cohort of patients followed for several years in a clini-
cal routine. Our results suggest that there is significantly less
brain atrophy development in those patients with MS who
improve with time, compared with those who progress in their
disability.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Patterning Chronic Active Demyelination in Slowly
Expanding/Evolving White Matter MS Lesions

C. Elliott, D.L. Arnold, H. Chen, C. Ke, L. Zhu, I. Chang, E. Cahir-McFarland, E. Fisher, B. Zhu, S. Gheuens,
M. Scaramozza, V. Beynon, N. Franchimont, D.P. Bradley, and S. Belachew

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Slowly expanding/evolving lesions measured by conventional T1-weighted/T2-weighted brain MR
imaging may contribute to progressive disability accumulation in MS. We evaluated the longitudinal change in myelin and axonal
tissue integrity in white matter slowly expanding/evolving lesions by means of the magnetization transfer ratio and DTI radial
diffusivity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Slowly expanding/evolving lesions were detected within the Study to Assess the Efficacy, Safety,
Tolerability, and Pharmacokinetics of BIIB033 in Participants With Relapsing Forms of Multiple Sclerosis When Used Concurrently
With Avonex (SYNERGY) Phase 2 clinical trial dataset (NCT01864148), comprising patients with relapsing-remitting and secondary-
progressive MS (n¼ 299) with T1-weighted/T2-weighted MR imaging at all trial time points (baseline to week 72).

RESULTS: Compared with non-slowly expanding/evolving lesions (areas not classified as slowly expanding/evolving lesion) of base-
line nonenhancing T2 lesions, slowly expanding/evolving lesions had a lower normalized magnetization transfer ratio and greater
DTI radial diffusivity, both in patients with relapsing-remitting MS (n¼ 242) and secondary-progressive MS (n¼ 57, P, .001 for all).
Although the changes with time in both the normalized magnetization transfer ratio and DTI radial diffusivity between slowly
expanding/evolving lesions and non-slowly expanding/evolving lesions were positively correlated (P, .001), a decrease in the nor-
malized magnetization transfer ratio and a greater increase in DTI radial diffusivity were observed in slowly expanding/evolving
lesions versus non-slowly expanding/evolving lesions from baseline to week 72 in relapsing-remitting MS and secondary-progressive
MS (P, .001 for all).

CONCLUSIONS: Patterns of longitudinal change in the normalized magnetization transfer ratio and DTI radial diffusivity in slowly
expanding/evolving lesions were consistent with progressive demyelination and tissue loss, as seen in smoldering white matter MS
plaques.

ABBREVIATIONS: MT ¼ magnetization transfer; MTR ¼ magnetization transfer ratio; nMTR ¼ normalized MTR; nT1 ¼ normalized T1; RD ¼ radial diffusivity;
RRMS ¼ relapsing-remitting multiple sclerosis; SEL ¼ slowly expanding/evolving lesion; SPMS ¼ secondary-progressive multiple sclerosis

Chronic active lesions, or smoldering plaques, are a neuropa-
thologic hallmark of chronic inflammation in MS1 and are

not found in neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders2 or chronic
cerebrovascular diseases.3

Pathologically, chronic active lesions are typified by a “rim” of
activated microglia and/or macrophages that may contain iron;
they have altered morphology, sparse T- and B-cells at the core,
and a slow rate of ongoing demyelination and axonal loss.1,4-7

Susceptibility-based MR imaging methods have identified a
hypointense paramagnetic rim that may reflect activity associated
with iron accumulation and other MS-related pathology in the
periphery of those chronic active white matter MS lesions.4,8-11

A method for automatic detection of slowly expanding/evolv-
ing lesions (SELs) on conventional T1-weighted/T2-weighted
brain MR imaging was recently developed as a potential readout
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of smoldering or chronic active plaques.12 SELs are defined as
contiguous regions of pre-existing T2 lesions showing constant
and concentric local expansion, as assessed by the Jacobian deter-
minant of the nonlinear deformation between reference and fol-
low-up scans.12 Furthermore, T1-weighted intensity-based
measures of chronic white matter lesion tissue damage in SELs
predict clinical progression in primary-progressive MS and may
qualify as longitudinal in vivo neuroimaging correlates of pro-
gressive MS pathology.13

Practical guidelines recommend either paramagnetic rim
identification on high-resolution T2* and phase MR imaging (7T
or even 3T) or longitudinal T1-weighted/T2-weighted SEL detec-
tion for in vivo assessment of chronic active or smoldering
lesions.11 Paramagnetic rim lesion identification is a promising
pathologic biomarker of iron/zinc accumulation in chronic active
lesions.14,15 In clinical trials and routine clinical practice settings,
SEL detection may be more suitable for delivering quantitative
measures of overall and lesion-level longitudinal change in tissue
integrity associated with smoldering lesion inflammation, ena-
bling the assessment of chronic lesion activity in datasets for
which high-resolution T2* MR imaging is not available.

The magnetization transfer ratio (MTR) has previously been
shown to associate strongly with myelin content,16–19 especially
in the absence of acute inflammation and edema. DTI can pro-
vide information about the orientation, size, and geometry of tis-
sue integrity in white and gray matter in the brain and spinal
cord.20 DTI radial diffusivity (DTI-RD) has been proposed as a
potential marker of overall myelination and/or tissue integrity in
MS lesions.21

In this study, we used MTR and DTI-RD to evaluate longitu-
dinal in vivo demyelination to further inform the pathologic
understanding of chronic tissue damage in SELs of patients with
relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS) and secondary-progressive MS
(SPMS).12

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Trial Design, Patients, and MR Imaging Procedures
SELs12 and non-SELs were determined in chronic white matter
lesions of the pooled population (placebo and treatment groups)
of the Study to Assess the Efficacy, Safety, Tolerability, and
Pharmacokinetics of BIIB033 in Participants With Relapsing
Forms of Multiple Sclerosis When Used Concurrently With
Avonex (SYNERGY) trial (NCT01864148), a multicenter, random-
ized, double-blind, placebo-controlled, dose-ranging, parallel-
group, Phase 2 study. Patients were randomly allocated in a
1:2:2:2:2 ratio to 1 of 5 parallel treatment groups of opicinumab (3,
10, 30, or 100mg/kg) or placebo, once every 4weeks for 72weeks.
Opicinumab is a human monoclonal antibody against LINGO-1,
an inhibitor of oligodendrocyte differentiation and axonal regener-
ation.22 All patients self-administered intramuscular interferon
b -1a as a background anti-inflammatory treatment once a week,
and approximately half of the population had not previously
received MS disease-modifying therapies.22 SYNERGY study
details have been reported previously.22 Eligible patients (18–
58 years of age) had an Expanded Disability Status Scale score of
2–6 and relapsing MS, including RRMS and SPMS with relapses.

Evidence of clinical or neuroimaging disease activity was required
within 12months before enrollment.22

Axial T1-weighted (3D spoiled gradient-echo, TR = 28–30ms,
TE ¼ 511ms, flip angle ¼ 27°–30°, resolution ¼ 1� 1� 3mm),
axial T2-weighted (2D fast spin-echo, TR¼ 4500–6200ms, TE ¼
66–91ms, resolution ¼ 1� 1� 3mm), axial MTR (2 consecutive
3D spoiled gradient-echo, TR ¼ 32–62ms, TE ¼ 5–11ms, flip
angle ¼ 10°–15°, resolution ¼ 1� 1� 3mm, with and without
magnetization transfer pulse), and axial DTI (2D spin-echo echo-
planar imaging sequence with a diffusion gradient, TR = 9800–
16,000ms, TE ¼ 90–132ms, b-values ¼ 0 and 1000, 25–32 diffu-
sion directions, resolution ¼ 2.5� 2.5� 2.5mm) were acquired
at baseline and weeks 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 48, and 72.22 Complete
methods for brain MR imaging acquisitions are described in the
On-line Appendix. The SEL analysis population (n¼ 299) repre-
sents the subset of the intention-to-treat population (n¼ 418)
that had available T1-weighted and T2-weighted MR images at
all aforementioned time points from baseline to week 72.

Identification of SELs
As previously described, SELs are detected as areas of T2 lesions,
pre-existing at baseline, that show constant and concentric local
expansion.12 Before SEL detection, T2 lesions were identified in
baseline scans using a semiautomated method,23 in which a fully
automated segmentation was subsequently manually reviewed
and corrected by trained MR imaging readers. Identification of
SELs is a 2-stage process. First, SEL candidates are identified as
contiguous areas of pre-existing, nonenhancing T2 lesions that
are$10 voxels in size and show local expansion from baseline to
week 72; a minimum local expansion of 4% per year is used as a
cutoff for determining SEL candidate boundaries, as in previous
SEL analyses.12 Local expansion is determined from the Jacobian
determinant of the nonlinear deformation between the baseline
and week 72 scans. Computation of the Jacobian is based on the
pipeline proposed by Nakamura et al,24 in which nonlinear regis-
tration is performed using the symmetric image normalization
method,25 and both T1-weighted and T2-weighted images are
used for registration. The second stage of SEL detection scores
each SEL candidate in turn, on the basis of the concentricity and
constancy of expansion across time. Considering local expansion
at all intermediate scans (weeks 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, and 48) allows
the identification of SEL candidates undergoing constant and
gradual expansion across time; measuring concentricity allows
identification of SEL candidates exhibiting inside-out radial
expansion. Results pertaining to SEL analyses are presented for
high-confidence SELs (with a heuristic score of$0).12 Non-SELs
are defined as complement regions from pre-existing, baseline,
nonenhancing T2 lesions devoid of any SEL detection (irrespec-
tive of the heuristic score). SEL identification and all T1-weighted
measures related to SELs and non-SELs were performed by
NeuroRx Research staff, who remained blinded to all study
patient-level information.

Normalization of T1-Weighted and MTR Signal Intensity
Before measuring T1-intensity change across time, T1WIs were
normalized in a 2-stage process: 1) Least-trimmed squares
normalized all serial T1WIs of a given patient to the baseline T1-
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weighted scan, and 2) T1WIs for a given subject were linearly nor-
malized by mapping the median gray matter T1 intensity at base-
line to a value of zero and mapping the median normal-appearing
white matter intensity at baseline to 1. Least-trimmed squares per-
forms linear regression between coregistered sequential scans
using the 50% of voxels whose least-squares fit has the smallest
sum of squared residuals.26 This process normalizes intensities
within a given subject on the basis of only the subset of voxels that
remain relatively unchanged with time. The first stage of normal-
ization minimizes acquisition-related intensity variation across
time for a given subject, whereas the second stage provides com-
parable measures of T1 intensity change across different subjects.

MTR intensities were calibrated by determining the median
MTR values for both gray and white matter in a healthy control
subject specific to each scanner. For each new-subject scan
acquired in the same scanner, the MTR value corresponding to
the median healthy control gray matter was mapped to zero, while
the MTR value corresponding to the median healthy control white
matter was mapped to 1. In normalized MTR images, a value of
zero can thus be interpreted as corresponding to healthy (ie, non-
MS) gray matter, while a value of 1 can be interpreted as corre-
sponding to healthy white matter. DTI-RD is expressed in units of
10�3 mm2/s and does not require normalization across scans.

Lesion-Level Visualization of Longitudinal Tissue Damage
within a SEL Example
To display an example of lesion-level longitudinal tissue damage
within discrete SELs, we modeled smooth voxel-based (linear fit)
representations of normalized T1 (nT1), normalized MTR
(nMTR), and DTI-RD intensity change across time in a high-
confidence SEL. Heat map synthetic representations were pro-
duced that may represent biologic change and/or displacement.
Linear models interpolating intensity change with time were
used.

Statistical Analysis
The statistical analysis of SEL data was exploratory and included
all patients from SYNERGY with no missing or nonevaluable T1-
weighted and T2-weighted scans at any time point (baseline to
week 72; SEL analysis population). No imputation of missing
data was performed.

Continuous variables measuring tissue integrity (eg, MTR and
DTI change from baseline in nMTR and DTI-RD) were

compared between SELs and non-SELs using a Wilcoxon signed
rank test, accounting for within-subject correlation of each vari-
able. Change from baseline comparisons for continuous variables
between patients with RRMS and SPMS were based on rank
regression adjusted for covariates including baseline value, age,
sex, and the baseline T2 volume category based on tertiles.
Comparisons of baseline continuous variables between patients
with RRMS and SPMS were based on rank regression, with MS
type and covariates including age, sex, and baseline T2 volume
category based on tertiles.

The Spearman rank correlation analysis was used to evaluate
the association between change with time in continuous variables
within SELs and non-SELs. Two-sided statistical tests were con-
ducted at the 5% significance level without adjustment for
multiplicity.

RESULTS
Baseline Demographics and Brain MR Imaging
Characteristics of the SYNERGY SEL-Analysis Population
The baseline demographics and brain MR imaging characteristics
of the SEL-analysis population from the SYNERGY dataset of
patients with RRMS and SPMS are presented in the Table. The
population was similar to the SYNERGY intention-to-treat popu-
lation. In the SEL analysis population, patients with SPMS
(n=57) were �10 years older and had a lower level of acute
lesions as measured by the presence of gadolinium-enhancing T1
lesions and a 2-fold greater volume of baseline total T2 hyperin-
tense lesions compared with patients with RRMS (n=242). In
addition, the baseline normalized brain volume and cortical gray
matter volume were numerically lower, and a more balanced sex
ratio was observed in the SPMS subgroup compared with patients
with RRMS.

SEL Prevalence in RRMS versus SPMS
The proportion of patients with $1 SEL detected from baseline
to week 72 was similar in patients with SPMS (89%) and RRMS
(83%); a numerically greater proportion of patients with SPMS
had .10 SELs (Fig 1A). Patients with SPMS had an overall
greater number of SELs compared with patients with RRMS (me-
dian, 7.0 versus 4.0; Fig 1B), and an approximately 2-fold greater
T2 volume of SELs (median at baseline, 718.2 versus 311.9 mm3;
Fig 1C); however, when accounting for differences in age, sex,
and baseline total T2 hyperintense lesion volume, the differences

Baseline demographics and brain MR imaging characteristics of the SYNERGY SEL analysis population

SEL Analysis Populationa Intention-to-Treat Population
RRMS SPMS All RRMS SPMS All

No. 242 57 299 330 88 418
Median age (yr) 37.5 48.0 39.0 38.0 48.0 39.5
Female (%) 68 54 65 68 60 66
Mean (SD) number of T1 gadolinium-enhancing lesions 1.8 (4.7) 1.2 (3.7) 1.7 (4.5) 2.0 (4.7) 1.2 (3.3) 1.8 (4.4)
Patients with $1 T1 gadolinium-enhancing lesion (%) 45 30 42 46 31 43
Median nonenhancing T1-hypointense lesion volume (mL) 1.09 3.26 1.41 1.22 4.13 1.50
Median T2-hyperintense lesion volume (mL) 4.86 9.46 5.24 5.19 13.05 6.02
Median normalized brain volume (mL) 1447.9 1378.1 1426.1 1438.6 1367.0 1419.9
Median cortical gray matter volume (mL) 551.9 509.53 540.8 544.0 502.6 534.6

a The SEL analysis population (n ¼ 299) represents the subset of the SYNERGY intention-to-treat population that had available T1-weighted and T2-weighted brain MR imaging
scans at all time points from baseline to Week 72 (baseline and Weeks 4, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 48, and 72). For some time points, MTR and/or DTI-RD may not be available.
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in the number of SELs and T2 volume of SELs between RRMS
and SPMS were not significant (P ¼ .17 and P ¼ .23, respec-
tively). The proportion of baseline total nonenhancing T2 lesion
burden identified as SELs was similar between patients with
RRMS and SPMS (Fig 1D).

Baseline Level and Longitudinal Change in Tissue Integrity
in SELs and Non-SELs of Patients with RRMS and SPMS, as
Measured by nMTR and DTI-RD
SELs at baseline had a lower nMTR (expressed as an nMTR unit)
versus non-SELs in patients with RRMS and SPMS (median,
–0.67 versus –0.46, P, .001, and median, –1.01 versus –0.62,
P, .001, respectively; Fig 2A) and a greater DTI-RD (median,
0.98 versus 0.88� 10�3 mm2/s, P, .001, and median, 1.07 versus
0.96� 10�3 mm2/s, P, .001, respectively; Fig 3A); means and
medians were computed at the patient level. Baseline nMTR and
DTI-RD parameters were reflective of more severe alterations of
tissue integrity in patients with SPMS compared with RRMS,
both in SELs and non-SELs (Fig 2A and 3A).

An assessment of change from baseline to week 72 showed
that SELs were affected by significantly more tissue damage across
time compared with non-SELs, as measured by an nMTR decrease

and DTI-RD increase in both MS types—RRMS (P, .001 for
both; Fig 2B) and SPMS (P, .001 and P, .001, respectively; Fig
3B). Most important, the differences in change in nMTR and DTI-
RD from baseline were significant between SELs and non-SELs as
of week 24 in the pooled RRMS-SPMS population (P, .001 for
both). However, despite this difference in the severity of longitudi-
nal tissue damage with time, at the individual patient level, we
observed a mild-to-moderate positive correlation between SELs
and non-SELs with regard to changes in nMTR (Spearman
correlation= 0.39, P, .001, pooled RRMS-SPMS population) and
DTI-RD (Spearman correlation= 0.56, P, .001, pooled RRMS-
SPMS population) from baseline to week 72.

Although tissue-integrity alteration was significantly more
pronounced in SELs from patients with SPMS than RRMS at
baseline, the longitudinal tissue damage, as indicated by an
nMTR decrease and DTI-RD increase with time (baseline to
week 72) was similar in SELs from patients with RRMS and
SPMS (Figs 2C and 3C).

A subtle and similar increase in DTI-RD from baseline to
week 72 in patients with RRMS and SPMS was observed in non-
SELs of chronic white matter lesions (Fig 3C). In contrast, there
were directionally opposite trends in changes from baseline in
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nMTR in non-SELs (albeit not statistically significant), with an
increase in patients with RRMS and a decrease in patients with
SPMS (Fig 2C). Overall, the findings from a comparison of base-
line and longitudinal changes in nT1 intensity in SELs and
non-SELs from patients with RRMS and SPMS were similar to
aforementioned observations derived from the DTI-RD analysis
(On-line Figure); these replicated previous findings that charac-
terized T1-weighted normalized intensity changes in SELs versus
non-SELs of chronic white matter lesions from patients with
relapsing and primary-progressive forms of MS.12

An example of lesion-level chronic tissue damage, as meas-
ured by nT1 and nMTR intensity decrease and DTI-RD
increase from baseline to week 72, is shown in Fig 4 and On-
line Fig 2, where the longitudinal change with time can be
visualized in a discrete SEL. Although a thorough analysis of
spatial patterns of within-SEL intensity change was not con-
ducted, examples of patterns consistent with ongoing demye-
lination at the lesion edge were observed.

DISCUSSION
This study further characterizes the nature of CNS tissue damage
in chronic white matter MS lesions identified as SELs using serial
conventional T1-weighted and T2-weighted MR imaging.
Compared with non-SELs, SELs were previously shown to evolve
independent of T1 gadolinium enhancement, demonstrate a
lower T1 intensity at baseline, and exhibit a progressive decrease

in T1 intensity with time, suggesting a progressive accumulation
of neural tissue damage.12

We showed here that the longitudinal patterns of nMTR
decrease and DTI-RD increase in SELs indicate a prominent con-
tribution of chronic demyelination in those chronic active white
matter MS lesions, though axonal loss may also be present. The
overt consistency between longitudinal changes in nT1 intensity,
nMTR, and DTI-RD in SELs and non-SELs with time provides
evidence that nT1 intensity, though not a specific marker of mye-
lin, could serve as a potential readout of chronic tissue damage in
the absence of MTR and DTI acquisitions. Such nT1 intensity–
based measures of CNS tissue integrity in SELs and non-SELs,
separately, may provide value in clinical trials evaluating the
effect of potential remyelination therapies.

The extent to which chronic demyelination in SELs evolves
with an inside-out lesion-level pattern and its relationship to acti-
vated microglia/macrophage–mediated inflammatory processes on
the lesion edge and/or to potential diffusible factors inherent to the
scarce T- and B-cells (expected to populate the core of SELs within
perivascular cuffs) need to be further investigated.7 Quantitative
susceptibility mapping imaging27–31 should be used to assess the
relation of SELs detected on MR imaging to the iron rim at the
edge of chronic active lesions, as reported in pathologic studies,
though only a subset of smoldering lesions appear to have iron/
zinc rims.14,15 The potential neuropathologic correlates of SELs
warrant further investigation. However, the observed character of
longitudinal nMTR, DTI-RD, and nT1 intensity features of change
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in tissue integrity in SELs may suggest that common mechanisms
drive progressive demyelination in chronic white matter lesions
across relapsing and progressive clinical presentations of the MS
disease continuum. Furthermore, the correlation between the dif-
ferent rates of overall tissue demyelination observed in SELs and
non-SELs, as measured by nMTR and DTI-RD, may indicate that
a similar underlying pathology is diffusely at play throughout
chronic white matter MS lesions, with maximal severity related to
chronic lesion expansion in SELs.

The observed trend of nMTR increase in non-SELs of
patients with RRMS suggests that remyelination may occur in
chronic white matter lesions; however, a voxel-based approach
would be needed to further address this hypothesis.
Alternatively, the nMTR increase from baseline in non-SELs of
patients with RRMS might be explained by the early resolution
of inflammation and/or potential remyelination within foci of
recent acute lesions, which might have formed before baseline
but might still be a part of the baseline nonenhancing T2-hyper-
intense lesion tissue. In patients with radiologically isolated syn-
drome, acute and chronic demyelination may coexist from the
onset of MS, irrespective of subsequent clinical phenotypes.32

Although acute white matter MS lesions may be more amenable
to remyelination owing to greater preservation of axons and
lesser gliosis, spontaneous remyelination appears to be elusive
in chronic active demyelinating lesions, which may represent a
key driver of disability accumulation.6,13,33 Further lesion-level

spatiotemporal analyses of advanced and potentially multimo-
dal brain MR imaging biomarkers of remyelination in SELs and
non-SELs of chronic white matter lesions may help advance the
understanding of putative associations between pathobiologic
mechanisms of chronic demyelination, axonal loss, and remye-
lination failure.

The findings presented here have certain limitations. The
current work did not investigate the potential impact of opici-
numab versus placebo on chronic white matter lesion tissue in-
tegrity, which will be assessed more adequately in the Efficacy
and Safety of BIIB033 (Opicinumab) as an Add-on Therapy to
Disease-Modifying Therapies in Relapsing Multiple Sclerosis
(AFFINITY) study (NCT03222973). Results should be inter-
preted with caution and may not fully reflect the natural history
of changes in nMTR and DTI-RD in SELs and non-SELs of
patients with RRMS and SPMS. The binary classification
between SELs and non-SELs is somewhat artificial; longitudinal
trajectories of tissue damage observed in non-SELs suggest that
there may be a gradation of “activity” within chronic white mat-
ter MS lesions. Future work is needed to optimize SEL detection
methods and further inform the understanding of spatiotempo-
ral lesion-level patterns of tissue alteration in SELs by exploring
alternative constancy/linearity and concentricity factor con-
straints of slow/chronic expansion detection criteria.

Furthermore, subsets of chronic active lesions that may shrink
with time are not identified by the SEL detection method. The
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FIG 3. Change in DTI-RD in chronic white matter lesions. A, DTI-RD with time. B, Comparison of change from baseline in DTI-RD to week 72
between SELs and non-SELs in patients with RRMS and SPMS. C, Comparison of change from baseline in DTI-RD to week 72 between patients
with RRMS and SPMS in SELs and non-SELs.
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SEL quantification algorithm currently does not accommodate
potential contraction at the lesion center across time, which is
known to occur, especially in the longer term,34 and underscores
that the primary pathologic process in chronically evolving
lesions (even those described by pathologists as “slowly expand-
ing”) is likely to include tissue loss. A recent study showed that
chronic active lesions detected by the presence of a paramagnetic
rim on high-field susceptibility-based MR imaging do not shrink
slowly as other lesions do, but typically enlarge, similar to SELs,
owing to ongoing demyelination (confirmed by pathologic assess-
ment). Such chronic active/slowly expanding/smolderingMS lesions
are associated with a more aggressive disease course35 and disability
progression13 and should, therefore, be consistently assessed in MS
clinical trials targeting chronic inflammation and remyelination.

CONCLUSIONS
Patterns of longitudinal change in nMTR and DTI-RD in SELs
were consistent with progressive demyelination and tissue loss, as
seen in smoldering white matter MS plaques. The consistency
between longitudinal changes in nT1 intensity, nMTR, and DTI-RD
in SELs and non-SELs with time suggests that nT1 intensity, though
not a specific marker of myelin, could be a surrogate measure of
chronic tissue damage in the absence of MTR and DTI acquisitions

and may provide value in clinical trials evaluating the effect of
potential remyelination and/or antiprogressive MS therapies.
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MRS as an Aid to Diagnose Malignant Transformation in
Low-Grade Gliomas with Increasing Contrast Enhancement

C.H. Toh, M. Castillo, K.-C. Wei, and P.-Y. Chen

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Increased contrast enhancement has been used as a marker of malignant transformation in low-
grade gliomas. This marker has been found to have limited accuracy because many low-grade gliomas with increased contrast
enhancement remain grade II. We aimed to investigate whether MR spectroscopy can contribute to the diagnosis of malignant
transformation in low-grade gliomas with increased contrast enhancement.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Patients with low-grade gliomas who had contemporaneous MR spectroscopy and histopathology for
tumor regions with increased contrast enhancement between 2004 and 2015 were retrospectively reviewed. Clinical data collected
were sex and age, Karnofsky Performance Scale, histologic subtypes, isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 mutation status, disease duration,
adjuvant therapy, and post-radiation therapy duration. Imaging data collected were contrast-enhancement size, whole-tumor size,
MR spectroscopy metabolite ratios, and tumor grades of regions with increased contrast enhancement. Diagnostic values of these
factors on malignant transformation of low-grade gliomas were statistically analyzed.

RESULTS: A total of 86 patients with 96 MR spectroscopy studies were included. Tumor grades associated with increased contrast
enhancement were grade II (n ¼ 42), grade III (n ¼ 27), and grade IV (n ¼ 27). On multivariate analysis, the NAA/Cho ratio was the only
significant factor (P, .001; OR, 7.1; 95% CI, 3.2–16.1) diagnostic of malignant transformation. With 0.222 as the cutoff value, the sensitivity,
specificity, and accuracy of NAA/Cho for diagnosing malignant transformation were 94.4%, 83.3%, and 89.6%, respectively.

CONCLUSIONS: MR spectroscopy complements conventional MR imaging in the diagnosis of malignant transformation in a sub-
group of low-grade gliomas with increased contrast enhancement.

ABBREVIATIONS: LGG ¼ low-grade glioma; MT ¼ malignant transformation; WHO ¼ World Health Organization

Low-grade gliomas (LGGs) are grade II World Health
Organization (WHO) primary brain tumors, accounting for

14.6% of gliomas in population-based studies.1 LGGs may remain
clinically and radiographically stable for years after initial diagno-
sis and treatment. However, at an unpredictable time, some may
show MR imaging features suggestive of disease progression, eg,

enlargement of nonenhancing tumor and an increase of

enhancement on postgadolinium T1-weighted images. At the

time of imaging progression, the tumors may remain WHO

grade II or may have progressed to WHO grade III or IV, ie,

malignant transformation (MT). Definitive diagnosis of MT

requires histopathologic examination, but due to potential

surgical risk and costs, increased contrast enhancement is fre-

quently used as a surrogate marker for MT in clinical prac-

tice, research studies, and clinical trials of LGG. In the widely

used Response Assessment in Neuro-Oncology criteria,2 an

increase of enhancement is also regarded as MT, thus disease

progression.
However, a recent study showed that up to 18% of LGGs with

increased contrast enhancement remained WHO grade II.3

Despite having a sensitivity of 92%, increased contrast enhance-

ment had a specificity of 57% for the detection of MT. Besides,
increased contrast enhancement may also be due to treatment-

related changes.4,5 In a consensus article recently published by
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the Society for Neuro-Oncology and the European Association of

Neuro-Oncology,6 the limited accuracy of increased contrast

enhancement as an indicator of MT in LGGs has also been recog-

nized. Therefore, using increased contrast enhancement as a

marker of MT may result in overtreatment of patients whose

tumors remain low-grade, errors in the results of research studies,

and misinterpretation of clinical benefits of new therapies. In

light of the limited implications of increased contrast enhance-

ment, it is crucial to search for imaging markers that can diagnose

MT accurately.
Conventional MR imaging sequences such as T1WI, T2WI,

FLAIR, and postcontrast T1WI provide only anatomic informa-
tion. In contrast, proton MR spectroscopy (MRS) offers unique
metabolic information of brain tumor biology and enables quan-
titative assessment of tissue metabolites such as Cho (a marker of
cellular membrane turnover), Cr (a marker of energetic systems
and intracellular metabolism), NAA (a marker of neuronal and
axonal viability and density), lactate (a marker of anaerobic me-
tabolism), and lipids (a marker of cellular breakdown or necro-
sis).7 MR spectroscopy is used as an adjunct to conventional MR
imaging because it helps in differentiating brain tumor from
other lesions, identifies optimal biopsy sites in heterogeneous
gliomas, monitors treatment response, and differentiates treat-
ment-related changes and tumor recurrence.8

Previous studies have demonstrated the utility of MR spec-
troscopy in predicting or prognosticating MT and survival of
those with LGGs.9-15 To the best of our knowledge, the role of
MR spectroscopy in diagnosing MT among LGGs with increased
contrast enhancement has not been investigated. In the present
study, using histopathology as the criterion standard, we aimed
to determine the value of MR spectroscopy to diagnose MT in a
group of patients who had a prior diagnosis of LGG and an
increase in contrast enhancement on follow-up MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
This retrospective study was performed after institutional review
board approval (Chang Gung Memorial Hospital). Patients were
retrospectively selected from the brain tumor database of our
institution if they met all the following criteria: 1) prior patho-
logic diagnosis of LGG with follow-up MR imaging studies per-
formed between 2004 and 2015 showing increased contrast
enhancement; 2) having undergone surgery due to increased con-
trast enhancement with a pathologic diagnosis of grade II, III, or
IV glioma; 3) availability of MR spectroscopy from brain regions
with increased contrast enhancement; and 4) confirmed removal
of the brain regions with increased contrast enhancement on fol-
low-up MR imaging.

Increased contrast enhancement was defined as emergence of
new contrast enhancement in previously nonenhancing tumors
or regions thereof, new separate lesions with contrast enhance-
ment, or at least a 25% increase in the size of enhancement for
tumors with enhancement at baseline. Baseline referred to the
first follow-up MR imaging after the last operation. Increased
contrast enhancement was confirmed by neuroradiologists who
compared the baseline MR imaging and the one before the next

operation. Patients with multiple operations for separate instan-
ces of increased contrast enhancement were included as long as
they had not already experienced MT and each event of increased
contrast enhancement was treated independently.

Histopathologic diagnosis was made by a board-certified neu-
ropathologist according to the 2000 WHO classification of CNS
tumors before 2007 and thereafter based on the 2007 WHO clas-
sification. Patients younger than 18 years of age at initial diagno-
sis or with a diagnosis of radiation necrosis due to increased
contrast enhancement were excluded. Patients were also excluded
if their MR spectroscopy showed poor spectral resolution or
inclusion of normal-appearing brain or edema in the VOIs.

Clinical and Imaging Information
Patient medical records were retrospectively reviewed to collect
clinical information including sex, age and Karnofsky Performance
Scale score at the time of increased contrast enhancement, histo-
logic subtypes (diffuse astrocytoma, oligoastrocytoma, or oligoden-
droglioma), isocitrate dehydrogenase 1 (IDH-1) mutation status,
disease duration (time interval between first histopathologic diag-
nosis of LGG and increased contrast enhancement), adjuvant ther-
apy received before increased contrast enhancement, post-radiation
therapy duration (time interval between end of radiation therapy
and increased contrast enhancement), and tumor grades associated
with increased contrast enhancement.

The first follow-up MR imaging studies after the last opera-
tion were reviewed for baseline residual tumor. MR spectroscopy
metabolites measured in brain regions with increased contrast
enhancement were recorded. The size of the contrast enhance-
ment was measured by determining the product of the largest di-
ameter and its perpendicular length on single postcontrast
transverse T1-weighted or MPRAGE images. The size of whole
tumor, which included both enhancing and nonenhancing com-
ponents, was measured on transverse FLAIR or T2-weighted
images. If multiple lesions were present, the largest 3 were
selected and their products were summed. Follow-up studies, ei-
ther intraoperative or postoperative MR imaging, were reviewed
to confirm removal of brain regions with increased contrast
enhancement. All imaging reviews were performed by 2 neurora-
diologists. Differences were resolved by consensus.

Conventional MR Imaging and MR Spectroscopy
Protocols
Preoperative MR imaging and MR spectroscopy studies were per-
formed on a single occasion using 1.5T (Magnetom Espree;
Siemens) or 3T (Magnetom Tim Trio; Siemens) clinical MR
imaging scanners. Intraoperative MR imaging studies were per-
formed with a 1.5T unit (Magnetom Espree). Typical pulse
sequences used included transverse T1WI (TR/TE, 250/2.46ms;
section thickness, 4mm; gap, 1mm; matrix, 256� 256; and FOV,
220� 220mm), transverse T2WI (TR/TE, 4000/90ms; section
thickness, 4mm; gap, 1; flip angle, 120°; echo-train length, 17;
matrix, 512� 358; and FOV, 220� 220mm), transverse and cor-
onal FLAIR (TR/TE/TI, 8200/85/2500ms; section thickness,
4mm; gap, 1mm; matrix, 320� 256; and FOV, 220� 220mm),
postcontrast T1WI in transverse, coronal, and sagittal planes as
well as 3D-MPRAGE (TR/TE/TI, 2530/4.03/1100ms; section
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thickness, 1mm; matrix, 256� 256; and FOV, 256� 224 mm)
with intravenous administration of 0.1mmol per kilogram of
body weight gadopentetate dimeglumine (Magnevist; Bayer
HealthCare Pharmaceuticals).

To better guide VOI placement, we performed all MR spectros-
copy studies after contrast medium administration. Postcontrast
T1WI or MPRAGE in axial, coronal, and sagittal planes was used
to define VOIs. The location of the VOIs was carefully chosen by
an on-site neuroradiologist to include as much of the enhancing
regions as possible and avoid inclusion of necrosis, cysts, hemor-
rhage, edema, calcifications, and normal-appearing brain. Single-
voxel MR spectroscopy studies were performed using a point-
resolved spectroscopy sequence with automated shimming and
water suppression. For MR spectroscopy performed on 3T
machines, the acquisition parameters were the following: TR/TE,
2000/135ms; flip angle, 90°; voxel size, 15� 15� 15mm3; average,
128. For MR spectroscopy performed on a 1.5T machine, the ac-
quisition parameters were the following: TR/TE, 1500/135ms; flip
angle, 90°; voxel size, 16 � 18 � 20mm3; average, 192. The levels
of metabolites in the VOIs were determined using the workstation
software (Leonardo; Siemens). Peak integrals were obtained using
a Levenberg-Marquardt fitting routine for principal peaks includ-
ing lactate, NAA, Cr, and Cho at 1.33, 2.02, 3.02, and 3.22 ppm,
respectively. The peak-area metabolite ratios Cho/Cr, NAA/Cr,
NAA/Cho, and lactate/Cr were calculated. Because NAA was not
detectable in some patients, the Cho/NAA ratio was not calculated.

Statistical Analysis
Clinical and imaging factors thought to be associated with MT
were analyzed by univariate analysis. Categorical variables were
tested with x 2 analysis, and continuous variables were tested with
the Student t test. Selected variables with P values, .05 by univar-
iate analysis were subjected to multivariate analysis using logistic
regression with a forward stepwise selection procedure. Odds
ratios and 95% CIs were calculated to demonstrate the relative
risk of each significant factor for MT. Areas under the curve and
cutoff values of statistically significant variables were determined
by receiver operating characteristic curve analysis. Cutoff values
with the highest sensitivity and lowest false-positive rates were
chosen for the calculation of sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy
of each significant variable. A commercially available statistical
software package (SPSS 22; IBM) was used for analysis, and P val-
ues, .05 were considered a statistically significant difference.

RESULTS
Between 2004 and 2015, a total of 222 patients with LGGs were
regularly followed up in our institution after initial diagnosis and
treatment. On follow-up MR imaging studies, 139 patients had
161 instances of increased contrast enhancement and proceeded
to an operation. Six instances with a pathologic diagnosis of radi-
ation necrosis were excluded. For the rest of the 155 instances,
the pathologic diagnosis was grade II diffuse glioma (n=59),
grade III (n=53), and grade IV (n=43). MR spectroscopy was
available in 47 of 57 grade II, 34 of 52 grade III, and 29 of 43
grade IV gliomas. Among the 110 MR spectroscopy studies, 14
were excluded due to poor spectral resolution (2 grade II, 5 grade
III, and 2 grade IV), inclusion of normal brain in VOIs (1 grade

II and 1 grade III), or brain regions with increased contrast
enhancement that were not removed (2 grade II and 1 grade III).
Successful removal of brain regions with increased contrast
enhancement was confirmed in 33 instances with intraoperative
MR imaging, in 30 with postoperative MR imaging performed
within 1week, and in 33 with postoperative MR imaging per-
formed between 2 and 12weeks. The final study population con-
sisted of 86 patients with 96 MR spectroscopy studies (42 grade
II, 27 grade III, and 27 grade IV). Seventy-five MR spectroscopy
studies were performed on 3TMR imaging, and 21, on 1.5T.

Clinical and imaging data are shown in Table 1. Among these
96 instances, 63 (65.6%) occurred in male patients. The mean age

Table 1: Clinical and imaging data of patients with low-grade
gliomas demonstrating increased contrast enhancement

Clinical Information No. of Patients
Sex
Female 33 (34.4%)
Male 63 (65.6%)
Age range (yr)
20–39 35 (36.5%)
40–59 47 (49.0%)
Older than 60 14 (14.5%)
KPS
$90 74 (77.1%)
#80 22 (22.9%)
Histologic subtype
Diffuse astrocytoma 30 (31.3%)
Oligoastrocytoma 27 (28.1%)
Oligodendroglioma 39 (40.6%)
IDH1 mutation
Wild-type 7 (7.3%)
Mutant 61 (63.5%)
Not available 28 (29.2%)
Baseline residual tumor
Yes 81 (84.4%)
No 15 (15.6%)
Disease duration
,2 years 10 (10.4%)
2–5 years 35 (36.5%)
5–10 years 25 (26.0%)
.10 years 26 (27.1%)
Adjuvant therapy
RT 75 (78.1%)
Carmustine implant 9 (9.4%)
Temozolomide 16 (16.7%)
Post-RT duration
,6months 2 (2.7%)
6–12 months 5 (6.7%)
12–24months 9 (12%)
.24months 59 (78.6%)
Whole tumor size
,4 cm2 17 (17.7%)
4–16 cm2 45 (46.9%)
.16 cm2 34 (35.4%)
Contrast enhancement size
,4 cm2 37 (38.5%)
4–16 cm2 36 (37.5%)
.16 cm2 23 (24.0%)
Tumor grade
II 42 (43.8%)
III 27 (28.1%
IV 27 (28.1%)

Note:—RT indicates radiation therapy; KPS, Karnofsky Performance Scale.
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and Karnofsky Performance Scale scores at the time of increased
contrast enhancement were 46.3 years (range, 20–83) and 89.5
(range, 50–100), respectively. Initial histologic subtypes were dif-
fuse astrocytoma (n¼ 30), oligoastrocytoma (n¼ 27), and oligo-
dendroglioma (n¼ 39). Eighty-one instances had baseline residual
tumors. IDH1 mutation status was available in 68 (70.8%) instan-
ces with 61 (89.7%) being IDH1-mutant. Median disease duration
was 5.2 years for those remaining with grade II, and 5.1 years for
those with MT. Adjuvant therapy administered before an increase
of contrast enhancement included radiation therapy (n¼ 75),
Carmustine implants (n¼ 9), and temozolomide (n¼ 16). Median
post-radiation therapy duration was 53.5months (range, 3.5–206
months). NAA was not detectable in 3 instances of MT (1 grade III
and 2 grade IV). Lactate was present in 14 (33.3%) instances that
remained grade II and 21 (38.9%) of MT.

Table 2 illustrates the results of univariate analysis in which
baseline residual tumor (P= .044) and previous adjuvant radiation
therapy (P¼ .037) were associated with MT. LGGs with MT had
significantly larger whole-tumor size (P¼ .007), larger contrast-
enhancement size (P¼ .001), higher Cho/Cr ratio (P¼ .015), lower
NAA/Cho ratio (P, .001), and lower NAA/Cr ratio (P¼ .033)
compared with those without MT. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate meas-
urements of metabolite levels in a LGG preserving grade II histol-
ogy and an LGG with MT, respectively.

On multivariate analysis, the NAA/Cho ratio (P, .001; OR,
7.1, 95% CI, 3.2–16.1) was the only variable predictive of MT

among LGGs with increased contrast enhancement. On receiver
operating characteristic curve analysis (Fig 3), the discriminative
power of NAA/Cho measured with an area under the curve was
0.922 (P, .001; 95% CI, 0.86–0.98). With 0.222 as the cutoff
value, the sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of NAA/Cho in
diagnosing MT were 94.4%, 83.3%, and 89.6%, respectively.

DISCUSSION
Our study showed that among patients with a prior diagnosis of
LGG, increased contrast enhancement on MR imaging can be
seen in LGGs that remained grade II or those that underwent
MT. NAA/Cho ratios measured in regions with increased con-
trast enhancement were significantly lower in LGGs with MT
compared with those that remained grade II. Thus, the NAA/
Cho ratio may diagnose MT among LGGs with increased con-
trast enhancement.

The median time to MT in the present study was 5.1 years,
which correlates well with previous reports in which it ranged
from 2.7 to 5.4 years.16,17 Previously identified prognostic factors
for MT include older age, male sex, multiple tumor locations, tu-
mor size$5 cm, adjuvant temozolomide, presence of residual tu-
mor, astrocytoma histology, and IDH wild-type.16-18 However, in
our study, none of these factors were helpful in making the diag-
nosis of MT. We speculate that this discrepancy could be due to
different criteria for MT. In our study, MT was diagnosed with

Table 2: Univariate analysis of factors associated with malignant transformationa

Factors
Malignant Transformation

P Value OR 95% CINo Yes
Sex .85 0.9 0.39–2.15
Male 28 35
Female 14 19
Age (yr) 49.1 6 12.3 44.2 6 12.6 .058 NA –0.17–10.1
KPS 88.1 6 11.9 90.7 6 8.2 .202 NA –6.73–1.44
Histologic subtype .604 NA NA
Diffuse astrocytoma 12 18
Oligoastrocytoma 14 13
Oligodendroglioma 16 23
IDH1 mutation .525 1.7 0.31–9.67
Yes 25 36
No 2 5
Mean disease duration (yr) 6.9 6 5.1 7.1 6 5.4 .818 NA –2.42–1.92
Baseline residual tumor .044 3.7 0.97–14.15
Yes 39 42
No 3 12
RT .037 3.1 1.03–9.37
Yes 37 38
No 5 16
Post-RT duration (mo) 59.5 6 48.7 75.6 6 54.5 .182 NA –39.9–7.71
Chemotherapy .800 NA NA
None 32 39
Carmustine implant 3 6
Temozolomide 7 9
Whole-tumor size (cm2) 10.8 6 11.1 17.1 6 11.1 .007 NA –10.8 to �1.7
Contrast-enhancement size (cm2) 6.1 6 6.6 12.3 6 11.1 .001 NA –10.7 to �2.8
Cho/Cr 3.31 6 4.26 5.60 6 4.61 .015 NA –4.1 to �0.5
NAA/Cho 0.41 6 0.28 0.10 6 0.07 ,.001 NA 0.22–0.38
NAA/Cr 1.02 6 1.19 0.58 6 0.78 .033 NA 0.04–0.84
Lac/Cr 0.43 6 1.41 0.77 6 1.62 .285 NA –0.96–0.28

Note:—NA indicates not applicable; Lac, lactate; RT, radiation therapy; KPS, Karnofsky Performance Scale.
a Data are mean 6 SD for age, KPS, disease duration, post-RT duration, whole-tumor size, contrast enhancement size, and MR spectroscopy metabolite ratios.
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histopathology, while in other studies, a significant proportion of
MT cases were diagnosed with only MR imaging.

Increased contrast enhancement has been used as an indicator
of MT in several clinical guidelines for LGG.2,19,20 However, our
results do not support this observation. In the present study, the
percentage of LGGs that remained grade II despite having
increased contrast enhancement was 37% (59 of 161), higher
than the previously reported 18%.3 In a recent study, the sensitiv-
ity and specificity of increased contrast enhancement for diagnos-
ing MT were 92% and 57%, respectively.3 Because of the low
specificity, the authors suggested that histopathologic confirmation
at the time of imaging progression should be attempted to guide

subsequent therapy. However, an
operation may not always be possi-
ble; therefore, noninvasive imaging
markers play an important role in
patient care. In our study, NAA/Cho
was found to be diagnostic of MT and
showed similar sensitivity (94.4%) but
a higher specificity (83.3%).

Previous studies have tried to predict
the outcome of LGG, particularly in the
early course of the disease. Studies show
that MR spectroscopy performed at
baseline9,10 or at recurrence11,12 may
predict progression-free survival and
MT of LGG. MR spectroscopy may dif-
ferentiate clinically stable LGGs from
those that progress as a result of
MT.14,15 The NAA/Cho ratio was found
to be the best MR spectroscopy marker
for LGG progression, with a sensitivity
of 53.9%.13 The Cho/NAA ratio was
shown to reliably differentiate recurrent
glioma from post-radiation injury.4,5

Those studies demonstrated the poten-
tial of MR spectroscopy in prognosticat-
ing or predicting survival of those with
LGG. However, their diagnostic and
therapeutic impact on patient care was
limited due to inconsistent MR spec-
troscopy techniques and variable meth-
ods of choosing VOI locations, and
most important, many MT cases were
not histologically proved. In our study,
we investigated the diagnostic per-
formance at the time of increased
contrast enhancement. With histology
as the criterion standard, we found
that MR spectroscopy could diagnose
MT with high diagnostic performance
(area under the curve¼ 0.924).

We found that MR spectroscopy
was useful for diagnosing MT. There
were several reasons for this finding,
including the use of a single-voxel tech-
nique. Precise measurements of metab-

olite levels in brain regions with increased contrast enhancement
were essential for differentiation between LGGs with preserved
grade II histology and those with MT. Therefore, spectral contami-
nation by adjacent normal brain, edema, and fat should be mini-
mized because it could introduce significant measurement errors.
Compared with multivoxel MR spectroscopy, single-voxel MR
spectroscopy has a shorter acquisition time, better shimming, a
higher signal-to-noise ratio, and better spectral quality. Moreover,
it is less susceptible to contaminations from adjacent tissues. In our
study, MR spectroscopy was performed after administration of a
gadolinium contrast medium because increased contrast enhance-
ment better guides VOI placement, allows consistency in choosing

FIG 2. Measurement of metabolite levels using single-voxel MR spectroscopy in a low-grade gli-
oma with increased contrast enhancement and malignant transformation. Transverse contrast-
enhanced T1WI (left) shows an enhancing nodule in the right medial frontal lobe, posterior to the
surgical cavity. A 15 � 15 � 15 cm3 VOI was placed over the enhancing brain region. Spectrum
(right) obtained with TE = 135 ms shows an increase in the Cho peak and a decrease in the NAA
peak. The NAA/Cho ratio is 0.20.

FIG 1. Measurement of metabolite levels using single-voxel MR spectroscopy in a low-grade gli-
oma with increased contrast enhancement but preserved grade II histology. Transverse contrast-
enhanced T1WI (left) shows an enhancing nodule in the right frontal lobe, posterior to the surgical
cavity. A 15 � 15 � 15 cm3 VOI was placed over the enhancing brain region. Spectrum (right)
obtained with TE = 135 ms shows an increase in the Cho peak and a decrease in the NAA peak.
The NAA/Cho ratio is 0.41.
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the VOI location, and thus improves the reproducibility of metab-
olite measurements. Finally, locations of VOIs were decided by an
on-site neuroradiologist, possibly helping to achieve good spectral
quality.

In this study, patients with LGGs with increased contrast
enhancement who did not proceed to an operation were
excluded. Initially, this exclusion may appear as selection
bias, but given the low specificity of increased contrast
enhancement, this seeming limitation is actually the strength
of our study. LGGs that progressed with only enlargement of
nonenhancing tumors were not included in this study because
they need different methods for choosing VOI location, and
the MT rate for this group was 23%, much lower than the 82%
for those with increased contrast enhancement.3 Although we
did not perform image-guided tissue sampling, we reviewed
the intraoperative or postoperative MR imaging studies to
confirm removal of brain regions with increased contrast
enhancement. This step decreases the chances of tumor grade
misclassification. A trend toward lower myo-inositol levels in
high-grade gliomas compared with low-grade gliomas was
reported.21 Further studies using short-TE MR spectroscopy
are needed to determine the utility of myo-inositol in diag-
nosing MT because our MR spectroscopy spectra obtained at
a TE of 135 ms were not useful in demonstrating this metabo-
lite. In the present study, NAA levels of LGGs with MT were
lower than those that remained grade II. In some LGGs with
MT, NAA was even undetectable. Therefore, NAA/Cho
rather than Cho/NAA ratios were calculated. We speculate
that a lower level or absence of NAA, which reflects more
severe neuronal destruction, may be the principal metabolite
change in MT. Further studies are needed to support our
observations.

CONCLUSIONS
MR spectroscopy complements conventional MR imaging in the
diagnosis of malignant transformation in a subgroup of low-
grade gliomas with increased contrast enhancement. MR spec-
troscopy may reduce the need for an operation and help in clini-
cal decision-making for low-grade gliomas with increased
contrast enhancement.

Disclosures: Cheng Hong Toh—RELATED: Grant: National Science Council Taiwan,
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Thin-Section MR Imaging for Carotid Cavernous Fistula
D. Kim, Y.J. Choi, Y. Song, S.R. Chung, J.H. Baek, and J.H. Lee

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Carotid-cavernous fistulas are abnormal vascular shunts that can cause various neurologic or orbital
symptoms. The purpose of this retrospective study was to evaluate the diagnostic performance of thin-section MR imaging for ca-
rotid cavernous fistula in patients with clinically suspected carotid cavernous fistula, and to identify possible imaging predictors of
carotid cavernous fistula.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: A total of 98 patients who were clinically suspected of having carotid cavernous fistula (according to
their symptoms and physical examinations) between January 2006 and September 2018 were included in this study. The patients
underwent pretreatment thin-section MR imaging and DSA. Thin-section MR imaging consisted of 2D coronal T1- and T2WI with 3-
mm thickness and 3D contrast-enhanced T1WI with 0.6mm thickness. The diagnostic performance of thin-section MR imaging for
carotid cavernous fistula was evaluated with the reference standard of DSA. Univariate logistic regression analysis was performed
to determine possible imaging predictors of carotid cavernous fistula.

RESULTS: Among the 98 patients, DSA confirmed 38 as having carotid cavernous fistula. The overall accuracy, sensitivity, and speci-
ficity of thin-section MR imaging were 88.8%, 97.4%, and 83.3%, respectively. Possible imaging predictors on thin-section MR imag-
ing included abnormal contour of the cavernous sinus (OR: 21.7), internal signal void of the cavernous sinus (OR: 15.3), prominent
venous drainage flow (OR: 54.0), and orbital/periorbital soft tissue swelling (OR: 40.4).

CONCLUSIONS: Thin-section MR imaging provides high diagnostic performance and possible imaging predictors of carotid cavern-
ous fistula in patients with clinically suspected carotid cavernous fistula. Thin-section MR imaging protocols could help decide
appropriate management plans for patients with clinically suspected carotid cavernous fistula.

ABBREVIATION: CCF ¼ carotid cavernous fistula

Carotid cavernous fistulas (CCFs) are abnormal vascular
shunts connecting the carotid artery and cavernous sinus.

The flow can originate either directly from the cavernous seg-
ment of the internal carotid artery (direct CCF), or indirectly
through dural branches from the internal carotid artery or exter-
nal carotid artery (indirect CCF or cavernous sinus dural arterio-
venous fistula).1 Common clinical symptoms of CCF include

proptosis, conjunctival injection, chemosis, diplopia, headaches,
subjective bruit, visual disturbance, and ocular pain.2-5 The refer-
ence standard for the diagnosis and classification of CCF is DSA,
which is also essential for management planning.6,7 However,
DSA is not routinely performed in all patients with suspected
symptoms because of its semi-invasiveness. So, after considera-
tion of clinical symptoms and imaging findings of CT, CTA, MR
imaging, or MRA, physicians decide whether to perform DSA.
DSA also presents limitations in the evaluation of structures other
than vessels, such as orbital soft tissue and brain parenchyma.

CT, CTA, MR imaging, or MRA are usually used as the ini-
tial imaging technique for CCF.8 The imaging findings on CT
include proptosis, dilated superior ophthalmic veins, enlarge-
ment of extraocular muscles, orbital and periorbital soft tissue
swelling, and focal bulging or diffuse distention of the cavern-
ous sinus. Most CT findings are also visible on MR imaging.9-18

Additionally, an abnormal signal void within the cavernous
sinus due to increased flow may also be visible in patients with
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CCF, though some studies described considerable numbers of
false-positive and false-negative cases for this finding.10,13 On
MRA or CTA, visualization of flow signal or early contrast
enhancement within the cavernous sinuses along with dilated
draining veins can also be helpful for screening or diagnosing
CCF.19-24 Three-dimensional TOF MRA is known to be very
sensitive in detecting CCF with some downside in the specific-
ity.19,22,25 More recent techniques to visualize CCF include 4D-
CTA and arterial spin-labeled MR imaging.26,27 With advances
in MR imaging techniques, the resolution of MR imaging has
notably increased over time and continues to do so. In head
and neck imaging specifically, the fine structures of the cranial
nerves and vascular anatomy have become more vivid owing to
the introduction of thin-section MR imaging.28-30 Due to its
complex anatomy and relatively small size, the cavernous sinus
is better depicted on thin-section MR imaging.31 Additionally,
subtle change of contour or signal change of cavernous sinus
might be easily depicted on thin-section MR imaging. In the
clinical setting, certain types of thin-section MR imaging for
evaluating cranial nerve and orbit, are frequently used as the
initial imaging technique for patients with orbital or cranial
nerve symptoms. To the best of our knowledge, there is no pub-
lished research on the diagnostic performance of thin-section
MR imaging for CCF. Therefore, the purpose of our study was
to evaluate the usefulness of thin-section MR imaging on a
large cohort of patients with clinically suspected CCF.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This retrospective study was approved by the review boards of
our institution, and the requirement for informed consent for
data evaluation was waived. The methods and reporting of the
results are in accordance with the STROBE (Strengthening the
Reporting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology) state-
ment.32 There was no external financial support for this study.

Study Population
The study population was obtained from a historical cohort of
consecutive patients with clinically suspected CCF according
to their symptoms and physical examinations, and who under-
went pretreatment thin-section MR imaging and DSA between
January 2006 and September 2018 at Asan Medical Center (2700
beds), an academic tertiary referral hospital in Seoul, Korea. The
patients’ symptoms included diplopia, eyeball pain, facial pain,
ptosis, proptosis, periorbital swelling, eyeball injection, and visual
disturbance. Patients were excluded from the study population if
1) they were under the age of 18, 2) the interval between thin-sec-
tion MR imaging and DSA was more than 90days, 3) thin-sec-
tion MR imaging or DSA were obtained after treatment, and 4)
the thin-section MR imaging or DSA image quality was poor.
The patient selection procedure is summarized in Fig 1. Finally,
98 patients (32 men and 66 women) were enrolled. The age range
of the patients was from 20 to 85 years, with a mean age of
54.6 years (standard deviation: 14.6 years).

Imaging Protocols
All patients underwent pretreatment thin-section MR imaging and
DSA for evaluation of CCF. Because of the long study period,

various MR imaging and DSA systems were used; however,
most MR examinations were performed with a 3-T MR unit
(Intera Achieva; Philips Medical Systems) by using a 16-element
phased-array head coil. Two-dimensional coronal T1-weighted,
T2-weighted (with and without fat suppression), and contrast-
enhanced T1-weighted turbo spin-echo images were obtained at
a 3-mm thickness. Contrast-enhanced 3D T1-turbo field echo
images were obtained with a 0.6-mm thickness and reconstruc-
tion section thickness was 1.2mm with an interslice distance of
0.6-mm. The scan range of the coronal and axial images covered
the orbit and cavernous sinus. Detailed parameters for the thin-
section MR imaging are summarized in On-line Table. Cerebral
DSA images included both internal carotid arteriograms, both
external carotid arteriograms, and both vertebral arteriograms.

Interpretation of Images
The thin-section MRIs of all patients were interpreted in consensus
by 2 neuroradiologists (D.K. and Y.J.C., with 5 and 13 years of clini-
cal experience in neuroradiology, respectively). Before evaluation,
the 2 neuroradiologists completed a training session on imaging
from 5 patients to help them reach a consensus on evaluation of the
imaging findings. The 2 neuroradiologists were blinded to other
radiologic imaging including the DSA, and to clinical information
including symptoms, signs, and treatment given to the patients.
The following possible imaging predictors for CCF on pretreatment
thin-section MR imaging were analyzed: 1) abnormal contour of
the cavernous sinus, 2) abnormal internal signal void of the cavern-
ous sinus, 3) prominent venous drainage flow (anterior/lateral/pos-
terior), and 4) orbital/periorbital soft tissue swelling.

Abnormal contour of the cavernous sinus was considered
positive if the cavernous sinus was asymmetrically enlarged and
the lateral wall of the cavernous sinus was outwardly convex or
straight on the coronal view (Fig 2). Abnormal internal signal
void of the cavernous sinus was considered positive if there was a
signal void larger than 2mm in the shortest diameter within or
along the wall of the cavernous sinus on coronal imaging (Fig 3).

FIG 1. Flow diagram of the case selection procedure and case num-
bers in each subgroup.
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Signal void was evaluated on both T1- and T2-weighted MR
imaging. Prominent venous drainage flow was considered posi-
tive if the superior or inferior ophthalmic vein (anterior), spheno-
parietal sinus (lateral), or superior or inferior petrosal sinus
(posterior) was prominently or asymmetrically enlarged with or
without signal void (Figs 4 and 5). Orbital/periorbital soft tissue
swelling was considered positive if there was high signal change
and extraocular muscle thickening on T2-weighted MR imaging
(Fig 6). The overall diagnosis (presence or absence of CCF) was
also evaluated for each case, and the diagnostic performance of
thin-section MR imaging was estimated.

The DSAs of all patients were reviewed by a neurointerven-
tion-dedicated neuroradiologist (Y.S, with 5 years of clinical expe-
rience in neuroradiology). The neuroradiologist was blinded to
other radiologic images, including the thin-section MR imaging,
and to clinical information, including symptoms and signs of the
patient and treatment performed. The presence or absence of
CCF on DSA was evaluated and considered as the reference
standard. When present, the type of CCF (whether direct or indi-
rect) was also evaluated. For patients with indirect CCF, a further
classification according to Suh et al33 (proliferative type, having
numerous arterial feeders to the cavernous sinus; restrictive type,
showing many delineable arterial feeders converging to the cav-
ernous sinus; or late restrictive type, showing a few arterial
feeders with sluggish retrograde venous flow) was determined.

Statistical Analysis
This study had 2 main outcomes. The primary outcome was the
diagnostic performance of thin-section MR imaging for the diag-
nosis of CCF with the reference standard being DSA. The

sensitivity, specificity, accuracy, positive and negative predictive
values, and appropriate use criteria of the receiver operating char-
acteristic curves of thin-section MR imaging for depicting the

FIG 2. A CCF case with abnormal contour of the cavernous sinus.
Coronal T2-weighted image of a patient with diplopia, confirmed to
be left sixth cranial nerve palsy on neurologic examination. Note the
abnormal contour bulging of the left cavernous sinus (arrow). An in-
ternal signal void was also noted on both T2-weighted (arrow) and
T1-weighted imaging (not shown). The patient was confirmed as hav-
ing a direct CCF on digital subtraction angiography.

FIG 3. A CCF case with internal signal void of the cavernous sinuses.
Coronal T1-weighted image of a patient with diplopia, confirmed to
be right third cranial nerve palsy on neurologic examination. Note the
internal signal void in both cavernous sinuses visible on T1-weighted
image (arrows). The patient was confirmed to have an indirect CCF
on digital subtraction angiography.

FIG 4. A CCF case with prominent venous drainage flow in the ante-
rior and lateral venous structures. Axial contrast-enhanced T1-
weighted image of a patient with right ocular pain and conjunctival
injection. Note the enlarged right superior ophthalmic vein (anterior;
arrow) and right sphenoparietal sinus (lateral; arrowhead). The
patient was confirmed as having an indirect CCF on digital subtraction
angiography.
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presence of CCF were calculated. The secondary outcome was to
determine possible imaging predictors for CCF on thin-section
MR imaging. The Fisher exact test and univariable logistic regres-
sion analysis were used to determine possible predictors of CCF.
The thin-section MR imaging characteristics of abnormal
contour of the cavernous sinus, internal signal void of the cavern-
ous sinus, prominent venous drainage flow (anterior/lateral/
posterior), and orbital/periorbital soft tissue swelling were con-
sidered as potential adjustment variables. Statistical analyses
were performed by using SPSS software (version 25.0; IBM), with
statistical significance being defined as P, .05.

RESULTS
Among the 98 patients, 38 were confirmed as having CCF on
DSA. Six patients had direct CCF, and 32 patients had indi-
rect CCF. The baseline characteristics and clinical manifesta-
tions of the patients are summarized in Table 1. The overall
diagnostic performance of thin-section MR imaging for diag-
nosing CCF was as follows: accuracy, sensitivity, and specific-
ity were 88.8%, 97.4%, and 83.3%, respectively. There was 1
false-negative case (3.1%, 1/38) on thin-section MR imaging.
Among the 32 indirect CCF cases, there were 10 proliferative
type cases, 17 restrictive type cases, and 5 late restrictive type
cases, while the single false-negative case was a late restrictive
type. Among the 60 patients confirmed as CCF-negative on
DSA, there were 10 false-positive cases on thin-section MR
imaging (16.7%, 10/60).

In the univariable logistic regression, patients with CCF
showed higher odds of an abnormal contour of the cavernous

sinus (OR: 21.7), internal signal void of the cavernous sinus (OR:
15.3), prominent venous drainage flow in anterior, lateral, or pos-
terior drainage venous structures (OR: 54.0), and orbital/perior-
bital soft tissue swelling (OR: 40.4) on thin-section MR imaging.
The results of the univariable logistic regression are summarized
in Table 2.

Radiologists do not usually rely on a single imaging feature to
diagnose a disease; therefore, we analyzed various combinations
of features to determine the best ones for diagnosis. Among the
various feature combinations showing an accuracy above 85%,
“any prominent venous drainage flow” and “internal signal void
of the cavernous sinus” (combination 1) showed the highest accu-
racy (91.8%); “any prominent venous drainage flow” (anterior/
lateral/posterior) and “orbital/periorbital soft tissue swelling”
(combination 2) showed the highest specificity (96.7%) and posi-
tive likelihood ratio (23.7); and “prominent anterior venous
drainage flow” or “orbital/periorbital soft tissue swelling” (combi-
nation 3) showed the highest sensitivity (92.1%) and the lowest
negative likelihood ratio (0.097). The diagnostic performances of
each feature and combination of features are summarized in
Table 3.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we analyzed the diagnostic performance of thin-
section MR imaging for CCF, and determined possible thin-
section MR imaging predictors for CCF, by using a historical
cohort of patients with clinically suspected CCF. The accu-
racy, sensitivity, and specificity of thin-section MR imaging
for diagnosis of CCF were 88.8%, 97.4%, and 83.3%,

FIG 5. A CCF case with prominent venous drainage flow in the poste-
rior venous structure. Axial contrast-enhanced T1-weighted image of
a patient with diplopia, confirmed to be right sixth cranial nerve palsy
on neurologic examination. Note the enlarged right inferior petrosal
sinus (posterior) with an internal signal void (arrow) indicating
increased flow rate. The patient was confirmed as having an indirect
CCF on digital subtraction angiography.

FIG 6. A CCF case with high signal change and orbital soft tissue
thickening. Coronal T2-weighted image of a patient with periorbital
swelling, conjunctival injection, ocular pain, and diplopia. Fat stranding
and swelling of extraocular muscles (arrow) are noted. Prominent ve-
nous drainage flow in the superior ophthalmic vein is also noted
(arrowhead). The patient was confirmed as having an indirect CCF on
digital subtraction angiography.
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respectively. Patients with CCF showed a higher prevalence of
abnormal contour of the cavernous sinus (OR: 21.7), internal
signal void of the cavernous sinus (OR: 15.3), prominent ve-
nous drainage flow (OR: 54.0), and orbital/periorbital soft tis-
sue swelling (OR: 40.4) on thin-section MR imaging.

Most of the research focusing on the MR imaging findings of
CCF was conducted between the late 1980s and early 1990s.9-13

The MR imaging findings of these studies included low or dark
signal within the cavernous sinus, dilated superior ophthalmic
vein, swelling of the extraocular muscles, and bulging of the lat-
eral wall of the cavernous sinus. Uchino et al12 analyzed 10 cases
of indirect CCF and found that 9 out of 10 cases (90%) were posi-
tive for flow void within the cavernous sinus, and 8 out of 10
cases (80%) were positive for dilated superior ophthalmic vein on
MR imaging. These findings correlate well with the results of our
study, in which 92.1% of the CCF cases showed internal signal
void within the cavernous sinus, and 78.9% showed prominent
anterior venous drainage flow. However, most previous research
covers case series studies in which the number of cases was
less than or equal to 10. The study protocols used in previous
studies mainly included non-3D T1-weighted, T2-weighted, and

postcontrast T1-weighted imaging with section thickness ranging
from 2 to 10mm, acquired on scanners with magnetic fields equal
to or less than 1.5T. To our knowledge, there has been no study
on the diagnostic performance of MR imaging for CCF that has
included a large number of cases. There was 1 false-negative case
on thin-section MR imaging, which was an indirect CCF (late re-
strictive type). The late restrictive type CCF is characterized by a
few arterial feeders and sluggish retrograde venous flow on
DSA,33 and these hemodynamic characteristics may be the cause
for the incorrect diagnosis on thin-section MR imaging. There
were 10 false-positive cases (16.7%) in terms of overall diagnostic
performance in our study. In the false-positives, the common
image findings were signal void in the cavernous sinus (10 cases),
abnormal contour of cavernous sinus (9 cases), and prominent
venous drainage flow in the lateral (4 cases) and posterior (4
cases) venous drainage structures. In most of our study cases,
where fistulous or venous flow was not very slow, thin-section
MR imaging showed satisfactory diagnostic performance in
patients with clinically suspected CCF, with especially high sensi-
tivity. Our study also focused on evaluating the possible imaging
predictors for CCF on thin-section MR imaging. Abnormal con-

tour of the cavernous sinus (OR: 21.7),
internal signal void of the cavernous
sinus (OR: 15.3), prominent venous
drainage flow in anterior, lateral, or
posterior drainage venous structures
(OR: 54.0), and orbital/periorbital soft
tissue swelling (OR: 40.4) on thin-sec-
tion MR imaging were shown to be
possible imaging predictors for CCF
on thin-section MR imaging. Abnormal
contour and signal void of the cavern-
ous sinus were visible on coronal T1WI
and T2WI with 3-mm thickness.
Prominent venous drainage flows were
best seen on the contrast-enhanced 3D
T1WI with 0.6mm thickness and axial
reconstruction. Orbital/periorbital soft
tissue swelling was well visualized on
coronal images with 3-mm thickness,
whereas it was not clearly visualized on
contrast-enhanced 3D T1WI. It is evi-
dent that thin-section MR imaging is
helpful in searching for these fine struc-

Table 2: Logistic regression of thin-section MR imaging predictors for CCF

Feature Total CCF Cases
Univariable Logistic Regression
OR (95% CI) P Value

Abnormal contour of cavernous sinus 57.1% (56/98) 92.1% (35/38) 21.7 (6.0–78.9) ,.001
Signal void of cavernous sinus 73.5% (72/98) 92.1% (35/38) 15.3 (4.2–55.1) ,.001
Prominent venous drainage flowa 52.0% (51/98) 94.7% (36/38) 54.0 (11.6–251.7) ,.001

Anterior 36.7% (36/98) 78.9% (30/38) 33.8 (10.7–106.5) ,.001
Lateral 22.4% (22/98) 34.2% (13/38) 3.0 (1.1–7.8) .030
Posterior 23.5% (23/98) 47.4% (18/38) 9.9 (3.3–30.2) ,.001

Orbital/periorbital soft tissue swelling 39.8% (39/98) 84.2% (32/38) 40.4 (12.5–130.8) ,.001
a Prominent venous drainage flow indicates the presence of prominent venous drainage flow in at least 1 of the anterior, lateral, and posterior prominent venous drainage
flows.

Table 1: Clinical characteristics of the study patients
All Patients
(n= 98)

CCF Positive Patients
(n= 38)

CCF Negative Patients
(n= 60)

Sex, n
Male/Female 32/66 11/27 21/39

Age, years
Mean (range) 54.6 (20–85) 66.0 (24–85) 51.4 (20–81)

Symptoms, n (%)
Diplopia 54 (55.1) 20 (52.6) 34 (56.7)
Eyeball pain 27 (27.6) 14 (36.8) 13 (21.7)
Facial pain 2 (2.0) 1 (2.6) 1 (1.7)
Ptosis 30 (30.6) 8 (21.1) 22 (36.7)
Proptosis 14 (14.3) 9 (23.7) 5 (8.3)
Periorbital swelling 19 (19.4) 16 (42.1) 3 (5)
Conjunctival injection 23 (23.5) 16 (42.1) 7 (11.7)
Visual disturbance 18 (18.4) 7 (18.4) 11 (18.3)
Headache 40 (40.8) 14 (36.8) 26 (43.3)
Dizziness 13 (13.3) 5 (13.2) 8 (13.3)

Neurologic signs, n (%)
Laterality

Right 30 (30.6) 8 (21.1) 22 (36.7)
Left 22 (22.4) 6 (15.8) 16 (26.7)

3rd cranial neve palsy 26 (26.5) 4 (10.5) 22 (36.7)
4th cranial nerve palsy 5 (5.1) 2 (5.3) 3 (5)
6th cranial nerve palsy 22 (22.4) 8 (21.1) 14 (23.3)

Trauma history, n (%) 5 (5.1) 3 (7.9) 2 (3.3)
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tures and lesions, though determination of the optimal section
thickness may require additional study.

There are several limitations to this study. First, the study
was retrospective and patients were selected on the basis of
their electronic medical records and the presence of certain
radiologic examinations. This might have resulted in a selec-
tion bias. Furthermore, the MR imaging reviewers were aware
that the patients had undergone DSA, and this might have
induced some reader bias and might have affected diagnostic
performance. Second, because this was a single-center study,
the generalizability of these results may be limited, and a fur-
ther prospective multicenter study may be needed. Third,
there was a delay of up to 90 days between the MR imaging
and DSA. However, in most cases the delay was less than
30 days (86.7%), and considering the slow-evolving natural
course of CCF, this delay may be acceptable. Fourth, the com-
parison of thin-section MR imaging with CTA or MRA was
not conducted. CTA and 3D TOF-MRA are also known as
good modalities for screening CCF with high sensitivities.
However, the case numbers of concurrent CTA with thin-sec-
tion MR imaging and 3D TOF-MRA with thin-section MR
imaging were too small to perform the comparative analysis
in our study. Therefore, the results of this study do not justify
the replacement of CTA or MRA to thin-section MR imaging
in case of clinically suspected CCF. However, the results may
be helpful in differentiating the cause of orbital or cranial
nerve symptoms in patients who have undergone the thin-sec-
tion MR imaging without CTA or MRA.

CONCLUSIONS
Thin-section MR imaging showed high performance for diag-
nosing CCF in patients with clinically suspected CCF. The pos-
sible imaging predictors for CCF on thin-section MR imaging
included abnormal contour of the internal signal void in the
cavernous sinus; prominent venous flow in the ophthalmic
vein, sphenoparietal sinus, or petrosal sinus; and orbital/perior-
bital soft tissue swelling.

Disclosures: Jung Hwan Baek—UNRELATED: Consultancy: Radiofrequency ablation,
Comments: STARmed and RF medical company from 2017.
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ADULT BRAIN

Lack of Baseline Intracranial AneurysmWall Enhancement
Predicts Future Stability: A Systematic Review and

Meta-Analysis of Longitudinal Studies
A.S. Larson, V.T. Lehman, G. Lanzino, and W. Brinjikji

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND: The utility of vessel wall MR imaging in identifying unstable intracranial aneurysms has been suggested but remains
controversial.

PURPOSE: Our aim was to provide further insight into the potential relationship between aneurysm wall enhancement on initial
vessel wall imaging and aneurysm instability at follow-up.

DATA SOURCES:Our sources were PubMed, Scopus, the Web of Science, and the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials.

STUDY SELECTION: We searched for English language studies that reported the presence of vessel wall enhancement of unrup-
tured intracranial aneurysms on baseline vessel wall imaging studies with longitudinal follow-up of aneurysm status.

DATA ANALYSIS: Aneurysms were grouped into “stable” and “unstable” groups at follow-up on the basis of growth, symptomatic
manifestation, or rupture. The association of each group with aneurysm wall enhancement on initial vessel wall imaging was
determined.

DATA SYNTHESIS: Three studies constituting 407 aneurysms were included. Aneurysms with wall enhancement were at higher risk
of being unstable at follow-up (risk ratio ¼ 3.6; 95% confidence interval, 1.7–7.5). The sensitivity of aneurysm wall enhancement on
vessel wall imaging was 74.3% (95% CI, 56.7%–87.5%), specificity was 58.3% (95% CI, 53.1%–63.4%), positive predictive value was 14.4%
(95% CI, 11.8%–17.4%), negative predictive value was 96.0% (95% CI, 93.2%–97.7%), and the overall accuracy of the test was 59.7%
(95% CI, 54.8%–64.5%).

LIMITATIONS: Only 3 studies were identified for inclusion in this analysis. More longitudinal studies of vessel wall imaging and an-
eurysm progression are needed.

CONCLUSIONS: The lack of wall enhancement may be a predictor of aneurysm stability. The utility of vessel wall imaging in
detecting unstable aneurysms requires more data.

ABBREVIATIONS: AWE ¼ aneurysm wall enhancement; IA ¼ intracranial aneurysm; VWI ¼ vessel wall imaging

Intracranial saccular aneurysms (IAs) are common vascular
lesions with an estimated prevalence of up to 3%.1 In

patients with unruptured IAs, it is challenging to know which
IAs should be managed conservatively and which are at
higher risk of rupture, thereby warranting intervention.
Several patient-based factors and imaging features including

size, aspect ratio, and irregular morphology have been shown
to be risk factors for IA rupture.2-6 Nevertheless, risk stratifi-
cation of patients with unruptured IA remains inadequate;
thus, the need for additional tools remains high in order to
maximize our ability to appropriately select patients for
intervention.

Inflammation within the vessel wall of the aneurysm is associ-

ated with IA instability and rupture.7,8 With advances in imaging,

aneurysm wall enhancement (AWE) on vessel wall imaging
(VWI) is purported to be a marker of aneurysmal wall inflamma-

tion and, therefore, a potential marker for aneurysm growth and

rupture.9-11 Initial studies suggest that AWE is a marker of insta-

bility. However, authors have questioned the strength of the cur-
rent evidence on several grounds. For example, there is some
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evidence that AWE can be caused by factors other than inflam-

mation, such as slow blood flow near the aneurysm wall.12

Additionally, the literature demonstrates grouping of types of

unstable aneurysms in analyses, lack of robust histopathologic

correlation, variability of methods, a possible association with

increasing size, and, most important, limited long-term fol-

low-up.13,14 Until such prospective standardized long-term

follow-up can be completed on a large number of patients,

continued, periodic analysis of all available publications is im-

portant to characterize our best understanding of the current

literature.
A prior meta-analysis demonstrated a robust relationship

between AWE and aneurysm instability,11 but only a single
included study had data on longitudinal follow-up.15 Since then,
additional studies reporting longitudinal follow-up after initial
VWI have been published; therefore, a separate analysis of these
studies may shed more light on the clinical utility of VWI in
detecting aneurysms at risk for progression.16-19 Inclusion of rup-
tured aneurysms in unstable aneurysm subgroups likely plays a
confounding role; therefore, ruptured aneurysms should be ana-
lyzed independently or not included in such analyses. With these
ideas in mind, we performed a systematic review and meta-analy-
sis of longitudinal studies to provide further insight into the con-
troversial relationship between AWE on VWI and aneurysm
instability.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Search Strategy and Selection
Criteria
Both the systematic review and meta-
analysis were performed according to
the Preferred Reporting Items for
Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses
guidelines.20 A comprehensive search
of several data bases from inception to
March 10, 2020, limited to the English
language and excluding animal studies,
was conducted. The data bases included
Ovid MEDLINE and Epub Ahead of
Print, In-Process & Other Non-Indexed
Citations, Ovid MEDLINE Daily, Ovid
EMBASE, Ovid Cochrane Central
Register of Controlled Trials, Ovid
Cochrane Data Base of Systematic
Reviews, and Scopus. The search strat-
egy was designed and conducted by an
experienced librarian with input from
the principal investigator of the study.
Controlled vocabulary supplemented
with keywords was used to search for
studies describing vessel wall imaging
and intracranial aneurysms. The actual
strategy listing all search terms used
and how they are combined is available
in the On-line Appendix.

Abstracts were reviewed for rele-
vance, which included mention of in-

tracranial aneurysms and vessel wall imaging. Abstracts without
mention of both of these variables were excluded, and the full
text was not reviewed. A study was considered eligible for this
meta-analysis if it fulfilled the predefined inclusion criteria:
Prospective and retrospective observational cohort analysis that
compared the rates of AWE on initial VWI with longitudinal fol-
low-up of aneurysm status. Our search strategy can be found in
Fig 1.

Data Extraction and Aneurysm Classification
One reviewer (A.S.L.) independently extracted the relevant data
from the eligible studies. Data extraction was performed for the
following predefined variables: first author, year of publication,
total number of patients, number of aneurysms demonstrating
complete or partial AWE on initial vessel wall MR imaging, fol-
low-up period, mean aneurysm size, and the number of stable
and unstable intracranial saccular aneurysms as defined below.
Also, data regarding the imaging sequences and field strength,
interobserver agreement, and definition of wall enhancement
were extracted. The primary end point of this meta-analysis was
to compare complete or partial AWE as seen on initial vessel wall
MR imaging studies between aneurysms that were stable or
unstable at follow-up. In this regard, AWE was determined on a
yes or no basis regardless of the degree or spatial pattern of
enhancement. The definition of unstable saccular aneurysms
included symptomatic, growing aneurysms on serial imaging or

FIGURE. Literature review search strategy. SR/MA indicates systematic review/meta-analysis.
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those that ruptured at follow-up. Symptomatic aneurysms included
intracranial aneurysms causing cranial nerve palsy or thunderclap
headache without subarachnoid hemorrhage and after exclusion of
other differential diagnoses.16 The risk of bias assessment was per-
formed with the Robins-I tool for nonrandomized studies (https://
www.riskofbias.info/welcome/home).21

Statistical Synthesis and Analysis
Risk ratios with the corresponding 95% confidence intervals were
used to report the outcomes. A P value, .05 was considered sig-
nificant. We also calculated sensitivity, specificity, positive predic-
tive value, negative predictive value, and accuracy of AWE in
identifying unstable aneurysms at follow-up. STATA, Version
14.1 (StataCorp) was used as statistical software.

RESULTS
Search Results
The abstracts and titles from a total of 3341 records were
reviewed for relevance. From this number, 3317 were excluded.
Twenty-four full-text articles were reviewed, 21 of which were
excluded for various reasons: Six were excluded because whether
or not the aneurysm analyzed with VWI was growing or sympto-
matic was not mentioned in the text, 2 were excluded because
they belonged to a larger or more recent study from the same
group, 1 study was of extracranial aneurysms, 1 study was of dis-
secting aneurysms, 1 did not contain VWI studies of aneurysms,
and 1 was a systematic review/meta-analysis. One study reported
AWE as a continuous variable, which precluded our ability to
consider AWE as a binary variable (with or without enhance-
ment), and this study was therefore excluded.22 Seven studies did
not have longitudinal follow-up, and 1 did not have baseline
VWI. Three studies satisfied the predetermined search criteria
and were included in this meta-analysis as shown in the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Review and Meta-Analysis flow
diagram (Figure).16,18,19

Characteristics of Studies and Aneurysms
All included studies in this meta-analysis were observational
cohort analyses with longitudinal follow-up. In total, 407 saccular
aneurysms with baseline VWI performed with follow-up analysis
of aneurysm status (growth, symptom manifestation, or rupture)
were included in this study. Detailed study characteristics are pre-
sented in On-line Table 1. Imaging characteristics are presented in
On-line Table 2. All studies were determined to have a moderate
risk of bias primarily attributable to their retrospective design and
inherent risk of bias (On-line Table 3).

Vessel Wall Enhancement of Unstable-versus-Stable
Intracranial Saccular Aneurysms
Aneurysms with AWE on initial VWI had a statistically significant
higher risk of being unstable at follow-up (risk ratio = 3.6; 95% CI,
1.7–7.5) (Table 1). The sensitivity of AWE on VWI was 74.3% (95%
CI, 56.7%–87.5%), specificity was 58.3% (95% CI, 53.1%–63.4%),
positive predictive value was 14.4% (95% CI, 11.8%–17.4%), nega-
tive predictive value was 96.0% (95% CI, 93.2%–97.7%), and the
overall accuracy of the test was 59.7% (95% CI, 54.8%–64.5%)
(Table 2).

DISCUSSION
Our meta-analysis of 407 saccular aneurysms that underwent
baseline VWI with longitudinal follow-up demonstrated 2 pri-
mary findings: First, the high negative predictive value (96.0%)
found here indicates that AWE on VWI may be a useful method
of broadly screening aneurysms for stability in that those without
AWE are exceptionally unlikely to progress. Second, the low posi-
tive predictive value of 14.4% suggests that a considerable num-
ber of IAs that demonstrate AWEmay actually be stable.

We found a high negative predictive value of AWE for aneu-
rysm instability. Other cross-sectional and longitudinal studies
and a prior meta-analysis including predominantly cross-sec-
tional data have found similar results. Edjlali et al16 reported on
263 patients with a total of 333 aneurysms and found the negative
predictive value of AWE to be 94.9%. Similar results were
reported by Nagahata et al,23 who found that strong or faint
AWE was seen in only 4.8% and 13.3% of unruptured aneurysms,
respectively. An aneurysm seen on high-resolution VWI without
AWE would suggest that conservative management may be a
more appropriate strategy.

In contrast, our study found a low positive predictive value
of AWE and aneurysm instability (14.4%), indicating that less
than one-sixth of aneurysms that demonstrate wall enhance-
ment may actually be unstable. These findings suggest that
for unruptured, incidental aneurysms, the presence of wall
enhancement is not necessarily a marker of impending aneu-
rysm instability. Ultimately, more studies with longitudinal fol-
low-up are needed to determine the relevance of AWE and its
relationship to aneurysm instability.

Several prior reports have indicated a role for VWI in screen-
ing aneurysms.11,24 These findings must be carefully interpreted.
“Instability” most commonly refers to aneurysms that have rup-
tured, are growing, or are symptomatic.9,13 Ruptured aneurysms
likely represent a distinct underlying mechanism of enhance-
ment; moreover, their ruptured status likely already indicates that
intervention is necessary. Similarly, aneurysms with symptomatic
manifestations are detected by their symptomatic nature and typ-
ically warrant treatment as well. Because ruptured or sympto-
matic aneurysms already indicate that an aneurysm requires close
follow-up and/or treatment, inclusion of such aneurysms into a

Table 1: Association of stable and unstable aneurysms with wall
enhancement on initial VWI studies

Unstable Stable Risk Ratio (95% CI)
Wall enhancement 26 155 3.6 (1.7–7.5)
No wall enhancement 9 217

Table 2: Diagnostic statistics of aneurysm wall enhancement
seen on VWI studies

Statistic Value (95% CI)
Sensitivity 74.29% (56.7%–87.5%)
Specificity 58.3% (53.1%–63.4%)
Positive predictive value 14.4% (11.8%–17.4%)
Negative predictive value 96.0% (93.2%–97.7%)
Accuracy 59.7% (54.8%–64.5%)

.
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general group of unstable aneurysms may play a confounding
role in determining the utility of VWI for detecting aneurysms at
risk for growth/rupture. Grouped analyses of unstable aneurysms
may, therefore, be less than ideal in determining the utility of
VWI for detecting aneurysms at risk for progression/rupture. It
is, thus, important that future analyses consist of explicit defini-
tions of what is considered an unstable aneurysm to determine
the utility of VWI in detecting at-risk aneurysms. Ideally, future
longitudinal prospective studies with longer follow-up ($3 years)
should be pursued to interrogate growing-versus-nongrowing
aneurysms in the context of AWE to further elucidate this poten-
tial relationship.

Although our results demonstrate that AWE on initial imag-
ing studies is not necessarily a marker of impending instability,
VWI may be important to establish a baseline level of AWE. In a
recent study by Gariel et al,25 increased AWE on follow-up imag-
ing relative to baseline was predictive of aneurysm growth during
a 2-year period. Furthermore, the specificity and positive predic-
tive value for aneurysm growth of AWE was 100% and 96%,
respectively. These results imply that increased AWE on follow-
up imaging studies is a strong marker of instability and that such
aneurysms likely warrant intervention. In this regard, although
AWE on initial imaging studies may not be strongly predictive of
future instability, obtaining VWI on initial MR imaging studies
likely serves an important role in establishing a baseline degree of
AWE for future comparisons. Of note, the study by Gariel et al
was not included in our analysis because the included patients
were a subgroup of a larger cohort studied in a separate report.16

The pathophysiologic process of aneurysm formation and
progression is largely based on inflammation. Altered flow dy-
namics within the intracerebral vasculature results in inflamma-
tory cell infiltration into the media and adventitia, which releases
damaging proteinases and other biochemical signals that result in
vessel wall weakening.26 This, in turn, promotes aneurysmal for-
mation, growth, and rupture. Aneurysm wall enhancement is
thought secondary to vessel wall inflammation and vasa vasorum
proliferation, though theoretically it may also be due to endothe-
lial disruption of the aneurysm wall resulting in contrast permea-
tion into the vessel.10 Several studies have performed radiologic-
pathologic correlation analyses, which support an inflammatory
hypothesis.27-29 However, the VWI protocols vary across studies,
and most use low-resolution imaging. Furthermore, most studies
also do not use additional flow-suppression sequences: It is well-
understood that intra-aneurysmal slow flow adjacent to the aneu-
rysm wall is associated with AWE, particularly in larger aneur-
ysms in which higher degrees of flow disturbance are more likely
to be encountered.12 It is therefore possible that enhancement
may actually represent slow flow adjacent to the aneurysm wall
and not true enhancement of the wall itself. This possibility
emphasizes the importance of using imaging protocols with flow
suppression in future studies. The association between AWE and
wall inflammation remains incompletely characterized.

Limitations
This meta-analysis included only 3 studies. However, with
limited longitudinal data, performing periodic analyses such
as this is important in order interrogate the utility of high-

resolution VWI for aneurysm characterization. Of the
included studies, there was heterogeneity in the type and spa-
tial resolution of imaging sequences used as well as follow-up
intervals. The use of a prepulse flow-suppression modifica-
tion was not specified in the Methods of the included studies.
There was also heterogeneity in the definition of AWE: Some
studies included only aneurysms with circumferential wall
enhancement, while other studies included aneurysms with
any degree of AWE. Given the lack of patient-specific data,
we could not adjust the analysis for potential confounders.
Only 1 study reported the size of aneurysms with enhance-
ment versus those without.19

CONCLUSIONS
With a high negative predictive value, lack of AWE strongly indi-
cates longitudinal aneurysm stability with the previously men-
tioned limitations in mind. Further prospective, longitudinal
studies with strict definitions of unstable aneurysms using pre-
pulse flow-suppression protocols are required to draw more ro-
bust conclusions.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Assessment of Ischemic Volumes by Using Relative Filling
Time Delay on CTP Source Image in Patients with Acute
Stroke with Anterior Circulation Large Vessel Occlusions

W. Cao, Y. Ling, L. Yang, F. Wu, X. Cheng, and Q. Dong

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Thrombectomy up to 24 hours after stroke onset in patients with specific ischemic brain volumes
remains a challenge, because many stroke centers do not apply specialized software to calculate ischemic volumes at advanced
imaging. We aimed to establish the association between relative filling time delay on CTP source imaging and ischemic volume pa-
rameters and the infarct penumbra to core volume mismatch in patients with acute ischemic stroke.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Consecutive patients with acute ischemic stroke and with M1 segment MCA with or without termi-
nal ICA occlusions on baseline CTA and CTP within 24 hours of stroke symptom onset were included. Ischemic volumes were
analyzed with software based on CTP maps. Relative filling time delay was classified into 4 grades—grade 0: relative filling time
delay ¼ 0 seconds; grade 1: relative filling time delay .0 to #4 seconds; grade 2: relative filling time delay .4 to #8 seconds;
and grade 3: relative filling time delay . 8 seconds. Differences in ischemic volume parameters among relative filling time delay
grades were tested.

RESULTS:We recruited 138 patients (median age, 69 years; 62.3% male). Different median volumes of the infarct core (grade 0,
7.3 mL; grade 1, 23.3 mL; grade 2, 45.7 mL; grade 3, 135 mL [P, .001]) and the penumbra (grade 0, 47.6 mL; grade 1, 90 mL; grade 2,
110 mL; grade 3, 92 mL [P¼ .043]) were observed among relative filling time delay grades. Target mismatch (defined by the cri-
teria of the DEFUSE 3 trial) was identified in 71.7% of the patients (99/138). A relative filling time delay grade # 1 independ-
ently predicted target mismatch, with a sensitivity of 0.79 (95% CI, 0.7–0.87) and a specificity of 0.66 (95% CI, 0.49–0.8).

CONCLUSIONS: Relative filling time delay grade based on CTP source imaging is a simple and effective parameter for evaluating is-
chemic volumes and target mismatch in patients with acute ischemic stroke. Further studies that compare relative filling time delay
grade with clinical functional outcomes are necessary.

ABBREVIATIONS: DAWN ¼ DWI or CTP Assessment with Clinical Mismatch in the Triage of Wake-Up and Late Presenting Strokes Undergoing
Neurointervention with Trevo; DEFUSE 3 ¼ Endovascular Therapy Following Imaging Evaluation for Ischemic Stroke 3; ICV ¼ infarct core volume; rFTD ¼ rela-
tive filling time delay; TMM ¼ target mismatch

T he importance of estimating the ischemic core volume
through advanced imaging for endovascular treatment selec-

tion in an extended time window was immediately recognized
with the success of the DAWN (DWI or CTP Assessment with
Clinical Mismatch in the Triage of Wake-Up and Late Presenting
Strokes Undergoing Neurointervention with Trevo) trial1 and
the DEFUSE 3 (Endovascular Therapy Following Imaging

Evaluation for Ischemic Stroke 3) trial.2 Surrogate parameters cal-
culated by specialized software (RAPID; iSchemaView) based on
CT perfusion or MR imaging are currently recommended for
selecting candidates for endovascular treatment between 6 and
24 hours after last known well.

CTP has been used in stroke trials for the triage of patients
for reperfusion treatment on the basis of the target mismatch

(TMM) between the volume of salvageable tissue (penumbra)
and unsalvageable tissue (core) according to perfusion thresh-

olds.3-5 However, to the best of our knowledge, only 10 of 982
stroke centers in China use RAPID. For those hospitals who

have no application of RAPID or other specialized software, it
is not possible to select patients with TMM for endovascular

treatment between 6 to 24 hours time window after stroke
onset.
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The relative filling time delay (rFTD) based on CTP source
imaging and assessed in the Sylvian fissures represents the
abundance of leptomeningeal collateral supply and is a simple
and reliable visual rating method to quantify cerebral collateral
circulation. Cao et al6 found that an rFTD# 4 seconds inde-
pendently predicted favorable clinical outcome and small in-
farction size after recanalization therapy (thrombolysis with or
without thrombectomy) in patients with stroke with large vessel
occlusion. Notably, rFTD is a visual method with no software
requirement, which, in most hospitals, can be used by radiolog-
ists to quickly identify potential patientsfor thrombectomy. We
aimed to establish the association of rFTD and ischemic volume
parameters and infarct penumbra to core volume mismatch in
patients with acute ischemic stroke.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
We identified patients with acute ischemic stroke from our
prospectively recorded stroke data base who had presented to
our institution between January 2012 and July 2019 within 24
hours of stroke symptom onset and received multimodal CT
imaging before treatment. Patients with proximal MCA occlu-
sion with or without ICA occlusion, in addition, were recruited
for inclusion in our study. Demographic, clinical, and radio-
logic data were recorded and included age, sex, onset-to-CT
time, blood pressure, and baseline NIHSS score. Risk factors,
such as smoking history, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, hy-
perlipidemia, history of stroke or transient ischemic attack,
and atrial fibrillation, were also recorded. The study was per-
formed with the informed consent of the patients or their next
of kin, and with ethics approval from the institutional review
board of our institution.

CT Scanning and Image Processing
Whole-brain perfusion and angiography were performed at the
time of the emergency before therapy by using a 256-section CT
scanner (Brilliance iCT; Philips Healthcare) between January
2012 and March 2015, or by using a 64-section CT scanner
(Discovery CT750 HD; GE Healthcare) between April 2015 and
July 2019. A 40-mL bolus of nonionic contrast media was injected
at a rate of 5mL/s. CT scanning was initiated 5 seconds
(Brilliance) or 7 seconds (Discovery) after a contrast agent bolus,
as follows: Jog mode, 80 kVp/150 mAs (Brilliance) and shuttle
mode, 80 kVp/220 mAs (Discovery); 13 cycles for 50 seconds
(Brilliance) and 26 cycles for 34 seconds (Discovery); and 325 sli-
ces (Brilliance) or 312 slices (Discovery).

Imaging Analysis
CTA images were reviewed first to identify patients with com-
plete occlusion of the MCA with or without ICA. For these
patients, unprocessed CTP source imaging was reviewed on a
standard PACS to identify the rFTD between the normal MCA
Sylvian branches and the rFTD in the affected hemisphere. The
rFTD was calculated as the time difference between the first
appearance of contrast in each Sylvian fissure. The rFTD was di-
vided into 4 grades—grade 0: rFTD ¼ 0 seconds; grade 1: rFTD
.0 to #4 seconds; grade 2: rFTD .4 to #8 seconds; grade 3:

rFTD.8 seconds. Two raters (Y.L., L.Y.) were blinded to all clin-
ical information and follow-up data at the time of reading the
scans. Differences between the raters (Y.L., L.Y.) were reviewed
by a senior neuroradiologist (W.C.) to determine consensus
rFTD grade.

Ischemic volumes of the infarct core, penumbra, and hypo-
perfused lesion were calculated by commercial software
MIStar (Apollo Medical Imaging Technology) based on CTP
maps. The mismatch ratio was calculated as hypoperfused
lesion volume to infarct core volume. “Target mismatch” was
defined by using the imaging criteria of the DEFUSE 3 trial
(hypoperfusion volume to infarct core volume [ICV]. 1.8,
with an absolute ICV of ,70mL and absolute volume differ-
ence between the penumbra and the infarct core of .15mL)
(Fig 1).2

Statistics Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed by using SPSS, Version 23
(IBM). P, .05 was considered to indicate statistical significance.
Differences in patient characteristics and ischemic volume param-
eters among the rFTD grades were tested by using the x 2 test for
categoric variables and the Kruskal-Wallis test for continuous vari-
ables. Receiver operating characteristic analysis was performed to
determine the optimal threshold. Multivariate binary logistic
regression was used to assess the association of rFTD grade # 1
with TMM, ICV, 70mL, and ICV, 51mL. Predictors with P,

0.1 were included in multivariate binary logistic regression,
whereas at least 5 outcome events for every predictor in each of
the 3 final models was required to avoid overfitting.7 The area
under the curve for each of the 3 multivariate models and for each
of the 3 outcomes were calculated with receiver operating charac-
teristic analysis. The agreement of rFTD grades between the
observers was tested by using the intraclass correlation coefficient
in total and by each CT scanner type. Differences in the intraclass
correlation coefficients between the 2 CT scanner types were ana-
lyzed by using the Fisher Z-test.

RESULTS
Patient Characteristics
Between January 2012 and July 2019, 655 patients within 24
hours of stroke symptom onset received multimodal CT imag-
ing before treatment. Of those, 138 patients (135 onset within
12 hours, 3 onset between 12 and �24 hours) with acute occlu-
sion identified in the MCA with or without ICA occlusion
were recruited. The median age was 69 years (interquartile
range, 59–76 years), with 62.3% male (n¼ 86). There were
44.2% patients (n¼ 61) who underwent CTP on a 256-section
scanner between January 2012 and March 2015 and 55.8%
(n¼ 77) who underwent CTP on a 64-section scanner between
April 2015 and July 2019.

Comparison of Ischemic Volume Parameters among rFTD
Grades
The characteristics of all the patients and patients stratified
by rFTD grades are listed in Table 1. Different median ICVs
(grade 0, 7.3 mL; grade 1, 23.3 mL; grade 2, 45.7 mL; grade 3,
135mL [P , .001]), penumbra (grade 0, 47.6 mL; grade 1,
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90mL; grade 2, 110mL; grade 3, 92mL [P ¼ .043]), hypoper-
fused lesion (grade 0, 55.5 mL; grade 1, 121.6mL; grade 2,
186.5 mL; grade 3, 242mL [P , .001]), and mismatch ratio
(grade 0, 5; grade 1, 5.4; grade 2, 2.6; grade 3, 1.8 [P, .001])
were observed among the rFTD grades (Fig 2). The percen-
tages of TMM (grade 0, 64.3% [n¼ 9]; grade 1, 89.7%
[n¼ 70]; grade 2, 54.5% [n¼ 18]; grade 3, 15.4% [n¼ 2]
[P, .001]), ICV , 70mL (grade 0, 100% [n¼ 14]; grade 1,
91% [n¼ 71]; grade 2, 60.6% [n¼ 20]; grade 3, 23.1% [n¼ 3]
[P ,.001]), and ICV , 51mL (grade 0, 92.9% [n¼ 13]; grade
1, 79.5% [n¼ 62]; grade 2, 54.5% [n¼ 18]; grade 3, 0 [n¼ 0]
[P ,.001]) were different among the rFTD grades (Fig 3).

Predictive Value of rFTD for TMM and ICV
In the receiver operating characteristic analysis, rFTD grade was
associated with TMM (area under the curve 0.71; 95% CI, 0.6–
0.83; P, .001), ICV,70mL (area under the curve 0.81; 95% CI,
0.72–0.9; P, .001), and ICV,51mL (area under the curve 0.76;
95% CI, 0.67–0.85; P, .001). The optimal thresholds determined
by the Youden index were grade 1 for TMM, ICV , 70mL, and
ICV, 51mL.

The patients were then dichotomized into positive versus nega-
tive TMM, ICV, 70mL versus$ 70mL, and ICV, 51mL versus
$51mL (On-line Table). The patients with TMM were associated
with a lower baseline NIHSS score (12.5 versus 19; P, .001) and a
higher proportion of rFTD grades # 1 (79.8% versus 33.3% ; P ,

.001). Patients with ICV , 70mL were associated with a lower
NIHSS score (13 versus 19; P, .001), a lower proportion of diabe-
tes (27.8% versus 50%; P¼ .022), and a higher proportion of rFTD
grades # 1 (78.7% versus 23.3%; P , .001). The patients with ICV
, 51mL were associated with less hypertension (60.2% versus
77.8%; P ¼ .041), a lower NIHSS (13 versus 18; P , .001), and a
higher proportion of rFTD grades # 1 (80.6% versus 37.8%; P ,

.001). The distribution of the site of arterial occlusion was different
between ICV , 70mL and ICV $ 70mL (MCA, ICA, MCA 1

ICA: 70.4%, 25.9%, 3.7% versus 36.7%, 53.3%, 10%; P¼ .003) and
between ICV , 51mL and ICV $ 51mL (MCA, ICA, MCA 1

ICA: 72%, 25.8%, 2.2% versus 44.4%, 44.4%, 11.1%; P= .003).

Multivariate Regression Analysis for TMM, ICV, 70mL,
and ICV, 51mL
Multivariate regression analyses, including rFTD grades # 1 and
variables with prespecified univariate values of P# .1, demonstrated

FIG 1. Case 1. A 46-year-old man with acute occlusion of the right MCA. CTP source imaging (SI) from a 256-section CT scanner showed that the
first detection of contrast in the affected right hemisphere (red arrowhead) was delayed by 1 cycle (4 seconds for 1 cycle) after the first detec-
tion of contrast in the left Sylvian fissure (red arrow). The relative filling time delay (rFTD) was 4 seconds, which corresponds to a grade of 1 (A).
Mismatch imaging calculated by software demonstrated a target mismatch between hypoperfusion volume (67mL) and core volume (14mL) (B).
Case 2. A 24-year-old man with acute occlusion of the left MCA. CTP-SI from a 64-section CT scanner showed that the first detection of con-
trast in the affected left hemisphere (red arrowhead) was delayed by 5 cycles (1.3 seconds for 1 cycle) after the first detection of contrast in the
right Sylvian fissure (red arrow). The rFTD was 6.5 seconds, which corresponded to a grade of 2 (C). Mismatch imaging showed a large core vol-
ume of 98mL and no TMM (D).
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areas under the curve of 0.83, 0.88, and 0.84 for predicting TMM,
ICV, 70mL, and ICV, 51mL, respectively. After
adjustment for confounding variables, rFTD grade # 1 was inde-
pendently associated with TMM (OR 6.25; 95% CI, 2.48–15.72;
P, .001), ICV , 70mL (OR 9.73; 95% CI, 3.11–30.35; P, .001),
and ICV , 51mL (OR 5.84; 95% CI, 2.3–14.83; P, .001). The
rFTD grade# 1 predicted TMM with a sensitivity of 0.79 (95% CI,
0.7–0.87) and a specificity of 0.66 (95% CI, 0.49–0.8), predicted ICV
, 70mL with a sensitivity of 0.78 (95% CI, 0.69–0.86) and a speci-
ficity of 0.76 (95% CI, 0.57–0.9), and predicted ICV , 51mL, with
a sensitivity of 0.8 (95% CI, 0.71–0.88) and a specificity of 0.62 (95%
CI, 0.42–0.72) (Table 2).

Reliability Assessment
The intraclass correlation coefficient of rFTD grades between
the 2 observers was 0.83 in total, 0.92 in rFTD on 256-section
and 0.76 on 64-section CT scanners, which represents excellent
agreement.8 The difference in intraclass correlation coefficient
between 256-section and 64-section CT scanners was signifi-
cant, with a P, .001.

DISCUSSION
Our study demonstrates that rFTD grade is associated with ische-
mic brain volumes, including infarct core, penumbra, and

hypoperfusion tissue, in patients with acute ischemic stroke and
with anterior circulation large cerebral artery occlusion. The
rFTD grade # 1 (rFTD # 4 seconds) is a good marker in pre-
dicting TMM, ICV, 70mL, and ICV, 51mL, with high sen-
sitivities and specificities.

It is now well known that poor baseline collaterals are associ-
ated with a larger ischemic core and worse functional outcomes.
The DAWN trial used mismatches between clinical and imaging
(estimated ischemic core volume by using CTP or DWI up to
50mL) parameters to determine endovascular treatment candidacy
between 6 and 24hours from symptom onset. The DEFUSE 3 trial
used perfusion-core mismatch and a maximum core size estimated
up to 70mL as imaging criteria to select patients with anterior cir-
culation large vessel occlusion 6–16hours from symptom onset.
Our study established the associations between rFTD grade with 2
thresholds of ICV (,70mL and ,51mL) and TMM (defined
with the imaging criteria of the DEFUSE 3 trial). This assessment
of rFTD grade on CTP source imaging can predict ICV and TMM
without the need for dedicated software solutions while reducing
the time required for computer data processing.

Automated CTP software is limited by the incidence of
unreliable generation, for example, RAPID software was
reported to fail to form perfusion maps in 3% to �13% of
patients.9-11 Unreliable automated CTP maps are mainly due to

Table 1: Characteristics of all included patients and patients stratified by rFTD grade
Characteristic Total Grade 0 Grade 1 Grade 2 Grade 3 P

Patients, n 138 14 78 33 13
Age, (median) (IQR) (yr) 69 (59, 76) 63.5 (55.25, 72.75) 66 (57, 75) 71 (59, 76.5) 75 (64, 79) .169
Males, n (%) 86 (62.3) 7 (50) 48 (61.5) 21 (63.6) 10 (76.9) .546
Clinical characteristics
Onset-to-CT time (median)
(IQR) (min)

119 (63, 201) 115.5 (70.25, 161.75) 120 (71.5, 224) 105 (52.75, 203) 123 (48.5, 174) .845

Hypertension, n (%) 90 (65.9) 9 (64.3) 49 (62.8) 23 (69.7) 10 (76.9) .738
Diabetes, n (%) 45 (32.6) 6 (42.9) 18 (23.1) 15 (45.5) 6 (46.2) .059
Smoking, n (%) 53 (38.4) 6 (42.9) 30 (38.5) 11 (33.3) 6 (46.2) .848
Previous stroke and/or TIA,

n (%)
26 (18.8) 2 (14.3) 13 (16.7) 5 (15.2) 6 (46.2) .07

Atrial fibrillation, n (%) 54 (39.1) 5 (35.7) 28 (35.9) 14 (42.4) 7 (53.8) .627
Dyslipidemia, n (%) 24 (17.4) 2 (14.3) 14 (17.9) 6 (18.2) 2 (15.4) .984
SBP (median) (IQR) (mm Hg) 147 (130, 162) 137 (124.5, 166.5) 145 (134.5, 160) 158 (128.5, 169.75) 147 (131, 172.5) .508
DBP (median) (IQR)
(mm Hg)

83 (80, 91) 82.5 (82.25, 89.5) 85 (80, 91.5) 85.5 (79.25, 99.75) 80 (69, 90.5) .276

ABG (median) (IQR) (mol/L) 7.4 (6.1, 9.6) 7.15 (6.33, 8.89) 7 (5.7, 8.69) 8.05 (6.29, 10.2) 7.9 (7.2, 9.45) .206
Baseline NIHSS score
(median) (IQR)

16 (11, 19) 10.5 (4.75, 18.5) 14 (9, 17) 17.5 (12, 20) 19 (16.5, 22) ,.001

Occluded site, n (%) .067
MCA 87 (63) 10 (71.4) 50 (64.1) 21 (63.6) 6 (46.2)
ICA 44 (32.1) 3 (21.4) 25 (32.1) 12 (36.4) 4 (30.8)
MCA 1 ICA 7 (5.1) 1 (7.1) 3 (3.8) 0 (0) 3 (23.1)

Perfusion parameters
Core (median) (IQR) (mL) 30.5 (10, 87, 61.25) 7.35 (0.13, 15.6) 23.3 (8.65, 43.8) 45.75 (25.17, 90.25) 135 (77.85, 185.5) ,.001
Penumbra (median) (IQR)
(mL)

88.3 (52.75, 138.7) 47.65 (5, 113.37) 90 (54, 136) 110.05 (62.42, 155.02) 92 (50, 167.45) .043

Low perfusion (median)
(IQR) (mL)

132.3 (83.32, 213.25) 55.55 (14.5, 116.55) 121.6 (80.5, 195.5) 186.55 (141.55, 216.15) 242 (154, 309.85) ,.001

Mismatch ratioa (median)
(IQR)

3.9 (2.4, 7.1) 5 (3.22, 21.85) 5.45 (2.24, 8.42) 2.6 (1.74, 7.5) 1.8 (1.4, 2.44) ,.001

TMM, n (%) 99 (71.7) 9 (64.3) 70 (89.7) 18 (54.5) 2 (15.4) ,.001
ICV,70mL, n (%) 108 (78.3) 14 (100) 71 (91) 20 (60.6) 3 (23.1) ,.001
ICV,51mL, n (%) 93 (67.4) 13 (92.9) 62 (79.5) 18 (54.5) 0 (0) ,.001

Note:—SBP indicates systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; ABG, admission blood glucose.
a Calculated by low perfusion volume to infarct core volume.
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contrast bolus flow issues and motion artifacts. Dehkharghani
et al12 reported that 8.1% of patients had uninterpretable auto-
mated CTP maps strictly due to motion artifacts. However,
assessing rFTD based on CTP source imaging is robust to
motion in patients who are uncooperative. Because rFTD is
normalized to contralateral delay, factors such as contrast injec-
tion and cardiac output, which affect the absolute delay to

filling, are negated. These characteristics can make the assess-
ment of rFTD feasible in patients with various conditions and
can serve as an alternative solution when automated software
fails to generate reliable CTP maps.

A previous study suggested that rFTD # 4 seconds inde-
pendently predicts a favorable clinical outcome and small size
of the infarction after recanalization therapy.6 However, thus
far, few clinical trials have used this marker to evaluate collateral
status before treatment. The association between ischemic vol-
ume parameters and rFTD # 4 seconds is unclear. Thus, we
analyzed the predictive power of rFTD grade # 1 (equal to
rFTD # 4 seconds). We found that the sensitivities of rFTD
grade # 1 in predicting the 3 imaging criteria were very simi-
lar, whereas the specificity decreased (from high to low speci-
ficity) in the sequence of ICV , 70mL, TMM, and ICV ,

51mL. Lower specificity of rFTD grade # 1 for the prediction
of TMM can be explained by the definition of TMM in the
DEFUSE 3 trial, which required a mismatch ratio of .1.8 and
an absolute volume between the penumbra and the infarct
core . 15mL in addition to an ICV , 70mL. These criteria
may potentially exclude patients who have excellent collateral
flow, with very low ischemia tissue volume but are unable to
achieve TMM.

Software packages can under- or overestimate ischemic vol-
umes. A recent analysis of the accuracy of predicting final infarct
volume by using RAPID demonstrated that RAPID corresponded
to a median absolute error (9mL) and overestimated the core vol-
ume in a few cases.13 Core volume may be overestimated in cases
of ultra-early reperfusion. In the International Stroke Perfusion
Imaging (INSPIRE) registry, which relied on MIStar automated
perfusion software, the optimal CTP threshold for estimating the
ischemic core volume was different for patients treated by
thrombectomy (regional cerebral blood flow [rCBF] , 20%)
versus patients treated with alteplase alone (rCBF, 30%).14 In

addition, ischemic penumbra may be
misclassified due to either technical
or flow-related patterns. Most of the
fully automated software packages
do not have adequate postprocessing
tools to subtract the miscalculated
volumes, including skull base penum-
bral artifacts.9 Tools are needed in the
manual (nonautomated) versions of
CTP when artifacts are recognized.
As a visual method, rFTD can serve
as a quick double-check when errors
in processing are suspected and
could, consequently, increase radiol-
ogist confidence.

The time for RAPID processing
was constant for each site based on
the exact acquisition protocol and
hardware configuration, with a me-
dian across the range of scanner
platforms at the 20 trial sites of
5minutes 20 seconds (range, 3–
10min).9 However, in our protocol,

FIG 2. Comparison of ischemic volume parameters, including infarct
core (A), penumbra (B), and hypoperfusion (C), and the mismatch ratio
of hypoperfusion to core volume (D) among relative filling time delay
grades.

FIG 3. Percentages of target mismatch (A), infarct core volume , 70mL (B), and ICV , 51mL (C)
among relative filling time delay grades.
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rFTD requires no more than 1minute of evaluation by a clinician,
which reduces the time required for radiologic assessment.

There are several available clinical rating scales that have been
designed to assess the collateral status of stroke while also predict-
ing clinical outcome and infarct size. Multiphase CTA is an imag-
ing tool that provides 3 time-resolved images of pial arterial
filling, captured 8 seconds apart, over the whole brain. A previous
study established the value of multiphase CTA in predicting
ICV.15 However, collateral flow filling with a relative delay time
shorter than 8 seconds cannot be distinguished by using
multiphase CTA. The rFTD grading that we derived is char-
acterized by a range of 4 seconds between each grade, which
allows more precise assessment of collateral flow.

In this study, we found that the interrater reliability of rFTD
was impacted by the time of each scanning cycle according to
different CT scanners and scanning modes. Jog mode on 256-
section CT requires �4 seconds per cycle (13 cycles for 50
seconds), whereas shuttle mode on 64-section CT requires
only 1.3 seconds per cycle (26 cycles for 34 seconds). Shorter cycle
times make it more challenging for observers to determine the ear-
liest appearance of contrast filling in the Sylvan fissure and to rate the
rFTD. For example, in our study, the raters had less confidence in
determining whether the rFTD was 3.9 seconds (grade 1) or 5.2 sec-
onds (grade 2) when using the shuttle mode of 64-section CT than in
determining whether the rFTD was 4 seconds (grade 1) or 8 seconds
(grade 2) when using the Jog mode of a 256-section CT scanner. Jog
mode contributes to a higher interrater reliability of rFTD grade,
though the precision of rFTD is lost. The rFTD cannot be assessed
within the range of 4 seconds, which may cause more information
pertaining to early collateral flow in acute stroke to be lost.

Our study is limited by the small and selected population of
patients with ischemic stroke with large artery occlusion in the

anterior circulation. In our study, most patients (135/138) exhib-
ited onset within 12 hours, whereas only 3 patients exhibited

onset between 12 and �24 hours. The non-normal distribution
of onset time among the included patients may potentially impact

the result. Also, the agreement between the raters in grading
rFTD could have been impacted by the scanning mode of CTP. A

shorter scanning cycle time brings about more challenges for
raters in determining the time point of the earliest contrast

appearance in the Sylvan fissure.

CONCLUSIONS
The rFTD grade based on CTP source imaging is a simple and
effective tool for evaluating ischemic volume parameters and
TMM in patients with acute ischemic stroke without the need for
any special software. Future studies are needed to evaluate the use
of the rFTD grade for selecting patients in the appropriate time
window for comparison with selection by specialized software and
to prospectively study the clinical outcomes of these patients.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
ADULT BRAIN

Myelin and Axonal Damage in Normal-Appearing White
Matter in Patients with Moyamoya Disease

S. Hara, M. Hori, A. Hagiwara, Y. Tsurushima, Y. Tanaka, T. Maehara, S. Aoki, and T. Nariai

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Although chronic ischemia is known to induce myelin and axonal damage in animal models, knowl-
edge regarding patients with Moyamoya disease is limited. We aimed to investigate the presence of myelin and axonal damage in
Moyamoya disease and their relationship with cognitive performance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Eighteen patients with Moyamoya disease (16–55 years of age) and 18 age- and sex-matched healthy
controls were evaluated with myelin-sensitive MR imaging based on magnetization transfer saturation imaging and 2-shell diffusion
MR imaging. The myelin volume fraction, which reflects the amount of myelin sheath; the g-ratio, which represents the ratio of
the inner (axon) to the outer (axon plus myelin) diameter of the fiber; and the axon volume fraction, which reflects axonal compo-
nents, were calculated and compared between the patients and controls. In the patients with Moyamoya disease, the relationship
between these parameters and cognitive task–measuring performance speed was also evaluated.

RESULTS: Compared with the healthy controls, the patients with Moyamoya disease showed a significant decrease in the myelin
and axon volume fractions (P, .05) in many WM regions, while the increases in the g-ratio values were not statistically significant.
Correlations with cognitive performance were most frequently observed with the axon volume fraction (r ¼ 0.52–0.54; P, .03 in
the right middle and posterior cerebral artery areas) and were the strongest with the g-ratio values in the right posterior cerebral
artery region (r¼ 0.64; P¼ .004).

CONCLUSIONS: Myelin-sensitive MR imaging and diffusion MR imaging revealed that myelin and axonal damage exist in patients
with Moyamoya disease. The relationship with cognitive performance might be stronger with axonal damage than with myelin
damage.

ABBREVIATIONS: ACA ¼ anterior cerebral artery; AVF ¼ axon volume fraction; GRAPPA ¼ generalized autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition; MMD ¼
Moyamoya disease; MVF ¼ myelin volume fraction; MTsat ¼ magnetization transfer saturation; PCA ¼ posterior cerebral artery; Vic ¼ intracellular volume frac-
tion; Viso ¼ isotropic volume fraction; TMT ¼ Trail-Making Test; WAIS ¼ Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

Chronic ischemia induced in animal models is known to dam-
age the structure of myelin, which wraps around axons to

provide the efficient conduction of neural signals, and axons.1

Few previous studies have directly investigated whether chronic

ischemia in humans also damages the myelin structure, such as
in patients with Moyamoya disease (MMD).

MMD is a progressive cerebrovascular disease that mainly
affects children and young adult patients in contrast to athero-
sclerotic cerebrovascular diseases,2 which cause chronic hemody-
namic impairment characterized by strong perfusion delay.3,4

Previous diffusion MR imaging studies have suggested that in
vivo microstructural damage might exist in this disease popula-
tion and might be related to cognitive function.5-7 However,
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because myelin contains few free water molecules and the water
protons of macromolecules in the myelin sheath and water pro-
tons between the phospholipid bilayers have a short transverse
relaxation time (T2� 10ms), the signal is theoretically negligible
in typical diffusion MR imaging acquisitions using long TEs
(�50–100ms).8 Hence, diffusion MR imaging cannot directly
assess myelin damage, and the results of these studies provide
indirect evidence of myelin damage in MMD. To the best of our
knowledge, no previous studies, including postmortem case
reports, have directly investigated whether myelin damage exists
in patients with MMD.

We hypothesized that myelin damage exists in patients with
MMD and is related to cognitive function. To investigate this hy-
pothesis, we applied an MR imaging technique called magnetiza-
tion transfer saturation (MTsat),9 which sensitizes water
molecules bound to macromolecules and enables the quantitative
estimation of myelin in a clinically feasible scanning time. This
technique has been shown to be clinically useful in patients with
other neurologic disorders.10,11 The relationship between the
axon size and myelin thickness can be captured by a parameter
called the myelin g-ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the inner
(axon) to the outer (axon plus myelin) diameter of the nerve fiber
(On-line Fig 1; see the illustration in the box).8,12 Thus, we combined
MTsat with diffusion MR imaging, which can evaluate the presence
of axonal damage,13 to calculate the g-ratio. Because the destruction
of myelin could lead to a decrease in the nerve-conduction velocity,14

we hypothesized that decreases in myelin and increases in the g-ratio
correlated with reductions in processing speed.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Protocol and Background of the Participants
This prospective observational study was approved by the ethics
committees of Tokyo Medical and Dental University (M2000-
2302) and Juntendo University (16–100), with registration to the
University Hospital Medical Information Network Clinical Trials
Registry (UMIN-CTR ID: 000027949). The inclusion criteria were
patients diagnosed with MMD according to the diagnostic guide-
lines,15 16–64 years of age, who were able to undergo MR imaging
without sedative agents and had no neurologic deficits affecting
the scores of neurophysiological tests, with a modified Rankin
Scale score of 0–2. The exclusion criteria were cortical or large
(.10mm)WM infarcts visible on routine MR imaging sequences.

Between May 2017 and December 2019, eighteen patients (4
males; 17–55 years of age; average, 36 years; all right-handed),
including 9 postoperative patients, participated in this study
(details are provided in On-line Table 1 and the On-line
Appendix). All patients underwent a series of MR imaging scans
and a cognitive battery within an interval of 0–20days (7 days on
average; On-line Table 2).

During the same period, 18 age- and sex-matched healthy
subjects with no history of neurologic or systematic diseases (4
males; 16–44 years of age; average, 35 years) were recruited and
evaluated by the same MR imaging protocol.

Cognitive Assessments
The cognitive battery (the details are provided in the On-line
Appendix) included the Processing Speed Index and Trail-

Making Test parts A and B (TMT-A and -B). The Processing
Speed Index is an index measuring visual motor speed in the
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS-III). TMT-A and -B
assess the speed of information processing and executive func-
tioning, respectively. The results of TMT-A and -B were con-
verted to z scores using the reported normal ranges of each age
group.

MR Imaging Acquisition
All MR imaging data were acquired using a 3T system
(Magnetom Skyra; Siemens) equipped with a 32-multichannel
receiver head coil. The total acquisition time of the entire proto-
col, including T1WI, MRA, FLAIR, and SWI (acquisition pa-
rameters provided in the On-line Appendix), was approximately
30minutes.

Three sagittal 3D multiecho fast low-angle shot sequences
were performed with predominant magnetization transfer–, pro-
ton density-, and T1-weighting (TR¼ 24/24/10ms, TE¼ 1.85/
1.85/1.85ms, flip angle¼ 5°/5°/13°, matrix¼ 128 � 128, section
number¼ 128, parallel acquisition techniques ¼ generalized
autocalibrating partially parallel acquisition [GRAPPA] accelera-
tion factor¼ 2, FOV¼ 200mm, voxel size¼ 1.56 � 1.56 �
1.56mm). For the magnetization transfer–weighted images, exci-
tation was preceded by an off-resonance Gaussian-shaped radio-
frequency pulse (frequency offset from water resonance =
1200Hz, bandwidth¼ 192Hz, pulse duration¼ 9.984ms, and
nominal flip angle¼ 500°). The acquisition times were 2minutes
23 seconds, 2minutes 23 seconds, and 1minute. Two additional
B1 maps using coronal echo-planar imaging with nominal 10°
and 20° flip angles were acquired within a short acquisition time
(approximately 10 seconds each).

The diffusion-weighted images were acquired using a fat-satu-
rated single-shot echo-planar imaging sequence along 30 and 60
motion-probing gradient directions with b values of 700 and
2850 s/mm2, TR¼ 4500ms, TE¼ 105ms, flip angle¼ 90°,
matrix¼ 100 � 90, number of slices¼ 90, voxel size¼ 2 � 2 � 2
mm, multiband factor¼ 2. Several volumes of non-diffusion-
weighted images were also acquired with reversed phase-encoded
blips, resulting in pairs of images with distortions along opposite
directions. The acquisition times were approximately 8minutes
38 seconds for the main images and 1minute 37 seconds for the
reversed phase-encoded blips.

Postprocessing of the MR Imaging Data
The postprocessing of the MR imaging data (On-line Fig 1) was
conducted using Matlab 2014a (MathWorks). The data were
exported from the scanner in DICOM format and converted
to NIfTI format using dicm2nii (https://www.github.com/
xiangruili/dicm2nii). Images with magnetization transfer–, pro-
ton density-, and T1-weighting were converted to the MTsat
index using a previously described method,9 while correcting for
small higher order dependencies of the MTsat on the local radio-
frequency transmit field using B1 maps.16 The MTsat index was
multiplied by 0.1; this calibration calculated the myelin volume
fraction (MVF), revealing that the amount of myelin sheath in
the splenium of the corpus callosum in the healthy volunteers
was 0.3–0.4 and that the g-ratio was 0.7–0.8, consistent with the
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values reported in previous studies.8,17,18 Values under 0 and
above 1 were considered errors and changed to 0.

Based on the paired non-diffusion-weighted images (ie, b ¼ 0
s/mm2), the susceptibility-induced off-resonance field was esti-
mated using a method similar to previously described proce-
dures19,20 implemented in the FMRIB Software Library (FSL;
http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl)21 to correct for susceptibility-
induced distortions in the diffusion-weighted images. Then, the
diffusion data were fitted to the neurite orientation dispersion
and density imaging model using the NODDI Matlab toolbox,
Version 0.913 (https://www.nitrc.org/projects/noddi_toolbox/)
and converted to the intracellular volume fraction (Vic) and iso-
tropic volume fraction (Viso). The axon volume fraction (AVF),
which reflects the axonal components, and the g-ratio were calcu-
lated fromMVF, Vic, and Viso using the following equations:

8,22

AVF ¼ ð1�MVFÞ � ð1� V iso Þ � Vic;

.

g� ratio¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

AVF
MVF þ AVF

r
:

WM segmentation was performed on 3D-T1WI using the
standard segmentation tool in SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm/software/spm12/). WM masks with a probability threshold of
0.9 were created and applied to the MVF, AVF, and g-ratio maps to
minimize partial volume effects. WM lesions visible on FLAIR and
b¼ 0 s/mm2 images were manually deleted from each map.

Calculation of Regional Values
The WM labels of the Harvard-Oxford cortical and subcortical
probabilistic structural atlases (http://ftp.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
pub/dist/freesurfer/tutorial_packages/centos6/fsl_507/doc/wiki/
Atlases.html)23 (threshold of 25%) distributed with FSL were di-
vided into 6 vascular regions (anterior, middle, and posterior cer-
ebral arteries [ACA, MCA, and PCA] of the right and left sides)
using the vascular territorial atlas (https://figshare.com/articles/
ATT_based_flow_territories/1488674) as a reference.24 These
labels were converted to each subject’s space by linear (FLIRT;
http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FLIRT) and nonlinear
(FNIRT; http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/fslwiki/FNIRT) Image
Registration Tools implemented in FSL21 and were used as
ROIs to extract the MVF, AVF, and g-ratio values of each
region (On-line Fig 1).

Statistical Analysis
Unpaired t-tests were used to compare the regional values of the
MVF, AVF, and g-ratio between the patients with MMD and the
healthy controls. Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated
between regional metrics and cognitive scores in patients with
MMD. The analyses were performed using JMP, Version 12.0.1
(SAS Institute), and P, .05 (with and without Bonferroni correc-
tion for comparison of 3 parameters) was regarded as statistically
significant.

RESULTS
Representative cases are shown in Fig 1 and On-line Fig 2. As
shown in Fig 1, a decreased MVF and decreased AVF were

observed in the affected hemisphere, while the increase in the g-
ratio was less prominent. As shown in On-line Fig 2, a decreased
MVF was observed in the postoperative hemisphere as well,
which had an improved hemodynamic condition at the time of
the study. The decrease in AVF was unclear, and the g-ratio
seemed to be slightly increased in the postoperative hemisphere.

Comparison of the Regional Values between Patients and
Controls
The regional MVF values in patients with MMD were signifi-
cantly lower than those in healthy controls in all regions (Fig
2). The regional AVF values in bilateral MCA regions in the
patients were significantly lower than those in the healthy
controls. The g-ratio tended to be higher in patients than the
controls in all regions, but the difference was not statistically
significant.

Correlation between the Regional Values and Cognitive
Assessments
Across the 6 regions evaluated, the right PCA area showed the
highest number of significant correlations between the MR imag-
ing metrics and cognitive performance. The AVF in the right
PCA area was significantly correlated with the Processing Speed
Index and TMT-A and -B (Fig 3). The g-ratio in the right PCA
area and the left ACA area was positively correlated with the
Processing Speed Index (Fig 2 and On-line Table 3; r¼ 0.49,
P¼ .04 in left ACA area). In the right MCA area, the MVF and
AVF were negatively correlated with the TMT-B scores (On-line
Table 2; r ¼ –0.49, P¼ .04 and r ¼ –0.55, P¼ .02, respectively).
No significant correlations were observed between other combi-
nations of the MR imaging metrics and cognitive performance
(On-line Table 2).

The details of the methods and results are provided in the
On-line Appendix, and the full dataset is available from the corre-
sponding author on reasonable request.

DISCUSSION
Consistent with our hypothesis, we found statistically significant
decreases in the MVF and AVF in the patients with MMD com-
pared with healthy controls. Meanwhile, the g-ratio in the
patients tended to be higher than that in the controls but was not
statistically significant in any region. The significant decrease in
the AVF and MVF suggests that concomitant axonal and myelin
damage might have buffered the difference in the g-ratio between
the patients and controls. This finding is consistent with a previ-
ous animal study suggesting that myelin damage precedes axonal
damage,25 and a diffusion MR imaging study showing that mye-
lin damage is more widespread than axonal damage in patients
with MMD without an operation.7 The decrease in the MVF in
our patients seems to be more widespread and prominent than
the decrease in the AVF; therefore, it is possible that myelin
breakdown precedes axonal destruction under chronic ischemic
conditions in patients with MMD.

Unexpectedly, we found significant correlations between the
MVF or g-ratio values and cognitive performance in only a few
areas. A previous study showed that myelin damage in patients
with stroke is correlated with motor impairment and function;26
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therefore, we presumed that myelin damage (decreased MVF and
increased g-ratio) in patients with MMD is related to cognitive
tasks measuring processing speed that must reflect nerve-conduc-
tion velocity.14 The difference between patients with stroke with-
out MMD and patients with MMD might be partially explained
by the fact that ischemic damage in patients with stroke without
MMD is sudden and focal, while ischemic damage in patients
with MMD is chronic and diffuse.6,7 Perhaps because of the uni-
form and widespread decrease in the myelin content, the MVF
values showed relatively small variation in patients compared
with the AVF values and, thus, did not correlate with various
degrees of cognitive performance.

In addition to the few correlations among the MVF, g-ratio,
and cognitive performances, the observed correlation between
the Processing Speed Index and the g-ratio was positive, a finding
inconsistent with our hypothesis. As discussed above, the
decrease in the MVF and the increase in the g-ratio might pre-
cede the decrease in the AVF and the decrease in the g-ratio.7,25

Moreover, in patients with MMD, both the cortex and white mat-
ter are affected by chronic ischemia,5–7,27,28 and while direct is-
chemic damage to white matter might result in more myelin
damage than axonal damage, cortical damage must cause both
myelin and axonal damage due to the decrease in axonal fibers
radiating from the affected cortex. Thus, the presence of axonal

FIG 1. A 55-year-old female patient with MMD who had a history of thalamic hemorrhage.20 years ago (arrow on SWI). During the annual fol-
low-up, though she remained asymptomatic, the arterial stenosis on the right side gradually progressed (arrow in MRA), and an ivy sign emerged
on the right hemisphere (arrows on FLAIR). [15O]-gas PET reveals decreased CBF on the right side (arrow). The myelin volume fraction and axon
volume fraction are visually decreased in the right hemisphere (arrows). The right-left difference in the g-ratio (arrow) is not as evident as the
differences in the MVF and AVF.

FIG 2. Comparison of the myelin volume fraction, axon volume fraction, and g-ratio between the patients and healthy controls. The asterisk
indicates P, . 05; double asterisks, P, . 05 (Bonferroni correction for comparing 3 parameters). Lt indicates left; Rt, right.
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damage might reflect more global damage than myelin damage in
this disease population. This assumption is consistent with the
finding that the decrease in the AVF is not as widespread as the
decrease in the MVF in our patients. The lack of a correlation
with the MVF and the positive correlation with the AVF might
lead to the positive correlation between the g-ratio and the
Processing Speed Index. The decrease in the AVF causing the
increase in the g-ratio might be more critical for cognitive func-
tion in patients than the decrease in the MVF causing the increase
in the g-ratio, thus resulting in a stronger correlation with the g-
ratio and the Processing Speed Index than the AVF.

The strongest correlation between the MR imaging metrics
and cognitive performance in the patients with MMD was found

in the right PCA area. This finding was unexpected because gen-
erally, ischemic damage to the frontal lobe is regarded as the
cause of cognitive decline in patients with MMD, and all our
patients were right-handed and the dominant hemisphere is sup-
posedly the left side. Regarding laterality, some studies reported
that the right side of the brain is related to the cognitive perform-
ance of patients with MMD,29,30 though the reason for laterality
is unclear. The laterality of the result might have been affected by
our finding that PCA lesions more frequently occurred on the
right side than on the left side, though the difference was not stat-
istically significant (On-line Table 1: 9/18 versus 6/18, P¼ .28 by
a paired t test). Regarding the posterior part of the brain and cog-
nition, some studies have reported a relationship between the

FIG 3. Correlations between cognitive performance and the myelin volume fraction, axon volume fraction, and g-ratio in the right PCA area of
patients with Moyamoya disease. The asterisk indicates P, . 05; double asterisks, P, . 05 (Bonferroni correction for comparing 3 parameters).
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posterior part of the brain and cognitive function in patients with
MMD.6,30 We speculated that the significant correlation only
in the PCA area is due to the variation in the ischemic condi-
tion and the parametric values in this area, while the ACA
and MCA areas were uniformly affected in many patients and
had a relatively smaller variation in the parametric values.
The nonsignificant correlation among the cognitive tasks
measuring working memory, which is regarded as a frontal
lobe function, is also consistent with this assumption27 (On-
line Tables 2 and 3).

Although approximately half of the patients in this study were
in a postoperative status and clinically stable without symptoms
at the time of the study (eg, the patient in Fig 3), the differences
in the MVF and AVF between the patients and healthy controls
were statistically significant in many regions. These results sug-
gest that ischemic damage to myelin and axons in patients with
MMDmight be, at least partially, irreversible.6,27 Postoperative
improvements in microstructural integrity evaluated by dif-
fusion MR imaging are reported in patients with MMD28

and carotid artery stenosis,31 but whether these observed
changes are due to an increase in axon integrity, such as
remyelination, or a decrease in interstitial fluid32 remains unclear.
Compared with diffusion MR imaging, which indirectly assesses the
presence of myelin damage by evaluating increased water diffusion
in the brain parenchyma, the MTsat method has the strength of
being directly sensitive to myelin. To clarify whether microstructural
damage to myelin and axons is reversible, we are currently conduct-
ing a prospective study to re-evaluate preoperative patients 1 year af-
ter bypass surgery using the same MR imaging protocol. If
microstructural damage is irreversible, surgical revascularization to
restore hemodynamic impairments might be required to protect
patients from future cognitive dysfunction, even among those with-
out any symptoms.

Limitations of this study include the small sample size and
heterogeneous patient backgrounds, and we did not evaluate
the cognitive performance of the healthy controls; thus, the
results, especially those related to cognitive function, should
be considered preliminary. Most of our patients were previ-
ously surgically treated; thus, the relationships between the
cerebral hemodynamics and microstructural parameters
were difficult to assess because many patients showed
improved hemodynamic conditions, such as the patient in
On-line Fig 2. However, our study revealed that postopera-
tive patients who have improved hemodynamic conditions
might still have myelin damage. Because many myelin-spe-
cific imaging techniques are available, it is possible that dif-
ferent types of myelin-sensitive imaging might show
different results.33-36 Given the complicated postprocessing,
myelin imaging may not be practical for routine application
in clinical settings compared with conventional diffusion pa-
rameters (On-line Table 2). Despite these limitations, this
study is the first to directly investigate myelin damage using
a myelin-sensitive MR imaging technique in adult patients
with MMD and its relationship with cognitive function.
Future studies may further elucidate the consequences and
clinical significance of myelin damage in this disease
population.

CONCLUSIONS
Using a myelin-sensitive MR imaging technique, we found that
myelin damage may exist in patients with MMD. Although pre-
liminary in many aspects, the results suggest that axonal damage
might be more critical for cognitive performance than myelin
damage in this disease population.
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BRIEF/TECHNICAL REPORT
ADULT BRAIN

COVID-19 and Involvement of the Corpus Callosum:
Potential Effect of the Cytokine Storm?

C. Rasmussen, I. Niculescu, S. Patel, and A. Krishnan

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Neurologic findings are being increasingly recognized in coronavirus disease 2019. We present a patient with a unique
involvement of the corpus callosum that we relate to the cytokine storm seen in patients with Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome coronavirus 2 infection. As the infection is increasingly seen around the world, recognition of these unique patterns may
facilitate early identification of the progression of this disease and potentially facilitate appropriate management.

ABBREVIATIONS: COVID-19 ¼ coronavirus disease 2019; SARS-Cov-2 ¼ Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2

S ince December 2019, coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)
caused by Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2

(SARS-CoV-2) has spread across the globe, infecting hundreds of
thousands of patients. This virus, while known for causing severe
respiratory illness, has been reported to affect multiple organ sys-
tems, including the central nervous system. Approximately 36%
of patients with COVID-19 develop neurologic symptoms such
as headache, altered mental status, and paresthesia.1 Also of note,
these neurologic symptoms may be the first signs of illness and
appear to affect more severely infected patients.2 We discuss an
adult patient managed in the intensive care unit with unusual
imaging findings centered in the corpus callosum and discuss the
potential pathophysiology, including the relation to the cytokine
storm.

Case Description
A 66-year-old woman with a medical history of pulmonary sar-
coidosis, coronary artery disease, type 2 diabetes, hypertension,
and hyperlipidemia presented to the emergency department with
a 2-day history of fevers, chills, and severe headache with associ-
ated blurry vision, which progressed to severe shortness of breath
and chest pain. On admission, the patient’s labs were remarkable

for hyperglycemia, mild normocytic anemia, acute kidney injury,
lymphopenia (0.4 bil/L), and elevated C-reactive protein
(130mg/L) and ferritin (630mg/mL) levels. The patient subse-
quently tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 from a nasopharyngeal
swab and was started on azithromycin and hydroxychloroquine.
Eight days after symptom onset, the patient had a rapid decline
with increasing respiratory distress requiring intubation and
transfer to the intensive care unit. At transfer, D-dimer (1782 ng/
mL) and fibrinogen (606mg/dL) levels were elevated. These
markers peaked several days later: D-dimer . 10,000 ng/mL and
fibrinogen . 1000mg/dL. She was also placed on intravenous
heparin (therapeutic dosing), given the elevated levels of D-
dimer. During the patient’s intensive care unit stay, she required
hemodialysis for her acute kidney injury, which was thought sec-
ondary to the COVID-19 infection. After reduction in sedation
on hospital day 19, right-sided weakness was noted and a non-
contrast head CT was obtained. This scan demonstrated hypo-
densities within the left parietotemporal region, as well as a more
unusual hypodensity within the corpus callosum (Fig 1).

Despite an overall improvement in the patient’s respiratory
status, extubation was delayed secondary to decreased mentation.
On hospital day 27, an electroencephalography was performed,
which demonstrated a triphasic morphology, most consistent
with toxic encephalopathy with no evidence of epileptiform dis-
charges. At that time, the patient was lethargic and aphasic with a
poor prognosis for functional neurologic recovery. Subsequent
noncontrast head CTs demonstrated areas of hemorrhage within
the regions of hypodensity seen on the initial scan (Fig 2). The IV
heparin was discontinued. The patient’s mental status slowly
improved with spontaneous eye opening/tracking and movement of
the left extremities, though she remained aphasic. Secondary to
improved mental status, the patient was eventually extubated.
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Brain MR imaging obtained on
hospital day 36 demonstrated multi-
ple areas of diffusion restriction
within the corpus callosum, corona
radiata, and centrum semiovale,
with associated T2-FLAIR hyperin-
tensities. Multiple areas of microhe-
morrhage were also detected (Figs 3
and 4). The thalami, brain stem, and
cerebellum were spared. At the time
of this writing, the patient is receiv-
ing continued inpatient treatment.

DISCUSSION
There appear to be multiple mecha-
nisms for SARS-CoV-2 to cause neu-
rologic damage, including direct
neuronal injury, hypoxic damage
from unresolved respiratory distr-
ess, autoimmune injury from the
induced cytokine storm with result-
ant blood-brain barrier breakdown,
vasculitis, and acute ischemic injury
from a hypercoagulable state.1-5 A
recent case report described acute
necrotizing encephalopathy,4 a con-
dition well-described in children
from a multitude of causes.4,5 In these
cases, the predominant findings are
located in the thalami, with additional
less common locations being the brain
stem, cerebral white matter, and cere-
bellum.4 In contrast, our patient dem-
onstrated extensive diffusion restriction
within the corpus callosum (most
severe in the splenium) without
involvement of the thalami, brain stem,
or cerebellum.

FIG 1. Initial noncontrast head CT images demonstrate hypodensities in the left posterior parietal
(black arrows) and peritrigonal regions as well as the corpus collosum (white arrows). No evi-
dence of hemorrhage, mass effect, or midline shift is seen at this time.

FIG 2. Subsequent head CT demonstrates hemorrhage (white arrows) within the previously seen
hypodensities. The posterior corpus collosum is involved.

FIG 3. Multiple diffusion-weighted images demonstrate restriction centered in the corpus collosum (white arrows), with some additional areas
in the adjacent deep white matter including the centrum semiovale. In addition, there is faint diffusion restriction in the left occipital and tem-
poral lobes, possibly representing subacute strokes. The thalami, brain stem, and cerebellum are spared.
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One entity that has a similar appearance is a condition
called cytotoxic lesions of the corpus callosum (CLOCC).6

These have been described with several pathologies, includ-
ing drug-associated conditions, trauma, malignancy, meta-
bolic disorders, and, most importantly, infection, including
several viruses such as adenovirus, H1N1 influenza, Epstein-
Barr, and rotavirus.6 When cytokine release and inflammation
are present in sufficient levels within the brain, astrocytes are
stimulated to release glutamate as well as block the reuptake of
this neurotransmitter.6-8 The greatly increased amount of gluta-
mate within the extracellular space leads to excitotoxic action on
multiple glutamate receptors, sodium-potassium pumps, and
aquaporins, resulting in an influx of water trapped within the
cells.6,9-11 These effects manifest on imaging as diffusion restric-
tion, as seen in our patient.6

It is believed that the corpus callosum is vulnerable to cyto-
kine-induced injury due to the high density of cytokine, gluta-
mate, and other receptors present within this region of the brain,
particularly the splenium.6,12-17 These previously described
mechanisms combined with our patient’s extremely elevated
markers for acute-phase reactants, suggest initial autoimmune
injury from a cytokine storm. With other infectious diseases, the
involvement of the corpus callosum is typically transitory; how-
ever, in the setting of COVID-19, this has yet to be deter-
mined.6,16 The patient also had ischemic changes in other parts
of the brain, and an alternative consideration is a stroke of the
corpus callosum. However, the redundant blood supply to the
corpus callosum, including the anterior communicating artery,
the pericallosal artery, and the posterior pericallosal artery, makes

strokes of the corpus callosum rare.18 The subsequent hemor-
rhage in these areas is likely multifactorial, with evolution of ne-
crosis from a cytokine storm being a possible contributing factor.
While the use of therapeutic-dose heparin was initially shown to
improve patient mortality,19 this medication could also have
played a role.

CONCLUSIONS
There is currently limited literature on the neuroimaging findings
in COVID-19. To our knowledge, involvement of the corpus cal-
losum related to the cytokine storm has not yet been described with
this infection. While as of yet, the transitory nature of this compli-
cation is unknown, the authors believe that with continued surveil-
lance, this question is likely to be answered. As management is
directed to the cytokine storm, knowledge of this imaging pattern
could be invaluable.
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MR Susceptibility Imaging with a Short TE (MR-SISET): A
Clinically Feasible Technique to Resolve Thalamic Nuclei

S. Chung, P. Storey, T.M. Shepherd, and Y.W. Lui

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: The thalamus consists of several functionally distinct nuclei, some of which serve as targets for functional neurosur-
gery. Visualization of such nuclei is a major challenge due to their low signal contrast on conventional imaging. We introduce MR
susceptibility imaging with a short TE, leveraging susceptibility differences among thalamic nuclei, to automatically delineate 15 tha-
lamic subregions. The technique has the potential to enable direct targeting of thalamic nuclei for functional neurosurgical
guidance.

ABBREVIATIONS: MR-SISET ¼ MR susceptibility imaging with a short TE; STh ¼ subthalmic; CM ¼ centromedian

The thalamus plays a critical role as a central relay hub and
comprises functionally specific nuclei. However, it appears

relatively homogeneous in structure on conventional imaging
(Fig 1A). This appearance limits the ability of physicians to accu-
rately target specific nuclei in functional neurosurgical therapies,
such as the ventral intermediate/lateral and subthalamic (STh)
nuclei for the treatment of essential tremor and tremor-dominant
Parkinson disease1 and the centromedian (CM) nucleus for the
treatment of refractory epilepsy2 and Tourette syndrome.3

Neurosurgical outcome is critically dependent on accurate target-
ing; however, current clinical practice relies on indirect localiza-
tion based on standard coordinates because there is no reliable,
noninvasive means currently available to resolve individual
nuclei. Indirect targeting is suboptimal due to anatomic variation
across individuals, which may lead to inaccurate targeting with
potential implications for clinical outcome. Histology-based
atlases may improve accuracy4 but are subject to limitations such
as the typically small number of subjects on which they are based
and registration errors when mapping from atlas to patient. DTI

tractography techniques aimed at delineating thalamic nuclei are
problematic when white matter tracts are difficult to track.5

The thalamus is a deep gray matter structure that contains a
considerable amount of WM. In the thalamus, iron content,
degree of WM myelination,6 and WM fiber orientation7 may all
contribute to susceptibility differences within the structure.
There are recent reports showing the potential of susceptibility
imaging for delineating thalamic nuclei at 7T;8,9 however, clini-
cally practical protocols at 3T are lacking. Here, we introduce a
novel method, leveraging short TEs, termed MR susceptibility
imaging with a short TE (MR-SISET), to bring out differences
in contrast among thalamic nuclei and provide an automated
method to delineate the intrathalamic subregions using K-
means clustering.

Technique
The study was approved by the local institutional review board,
and all subjects provided informed consent. Ten healthy controls
were included in the study spanning a broad age range (23–
65 years of age; 3 men) to assess intersubject variation due to age-
related myelination changes. MR-SISET was performed on 3T MR
imaging scanners (Magnetom Skyra/Prisma [6/4 subjects];
Siemens) using a 3D multiecho gradient-echo sequence:
FOV¼ 220 �170 � 75 mm3, matrix¼ 176 � 136 � 60, 1.25-mm
isotropic resolution, flip angle = 22°, TR¼ 92 ms, 20 multiple TE=
1.90–45.98ms with echo spacing of 2.32ms, bandwidth¼ 840 Hz/
pixel. MR-SISET maps were generated using the MEDI toolbox10

with a relatively high regularization parameter (l¼ 2000) related
to data fidelity and sharpness to optimize image contrast.
Automatic delineation was performed using a K-means algorithm
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with 6 different intensity clusters (Matlab R2019b; MathWorks).
Subregions were visually inspected and compared against known
thalamic nuclei as delineated in the Morel atlas.4 Susceptibility
contrast relative to that of the CM nucleus was calculated for each
subregion.

RESULTS
MR-SISET maps showed clear internal heterogeneity with 15
distinct nuclei showing a high degree of signal contrast with
neighboring nuclei (Fig 1). There were clear similarities
between subjects with several subregions that were consistently

segmented and appeared to corre-
spond to the following thalamic
nuclei on the Morel atlas (Fig 2 and
On-line Figure): CM (1), central medial
(CeM, 0.92 6 0.08), lateral pulvinar
(PuL, 0.87 6 0.09), STh (0.62 6 0.17),
and ventral medial (VM 0.95 6 0.08)
regions were consistently darker than
their neighbors, while ventral anterior
(VA, 1.32 6 0.09), mediodorsal (MD,
1.41 6 0.2), ventral posterior lateral
(VPL, 1.29 6 0.11), ventral posterior
medial (VPM, 1.296 0.13), and medial
pulvinar (PuM, 1.79 6 0.31) regions
were brighter than their surroundings
(contrast ratios are shown in parenthe-
ses). The ventral lateral anterior (VLa,
1.106 0.1) and ventral lateral posterior,
ventral division (VLpv, 1.04 6 0.06)
regions were not easily separable. The
anterior pulvinar (PuA, 1.17 6 0.13),
ventral lateral posterior, dorsal division
(VLpd, 1.17 6 0.15), and medial genic-
ulate (MGN, 1.18 6 0.19) regions had
similar contrast. The terms are defined
and contrast ratios are summarized in
the On-line Table.

DISCUSSION
MR-SISET delineates 15 distinct tha-
lamic subregions at 3T, as a result of a
greater sensitivity to myelin content
andWM packing geometry, supported
by previous works.11 A limitation of
this study is the lack of ground truth.
Instead, indirect comparisons have
been performed against the Morel
atlas, which is based on histology,
though from a small number of sub-
jects. The regions segmented using
MR-SISET do appear to correspond
well to nuclei delineated in the Morel
atlas. Further work is warranted in
patients with relevant pathology to
assess the potential utility in patients

undergoing functional neurosurgery.

CONCLUSIONS
MR-SISET enables subject-specific delineation of intrathalamic
structures. Thus far, magnetic susceptibility–based techniques
have not been widely exploited for resolving intrathalamic struc-
tures, particularly at 3T. Our preliminary results suggest that
MR-SISET has the potential to aid in more personalized, direct
visualization of thalamic nuclei for functional neurosurgery.

Disclosures: Sohae Chung—RELATED: Grant: National Institutes of Health R01
NS039135-11, R21 NS090349, P41 EB017183.* Pippa Storey—RELATED: Grant: National

FIG 1. MPRAGE images are shown in the axial (A) and sagittal planes (B), indicating section loca-
tion. Axial images: C, MR-SISET map. D, Boundaries of 15 thalamic nuclei derived from K-means
clustering. E, Corresponding Morel atlas labels are shown. F–H, Sagittal images (1-VA, 2-CeM, 3-
MD, 4-VLa, 5-VLpv, 6-CM, 7-VPL, 8-PuM, 9-PuL, 10-PuA, 11-VLpd, 12-VPM, 13-STh, 14-MGN, 15-VM
(not shown in H). Reprinted with permission fromMorel, 2007.6

FIG 2. MR-SISET maps with corresponding boundaries for all 10 subjects, showing clear similarities
between subjects with several subregions that were consistently segmented. S indicates subject.
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Neurovascular Complications in COVID-19 Infection:
Case Series

A.M. Franceschi, R. Arora, R. Wilson, L. Giliberto, R.B. Libman, and M. Castillo

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY:We present a series of 10 hospitalized patients with confirmed coronavirus 2019 infections who developed severe neu-
rovascular complications and discuss the possible reasons for these findings and their relationship to the novel Severe Acute
Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2 infection.

ABBREVIATIONS: ACE2 ¼ angiotensin-converting enzyme 2; COVID-19 ¼ coronavirus 2019; CRP ¼ C-reactive protein; CSS ¼ cytokine storm syndrome;
ICU ¼ intensive care unit; LDH ¼ lactate dehydrogenase; PCR ¼ polymerase chain reaction; SARS-CoV-2 ¼ Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is a predominantly
acute respiratory disease caused by the novel Severe Acute

Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).1 In addition
to progressive atypical respiratory system distress, other organ
systems including the CNS may be affected in part due to the
marked affinity of the virus for the angiotensin-converting
enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptors.2,3 Furthermore, a subgroup of
patients with severe COVID-19 develop cytokine storm syn-
drome (CSS), characterized by hyperinflammation due to rapid
accumulation of T-cells and macrophages, resulting in the release
of massive levels of cytokines into the bloodstream to eliminate
the offending pathogen, causing numerous clinical manifesta-
tions including atypical respiratory system distress and fever, pro-
gressing to widespread multiorgan dysfunction.4-7

An increasingly recognized feature of COVID-19 infection is
a thromboembolic diathesis, often resulting in brain ischemia,
even in young patients despite anticoagulation/antiplatelet treat-
ment. The comorbidity of pneumonia and thromboembolic com-
plications in patients with COVID-19 may be explained, in part,
by a causal relationship of severe inflammation and infection as
precipitating factors.6-8

Here, we present the neurovascular complications in 10 hospi-
talized patients with COVID-19 infection at our institutions.

Available neuroimaging studies including head CT, head and
neck CTA, and brain MR imaging were reviewed.

Case Reports
Patient 1. A 59-year-old woman with a medical history of hyper-
tension and morbid obesity was admitted with hypoxic respira-
tory failure requiring mechanical ventilation.

Initially, she experienced cough but no fever and went to an
emergency department and was advised to get a head CT but
left against medical advice. She drove to a different state and
developed weakness and difficulty moving her legs, increased
thirst, and dyspnea. She presented to our emergency depart-
ment with acute hypoxic respiratory failure, fever, acute renal
failure, and bilateral lung opacities on chest x-ray. She tested
positive for COVID-19 by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)
and was subsequently intubated and transferred to the intensive
care unit (ICU), where she developed septic shock and labile
blood pressures. Laboratory values included elevated D-dimer,
lactate dehydrogenase (LDH), C-reactive protein (CRP), and
ferritin levels, suggesting CSS. Chest CT demonstrated diffusely
scattered ground-glass opacities in the nondependent lung with
consolidation in the dependent lung parenchyma compatible
with atypical respiratory system distress in the setting of
COVID-19 infection. She developed a sudden right hemine-
glect, and head CT demonstrated focal low attenuation in the
left posterior frontal/anterior parietal lobes consistent with an
infarction (Fig 1). The patient did not improve and died 21 days
following admission.

Patient 2. A 37-year-old man with a history of hypertension and
morbid obesity presented to an outside hospital with fever and
difficulty breathing, initially attributed to influenza. PCR testing
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was performed and was positive for COVID-19, and he was
admitted for medical care.

He developed acute renal failure and required mechanical
ventilation with increasingly difficult oxygenation. Laboratory
findings were supportive of CSS with elevated D-dimer, LDH,
CRP, and ferritin levels. Chest CT revealed diffusely scattered
consolidative and ground-glass opacities in the nondependent
lung and consolidations in the dependent lung consistent with
atypical infection and atypical respiratory system distress.
After weaning from sedatives and paralytics, he was unre-
sponsive for several hours and again was transferred to the
ICU where he was noted to have no movement of the extrem-
ities and dilated, fixed pupils. Noncontrast CT of the head
showed intra-axial hemorrhages in the cerebellar hemispheres
and diffuse cerebral edema (Fig 2). A neurologist confirmed
brain death.

Patient 3. A 33-year-old man with no relevant medical
history presented following 12 days of self-treatment with
acetaminophen for respiratory symptoms. On the day of
admission, he developed sudden-onset left-sided weakness
and numbness. PCR testing was positive for COVID-19, and
he was admitted.

Chest CT revealed diffuse consolidative and ground-glass
opacities bilaterally. Laboratory values were concerning for
sepsis (lactate, 9.9 mm/L; CRP, 312 mg/L) and coagulopathy
(D-dimer, .50,000 ng/mL; ferritin, 1636 ng/mL). He devel-
oped septic shock requiring vasopressor support. He was
found to be in severe acute hypoxic respiratory failure (O2

saturation, 11%), was intubated, and was noted to have a right
forced-gaze deviation and left hemiparesis. He was treated
with IV tPA for suspected acute right MCA infarction and
placed on extracorporeal membrane oxygenation. Head CT
demonstrated subacute infarctions in the right frontal, right
parietal, and right parieto-occipital regions with edema and
mass effect resulting in subfalcine herniation and an associ-
ated small hemorrhage in the right parietal region (Fig 3).
CTA of the head and neck demonstrated no major vessel nar-
rowing or occlusion. The patient remains in the neurologic
ICU while on argatroban (direct thrombin inhibitor) drip and
a 3% hypertonic saline drip for cerebral edema.

Patient 4. A 71-year-old man with diabetes mellitus type 2, hyper-
lipidemia, and hypertension presented with altered mental sta-
tus and 2 days of fever and cough. Due to exposure to COVID-
19 from a family member, he was tested and was positive for
the disease.

Laboratory results showed hypoglycemia and acute renal fail-
ure. Noncontrast head CT and CTA findings were unremarkable.
MR imaging of the brain showed no acute findings. He
remained stable the first week and underwent a course of
hydroxychloroquine and an interleukin-2 receptor antagonist
with improvement in his respiratory status. On hospital day 8,
he developed acute encephalopathy and respiratory failure and

was intubated. His D–dimer level
spiked to 31,000 ng/mL, and chest
x-ray showed bilateral multifocal
pneumonia and pulmonary edema.
Noncontrast head CT was performed
and demonstrated a large left MCA
infarction with evolving low attenua-
tion in the left frontal, parietal, and
temporal lobes extending to the left
basal ganglia (Fig 4). He subse-
quently developed multiorgan failure
and died.

Patient 5. A 40-year-old man with
recently diagnosed diabetes mellitus,
hypertension, and hyperlipidemia
with a PCR positive for COVID-19
was discharged on supportive treat-
ment after a brief hospital stay for a
cough.

FIG 1. Axial noncontrast head CT demonstrates focal low attenuation
in the left posterior frontal/anterior parietal lobes in the region con-
sistent with an acute infarction.

FIG 2. Axial (A) and coronal (B) noncontrast CT demonstrates diffuse cerebral edema. There are
horizontally oriented intra-axial hemorrhages (arrows) in the cerebellar hemispheres on the coro-
nal view.
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Thereafter, he developed altered
mental status, bilateral loss of vision,
and headache. Laboratory results were
notable for lymphocytosis and 1%
bands, hemoglobin and platelets ele-
vated at 17.6 g/dL and 762,000 respec-
tively, international normalized ratio
elevated at 1.39, and fibrinogen level
elevated at 902. His D-dimer level was
elevated at 3115 ng/mL, with the fol-
lowing values: lactate, 7.5 mm/L; blood
urea nitrogen/creatinine, 13 mg/dL/
1.37 mg/dL (baseline creatinine, 0.8
mg/dL); aspartate transaminase, slightly
elevated at 56 u/L; alanine aminotrans-
ferase, normal at 67u/L; and LDH, ele-
vated at 577u/L. He developed a
presumed CSS and was intubated and
moved to the ICU. Noncontrast head
CT showed low attenuation in the pari-
etal and temporal lobes compatible
with acute infarcts (Fig 5A). A head
CT venogram showed occlusion of
the right internal carotid artery
extending to the supraclinoid seg-
ment where there was reconstitution
of flow through collaterals (Fig 5B).
CTA of the neck demonstrated filling
defects in the distal common carotid
arteries extending to the bulbs and
external carotid arteries (Fig 5C).
There was occlusion of the right in-
ternal carotid artery at the C2 level.
CT venogram findings were normal.

The patient remains in critical con-
dition in the ICU on full-dose anticoa-
gulation without improvement in his
neurologic status.

FIG 4. Axial noncontrast CT demonstrates acute infarctions in the left frontal, parietal, and
temporal lobes extending to the left basal ganglia and insular cortex, with additional small
infarcts in the right anterior limb of the internal capsule and right frontal subcortical white
matter.

FIG 5. Noncontrast CT (A) demonstrates low attenuation in the parietal and temporal lobes compatible with acute infarctions. Head CTV (B)
demonstrates occlusion of the cavernous segment of the right internal carotid artery (arrow). Neck CTA (C and D) shows extensive intraluminal
thrombi (arrows) in the distal common carotid arteries, extending to the carotid bulbs and external carotid arteries.

FIG 3. Axial noncontrast CT demonstrates acute infarctions in the right frontal and parietal
regions. There is a subcentimeter hemorrhage (arrow) in the right parietal region.
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Patient 6. A 37-year-old woman with a medical history of morbid
obesity presented with right upper extremity weakness, slurred
speech, and headaches. She reported chest congestion for 1 week
prior, and a subsequently obtained PCR was positive for COVID-
19. She was admitted for hypoxic respiratory failure, but mechan-
ical ventilation was not required. Laboratory values including D-
dimer levels were within normal limits. Hypercoagulable work-
up revealed a weakly positive immunoglobulin M anticardiolipin
antibody with negative findings on a dilute Russell viper venom
time screen.

Noncontrast head CT and neck CTA showed intraluminal
thrombus extending from the left common carotid artery
into the proximal internal carotid artery (Fig 6A). Brain MR
imaging revealed areas of restricted diffusion in the left fron-
tal and parieto-occipital regions consistent with acute infarc-
tions (Fig 6B). She remained hemodynamically stable
throughout her hospital stay and was discharged on full-dose
anticoagulation.

Patient 7. A 71-year-old man with a medical history of asthma,
hypertension, and atrial fibrillation presented with fever, short-
ness of breath, and dry cough for 10 days, followed by a synco-
pal episode. PCR for COVID-19 was positive.

Chest CT revealed bilateral linear and ground-glass opacities
with a peripheral predominance. Abnormal laboratory values
included CRP, 25 mg/L; LDH, 474 mm/L; and serum ferritin, 602
ng/mL. He developed acute respiratory failure with hypoxia de-
spite O2 supplementation and was intubated. He was enrolled in
an anti-interleukin 6 antibody treatment study and also received
hydroxychloroquine and a course of methylprednisolone, result-
ing in improvement in his respiratory status. He was extubated,
after which he was noted to be encephalopathic. Head CT
revealed focal low attenuation in the right centrum semiovale
and right frontal subcortical region, suggestive of infarctions

(Fig 7A, -B). Brain MR imaging demonstrated acute and subacute
infarcts in the frontal lobes (right greater than left), bilateral cen-
trum semiovale, right corona radiata, occipital lobes, and left cer-
ebellar hemisphere (Fig 7C-7E). Concurrently performed MRA
of the head and neck demonstrated no major vessel narrowing or
occlusion. He remains in the ICU and is able to follow simple
commands.

Patient 8. A 62-year-old woman with morbid obesity, diabe-
tes mellitus type 2, hypertension, and hyperlipidemia pre-
sented with cough and fever and an outside chest CT with
bilateral ground-glass opacities in a posterior and peripheral
distribution.

PCR for COVID-19 was twice negative. Laboratory values
were significant for elevated CRP, ferritin, and LDH, suggestive
of CSS. Her D-dimer level was 12,000 ng/mL. The patient’s oxy-
genation deteriorated, and she was intubated.

Ten days later, she developed altered mental status, and a
head CT demonstrated low attenuation in the left occipital lobe
(Fig 8A). Neck and head CTA findings were unremarkable. MR
imaging showed restricted diffusion in the left occipital and pari-
etal lobes. Pial enhancement was noted overlying the left occipital
infarct as well as diffuse dural enhancement. SWI showed numer-
ous microhemorrhages in the cerebral hemispheres, left cerebel-
lum, and left occipital lobe (Fig 8B-8E). She ultimately tested
PCR-positive for COVID-19. Her respiratory status improved,
and she was extubated. She was maintained on full-dose anticoa-
gulation with enoxaparin and was discharged to a rehabilitation
facility.

Patient 9. A 73-year-old man with no significant medical history
presented with fever and nonproductive cough for 1 week.
Given the local high-prevalence region, a PCR for COVID-19
was performed and was positive. Admission chest x-ray demon-
strated bilateral lung opacities. Abnormal laboratory results

FIG 6. Coronal and sagittal neck CTA (A) demonstrates nonocclusive intraluminal thrombus (arrows) extending from the left common carotid
artery to the proximal internal carotid artery. Axial DWI (B) demonstrates acute infarcts in the left frontal and parietal regions.
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included the following values: elevated D-dimer, 27,000ng/mL;
CRP, 25 mg/L; lactate, 3.1 mm/; and pro-B-type natriuretic pep-
tide, 9550. He was intubated due to acute hypoxic respiratory
failure and treated with an interleukin-2 receptor antagonist,
steroids, and hydroxychloroquine.

Chest CT showed worsening pneumonia with diffuse, consoli-
dative, and ground-glass opacities throughout both lungs. He
then developed altered mental status and seizures, and a head CT
showed focal low attenuation in the occipital and right frontal
lobes, compatible with infarctions (Fig 9). CTA of the head and
neck was not performed due to the patient’s poor overall condi-
tion. During the next 2 days, his respiratory status deteriorated
and he died.

Patient 10. A 62-year-old woman with a medical history of
emphysema and lung cancer presented with acute encephal-
opathy and hypoxic respiratory failure requiring intubation
and ventilator support. A PCR for COVID-19 was positive.

Abnormal laboratory results included mild leukocytosis
(white blood cell count, 12 � 103/mm3); elevated D-dimer
level, 5628 ng/dL; elevated inflammatory markers (CRP and
ferritin); elevated troponins; and marked respiratory acidosis.

A chest x-ray showed bilateral opacities. Head CT demon-
strated extensive low attenuation in the right frontal, tempo-
ral, and parietal regions consistent with infarction (Fig 10A).
There was also subtle high attenuation in the right MCA
(Fig 10B).

Head and neck CTA showed thrombus leading to occlusion
of the right internal carotid artery. Intracranially, there was occlu-
sion of the right internal carotid and middle cerebral arteries (Fig
10C, -D). Follow-up head CT on the same day revealed a right
middle cerebral artery territory acute infarction and areas of
low attenuation in the left temporal region and cerebellar
hemispheres (Fig 10E-10G).

Several days later, she developed profound refractory hypo-
tension and severe hypoxia despite high-dose vasopressors and
maximum ventilator support, and she died.

DISCUSSION
According to the World Health Organization, the ongoing
COVID-19 global pandemic has infected .3 million people
worldwide, resulting in nearly 218,000 deaths as of late April
2020, with cases reported in 213 countries, areas, and territo-
ries.1 Various risk factors have been reported as predictors of

FIG 7. Noncontrast CT demonstrates focal low attenuation in the right frontal centrum semiovale and right frontal subcortical region (A) and a
wedge-shaped area of low attenuation in the right parietal region (B). DWI demonstrate small infarcts in the frontal lobes (C), both occipital
lobes (D), and the left cerebellum (E).
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mortality and poor outcome, including advanced age, obesity,
pre-existing cardiovascular or cerebrovascular diseases, and
underlying immunosuppression.9,10

Given the propensity of COVID-
19 infection to involve the respiratory
system, initial scientific effort in diag-
nosis and therapeutics focused on the
respiratory aspects of the disease.11

There is increasing evidence that
thrombi are a major cause of multisys-
tem organ dysfunction, including re-
spiratory failure in severe cases of
infection. According to several publi-
cations, clotting plays a major role in
disease severity and mortality.12,13 In
addition to arterial clots, others have
observed high rates of venous throm-
boembolism in critically ill patients
who otherwise lack the classic risk fac-
tors for venous thromboembolism.10

A postmortem examination of 1 patient with severe COVID-19
disease revealed numerous pulmonary microthrombi. One fea-
ture of these diffuse capillary thrombi was the presence of

FIG 8. Noncontrast CT (A) demonstrates low attenuation in the left occipital lobe. DWI (B) confirms a left occipital infarction. Corresponding SWI (C)
shows confluent hemorrhages in the region of the acute infarction. SWI through the centrum semiovale (D) shows numerous bilateral microhemor-
rhages. Postcontrast T1-weighted image (E) shows leptomeningeal enhancement overlying the left occipital infarction and diffuse dural enhancement.

FIG 9. Non-contrast CT axial (A) and coronal (B) views demonstrate focal low attenuation in the
parietal and right frontal lobes compatible with acute infarctions.
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megakaryocytes, platelets, fibrin, and inflammatory cells, eg, neu-
rophils.14 Similarly, postmortem examinations from the SARS
outbreak of the early 2000s demonstrated pulmonary thrombi,
pulmonary infarcts, and microthrombi in other organs.6,7

Patients infected with COVID-19 may have a massive inflam-
matory reaction, presumably due to rapid accumulation of T-cells
and macrophages releasing cytokines into the bloodstream,
which aim to destroy the virus, resulting in CSS.4,5 Laboratory
findings of CSS include decreased T-cells and natural killer cells
and an increase in interleukin 6. Hypoxia is a trigger of inflam-
mation and contributes to an intense proinflammatory state.15,16

In addition, the COVID-19 virus has an affinity for ACE2 recep-
tors, which are found in the capillary endothelium.2,3 Data sug-
gest that engagement of the endothelium by the virus damages it,
increasing the permeability of the blood-brain barrier, resulting
in encephalopathy, encephalitis, and thrombosis and hemor-
rhage.17-19 Hemorrhages may be related to a coagulopathy due to
endothelial dysfunction as sequelae of CSS and/or liver dysfunc-
tion and consumption of clotting factors leading to disseminated
intravascular coagulation.

Neurologic manifestations are now recognized and, in 1 se-
ries, were present in 36.4% of patients.20,21 These findings may
be, at least in part, due to the affinity of COVID-19 for the
ACE2 receptors, which are relatively common in the respiratory
and nervous systems.2,3 Occasionally, CNS symptoms precede
other manifestations and may be the only indicators of the dis-
ease.21 Postmortem examinations have shown brain hyperemia

and edema as well as neuronal degeneration in patients with
COVID-19.22

As in other series, most of our patients (8 of 10) had signifi-
cant comorbidities, more commonly hypertension (n ¼ 6), mor-
bid obesity (n ¼ 4), diabetes (n ¼ 3), and cancer (n ¼ 1). Obesity
is associated with a risk of stroke, not only due to the propensity
for comorbid diabetes, hypertension, and hyperlipemia, all inde-
pendent risk factors for cardiovascular disease, but also because
fatty tissues are inherently proinflammatory and hypofibrino-
lytic.23 Being overweight is also a documented risk for poor out-
come in COVID-19 infection,24 and its link to an enhanced
inflammatory state and inherent prothrombotic state may also
explain the high prevalence of cerebral infarctions in these
patients. The number of cases herein described is too small to
determine whether specific comorbidities lead to specific CNS
manifestations. The high number of comorbidities in our patients
may explain why only 3 were older than 65 years when advancing
age has been a predisposing factor in other series.

We cannot speculate on the frequency of cerebral infarctions
in our patients with COVID-19 because the cases shown here
were specifically chosen to review these complications. In 1 large
series, slightly .36% of patients had CNS complications.21 In
that same series, 88 of 214 patients had severe infections, and
they were the ones with CNS complications. Of these patients, 4
had ischemic strokes and 1 a cerebral hemorrhage. Most them
also had severe hypertension, which was present in most of our
patients. In a small series from France, 13 patients underwent

FIG 10. Non-contrast CT demonstrates low attenuation suggestive of an acute right MCA territory infarction (A). There is subtle high attenua-
tion (arrow) in the right Sylvian fissure suggesting thrombus (B). Coronal and sagittal CTA views demonstrate long-segment thrombus resulting in
occlusion (arrow) of the right internal carotid artery (C). Head view (D) demonstrates occlusion of the right middle cerebral artery. Follow-up
head CT obtained on the same day as CTA reveals a right middle cerebral artery territory acute infarction and possible infarctions in the left pa-
rietal lobe and left temporal region (E and F). Cerebellar infarctions were also present (G).
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brain MR imaging and 3 showed cerebrovascular abnormalities,
which, by description, were small compared with the ones in our
series, and 8 showed leptomeningeal enhancement, which we saw
in only 1 patient.25 One of our patients showed diffuse cerebral
edema, and it is unclear whether this was the result of anoxia
induced by lung disease or a different reason. It is notable that 6
of our patients had symptoms and laboratory values suggesting
CSS but their brain imaging findings varied widely, and none cor-
responded to findings described previously for this syndrome.20

Thus, it seems that the neurovascular complications of
COVID-19, as illustrated by our cases and those of others,26-30

are common and varied, including multifocal infarctions, multi-
ple arterial occlusions, and/or intraluminal thrombi with or with-
out hemorrhages, which may be the result of a combination of
diffuse endothelial dysfunction, systemic hypercoagulability, and
hypoxic-ischemic damage from cardiopulmonary dysfunction.21

Previously, we reported posterior reversible encephalopathy syn-
drome–like findings in 2 patients, whom we decided not to
include in these series.31

CONCLUSIONS
We presented 10 hospitalized patients with COVID-19 who had
severe intracranial ischemic complications, and most had comor-
bidities, including hypertension, morbid obesity, and diabetes.
Although probably multifactorial, in many patients, neurovascu-
lar ischemic diathesis in the setting of COVID-19 infection may
be explained by a combination of cytokine release syndrome
resulting in severe inflammation, leading to endothelial dysfunc-
tion; a hypercoagulable state; and cardiopulmonary dysfunction
with hypoxia and hemodynamic insufficiency accentuated by
direct viral-mediated breakdown of the blood-brain barrier.
Although our study is a small observational series, it demon-
strates the wide range of ischemic brain lesions in patients with
COVID-19, and these should be kept in mind when imaging
such patients.
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CLINICAL REPORT
ADULT BRAIN

Leukoencephalopathy Associated with Severe COVID-19
Infection: Sequela of Hypoxemia?

M. Lang, K. Buch, M.D. Li, W.A. Mehan, Jr, A.L. Lang, T.M. Leslie-Mazwi, and S.P. Rincon

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: There is increasing evidence to suggest that complications of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) infection are not
only limited to the pulmonary system but can also involve the central nervous system. Here, we report 6 critically ill patients with
COVID-19 infection and neuroimaging findings of leukoencephalopathy. While these findings are nonspecific, we postulate that
they may be a delayed response to the profound hypoxemia the patients experienced due to the infection. No abnormal enhance-
ment, hemorrhage, or perfusion abnormalities were noted on MR imaging. In addition, Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome corona-
virus 2 was not detected in the CSF collected from the 2 patients who underwent lumbar puncture. Recognition of COVID-19-
related leukoencephalopathy is important for appropriate clinical management, disposition, and prognosis.

ABBREVIATIONS: COVID-19 ¼ coronavirus disease 2019; PaO2 ¼ partial pressure of oxygen; SARS-CoV-2 ¼ Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2;
MR ¼ magnetic resonance; CT ¼ computed tomography; CSF ¼ cerebrospinal fluid

There is mounting evidence that Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) can affect the central

nervous system, with hematogenous spread or direct neural propa-
gation via the olfactory pathway proposed as possible mechanisms
of SARS-CoV-2 neurotropism.1 The angiotensin converting
enzyme 2 receptor plays a role in the mechanism by which the
SARS-CoV-2 gains cellular entry and is expressed in the brain.2,3

Furthermore, the SARS-CoV-2 virus has been detected in the
CSF of a patient with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19).4

Neurologic symptoms are commonly reported in patients with
COVID-19 infection; a study from France reported that 91% of
patients with COVID-19 infection demonstrated neurologic symp-
toms, while a study from China reported a lower prevalence of
36%.5,6 Moreover, there are case reports of encephalitis, including
a case of hemorrhagic necrotizing encephalopathy, associated with
COVID-19 infection.7-10 Recently, there is emerging evidence of
white matter injury associated with COVID-19 infection in the
form of demyelinating lesions and leukoencephalopathy without a
clear etiology.11,12 Here, we report a case series of suspected white
matter injury in patients with COVID-19 infection.

CASE SERIES
Our study was performed retrospectively, at a large, urban, aca-
demic medical center and was approved by the institutional
review board with a waiver of informed consent. A total of 42
patients who tested positive for COVID-19 via real-time reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction underwent brain MR
imaging, and the imaging was reviewed. Six patients were found
to have imaging findings of leukoencephalopathy and were
included in this study.

All 6 patients presented to our hospital for increased difficulty
in breathing, and all without neurologic impairment at the time
of presentation. The average age of the patients was 64 years
(range, 60–76 years; 4 men and 2 women). No patients had a his-
tory of neurologic disease or were immunocompromised. One
patient had brain MR imaging 1 year prior, which demonstrated
minimal nonspecific white matter changes without other abnor-
malities. All 6 patients required intubation in the emergency
department for hypoxic respiratory failure. The lowest recorded
arterial oxygen level (partial pressure of oxygen [PaO2]) was
between 46 and 66 mm Hg during their hospital course, with an
average of 55 mm Hg (On-line Table). All 6 patients were
weaned off sedation between admission days 9 and 24 when their
respiratory status improved, with 2 patients successfully extu-
bated. All patients exhibited altered mental status and neurologic
symptoms between admission days 15 and 30.

Five of the 6 patients underwent noncontrast-enhanced
CT imaging first, with a mean time to CT of 23 days (range,
14–30 days) from date of admission. Four of the 5 CT
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studies were unremarkable, with only patient 2 exhibiting
multiple bilateral hypodense lesions in the deep cerebral
white matter (Fig 1).

All 6 patients eventually underwent MR imaging of the brain
with a mean time to MR imaging of 26 days (range, 14–34 days)
from date of admission. The mean duration between the PaO2

nadir and MR imaging was 22 days (range, 13–29 days). All MR
imaging examinations performed at our institution included axial
diffusion-weighted imaging (b ¼ 1000), susceptibility-weighted

imaging, axial T2 FLAIR, and axial T2-weighted imaging. Three
patients had contrast-enhanced T1-weighted imaging, 2 patients
had MRA, and 3 patients had arterial spin-labeling.

On MR images, all 6 patients exhibited symmetric T2
FLAIR hyperintense signal and restricted diffusion involving
the deep white matter of both cerebral hemispheres, with rela-
tive sparing of the subcortical U-fibers (Figs 2 and 3).
Additional sites of white matter involvement were also
observed in the 6 patients: corpus callosum in patient 2 (Fig 2);
middle cerebellar peduncles in patients 1, 2, 4, 5, and 6 (Fig 4);
and corticospinal tracts in patients 2, 3 and 4. On the fractional
anisotropy map, focal areas of white matter tract disruption
were observed only in patient 2 (Fig 2). No evidence of brain
stem or basal ganglia involvement, mass effect, hemorrhage, or
other acute findings was observed. Of the patients who also
underwent contrast-enhanced MR imaging, MRA, or arterial
spin-labeling, no abnormal gadolinium enhancement, vascular
pathology, or perfusion abnormality was observed (Figs 4 and
5). The imaging findings of restricted diffusion with corre-
sponding T2 FLAIR hyperintensity in the white matter are con-
sistent with leukoencephalopathy.

DISCUSSION
Neurologic complications related to COVID-19 infection are not
uncommon, but associated neuroimaging manifestations have

FIG 2. Brain MR images of a critically ill patient (Patient 2) with COVID-19 infection exhibiting impaired arousal, aphasia, and lethargy. A and B,
Paired axial DWI and ADC map show symmetric foci of restricted diffusion involving the deep white matter of both cerebral hemispheres. C,
Axial T2/FLAIR image through the same level shows associated increased T2/FLAIR hyperintensity corresponding to the regions of restricted dif-
fusion. D, Axial fractional anisotropy map shows focal disruption of white matter tracts in the regions of diffusion restriction (white arrows). E
and F, Paired axial DWI and ADC map show restricted diffusion of the body of the corpus callosum (arrow). G and H, Paired axial DWI and ADC
map show restricted diffusion of the splenium of the corpus callosum (arrow).

FIG 1. Head CT of a critically ill patient (patient 2) with COVID-19
infection. Axial CT images demonstrate multiple hypodense foci
within the bilateral periventricular white matter (white arrows) with-
out evidence of hemorrhage.
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not been extensively investigated.5,7,10,13 Initial reported neuro-
imaging findings related to COVID-19 infection included in-
farction, hemorrhage, and encephalopathy.5,7,13-15 Recently,
leukoencephalopathy with intracranial microhemorrhages was
reported.11 Specifically, the authors observed posterior pre-
dominant white matter FLAIR hyperintensity, posterior circu-
lation hyperperfusion, and susceptibility signal in the corpus
callosum. The mechanism underlying leukoencephalopathy in
the setting of COVID-19 infection, however, remains unclear.
While neurotropism has been proposed as an underlying cause

for neurologic symptoms related to
COVID-19 infection, there may be addi-
tional mechanisms at play.1 Specifically,
the brain is sensitive to oxygen depriva-
tion, and severe COVID-19 infection is
known to be associated with hypoxe-
mia.16 In our case series, we present evi-
dence of white matter–specific injury,
which may be the sequela of COVID-19-
related hypoxemia.

On MR imaging, all patients in our
case series exhibited sparing of the sub-
cortical U-fibers and brain stem, with
relatively symmetric involvement of the
deep cerebral white matter, which is
reminiscent of delayed posthypoxic
leukoencephalopathy.17 Severe cases of

COVID-19 infection are associated with profound hypoxemia,
and all 6 patients in our series required intubation and experi-
enced marked hypoxemia. It has been postulated that prolonged
or severe hypoxemia can lead to myelin sheath damage through
dysfunction of the adenosine triphosphate–dependent enzymes
responsible for myelin secretion and maintenance—a cycle of
approximately every 23 days.18 Neurologic symptoms in all 6
patients were first detected between 14 and 23 days after the
date of the lowest recorded PaO2. Furthermore, the mean dura-
tion between MR imaging and the PaO2 nadir was 22 days,
which could be consistent with a posthypoxemic etiology.

Infection-related leukoencephalopathy due to neurotropism is
also possible, and similar features have been reported with other in-
fectious agents, including human immunodeficiency virus, human
polyomavirus JC, and Borrelia burgdorferi (Lyme disease).17 SARS-
CoV-2, however, was not detected in the CSF samples of 2 patients
in our series who underwent lumbar puncture, and no other abnor-
malities were noted in the CSF samples (On-line Table).17 There is
the possibility of false-negative CSF findings as the sensitivity and
specificity of SARS-CoV-2 detection in the CSF has not been estab-
lished. Confirmation of tropism to the cerebral white matter by
SARS-CoV-2 requires further pathology and postmortem investiga-
tion. Vascular and toxic/metabolic causes of leukoencephalopathy
are also possible; however, the absence of perfusion abnormalities,
infarction, hemorrhage, and the lack of clear toxin or medication-
related culprits in these patients make these etiologies less likely.17

Finally, neural injury related to the cytokine storm syndrome has
been proposed, with Poyiadji et al7 reporting neuroimaging find-
ings of acute necrotizing encephalopathy in a case of COVID-19
infection.19 These imaging features, however, were absent in our
case series but this may be related to differences in disease severity,
imaging at different stages of the disease, or different underlying
processes. Further investigation into the inflammatory response
associated with neurologic injury in patients with COVID-19 infec-
tion is warranted.

There are several limitations of our case series, the first of which
is the small number of patients. Second, only 1 patient had brain
MR imaging 1 year prior, which showed minimal nonspecific white
matter changes. The remaining 5 patients had no baseline imaging
studies. However, given the normal neurologic status of the 6

FIG 3. Brain MR images of a critically ill patient (patient 1) with COVID-19 infection exhibiting
altered mental status. A and B, Paired axial DWI and ADC map show symmetric restricted diffu-
sion of the deep white matter of both cerebral hemispheres. C, Axial T2 FLAIR image through
the same level shows associated increased T2 FLAIR hyperintensity corresponding to the regions
of restricted diffusion.

FIG 4. Brain MR images of a critically ill patient (patient 5) with
COVID-19 infection exhibiting impaired arousal and diffuse hyperto-
nicity. A, Axial FLAIR image shows increased T2 FLAIR signal in the
bilateral middle cerebellar peduncles (arrows). B, Contrast-enhanced
T1-weighted image shows absence of abnormal enhancement of the
bilateral middle cerebellar peduncles (arrows). C and D, Paired axial
DWI and ADC map show corresponding restricted diffusion of bilat-
eral middle cerebellar peduncles (arrows).
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patients before admission, the white matter abnormalities seen in
our case series were unlikely to be chronic in nature. Third, given
the critical condition of these patients, serial imaging was not per-
formed to assess the ongoing evolution of these neuroimaging find-
ings. Larger cohort studies with standardized imaging sequences
are required to better evaluate the spectrum of neuroimaging find-
ings related to COVID-19 infection.

Recognition of a clinical syndrome is an initial step in deci-
phering disease mechanisms, introducing and testing therapeu-
tic modalities, and ultimately modifying the course for
improved patient outcomes. Health care providers should be
aware of the potential for a COVID-19-related delayed leukoen-
cephalopathy syndrome in patients infected with SARS-CoV-2
and displaying subacute neurologic deficits, despite improve-
ment in respiratory status. The consequences of delayed post-

hypoxic leukoencephalopathy can be severe, including both
morbidity from chronic neurologic deficits and mortality.
Further research is necessary to better understand this entity.
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COMMENTARY

Level of Evidence during the COVID-19 Pandemic: Making the
Case for Case Series and Case Reports

Irecently peer-reviewed case report and case series manuscripts of
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-

2) and coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Case reports and
case series can lack the power to distinguish a statistically significant
difference, which could hide a potential risk or benefit to diagnostic
testing or treatment. The hierarchy of research evidence has worked
its way into medical education and clinical practice. The research
applied to clinical practice is often considered more trustworthy
when using higher levels of research evidence (such as high-pow-
ered, prospective, randomized controlled trials or a meta-analysis
of high-quality studies). Several national organizations, scientific
panels, and clinical academies give case reports and case series
some of their lowest rankings with regard to level of research evi-
dence.1 Some journals have gone a step further and discontinued
case reports, accepting only higher-level research study designs for
publication. Academic promotions also consider the rigor of
research, giving little credit for case reports and case series.

However, we still need case reports and case series. They pro-
vide us with data for rare diseases, as well as early news and
potential clinical insights for evolving illnesses. Initial cases may
provide the impetus for more organized, higher-level research.
Higher-powered, prospective, randomized controlled trials pro-
vide a high quality of research evidence but may require funding,
organization, and time to collect and analyze data, and a delay in
information publication during a rapidly evolving global pan-
demic may not be optimal. A meta-analysis requires other
research to be completed and published before one can even con-
sider taking the time to do the meta-analysis. Applying higher
levels of research evidence is absolutely vital to the practice of
medicine, but lower levels of research evidence should not be
dismissed.

During this COVID-19 pandemic, I have seen neuroimaging
findings differ between separate case series. The astute radiologists
and ordering clinicians may assimilate case series into their prac-
tice, realizing that the limitations will necessitate adaptation when
additional information and better research become available. For
example, the article “Leukoencephalopathy Associated with Severe
COVID-19 Infection: Sequela of Hypoxemia?”2 found a lack of
hemorrhage in their entire case series, but we have seen case

reports and case series with petechial hemorrhage in patients with
COVID-19.3,4 There were also no changes in enhancement or cer-
ebral perfusion for this case series, but we have observed these
changes in other reported cases.5 Publication of this case series2

without any hemorrhages, enhancement, or cerebral perfusion ab-
normality is not necessarily to contradict the literature, but instead
adds data to the scientific community when we have a new illness
in evolution. Combined with other publication findings, this case
series2 will perhaps, in the future, help distinguish patient variables
protective from hemorrhage (or clarify risk factors for hemor-
rhage) in COVID-19. Hopefully, these data motivate the clinical
and scientific communities to do further research for better infor-
mation so that one day we might have good knowledge for evi-
dence-based medical practice and eventual medical wisdom.

In a busy clinical practice, it can be difficult to piece together
the vast array of case series with inconsistent variables being
reported. Maybe an ambitious researcher will tie it all together,
perhaps with a meta-analysis. I remain hopeful that good evi-
dence-based medical knowledge will eventually be available from
high-level research evidence, but until then, careful incorporation
of case reports and case series may have to suffice.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Emergent Premedication for Contrast Allergy Prior to
Endovascular Treatment of Acute Ischemic Stroke
D.A. Tonetti, S.M. Desai, A. Morrison, B.A. Gross, T.G. Jovin, B.T. Jankowitz, and A.P. Jadhav

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE:Management of contrast media allergies may lead to treatment delays in patients with acute ische-
mic stroke undergoing endovascular therapy. The optimal premedication strategy remains unclear. The aim of this report was to
analyze our experience with emergent administration of premedication regimens before endovascular therapy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We retrospectively reviewed prospective data for all patients undergoing endovascular therapy from
2012 to 2019 at an academic comprehensive stroke center. Records of patients with documented contrast allergy were reviewed
and analyzed. Data collected included stroke risk factors and characteristics, historical contrast reaction details, premedication regi-
mens administered, and signs or symptoms of allergic reaction developing post-endovascular therapy. Hospital arrival time to endo-
vascular therapy was compared with that in those who did not have a history of contrast allergy.

RESULTS: We analyzed 1521 patients undergoing endovascular therapy; 60 (4%) had documented contrast allergies and consti-
tuted the study cohort. The median age was 73 years (interquartile range, 66–81 years), and 65% were women. The median time
from premedication to contrast was 24minutes (interquartile range, 0–36 minutes). Forty-three patients (72%) proceeded
directly to endovascular therapy; in 17 patients, the first contrast exposure was CTA. Time from hospital arrival to endovascular
therapy was not slower for patients with documented allergies (96 versus 134minutes, P¼ .32). No patients experienced a con-
trast media reaction.

CONCLUSIONS: In a single-institution cohort study of 60 consecutive patients with documented contrast allergies undergoing
endovascular therapy with emergent premedication en route to (or in) the neuroangiography suite, no patients experienced allergic
symptoms. This pragmatic approach may be safe for patients who have documented contrast media allergies.

ABBREVIATIONS: EVT ¼ endovascular therapy; ICM ¼ iodinated contrast media; IQR ¼ interquartile range; LVO ¼ large-vessel occlusion

Allergic reactions occur in 0.1%–0.6% of patients after exposure
to modern nonionic iodinated contrast media (ICM), of

which 1%–5% are severe.1-4 Similarly, documentation of con-
trast dye allergies is not uncommon in electronic health
records.3 Documentation of a contrast media reaction may
lead to delays in care for patients with acute ischemic stroke
who require the administration of contrast for cerebrovascular
imaging in the form of CTA and/or endovascular therapy
(EVT) in an emergent manner.

There are no guidelines regarding antireaction medication
paradigms for patients with a documented contrast dye allergy
undergoing emergent EVT for large-vessel occlusion (LVO), and
practices vary widely. Furthermore, contrast allergy is typically
considered a contraindication for enrollment in EVT clinical tri-
als, so high-quality data regarding best practices in this popula-
tion are lacking. A documented contrast allergy may result in
delay and/or avoidance of performing contrast-based cerebrovas-
cular imaging (eg, CTA) per local institutional practices. At our
center, a protocol was introduced in which patients presenting
with emergent LVO bypass CTA and proceed directly to the neu-
rointerventional suite. These patients were then administered
prophylactic premedication as soon as possible for their contrast
allergy, with the aim of avoiding delays to revascularization.

The objective of this report was to analyze our institutional
experience administering emergent premedication regimens to
consecutive patients with a documented history of ICM allergy at
the time of emergent EVT.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
We performed a retrospective review of prospectively collected
patient records at a single academic comprehensive stroke center
(University of Pittsburgh Medical Center) from 2012 to 2019. All
patients who were referred for EVT for emergent LVO during
this time were included if they had a documented history of a
reaction to contrast media. Patients were referred for EVT by a
fellowship-trained vascular neurologist, and EVT was performed
by 1 of 4 neurointerventionalists. This study was approved by our
local institutional review board.

The study protocol began when a patient with a documented
history of ICM allergy was referred for EVT; patients in the pro-
tocol who presented directly to the comprehensive stroke center
would bypass noninvasive cerebrovascular imaging (eg, CTA)
and proceed directly to the neurointerventional angiography
suite. For patients who were transferred from outside facilities,
CTA may have been performed per local institutional protocols,
and these patients were included in the analysis. Contrast pre-
medication was administered at the discretion of the treating
physicians before EVT in all cases. Premedication regimens and
dosages were tabulated and recorded, along with the time from
premedication administration to contrast administration.

EVT was performed with the patient under monitored anes-
thesia care or general anesthesia using Isovue-300 (Bracco) and
conventional thrombectomy methods. Contrast dosages used for
EVT were recorded. The dose of contrast used for the DSA was
calculated by subtracting the contrast remaining at the end of the
case from the amount of contrast in bottles opened. All patients
were monitored by both an anesthesiology team and a trained
neurointerventional nurse before, during, and after the proce-
dure. Patients were then observed in a dedicated neurointensive
care unit and monitored for symptoms of allergic reaction for
24 hours postprocedure.

Additional data collected and recorded included stroke risk fac-
tors and characteristics, historical contrast reaction details (which
contrast agent and what type of reaction, when available), the
necessity for further treatment of contrast reactions (additional
medication, intubation for airway protection), and symptoms of al-
lergic reactions during or after the procedure for up to 24hours.

Outcome Measures
The primary outcome was any indication of allergic reaction to
contrast media at any point up to 24 hours postprocedure.
Symptoms including nausea, emesis, rash, shortness of breath,
anaphylaxis, or unexplained hypotension were reviewed and
recorded. The need for additional antiallergy medication or intu-
bation was recorded. Time metrics were then compared with
those of patients undergoing EVT without documented contrast
allergy during the same study period to assess differences or
delays in care.

RESULTS
Between 2012 and 2019, in the setting of an LVO, 1521 patients
with acute ischemic stroke underwent EVT. Of those, 60 patients
(4%) had a documented contrast allergy (Figure). Forty-three
patients (43/60, 72%) bypassed noninvasive vascular imaging and
proceeded directly to the angiography suite; another 17 patients

(28%) underwent CTA before EVT and were premedicated
before CTA. In patients who bypassed CTA, the presence of an
LVO was suspected on the basis of CT of the head without con-
trast findings (ie, hyperdense thrombus sign) or by clinical exam-
ination (NIHSS score. 12). Occlusion location was the middle
cerebral artery (segment 1, M1) in 45% or the ICA terminus in
27% (Table 1). The median time from last-known-well to hospital
arrival was 4.3 hours (interquartile range [IQR] ¼ 2.4–8.1 hours),
the median NIHSS score was 18 (IQR ¼ 13–23), and the median
ASPECTS was 9 (IQR ¼ 8–10). Intravenous tPA was adminis-
tered in 16 patients (16/60, 27%).

Previously documented allergic reactions were tabulated and
recorded when available at the time of EVT. Reaction types were
as follows: rash (20/60, 33%), anaphylaxis (10/60, 17%), shortness
of breath (5/60, 8%), and nausea/emesis (9/60, 15%) with previ-
ous ICM administration. Twenty-one patients (35%) with docu-
mented ICM allergy lacked specific details regarding a prior
allergic response. At the time of admission, 1 patient (1.7%) was
taking 3mg of prednisone daily for polymyalgia rheumatica; no
other patients were on pre-existing chronic oral steroid regimens.

Premedication Regimen
Fifty-six patients (93%) received a combination of corticoste-
roid and diphenhydramine as premedication immediately
before EVT (Table 2). All medications were administered as in-
travenous pushes. The remaining 4 patients received corticoste-
roid only. Hydrocortisone was the most commonly used
corticosteroid, and the most common dose was 200mg. When
methylprednisolone was used (n ¼ 11, 18%), doses between
100 and 200mg were used. The average dose of diphenhydr-
amine was 50mg. Ten milligrams of dexamethasone was used
in conjunction with diphenhydramine in 1 patient (1.7%). No
patients had adverse effects attributable to corticosteroid or
antihistamine administration.

EVT was performed with 88% of patients achieving modified
TICI 2b or higher reperfusion using an average contrast dose of
151 6 32mL of Isovue 300. The median time from premedica-
tion administration to contrast exposure was 24minutes (IQR ¼
5–54 minutes) and was not significantly different between those
who underwent CTA first versus those who underwent DSA only
(P¼ .53).

Primary Outcome
No patients experienced intraprocedural or immediate post-EVT
reactions manifesting as nausea/emesis, shortness of breath or
wheezing, new rash, or anaphylaxis in response to ICM adminis-
tration. One patient with a known drug reaction with eosino-
philia and systemic symptoms syndrome who had an LVO while
undergoing an inpatient work-up for a severe cutaneous rash
over her flank and back had a persistent rash that did not worsen
with EVT. No patients experienced delayed hypersensitivity reac-
tions manifesting as delayed urticaria or shortness of breath
within 24 hours post-EVT.

Impact of Premedication Administration on Time
For patients with documented contrast allergies, the median time
from hospital arrival to EVT was 45minutes (IQR ¼ 23–
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85minutes) (Table 3). For all other patients undergoing EVT
during the study period, the median time from hospital arrival to
puncture was 60minutes (IQR ¼ 20–105minutes), a difference
that was not statistically significant (P¼ .31).

DISCUSSION
The most important finding of this study is that patients with
contrast allergy with LVO who receive emergency pretreatment
can safely undergo EVT without delay. Here, we describe a sin-
gle-institution consecutive series of patients with documented
allergies to ICM who were referred for emergent EVT with pre-
medication administered either en route to or in the angiography
suite. Among 1521 patients undergoing thrombectomy during
the study period, 60 (4%) had documented contrast allergies. We
found that in the cohort of 60 patients referred for EVT with

documented ICM allergies during 8 years, undergoing EVT after
receiving premedication resulted in no observable reactions.

Contrast dye allergy documentation in the electronic health
records is not uncommon; in a cross-sectional analysis of 2.7 mil-
lion patients in a large health care system in the United States,
1.3% had documented contrast allergies.3 A prior allergic-like
reaction to ICM is the most substantial risk factor for a recurrent
allergic-like adverse event,5-7 and the risk of anaphylactoid reac-
tions is higher in women.8 In the setting of premedication, repeat
reactions to contrast agents occur uncommonly.9,10 When they
do occur, reactions are usually of similar severity to the index
event and are rarely severe.7,9,10 Unfortunately, it is exceptionally
common for electronic health records to be ambiguous and lack
details regarding imaging-technique-specific allergies or allergies
to specific contrast agents.3 Regardless of accuracy or reliability, a
documented allergy can result in delays in obtaining necessary

FIGURE. Patient flow diagram.
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imaging and thereby pose a challenge to the neurointerventional-
ist advocating for workflow efficiency in obtaining care for
the patient with a suspected LVO. For example, some radiology
departments may require pretreatment medication before nonin-
vasive vascular imaging (ie, CTA), resulting in delays to

revascularization. At our institution, these delays ultimately
resulted in the development of a protocol in which patients with
contrast allergies bypass noninvasive vessel imaging and proceed
directly to the neuroangiography suite.

In this report, we included those patients who underwent con-
trast exposure in the form of CTA at other institutions before
transfer to our center for completion. However, in 43 patients
older than 8 years of age who presented directly to our center and
bypassed noninvasive imaging, proceeding with EVT as emer-
gently as possible with premedication given en route resulted in
no observable allergic reactions and numerically reduced the av-
erage time from hospital arrival to puncture (though this did not
achieve significance).

Prior retrospective reports of patients undergoing percuta-
neous coronary interventions using ICM have demonstrated
low rates of adverse reactions among patients with or without
prior ICM allergy, leading some to advocate for reconsideration
of the necessity of premedication with low-ionic ICM.11

Regardless, current recommendations from the American
College of Radiology Manual on Contrast Media in 2020 are pre-
medication regimens consisting of an antihistamine (eg,
diphenhydramine) and a steroid (eg, hydrocortisone), with a
minimum of 4 hours until contrast exposure for patients with
documented ICM allergy.7 These guidelines were not designed
for, nor are they tailored to, address the emergent nature of
EVT. Our study may have relevance in other scenarios in which
emergent contrast administration may be indicated in a time-
sensitive manner (eg, percutaneous coronary intervention,
trauma, pulmonary embolism). The modified emergent pre-
medication protocol used in our study could be considered in
these other situations.

In 1986, Greenberger et al12 proposed a regimen of 200mg
of intravenous hydrocortisone immediately, then every 4 hours
until the procedure is completed, and 50mg of intravenous
diphenhydramine 1 hour before emergency procedures.
We have altered that protocol by delivering both classes of med-
ications as soon as possible before needle puncture and by low-
ering exposure via bypassing noninvasive cerebrovascular
imaging. Biologic effects of an intravenous hydrocortisone peak
at 1–2 hours (half-life: 1.7 hours)13 and almost immediately af-
ter administration for intravenous diphenhydramine (half-life:
8.4 hours);14 despite these effects, there remains no definite
proof that steroids or antihistamines given at the time of first
contrast exposure, compared with several hours before a proce-
dure, offer protection from an allergic reaction.7,15,16 However,
because delaying EVT for LVO confers significant harm, the
risk-to-benefit ratio favors intervention despite a potential aller-
gic reaction. Thus, we believe that administering premedica-
tions en route to the neuroangiography suite, followed by close
patient monitoring by trained staff for signs of allergy or reac-
tion, is safe and practical. The data presented in this report rep-
resent a real-world, pragmatic, standardized approach to the
care of a patient with an LVO and a known and/or documented
contrast media allergy. While under ideal circumstances,
patients with suspected LVO would be triaged with a noninva-
sive imaging technique, the unique challenge of balancing time
to reperfusion with patient safety may justify a direct-to-

Table 1: Baseline characteristics
Characteristics No. (%)

Age (median) (IQR) (yr) 73 (66–81)
Male sex 21 (35%)
NIHSS score (median) (IQR) 18 (13–23)
Comorbidities
Hypertension 50 (83%)
Hyperlipidemia 39 (65%)
Atrial fibrillation 35 (58%)
Diabetes mellitus 19 (32%)
ASPECTS (median) (IQR) 9 (8–10)
TLKW to arrival (median) (IQR) (hr) 4.3 (2.4–8.1)
IV tPA 16 (27%)
Occlusion location
ICA 16 (27%)
MCA-M1 27 (45%)
MCA-M2 10 (17%)
Basilar artery 7 (12%)
mTICI $ 2b 53 (88%)
Prior allergic reactions
Type of allergic reactions
Nausea, vomiting 9 (15%)
Rash 20 (33%)
SOB, wheezing 5 (8%)
Anaphylaxis 10 (17%)
Other 5 (8%)
Not recorded 21 (35%)

Note:—TLKW indicates time last known well; SOB, shortness of breath; mTICI,
modified TICI.

Table 2: Precontrast exposure medication regimen and
resultant reactions

Pre-Exposure Regimen No. (%)
Diphenhydramine and corticosteroid 56 (93%)
Corticosteroid only 4 (7%)
Medication specifics n (%)
Diphenhydramine (median dose) 56 (93%), 50mg
Corticosteroids (median dose)
Hydrocortisone 48 (80%), 200mg
Methylprednisolone 11 (18%), 100mg
Dexamethasone 1 (1.7%), 10mg

Postexposure reaction
Nausea, vomiting 0 (0)
Rash 0 (0)
SOB, wheezing 0 (0)
Anaphylaxis 0 (0)
Other 0 (0)

Note:—SOB indicates shortness of breath.

Table 3: Impact of contrast allergy on time from hospital
arrival to puncture

Arrival to Puncture
Mean
(SD)

Median
(IQR)

Patients with prior documented contrast
allergy (min) (n¼ 60)

96 (167) 45 (23–85)

All other patients (min) (n¼ 1403)a 134 (291) 60 (20–105)
a Excluding patients with incomplete data.
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angiography suite paradigm in this patient population with con-
sideration of recommendations. If MR angiography without
contrast can be performed without delay, this approach may be
a reasonable alternative.

Limitations
This report has several limitations and must be interpreted with
caution. First, this is a single-institution study of moderate size
with no control cohort. Thus, this is not a valid comparison of
one pretreatment paradigm versus any other. There were no
patients with documented ICM allergies who did not receive pre-
medication, and it is possible that the patients presented here
would have the same outcomes had they not been administered
premedication. Second, the cohort described here had docu-
mented allergies of varying severities and symptomatology and
may not adequately sample patients with severe reactions. This
analysis, predicated on documentation of allergic reactions to
contrast media, may have excluded patients with an undocu-
mented allergy. As with any procedure, the potential benefits of
the procedure must be balanced against the risks for any individ-
ual patient. Third, delayed adverse reactions (most commonly ur-
ticaria17) are rare but may develop from 30 to 60minutes up to 1
week following exposure, with most occurring in the first
48 hours.7,18 It is possible that minor delayed reactions beyond
24 hours would not be captured in this analysis. Fourth, determi-
nation of allergic reactions involving the airway is more difficult
for the minority of patients who require intubation before under-
going EVT and may limit this analysis.

The strengths of this report are that the paradigm here consists
of a standard regimen of widely available medications that are im-
mediately accessible at most centers caring for these patients and
results in minimal delays of patient care. The cohort reported here
also includes patients with a variety of reactions and severities,
therefore the results presented here are likely to have some degree
of external validity.

CONCLUSIONS
In a single-institution cohort study of 60 consecutive patients
with documented contrast allergies undergoing EVT for LVO
with premedications administered en route to the neuroangiogra-
phy suite, no patients experienced allergic symptoms. This prag-
matic approach may be safe for patients who have documented
contrast media allergies.

Disclosures: Shashvat M. Desai—RELATED: Comments: Award Number
U10NS086489 (National Institutes of Health Stroke Trials Network, Regional
Coordinating Center University of Pittsburgh).* Bradley A. Gross—UNRELATED:
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

Shape Modification is Common in Woven EndoBridge–
Treated Intracranial Aneurysms: A Longitudinal Quantitative

Analysis Study
J. Rosskopf, M. Braun, J. Dreyhaupt, M. Beer, B.L. Schmitz, and Y. Ozpeynirci

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: After endovascular treatment of intracranial aneurysms with the Woven EndoBridge (WEB) device,
worsening of aneurysm occlusion or re-opening was reported to be possibly associated with WEB shape modification. This study
analyzed quantitatively the WEB shape modification with time in association with anatomic results.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Thirty patients with 32 WEB-treated intracranial aneurysms fulfilled the inclusion criteria of cranial CT
at baseline (day of intervention) and a follow-up CT at least .1 months’ later (median follow-up time, 11.4months; interquartile
range, 6.5–21.5months). Adequate occlusion was observed in 84.4%, and aneurysm remnant, in 15.6%. WEB shape modification was
quantified by a semiautomated approach on CT scans. Time courses were evaluated graphically and analytically; association analy-
ses were performed by linear mixed-effects regression models.

RESULTS: In 29/32 WEB devices (90.6%), the reduction in height was found to be at least 5%. The decrease in height with time was
significantly associated with the time interval in days since the intervention (P, .0001): A stronger decrease in WEB height was
associated with a longer time since the intervention (median reduction in 1 year, 19.2%; range, 8.6%–52.3%). No significant associa-
tion was found with the quality of aneurysm occlusion, device size, rupture status of the aneurysm, aneurysm location, and reinter-
vention rate.

CONCLUSIONS: Shape modification was common in WEB-treated intracranial aneurysms with a median height reduction of 19.2%
in 1 year. The quality of aneurysm occlusion was not associated with WEB modification.

ABBREVIATIONS: ASA ¼ acetylsalicylic acid; SL ¼ single-layer; SLS ¼ single-layer sphere; WEB ¼ Woven EndoBridge

As a novel endovascular aneurysm occlusion device, the Woven
EndoBridge (WEB) (Sequent Medical) was designed to divert

the intrasaccular flow, promoting intra-aneurysmal clot formation.1

Although the safety and efficacy of the WEB have been confirmed
in several clinical trials,2-9 some uncertainty still remains about the
WEB shape-modification phenomenon reported to be possibly
associated with worsening of aneurysm occlusion during follow-
up.10-12 The underlying mechanisms of WEB shape modification
are rarely investigated, and corresponding theories range from clot

retraction to high arterial inflow.13-16 Therefore, quantitative mea-
surement ofWEB shape modification might be valuable for associa-
tion analysis of anatomic results across time. Of note, only 1
previous DSA-based study reported descriptive results from a quan-
titative WEB shape-modification assessment without performing
association analysis.16

The present study aimed to quantify the reduction in height
of the WEB device in mid- and long-term follow-up. On the basis
of findings of DSA studies,16,17 we hypothesized that the decrease
in height assessed on successive CT scans by the use of a semiau-
tomated approach would be common in WEB-treated aneurysms
and would correlate across time. Furthermore, no association of
the quality of aneurysm occlusion with WEB shape modification
was expected. Finally, association analyses were performed with
anatomic and clinical parameters like device size, rupture status
of the aneurysm, aneurysm location, and re-intervention rates.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
The study was approved by the ethics committee of the
University of Ulm, Ulm, Germany (reference #16/20), and the
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requirement for patient consent was waived because of its retro-
spective nature.

All patients who underwent endovascular treatment with a
WEB device between April 2013 and April 2020 were collected
from our institutional data base. Single-layer (SL) and single-layer
sphere (SLS) WEB devices were used for treatment of the aneur-
ysms. Inclusion criteria were cranial CT at baseline (the day of
the intervention) and a follow-up CT at least .1 months’ later.
Aneurysms treated with additional devices like coils and stents
were excluded.

In our institution, the decision-making process between sur-
gery or endovascular treatment of aneurysms was performed on
a case-by-case basis by a multidisciplinary team of neurologists,
neurosurgeons, and interventional neuroradiologists.

Treatment Technique
Our institutional standard procedure has been previously
described in detail.18 In brief, endovascular aneurysm treat-
ment with the WEB was performed with the patient under
general anesthesia on a biplane angiographic system (Axiom
Artis zee; Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) by 4 interventional
neuroradiologists. Unilateral femoral puncture was accompa-
nied by a single intravenous heparin bolus of 5000 IU without
further systemic heparinization during or after the procedure.
After navigating the guiding catheter into the relevant supra-
aortic artery, the aneurysm was catheterized with a dedicated
VIA microcatheter (Sequent Medical). Aneurysm measure-
ments were performed on 3D rotational angiography images
and 2D working projections on 2 planes. According to the
manufacturer’s instructions, the WEB device was slightly over-
sized to exceed the average width of the aneurysm sac by at
least 1mm to secure the maximum stable position inside the
aneurysm. A control angiogram, including a 3D rotational an-
giography in complex cases, verified the optimal opening and
location of the WEB. A routine postoperative nonenhanced
cranial CT (Brilliance 40; Philips Healthcare) was performed
to exclude an immediate procedure-related complication. Scan
parameters were as follows: 40–detector row multidetector CT,
80 kV, 556mA, volume CT dose index = 23.5 mGy, 0.75-sec-
ond gantry rotation time, pitch = 0.675, section width =
0.54mm.

Antiplatelet Regimen
Pre- and postoperative antiplatelet regimens were the following:
Unruptured cases received 100mg of acetylsalicylic acid (ASA)
and 75mg of clopidogrel 5 days before treatment if possible.
Otherwise, they were loaded with 500mg of ASA and 375mg of
clopidogrel the day before treatment. Depending on the extent
of WEB protrusion into the parent vessel or neck size of the an-
eurysm, either a double-antiplatelet regimen for a further 4–
6weeks or a single-antiplatelet regimen (100mg of ASA daily)
for up to 3months was continued. In ruptured aneurysms, a
single antiplatelet, usually ASA, 100mg daily, was given for 4–
6weeks.

In case of periprocedural thromboembolic complications irre-
spective of rupture status, intravenous tirofiban (Aggrastat) was
administered during the procedure and usually continued for 4–

6 hours, followed by a loading dose of ASA (500mg) and clopi-
dogrel (375mg). Maintenance double-antiplatelet therapy was
continued as described above.

Follow-Up and Reevaluation of Images
Follow-up angiographic controls with DSA or CTA were
scheduled, depending on the preceding results. Imaging data
were independently re-evaluated on the 3-grade scale derived
from the WEB Occlusion Scale19 by 3 interventional neurora-
diologists (J.R., Y.O., and M. Braun) in a random order. In case
of disagreement, consensus was found between 2 interpreters
with the help of the most experienced senior neuroradiologist
(B.L.S.). Adequate occlusion was defined as complete occlusion
or neck remnant.20 Taken together, the quality of aneurysm
occlusion was determined by the classification on the 3-grade
scale as well as the differentiation between adequate and inad-
equate occlusion.

Image Analysis
The decrease in height of the WEB device was used as a surrogate
for shape modification. On thin-section cranial CT scans with a
section width of 0.54mm, reduction in height was quantified in a
semiautomatic multistage process by the use of the software pack-
age ImageJ 1.52a (National Institutes of Health).21 The detailed
step-by-step method is illustrated in On-line Fig 1. Briefly, this
included the following: 1) image reconstruction of the WEB de-
vice, overturning the principal axis to the maximum distance
between the proximal marker (near the aneurysm neck) and the
distal marker (near the aneurysm apex), 2) bridging the distance
between the 2 markers on the image by placing a line specifically
chosen to be slightly less dense than the markers, and 3) deter-
mining the full width at half maximum between the 2 by line-
bridged markers of the WEB.

Statistical Analysis and Time Course Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SAS (version 9.4;
https://www.sas.com/en_us/software/sas9.html) and R statisti-
cal and computing software (Version 3.5.1; http://www.r-
project.org/). For statistical analysis, measured values for the
height of the WEB device in millimeters were converted to per-
centage values in each case by defining baseline as 100% and the
follow-up scan as the corresponding decrease in height in per-
centage from baseline. Linear mixed-effects regression models
were used to examine the influence of time, aneurysm occlusion
rate, device size, rupture status, aneurysm location, and re-
intervention rate on the quantified deepening of the proximal
and distal concave recesses of the WEB device across time. A 2-
sided P value of .05 was considered statistically significant. Due
to the exploratory nature of this study, all results from statistical
tests have to be interpreted as hypothesis-generating. An adjust-
ment for multiple testing was not performed. The measurement
error was determined on 11 randomly selected patients (10% of
the total number of measurements, n¼ 111). WEB height varied
between �3.1% and 13.4%. Therefore, a decrease of .5% was
considered relevant.

Time course analysis of WEB shape modification was per-
formed graphically and analytically. In each case of an
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investigated WEB-treated aneurysm, the decrease of WEB height
across time in days was visualized as line graphs, yielding a total
of 32 graphs. For analytic analysis, the slopes from a univariate
linear regression model separate for eachWEB device were calcu-
lated (individual changes in percentage/month). Derived from
this, the median annual reduction was determined. All available
data were used in eachWEB device for this calculation.

RESULTS
Study Population
Sixty-seven patients with aneurysms were treated with the WEB
device between April 2013 and April 2020 in our institution.
Thirty patients with 32 WEB-treated aneurysms (2 patients
with 2 aneurysms) fulfilled the inclusion criteria of baseline CT
and follow-up CT at least .1 months’ later. Thirty-seven
patients treated with the WEB device were excluded because
aneurysms were occluded with additional devices (coils and
stents) or the patient’s CT image timeline did not fulfill the
inclusion criteria, respectively. The mean patient age of 6 men
and 24 women was 56.5 610.4 years (range, 39.0–79.0 years).
Thirty WEB-SL devices (93.8%) and 2 WEB-SLS devices (6.3%)
with a minimum of 3.5 � 2mm to a maximum of 11 � 9mm

were used. Thirteen ruptured (40.6%)
and 19 unruptured (59.4%) WEB-
treated aneurysms were located at
the intradural internal carotid artery
or middle cerebral artery in 8/32
(25.0%), at the anterior communicat-
ing artery in 13/32 (40.6%), and at
the posterior inferior cerebellar artery
or superior cerebellar artery or basilar
artery in 11/32 (34.4%). The median
of the latest CT follow-up was 11.4
months, with an interquartile range
of 6.5–21.5months comprising 9/32
(28.1%) cases with 1-time follow-up,
10/32 (31.3%) cases with 2-time, 4/32
(12.5%) cases with 3-time, 7/32
(21.9%) cases with 4-time, and 2/32
(6.3%) cases with 5-time follow-
up measurements. In 10/32 cases
(31.3%), long-term data with the fol-
low-up time exceeding the 18-month
interval were available.

Anatomic Results and
Complications
Anatomic results were evaluated
on CTA follow-up scans and DSA.
Adequate occlusion was observed in
27/32 (84.4%), and aneurysm rem-
nant, in 5/32 (15.6%) cases. Results
of the detailed 3-grade scale are sum-
marized in Table 1. In 5 cases, re-
intervention due to inadequate
occlusion was necessary, with addi-
tional coiling in 3 cases (within a
delay of 4, 5, and 8months, respec-
tively) as well as stent placement in 2
cases (delay of 5 and 8months,
respectively). One thromboembolic
event occurred, and another patient
had a dissection of the internal ca-
rotid artery. In both situations, the
patients remained asymptomatic.

Table 1: Follow-up aneurysm occlusion rates on a 3-grade scale
Anatomic Results at Follow-Up Total (%)
Complete occlusion (grade 1) 13/32 (40.6)
Neck remnant (grade 2) 8/32 (25.0)
Aneurysm remnant (grade 3) 11/32 (34.4)
Retreatment 5/32 (15.6)
Complication rate 2/32 (6.3)

FIG 1. Aneurysm at the anterior communicating artery treated with a 7 � 4 WEB device (SL) on
CT at the day of the intervention (baseline) (A) and 4 months later (B). The distance (black line)
between the proximal marker (near the aneurysm neck) and the distal marker (near the aneurysm
apex) decreases from 8.5 to 5.9mm, yielding a reduction to 69%. Schematic illustration (C) of
WEB shape modification from an elliptical sphere at baseline to a figure that might be compara-
ble with a “butterfly shape” on follow-up. With deepening of the proximal and distal marked con-
cave recesses, the WEB device appears to be shaped in the middle like the trunk of a butterfly
and its wings are a semicircle that encompasses the carrier vessel due to elements of the WEB
device being pushed aside.
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Association Analysis
In 29/32 WEB devices (90.6%), the reduction in height was found
to be at least 5% (Fig 1). The decrease in height across time was
significantly associated with the time interval in days since the
intervention (P, .0001); a stronger decrease in WEB height was
associated with a longer time since the intervention, with an aver-
age 0.017% decrease (95% confidence interval, 0.011%–0.023%)
per day. Adequately occluded aneurysms by the WEB had a 2.7%
(95% confidence interval, �5.7%�11.1%) greater decrease in the
height of the WEB than the aneurysm remnant, which was not
significant (P¼ .52) and in line with results of the association
analysis with the aneurysm occlusion rate on the detailed 3-grade
scale (P¼ .78). Rupture status of the aneurysm, aneurysm loca-
tion, and re-intervention rate were not significantly related to
the degree of shape modification (P¼ .58, P¼ .40, and P¼ .10)
(Table 2).

Time Course Analysis of WEB Shape Modification
The graphic analysis (On-line Fig 2) of the depicted line graphs
of each WEB-treated aneurysm case separately revealed mixed
patterns of shape modification, with a continuous strong as well
as weak decrease in the WEB height during the time course.
However, cases with an initial strong decrease and a subsequent
plateau phase were also observed. The analytic analysis of the
depicted line graphs via univariate linear regression model analy-
sis separate for each WEB device revealed a median slope reduc-
tion in percentages per month of �1.599% (interquartile range,
�0.143 to �0.024%), yielding an annual median reduction of
19.2% (interquartile range, 8.6%–52.3%).

DISCUSSION
In the current study, we quantitatively analyzed shape modifica-
tion of the WEB device during follow-up of 32 WEB-treated
aneurysms and evaluated its association with anatomic results. By
means of a semiautomated approach on CT scans, shape modifi-
cation was common in WEB-treated aneurysms (90.6%). The
decrease in height was statistically significant across time. No sig-
nificant association was found between shape change and the
quality of aneurysm occlusion, device size, rupture status of the
aneurysm, aneurysm location, or re-intervention rate. The graphic
and analytic evaluation of time courses revealed mixed patterns of
shape modification, with a median slope reduction of 19.2% per
year.

As a novelty aspect of the present study, the shortening of
the distance between the proximal and distal markers of the
WEB device as a surrogate for shape modification was assessed

quantitatively on CT scans by a semiautomated method and
revealed a higher rate of WEB modification of 90.6% compared
with previously reported rates of 25%–73%,10,11,13,14 most likely
due to different study designs with solely qualitative methods.

WEB shape modification was not associated with the quality
of aneurysm occlusion as already previously reported by Janot et
al.16 The exact mechanism of shape modification of the WEB de-
vice is not clear yet. Cognard and Januel10 assessed this issue as a
hemodynamic phenomenon and suggested a water-hammer
effect due to high arterial inflow. Caroff et al13 were able to show
a clear association with aneurysm flow exposure using computa-
tional fluid dynamics simulations in a series of 19 aneurysms.
They detected shape change in 57.9% (11/19) of aneurysms. It
might be deductive because of the tendency of higher aneurysmal
inflow in bifurcation aneurysms for which the WEB device was
initially used. However, they also reported 3 cases (3/11, 27.2%)
with low inflow, which also showed shape modification during
follow-up. Additionally, Pierot15 interpreted WEB shape modifi-
cation rather as a part of a healing process initiated with throm-
bus formation, continuing with clot retraction, and eventually
ending with fibrosis or formation of scar tissue.

Results of the present study confirmed that shape modifica-
tion might be a healing process because no association with wor-
sening of occlusion was found. During this process, we found
that the WEB device underwent a change of form from an ellipti-
cal sphere into a figure that might be comparable with a “butterfly
shape” (Fig 1C); with shortening of the distance between 2
markers, the markers in the middle represented the trunk and the
bilateral wires pushed aside represented the wings. Moreover, in
the present series, device size, rupture status, and the re-interven-
tion rate appeared to play a minor role in shape modification of
the WEB because no significant association with a decrease in
WEB height was observed. Most interesting, Caroff et al13 also
found no statistically significant association of device modifica-
tion with aneurysm volume, aspect ratio, or neck size in a cohort
of 22 patients with WEB-treated unruptured middle cerebral ar-
tery or basilar tip aneurysms.

In the current study, time course evaluation revealed a mixed
pattern of continuous decline in device height with different
slopes. Janot et al16 previously investigated WEB shape modifica-
tion quantitatively on DSA at the end of the procedure and on
control angiograms at 6 and 18months. They reported that most
of the shape modifications were already noticed at short-term fol-
low-up (6-month DSA) and increased across time until the 18-
month control. In our series, it was not possible to distinguish
between distinct follow-up points in time due to extremely

Table 2: Results of association analysis of WEB shape modification and anatomic results performed by mixed-effects regression
models

Parameters Regression Coefficient (95% Confidence Interval) P Valuea

Time course (days) �0.00017 (�0.00023 to �0.00011) ,.001
Aneurysm occlusion rate 0.02722 (�0.05656�0.1110) .52
Device size (mm) 0.002948 (�0.01371�0.01961) .73
Rupture status of aneurysm (ruptured vs unruptured) �0.01868 (�0.08609� 0.04873) .58
Aneurysm location 0.04867 (�0.02391�0.1213)

0.01904 (�0.06410�0.1022)
.40

Reintervention (yes vs no) �0.07277 (�0.1588�0.01329) .10
a A 2-sided P value of .05 is considered statistically significant.
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different CT follow-up timelines among the patients. However,
our results indicated a statistically significant continuous decrease
of WEB height also beyond the 18-month interval because our
analysis included quantitative data up to a 5.9-year interval.

Limitations of the study included its retrospective design and
the relatively small sample size. Furthermore, no subgroup analy-
sis was performed between SL and SLS types of devices due to the
unbalanced ratio (30 SLs versus 2 SLSs). Moreover, the artifacts
produced by coils and stents did not allow determining the dis-
tance between the 2 WEB markers by the developed semiauto-
mated approach. Thus, for methodologic reasons, aneurysms
treated with additional devices had to be excluded.

CONCLUSIONS
Ninety-one percent of patients treated with a WEB showed shape
modification of the device during follow-up with a median an-
nual reduction rate of 19% in height. WEB shape modification
was not associated with the quality of aneurysm occlusion.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
INTERVENTIONAL

The Distribution and Role of M1 and M2Macrophages in
Aneurysm Healing after Platinum Coil Embolization

Z. Khashim, D. Daying, D.Y. Hong, J.A. Ringler, S. Herting, D. Jakaitis,
D. Maitland, D.F. Kallmes, and R. Kadirvel

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Impairment of macrophage polarization from a proinflammatory macrophage type 1 (M1) population
to an anti-inflammatory macrophage type 2 (M2) population is a hallmark of poor wound healing. In this study, we aimed to evalu-
ate the distribution of M1 and M2 macrophages and to analyze their association with healing in aneurysms embolized by endovas-
cular coiling.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Elastase-induced aneurysms were created in female rabbits and subsequently embolized with platinum
coils. Aneurysm occlusions were evaluated with angiographic imaging at 1 (n ¼ 6), 3 (n ¼ 5), or 6 (n ¼ 6) months. Aneurysm tissues
were harvested for histologic analysis, quantification of M1 and M2 macrophages by immunofluorescence, and collagen deposition
determined by Masson trichrome staining. Histologic grading of aneurysm healing was also performed. Untreated aneurysms were
used as controls (n ¼ 6).

RESULTS: The M1 macrophage population was highest at 1month posttreatment, progressively decreasing at 3 and 6months. The
M2 macrophage population progressively increased at 3 and 6months posttreatment. The highest collagen deposition was at
6months posttreatment. We found a moderate-to-weak direct correlation between the percentage of M2 macrophages and colla-
gen deposition, as well as total histologic scores overall, and a strongly positive direct correlation between the percentage of M2
macrophages and total histologic scores at 6 months posttreatment.

CONCLUSIONS: Our data support the direct correlation between M2 macrophage polarization and healing in aneurysm tissues.
Our results show a positive relationship between M2 macrophage populations and total histologic scores at later stages of healing
after endovascular coiling. We conclude that interventions aimed at stimulating M2 macrophage expression locally may improve
aneurysm healing after coil embolization.

ABBREVIATIONS: CD80 ¼ cluster of differentiation 80; CD206 ¼ cluster of differentiation 206; M1 ¼ macrophage type 1; M2 ¼ macrophage type 2

Endovascular coiling is a safe and effective treatment to achieve
occlusion of saccular intracranial aneurysms. With time, how-

ever, incomplete occlusion and recurrence remain challenging
obstacles to successful endovascular treatment.1,2 Several previous

studies have demonstrated associations between poor occlusion or

recurrence of aneurysms and factors such as aneurysm size and

volume, coil packing density, coil compaction,3,4 unorganized

thrombus, blood pressure, lack of neointima formation, and regu-

lation of cells.5,6 Few studies have evaluated the infiltration of

inflammatory cells into the aneurysm dome during the healing

process after endovascular coiling.7,8

Inflammatory cells are emerging as a topic of clinical inter-
est in this area. Macrophages may be particularly valuable, due

to the unique process of macrophage polarization and its

potential impact on wound healing and tissue remodeling. The

remarkable plasticity of macrophages enables these cells to

change their form and functional phenotype from classically

activated macrophage type 1 (M1) to alternatively activated

macrophage type 2 (M2) in response to signals in their local
environment.9,10
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The regulation of macrophage subtype M1 (cluster of differen-

tiation 80 [CD80]) andM2 (cluster of differentiation 206 [CD206])

markers has been studied in several disease models.11-14 Previous

studies have demonstrated the persistence of a proinflammatory

M1 macrophage population without a subsequent transition to an

anti-inflammatory M2 phenotype in poorly healing wounds.

Enhancement of T1 M2 macrophage polarization could be a

potential therapeutic option in wound healing.15,16

In this study, we aimed to evaluate the distribution of M1 and
M2 macrophages and to analyze their association with healing in
aneurysms embolized by endovascular coiling.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Aneurysm Creation and Tissue Harvest
Elastase-induced saccular aneurysms were created in 23 New
Zealand white female rabbits, weighing between 2.5 and 4 kg. The
procedures for aneurysm creation were performed as described
previously.17 Aneurysms were permitted to mature for at least
3weeks after creation. All treated aneurysms were embolized
with the standard bare platinum coils as previously described.18

The animals were euthanized by lethal injection of pentobarbital
at 1month (n¼ 6), 3months (n¼ 5), or 6months (n¼ 6) after
endovascular treatment. Untreated control animals were sacri-
ficed at 1month (n¼ 3) and 3months (n¼ 3). The harvested an-
eurysm tissue samples were fixed in 10% neutral buffered
formalin, embedded in paraffin, and sectioned as previously
described.19 Some of the rabbits used in this study were originally
part of another investigation, in which bare platinum coils were
used to treat the aneurysms. The original investigation was
entirely unrelated to this project,20 and did not interfere with the
goals of this study.

Angiography
DSA images were obtained immediately after coil implantation
and just before sacrifice. The follow-up, presacrifice images were
assessed by comparing them with the images after coil implanta-
tion using a 3-category grading system (stable occlusion, progres-
sive occlusion, recanalization [coil compaction]).

Immunofluorescence
The paraffin-embedded tissue sections were mounted on micro-
scope slides (Superfrost; Cardinal Health) and incubated for
2 hours at 56°C. The slides were de-paraffinized with xylene and
alcohol and washed with water. Antigen retrieval was performed
by boiling at 95°C for 15minutes in a 0.1-mol/L citric acid buffer.
The slides were then blocked with appropriate blocking buffer for
30minutes at room temperature. Slide sections were incubated
overnight at 4°C in primary antibodies for M1 (CD80, 1:100 dilu-
tion, catalog number 8679; ProSci) or M2 (CD206, 1:50 dilution,
catalog number AF2535; R&D Systems). The slides were washed
and incubated in secondary antibodies (Cy3; Jackson Immuno-
Research Laboratories) for 2 hours. The slides then were counter-
stained with nucleic acid stain (Hoechst 33258; Thermo Fisher
Scientific) for 5minutes, then washed, dehydrated, and mounted
with mounting medium (Shandon Consul-Mount; Thermo
Fisher Scientific). Five randomly assigned fields were chosen and
captured on a FluoView FV1200 confocal microscope (Olympus

Life Science). Human tonsil was used as a positive control and for
a negative control when the primary antibody was omitted. The
number of positively staining cells in each image was counted
manually by 3 separate individuals.

Collagen Deposition
Collagen deposition was analyzed quantitatively through Masson
trichrome staining as previously described.21 The images were
captured using microscopy imaging (RTV 5.0; Qimaging
MicroPublisher). The images were analyzed using a recently
described and experimentally verified image analysis technique,22

using Photoshop software (Adobe).

Histologic Grading
Histologic grading of aneurysm tissues was performed by an
experienced reviewer (.15 years of experience in aneurysm-spe-
cific pathology), and grading was followed according to the previ-
ously described protocol.21,23 Neck healing was based on both
gross and microscopic inspection. The scores of the gross (0–3)
and microscopic inspection (0–4) were averaged to yield a single
neck score. If different areas of the aneurysm neck showed differ-
ent levels of healing, intermediate scores (0.5) were used.
Microcompaction assessment (0–3) was based on the shape of
the coil mass across the neck, from concave to convex. Healing
characteristics in the dome (0–5) were categorized on the basis of
the density of cellular infiltration and the area of organized tissue.
Accordingly, each score was added together to obtain a total his-
tologic score, as described in Equation 1.

Equation 1: Calculation of total histologic score

Gross Neck ScoreþMicroneck Score
2

þNeck Compaction

þDome Score

¼ Total Histologic Score:

Statistical Analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism
software (GraphPad Software). The differences between the treat-
ment-to-sacrifice time groups were evaluated using the Student t
test. The strength of the linear relationships between M2 macro-
phages and both collagen deposition and histologic grading was
evaluated using the Pearson correlation coefficient. Descriptive
data were presented as means 6 standard error of mean. A P
value of, .05 was considered statistically significant.

Aneurysm geometry results of all the study groupsa

Groups
Untreated
Control

1 Month
Postcoiling

3 Months
Postcoiling

6 Months
Postcoiling

Neck width 3.73 6 0.48 3.0 6 0.71 3.7 6 0.94 3.6 6 1.79
Width 4.18 6 0.84 2.8 6 0.37b 4.3 6 0.47 3 6 0.51c

Height 9.73 6 0.75 9.3 6 1.06 8.0 6 1.58 7.7 6 2.11
a All data are reported as mean (mm) 6 SD.
b P, .05.
c P, .01.
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RESULTS
Angiography
Angiographic imaging of aneurysms
before coiling indicated that the mean
measurements did not differ signifi-
cantly among the 3 treatment-to-sacri-
fice time groups (Table). Follow-up
images obtained 1month posttreat-
ment demonstrated stable occlusion in
4/6 (66.7%) aneurysms, progressive
occlusion in 1/6 (16.7%) aneurysms,
and coil compaction in 1/6 (16.7%)
aneurysms. In the group sacrificed
3months posttreatment, 5/5 (100%)
aneurysms showed stable occlusion. In
the group sacrificed 6months post-
treatment, 5/6 (83.3%) aneurysms
showed stable occlusion and 1/6
aneurysms (16.7%) showed progres-
sive occlusion. All control, untreated
aneurysms remained patent before
sacrifice.

M1 and M2 Macrophage
Populations
The mean number of proinflamma-
tory M1 macrophages (CD80) found

FIG 1. M1 and M2 macrophage populations in aneurysm tissues after endovascular coiling for control and treatment groups. A,
Mean number of M1 macrophages 6 standard error of the mean. Representative confocal microscopy images of cells staining posi-
tive for CD80 (60� oil magnification) at 1 month (C), 3 months (D), and 6 months (E). F, Mean number of M2 macrophages 6 standard
error of the mean. Representative confocal microscopy images of cells staining positive for CD206 (60� oil magnification) at
1 month (H), 3 months (I), and 6 months (J). B and G, Representative confocal images of control aneurysm tissues stained for CD80
and CD206, respectively, at 1 month (20� oil magnification). Asterisk indicates P, .05; double asterisks, P, .01.

FIG 2. Collagen deposition in aneurysm tissues after endovascular coiling for 3 treatment-to-sac-
rifice time groups. A, Mean percentage of collagen deposition 6 standard error of the mean.
Photomicrographs of collagen deposition using Masson trichrome stain are shown for 1month
(B), 3months (C), and 6months (D) (2.5� magnification; scale bar =0.4mm). Asterisk indicates
P, .05; double asterisks, P, .01.
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in the 1-month posttreatment group (58.86 6 29.52) was signifi-
cantly higher compared with both the 3-month posttreatment
group (4.96 6 3.79, P ¼ .003) and the 6-month posttreatment
group (6.2 6 3.67, P, .01) (Fig 1). The number of M1

macrophages did not differ significantly between the 3- and 6-
month groups (P ¼ .587). In contrast, the mean number of anti-
inflammatory M2 macrophages (CD206) was significantly higher
in the 6-month posttreatment group (15.8 6 4.50) compared
with both the 1-month group (6 6 5.23, P, .01) and the 3-
month group (7.8 6 4.32, P¼ .015). No significant differences
were observed between 1 and 3months (P¼ .555). There were
no positively staining cells observed in the untreated aneurysm
control group for either M1 or M2 markers (Fig 1B).

Collagen Deposition
The mean percentage of collagen deposition was significantly
higher in the 6-month posttreatment group (9.486 3.07%) com-
pared with both the 1-month (1.14 6 0.81%, P , .001) and 3-
month (7.436 3.29%, P, .05) posttreatment groups (Fig 2). No
significant difference was observed between 1 and 3months post-

treatment (P. .05).

Histologic Grading
The mean total histologic scores at
1month posttreatment (5.21 6 2.12)
did not differ significantly compared
with the 3-month (4.7 6 2.03, P. .05)
or 6-month (7.3 6 1.59, P. .05) post-
treatment groups (Fig 3). There was
also no significant difference between
the 3- and 6-month posttreatment
groups (P..05).

M2 Macrophages and
Correlations with Collagen
Deposition and Histologic Grading
The prevalence of M2 macrophages
had a moderately positive correlation
with collagen deposition in both the 1-
month (r ¼ 0.450) and the 3-month
(r ¼ 0.446) posttreatment groups (Fig
4). A weak positive correlation between
M2 macrophages and collagen deposi-
tion was observed in the 6-month post-
treatment group (r ¼ 0.206). M2
macrophages were strongly positively
correlated with the total histologic
grading score in the 6-month posttreat-
ment group (r ¼ 0.806); this relation-
ship was weakly positive in the 3-
month (r ¼ 0.166) and 1-month (r ¼
0.323) posttreatment groups.

DISCUSSION
In this study, we found that the pres-
ence of proinflammatory M1 macro-
phages in aneurysm tissues was
significantly higher at 1 month after
endovascular coiling compared with 3
or 6 months posttreatment. In contrast,
the prevalence of anti-inflammatory

FIG 3. Total histologic healing scores for aneurysm tissues after
endovascular coiling for 3 treatment-to-sacrifice time groups.

FIG 4. Correlational relationships of M2 macrophages to collagen deposition and histologic grad-
ing in aneurysm tissues after endovascular coiling for 3 treatment-to-sacrifice time groups. A,
One month posttreatment. B, Three months posttreatment. C, Sixmonths posttreatment.
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M2 macrophages was highest at 6 months after endovascular coil-
ing. These findings demonstrate that macrophage polarity is
skewed toward the M1 phenotype in aneurysms on initial tissue
damage, whereas M2 macrophages predominate in the later heal-
ing phases of tissue formation and remodelling.9,24 The M2macro-
phage phenotype has been found to be important for promoting
wound healing and tissue repair and for resolving inflammation.9

Studies have suggested that increasing the ratio of M2-to-M1 mac-
rophages in wounds can accelerate the healing process. This has
been demonstrated experimentally by reducing the effects of en-
dogenous M1 macrophages using neutralizing antibodies or by
delivering exogenous polarized M2 macrophages to stimulate
wound healing in animal models.25,26 Previous approaches using
proinflammatory coatings on inert platinum coils showed promise
in some preclinical models,27,28 succeeding in stimulating inflam-
mation in clinical trials but failing to reduce recurrence rates,29,30

possibly due to an unfavorable balance between M1 and M2 mac-
rophages. Coil-mediated delivery of the proinflammatory cytokine,
monocyte chemotactic protein-1, has been shown to accelerate aneu-
rysm healing through macrophage inflammatory protein-1a and
macrophage inflammatory protein-2-dependent pathways in a
mouse model.27 Our findings suggest that similar interventions
aimed at stimulatingM2 polarizationmay improve aneurysm healing
after treatment. However, a robust study is needed to delineate the
role of M2macrophage activation in a coil-implanted aneurysm.

We also found that the percentage of collagen deposition pro-
gressively increased with time, with statistically significant differen-
ces at both 3 and 6months after treatment. These data are
consistent with the findings of a previous study in which we
reported that the aneurysm dome became acellular and vascularized
with visualized connective tissue and observed increased collagen
deposition 3months after endovascular coiling.31 Additionally, we
have previously demonstrated that collagen synthesis and increased
histologic scores are associated with improved healing of aneur-
ysms.19,31 One way in which M2 macrophages could be involved in
this healing process is through secretion of transforming growth
factor b 1. Factors like transforming growth factor b 1 induce the
proliferation of fibroblasts, which differentiate into myofibroblasts.
These cells are responsible for collagen production and closure of
skin wounds.10 Thus, in this study, we evaluated any potential cor-
relation between M2 macrophage polarity and collagen deposition.
Our data demonstrate a moderate-to-weak positive correlation
between M2 macrophages and collagen deposition in each of the 3
treatment-to-sacrifice time groups and a strongly positive correla-
tion between M2 macrophages and the total histologic score at
6months posttreatment. These findings suggest that the activity of
M2 macrophages in aneurysm wound healing is not limited to col-
lagen deposition but may also be aided by other mechanisms, such
as promoting secretion of platelet-derived growth factor, chemoat-
tractant stabilizing pericytes, extracellular matrix deposition and
augmentation, and sprouting endothelial cells.24,32 In the control
group, as expected, we did not find any M1 or M2 macrophages
because inflammation is absent in the rabbit “untreated” aneurysm
wall beyond 2 weeks following the model creation.33 Coil treatment
itself increases the inflammatory response in the rabbit model.34

Our findings indicate that M1 and M2 macrophage levels are due
to tissue responses to coil implants.

This study has several limitations. It focused exclusively on M1
and M2 macrophage numbers in relation to collagen deposition
and total histologic scoring in coil-embolized aneurysms. We did
not study the correlation between M1/M2 polarization and the re-
currence rate, due to the small sample size. Furthermore, high-
throughput microarray or gene profiling will facilitate a better
understanding of the underlying mechanisms of the M2 phenotype
switch. However, in the current preliminary work, we have only an-
alyzed the distribution of the macrophage subtype (M1 and M2)
population in the coil-treated aneurysm environment. A more in-
depth study of macrophage subtypes and other immune cells
involved in aneurysm healing will give us a deeper understanding of
aneurysm healing after coil implantation. All of our current observa-
tions are based on animal aneurysm tissues; studying the distribu-
tion of macrophage subtypes in human aneurysm tissues will be
more directly applicable for future therapeutic approaches.

CONCLUSIONS
We found that the number of M2 macrophages had a strong
positive correlation with total histologic scores at a later stage of
healing (6months) after embolization treatment in a rabbit aneu-
rysm model. This finding provides an important impetus for further
studies aimed at understanding possible associations between M2
macrophages and other vascular components involved in the healing
of coil-embolized aneurysms.
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Fusion Image Guidance for Supra-Aortic Vessel
Catheterization in Neurointerventions: A Feasibility Study
A. Feddal, S. Escalard, F. Delvoye, R. Fahed, J.P. Desilles, K. Zuber, H. Redjem, J.S. Savatovsky, G. Ciccio,

S. Smajda, M. Ben Maacha, M. Mazighi, M. Piotin, and R. Blanc

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Endovascular navigation through tortuous vessels can be complex. Tools that can optimise this
access phase need to be developed. Our aim was to evaluate the feasibility of supra-aortic vessel catheterization guidance by
means of live fluoroscopy fusion with MR angiography or CT angiography.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: Twenty-five patients underwent preinterventional diagnostic MRA, and 8 patients underwent CTA.
Fusion guidance was evaluated in 35 sessions of catheterization, targeting a total of 151 supra-aortic vessels. The time for MRA/CTA
segmentation and fluoroscopy with MRA/CTA coregistration was recorded. The feasibility of fusion guidance was evaluated by re-
cording the catheterizations executed by interventional neuroradiologists according to a standard technique under fluoroscopy and
conventional road-mapping independent of the fusion guidance. Precision of the fusion roadmap was evaluated by measuring (on a
semiquantitative 3-point scale) the maximum offset between the position of the guidewires/catheters and the vasculature on the virtual
CTA/MRA images. The targeted vessels were divided in 2 groups according to their position from the level of the aortic arch.

RESULTS: The average time needed for segmentation and image coregistration was 7 6 2minutes. The MRA/CTA virtual roadmap
overlaid on live fluoroscopy was considered accurate in 84.8% (128/151) of the assessed landmarks, with a higher accuracy for the
group of vessels closer to the aortic arch (92.4%; OR, 4.88; 95% CI, 1.83–11.66; P¼ .003).

CONCLUSIONS: Fluoroscopy with MRA/CTA fusion guidance for supra-aortic vessel interventions is feasible. Further improvements
of the technique to increase accuracy at the cervical level and further studies are needed for assessing the procedural time savings
and decreasing the x-ray radiation exposure.

With the increasing use of endovascular treatments for cere-
brovascular diseases, in an aging population, physicians

are more frequently facing complex endovascular navigation.
Limitations to the navigation of endovascular devices from the
aortic arch to the intracranial vessels still remain,1,2 and the speed
and safety of access through the vascular tortuosity need to be
enhanced.3 Access through tortuous vessels can make the treat-
ment complex and leads to increased procedural time, x-ray ex-
posure, and rate of adverse events or failure.2,4-6

Routine supra-aortic vessel catheterization in neurovascular
procedures uses conventional road-mapping (superimposition of
contrast-filled vessels on fluoroscopy using digital subtraction). It

provides good spatial and contrast resolution and enhances direct
catheterization, which can cause vasospasm, dissection, and
thromboembolic events due to wire and guide traumatic manipu-
lation and atheromatous plaque dislodgement.

However, its main limitation is inherent in its static projec-
tion. Because tortuous anatomy is more frequently encountered
in clinical practice, physicians require different working projec-
tions, varying the C-arm detector angle to clear an ostium or
delineate loops. This requirement leads to extra contrast adminis-
tration each time a new roadmap is generated.

Live 3D road-mapping techniques allow dynamic vessel road-
mapping, with live adaptation to the C-arm movements. This
technique combines real-time fluoroscopy with a previously per-
formed CTA or MRA and has gained wide acceptance for aortic
or peripheral endovascular procedures. It is claimed and now
widely recognized that it could enhance catheterization abilities
and reduce extra contrast administration and procedural time,
especially in complex vascular catheterizations.7-10

The use of such fusion imaging techniques is also gaining ac-
ceptance in the interventional neuroradiology field for intracra-
nial use,11-13 especially for primary access (navigation of the
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guiding catheter or long introducer sheath) either through ve-
nous14 or arterial approaches.15

The goal of our study was to assess the feasibility and eval-
uate the spatial accuracy of aortic arch and supra-aortic cervi-
cal vessel catheterization by means of fusion guidance using
VesselNavigator software (Philips Healthcare).

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study is a single-center (Fondation Ophtalmologique
Adolphe de Rothschild, Paris, France) prospective study designed
to evaluate the feasibility of aortic arch and supra-aortic cervical
vessel catheterization under fusion guidance in neurointerven-
tional diagnostic or therapeutic angiograms. VesselNavigator
software has a CEMark but was used off-label for this study.

The patients were offered participation in the study if they
had a confirmed indication for either a diagnostic or therapeutic
angiography for any cerebrovascular condition and had under-
gone noninvasive encephalic and aortic arch vessel MRA or CTA
as a part of their diagnostic management. No additional ence-
phalic or aortic arch vessel imaging was based for the specific
purpose of the study. No selection was based on age, atheroscle-
rosis status, or any MRA or CTA features predicting a difficult
catheterization (vascular tortuosity, anatomic variants).

Oral and written information about fusion guidance was
delivered during a medical consultation before the procedure.
The study was approved by the institutional ethics committee,
and written consent was waived. This study is registered under
clinicaltrial.org identifier NCT03269734.

Preprocedural Noninvasive Vascular Imaging
MRA. Patients were scanned before the procedure on a 3T MR
imaging system (Ingenia 3T; Philips Healthcare) using a 16-channel
head coil. All examinations included a contrast-enhanced MR angi-
ography of the aortic arch, supra-aortic trunks, and intracranial ves-
sels using the following parameters: coronal plane covering 250
slices, active TR/TE¼ 5.5/2.2ms, flip angle¼ 27°, number of excita-
tions ¼ 1, acquisition bandwidth ¼ 476.7Hz, FOV ¼ 380 � 321,
voxel size ¼ 0.5 � 0.5 � 1 mm (interpolation ¼ 0.495 � 0.495 �
0.5mm). The imaging time was 1minute 9 seconds. A bolus-track-
ing injection technique was used to time the start of data acquisition.

CTA. Patients were scanned (Brilliance CT 64, Philips Healthcare)
in a caudocranial fashion from the aortic arch to the circle of Willis
(vertex). A bolus injection of contrast was given according to the
patient’s weight (usually 60–80mL) through an intravenous access
(18- or 20-ga catheter, antecubital fossa) at a rate of 3–5mL per
second with a 30-mL saline chaser bolus after contrast injection.
An automatic bolus-tracking technique was used with an ROI in
the ascending thoracic aorta. Data were acquired when the thresh-
old of 110 HU was reached with a minimum delay of 4 seconds.
The technical parameters of our acquisition protocol were the fol-
lowing: collimation ¼ 64 � 0.6mm, gantry rotation = 330ms,
tube voltage ¼ 120 kV(peak). The overall acquisition time
(250mm) was around 4 seconds. The 0.6-mm thickness images
were reconstructed at 0.4mm in the axial plane and sent to the
PACS and used for dedicated MPRs, MIPs, and 3D rendering in
the postprocessing workstation.

Anesthesia Protocol. At our institution, all procedures are per-
formed with the patient under the supervision of an anesthesiolo-
gist; scheduled patients (excluding emergencies) have dedicated
consultation with an anesthesiologist before the intervention.
Diagnostic or follow-up angiograms are obtained with the patient
under conscious sedation using remifentanil, in addition to local
anesthesia for vascular puncture. Embolization procedures (intra-
cranial aneurysms, arteriovenous fistulas, and arteriovenous mal-
formations) are performed with the patient under general
anesthesia. Mechanical thrombectomies are usually performed
with the patient under conscious sedation.

Procedural Image Fusion and Dynamic 3D Roadmap
Step 1: Preprocedural Vessel Segmentation. MRA/CTA tridi-
mensional DICOM datasets were imported into the Xtravision
workstation and loaded in the VesselNavigator application before
the patient was admitted to the suite.

Using a semiautomatic segmentation algorithm incorporated
in the software, either the first or the second operator extracted
the aortic arch and supra-aortic vessels from the soft tissues.

We defined 9 relevant ROIs to assess the accuracy of the
fusion, located 1 cm above the ostia of the brachiocephalic artery
trunk, the right and left common carotid arteries, the right and
left internal carotid arteries, the right and left subclavian arteries,
and the right and left vertebral arteries. Landmarks were placed
on those 9 ROIs, using dedicated circular labels in the
VesselNavigator application (Fig 1).

The time needed to complete segmentation and landmark
labeling was monitored.

During this step, the operator could define optimal working
projections to be used by rotating the segmented vessels. Specific
projection angles were stored and were recalled during catheteri-
zation. The operator could identify the catheter most adapted to
the arterial tree anatomy.

Step 2: 2D–3D Coregistration. The patient was admitted in the
operating room and positioned supine on the angiography table.
His or her head was set in a neutral position, using head-and-
shoulder supports. Additional restraining straps were added in
case of general anesthesia to immobilize the head in a specific
position when necessary.

Image fusion was performed using a 2D–3D alignment: The
patient’s thorax was positioned at the isocenter of the image
(FOV ¼ 48 cm). The first operator acquired 2 short fluoroscopy
runs with the anterior-posterior C-arm, first in right anterior oblique
view, then a second short run orthogonal to the previous view.

The segmented 3D volume dataset was merged with fluo-
roscopy images, matching anatomic features (heart shadow,
aortic knob, pulmonary arteries, bones structures) either on
the Xtravision workstation outside the operating suite or at
tableside using the digital screen with a sterile plastic cover.
3D roadmap opacity and contrast were adjusted to the first
operator’s convenience.

Step 3: Perioperative Image Fusion: 3D Dynamic Roadmap.Once
the coregistration was set, the VesselNavigator application allowed
augmented navigation under 3D dynamic roadmap guidance with
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the frontal C-arm. The image fusion was real-time, regardless of
the C-arm position, magnification, or table manipulation. The first
operator performed primary access by navigation of the catheter
(diagnostic 5F or 6F guiding catheter or long introducer sheath)
and guidewire from a femoral or radial access to cervical target
positions. The operator was able to use, at his or her convenience,
classic roadmap or augmented visualization to clear ostia and
delineate vascular loops.

During catheterization, the second operator took screenshots
of the merged images when the wire reached the labeled ROI.
These screenshots were used to assess the accuracy of the fusion.

The 3 steps of the workflow are summarized in Fig 2.

Fusion Imaging Assessment
Spatial accuracy of the MRA/CTA–fluoroscopy fusion roadmap
was visually scored using perioperative recorded screenshots and
videos.

The operator used a 3-category semiquantitative scale to score
the offset: accurate, if the catheter projected within the landmark
on the virtual roadmap; mismatch, if the catheter projected out of
the virtual landmark but within a distance inferior to the diameter
of the vessel; and inaccurate, if the catheter projected out of the land-
mark with a distance superior to the diameter of the vessel (Fig 3).

Statistical Analysis
We first calculated the proportion of accurate, mismatch, and
inaccurate virtual roadmaps for the 9 ROIs. In a second part, we
reunited these ROIs in 2 groups according to their distance from
the aortic arch. We defined as close to the arch (group 1) the
landmarks labeled on the brachiocephalic artery trunk, the right
SCA and vertebral artery, the left common carotid artery, and the
left SCA and vertebral artery. We defined as distant from the arch
(group 2) the landmarks labeled on the right common carotid ar-
tery and ICA, and the left ICA.

FIG 1. Example of a virtual roadmap of supra-aortic vessels. The vasculature is segmented from the MRA dataset with VesselNavigator software,
with landmarks added on the brachiocephalic artery trunk, the right and left common carotid arteries, and the left subclavian artery. During this
step, the operator saves projection angles, which can be recalled during catheterization.
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We compared spatial accuracy between groups 1 and 2
using a mixed-effects logistic regression. A patient random
effect was included to take into account the multiple supra-
aortic vessels analyzed in the same patients. We used the
Ime4 package (https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/lme4/
lme4.pdf) for the mixed-effects model. All statistical analyses
were performed using R statistical and computing software,
Version 3.6.1 (http://www.r-project.org/). A P value, .05
was considered statistically significant.

RESULTS
Between May 2019 and October 2019, thirty-three patients
(Table 1) underwent a total of 35 sessions of catheterization
under MRA/CTA fusion guidance using the VesselNavigator
software. Among them, 23 had preprocedual MRA and 12 had
preprocedual CTA. A total of 151 supra-aortic vessels were tar-
geted using fusion guidance, from radial access in 4 cases and
femoral access in 31 cases. The mean time needed for dataset seg-
mentation and coregistration was 76 2minutes.

FIG 2. Detailed workflow of the MRA-fluoroscopy or CTA-fluoroscopy image fusion process for supra-aortic vessel catheterization in neuro-
vascular interventions. Preoperative planning starts with uploading the MRA/CTA dataset on VesselNavigator. A, 3D semiautomatic segmenta-
tion of the aortic arch and the supra-aortic vessels and ostium labeling. B, Perioperative 2D–3D coregistration with 2 orthogonal positions of the
anterior-posterior C-arm using anatomic landmarks. C, Perioperative augmented guidance.
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Semiquantitative assessment showed that 84.8% (128/151) of
the virtual landmarks from MRA/CTA overlaid on fluoroscopy
were completely accurate, with no need for adjustment or con-
ventional roadmap; 9.9% (15/151) of the virtual landmarks were
overlaid with a mismatch, resulting from vessel deformation
caused by endovascular devices; and 5.3% (8/151) of virtual land-
marks were inaccurate, requiring an adjustment or an additional
conventional roadmap (Table 2).

Spatial accuracy of the virtual roadmap was higher at the aortic
arch level and proximal cervical level (group 1, 92.4%, 85/92) than at
the distal cervical level (group 2, 72.9%, 43/59). A mixed-effects
logistic regression showed a statistically significant difference (P
value¼ .003). The odds ratio was estimated at 4.88 (95% confidence
interval, 1.83–11.66), meaning that the odds of an accurate roadmap
were almost 5 times higher in vessels at the aortic arch and proximal

cervical level than at the distal cervical level (Table 3: comparison of
spatial accuracy between the arch level and proximal cervical level
(group 1) and distal cervical level (group 2)).

DISCUSSION
MRA/CTA fusion guidance for supra-aortic vessel catheterization
is feasible in routine clinical practice. The virtual 3D roadmap
offers high spatial accuracy during catheterization, compatible
with the safety of neurovascular interventions. Dedicated soft-
ware such as VesselNavigator allows a fluid workflow, with a du-
ration of ,10 minutes from MRA/CTA data uploading to 2D–
3D coregistration.

The benefits of augmented navigation provided by image
fusion are now recognized for endovascular procedures, in cardiol-
ogy or aortic endografts. It has been found to reduce procedural
time, x-ray exposure, and contrast media.8,10,16-21

Planning primary access is a requisite step prior to MRA/
CTA–fluoroscopy fusion. The main benefits are the ability to
plan the C-arm position for image acquisition and identify vessel
origins and tortuosities on the navigation path. The working
angles that accurately identify the targeted vessel ostium might aid
catheterization, and they can be stored and recalled during cathe-
terization if needed. The operator could also, at this point, identify
the most adapted guidewire or catheter. It is likely that fusion guid-
ance would apply to complex aortic arch catheterizations, espe-
cially among the elderly and patients with cardiovascular risk
factors. In our study, 25% of patients were older than 68 years of
age, and 50% had at least 2 cardiovascular risk factors. However,
we reported no adverse events related to difficult catheterization
(thromboembolic event, dissection, or failure in catheterization).

We used 2D–3D registration, which is faster and easier, espe-
cially at the thoracic level. We used 2 orthogonal projections to
coregister the segmented 3D-MRA or CTA with live fluoroscopy.
A recent work22 reported that an accurate localization is possible
with 2 projections acquired even at a small (�10°) angular sepa-
ration. Moreover, 2D registration by fluoroscopic orthogonal
shots is a fast, easy technique. The effective x-ray dose is signifi-
cantly reduced compared with 3D–3D coregistration using cone-
beam CT with the C-arm.23 Few attempts have been made to use
MRA/CTA image fusion for neurovascular applications: 3D
roadmap navigation is routinely used, and this technique uses

FIG 3. Spatial accuracy assessment of MRA/CTA–fluoroscopy fusion. A 3-category semiquantitative scale was used to measure the maximum
offset. A, Example of an accurate fusion at the ostium of the brachiocephalic artery trunk: The catheter projects within the lumen of the vessel
in the ROI. B, Example of a mismatch at the ostium of the right common carotid artery: The catheter projects out of the lumen but within a dis-
tance inferior to the diameter of the vessel. C, Example of an inaccurate fusion at the ostium of the left common carotid artery: The catheter
projects out of the vessel at a distance superior to the diameter.

Table 1: Patient characteristics (demographics, cardiovascular
risk, procedure features, and aortic arch type)

Patient Characteristics
Age (yr)
Median (Interquartile range) 55 (50–68)

Sex
Female (No.) (%) 20 (61%)
Male (No.) (%) 13 (39%)

Cardiovascular risk factorsa (No.) (%)
0 12 (34%)
1 6 (16%)
$2 17 (50%)
Procedure type (No.) (%)
Diagnostic/follow-up angiography 23 (66%)
Intracranial embolization 9 (16%)
Mechanical thrombectomy 3 (8%)
Anesthesia (No.) (%)
Conscious sedation 26 (74%)
General anesthesia 9 (26%)
Noninvasive imaging for navigation (No.) (%)
CTA 12 (34%)
MRA 23 (66%)
Aortic arch type (No.) (%)
I 20 (57%)
II 8 (23%)
III 7 (20%)
Bovine variant 9 (26%)

aWe considered smoking, high blood pressure, high low-density lipoprotein and
low high-density lipoprotein cholesterol levels, age, and obesity.
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image fusion from the same technique. It results in a highly accu-
rate registration11,24-26 but is complex to implement at the aortic
arch level. Multimodal imaging fusion at the intracranial level is

gaining wider acceptance even though reports remain scarce.12,27-29

At the aortic arch level, no other reports, to our knowledge, have
been published since the pioneering work of Lin et al.15

The VesselNavigator image fusion technique was evaluated in
151 supra-aortic vessels, showing a high spatial accuracy for cathe-
terization at the aortic arch and proximal cervical level. However,
we observed that the mismatch increased when reaching distal cer-
vical vessels. This limitation has already been reported for abdomi-
nal endovascular procedures even with 3D–3D fusion.7

We observed that the patient’s head positioning significantly dif-
fered on the angiography table from the preoperative MRA/CTA,
which resulted in distal cervical vessel distortion. Furthermore, the
introduction of stiff guidewires and catheters increased deformation
of cervical vessels. As a result, the perioperative vasculature was
likely to have a different tridimensional conformation from the
MRA/CTA segmented version, leading to fusion mismatch.

Despite the improvement that MRA/CTA fusion brings to
catheterization, multiple limitations still prevent its widespread
use. Optimizing the workflow with more automated and accurate
segmentation and registration processes is necessary. Indeed,
these processes are time- and effort-consuming and are consid-
ered to interfere with clinical practice, preventing their adoption
by physicians. Serious effort in training and dedicated environ-
ments might be helpful in the future.30,31

The first step that delivers a segmented dataset of the aorta
and supra-aortic vessels could be enhanced to provide more accu-
rate datasets for planning the procedure (such as the vessel cen-
terlines, angular information on the vascular path to the target
zone, vessel tortuosity index, ostium plane, and so forth).

The benefits of 3D-MRA/CTA fusion guidance might differ
according to the type of procedures. For emergency procedures
such as patients with stroke, for whom head positioning and agi-
tation will limit distal accuracy of the fusion guidance, great help
can be provided to catheterize the proximal supra-aortic trunks
in case of complex aortic arch anatomy, which can be challenging
in this population. Patients with stroke for whom a diagnostic
MRA or CTA has been performed could benefit from fusion
guidance with a very moderate increase of procedural time
because preprocedural segmentation can be performed before the
patient arrives in the angiography suite. Nevertheless, for elective
procedures, such as angiograms and aneurysm or AVM treat-
ments, more benefits are expected in terms of reduction of proce-
dural times, x-ray exposure, and contrast medium use. For these
patients, adding a preprocedural CTA or MRA only for fusion
guidance is questionable and must be further studied but might
be beneficial in a selected population for whom more difficult
catheterization is expected (especially among the elderly and
patients with cardiovascular risk factors).

The registration of the high-resolution 3D model segmented
from MRA or CTA should be subdivided according to anatomic
landmarks (thoracic, cervical low, cervical high, or intracranial
level) to take into account the vasculature distortion related to
head position.

Further validations of MRA/CTA fusion techniques in neuro-
vascular interventions will require comparing 2D–3D versus 3D–
3D registration in larger studies, at multicentric levels, and using
quantitative assessment of the alignment accuracy.

Table 2: Spatial accuracy assessment of the virtual 3D roadmap
for the 9 ROIs
ROIs of the Virtual Roadmap/Spatial Accuracy No. (%)
Brachiocephalic artery trunk
Accurate 27 (96.4)
Mismatch 1 (3.6)
Inaccurate
All 28 (100)
Right subclavian artery
Accurate 8 (100)
Mismatch
Inaccurate
All 8 (100)
Right vertebral artery
Accurate 5 (100)
Mismatch
Inaccurate
All 5 (100)
Right common carotid artery
Accurate 16 (69.6)
Mismatch 3 (13.0)
Inaccurate 4 (17.4)
All 23 (100)
Right internal carotid artery
Accurate 10 (66.7)
Mismatch 3 (20.0)
Inaccurate 2 (13.3)
All 15 (100)
Left common carotid artery
Accurate 24 (85.7)
Mismatch 3 (10.7)
Inaccurate 1 (3.6)
All 28 (100)
Left internal carotid artery
Accurate 17 (81.0)
Mismatch 3 (14.3)
Inaccurate 1 (4.8)
All 21 (100)
Left subclavian artery
Accurate 13 (92.9)
Mismatch 1 (7.1)
Inaccurate
All 14 (100)
Left vertebral artery
Accurate 8 (88.9)
Mismatch 1 (11.1)
Inaccurate
All 9 (100)
Overall
Accurate 128 (84.8)
Mismatch 15 (9.9)
Inaccurate 8 (5.3)
All

Table 3: Comparison of spatial accuracy between aortic arch
and cervical level (group 1) and the distal cervical level
(group 2)

Spatial Accuracy
Group 1
No. (%)

Group 2
No. (%)

Overall
No. (%)

Accurate 85 (92.4) 43 (72.9) 128 (84.8)
Mismatch/inaccurate 7 (7.6) 16 (27.1) 23 (15.2)
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CONCLUSIONS
Fluoroscopy with MRA/CTA fusion guidance for supra-aortic
vessel interventions is feasible and accurate. Further improve-
ments of the technique to increase accuracy at the distal cervical
level and further studies for assessing the procedural time savings
and decreasing x-ray radiation exposure for the patient and staff
are needed. The potential benefits would apply to complex aortic
arch catheterizations, especially among the elderly and patients
with cardiovascular risk factors.
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Clinical outcomes after endovascular treatment for acute basilar artery occlusions need further
investigation. Our aim was to analyze predictors of a 90-day good functional outcome defined as mRS 0–2 after endovascular
treatment in MR imaging–selected patients with acute basilar artery occlusions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:We analyzed consecutive MR imaging–selected patients with acute basilar artery occlusions endovasc-
ularly treated within the first 24 hours after symptom onset. Successful and complete reperfusion was defined as modified TICI
scores 2b–3 and 3, respectively. Outcome at 90 days was analyzed in univariate and multivariate analysis regarding baseline patient
treatment characteristics and periprocedural outcomes.

RESULTS: One hundred ten patients were included. In 10 patients, endovascular treatment was aborted for failed proximal/distal
access. Overall, successful reperfusion was achieved in 81.8% of cases (n ¼ 90; 95% CI, 73.3%–88.6%). At 90 days, favorable outcome
was 31.8%, with a mortality rate of 40.9%; the prevalence of symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage within 24hours was 2.7%. The median
time from symptom onset to groin puncture was 410minutes (interquartile range, 280–540 minutes). In multivariable analysis, complete
reperfusion (OR ¼ 6.59; 95% CI , 2.17–20.03), lower pretreatment NIHSS (OR ¼ 0.77; 95% CI , 0.64–0.94), the presence of posterior com-
municating artery collateral flow (OR ¼ 2.87; 95% CI, 1.05–7.84), the absence of atrial fibrillation (OR ¼ 0.18; 95% CI , 0.03–0.99), and intra-
venous thrombolysis administration (OR ¼ 2.75; 95% CI, 1.04–7.04) were associated with 90-day favorable outcome.

CONCLUSIONS: In our series of MR imaging–selected patients with acute basilar artery occlusions, complete reperfusion was the
strongest predictor of a good outcome. Lower pretreatment NIHSS, the presence of posterior communicating artery collateral
flow, the absence of atrial fibrillation, and intravenous thrombolysis administration were associated with favorable outcome.

ABBREVIATIONS: ABAO ¼ acute basilar artery occlusion; BSS ¼ brain stem score; EVT ¼ endovascular treatment; GCS ¼ Glasgow Coma Scale; IQR ¼
interquartile range; IVT ¼ intravenous thrombolysis; mTICI ¼ modified TICI; PC-ASPECTS ¼ posterior circulation ASPECTS; PcomA ¼ posterior communicating
artery; sICH ¼ =symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage

Acute basilar artery occlusion (ABAO) is a devastating type of
stroke, with a natural history showing a mortality rate of up

to 90% and a severe residual deficit in 65% of patients without
treatment.1

Although endovascular treatment (EVT) is the criterion
standard therapy for patients with acute ischemic stroke in the
anterior circulation and proximal arterial occlusion, results from
randomized clinical trials regarding the effectiveness of EVT for
ABAO are still lacking.2 Nevertheless, EVT is considered useful
and routinely performed in real-world practice. Expert opinions
have encouraged this practice3 to maximize the chance of reper-
fusion and good clinical outcome.

However, there are contradictory results on predictors of

functional outcome as well as on the best reperfusion strat-

egies (IV thrombolysis [IVT] alone, EVT, bridging therapy) in

patients with ABAO. The Acute Basilar Artery Occlusion:

Endovascular Interventions versus Standard Medical Treat-

ment (BEST) randomized trial was stopped ahead of time

because of the higher rate of crossover between treatment

groups.4
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Using data from our prospective registry, we aimed to investi-
gate predictive factors of 90-day good functional outcome in a
large cohort of patients with ABAO. Because of the high sensitiv-
ity in detecting posterior fossa ischemic lesions and infarct vol-
ume, MR imaging is the main selection technique for patients
with acute ischemic stroke at our department, and all included
subjects were MR imaging–selected.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Inclusion Criteria and Patient Characteristics
We reviewed all patients referred to our hospital with ABAO con-
firmed by MR imaging and subsequently treated with EVT from
January 2011 to October 2018. The inclusion criteria for EVT
were the following: 1) patients with ABAO and acute stroke
detected on cerebral MR imaging admitted within 24 hours from
symptom onset; 2) patients with pertinent clinical deficits under-
going an evaluation by a physician (without NIHSS limits); and
3) confirmation of ABAO on angiography. Patients were consid-
ered not eligible for EVT (and received medical management) on
the basis of the following exclusion criteria: 1) prestroke mRS
score of more than two; 2) life expectancy of,6months; 3) imag-
ing evidence of cerebellar mass effect or acute hydrocephalus;
and 4) bilateral extended brain stem ischemia.

Baseline characteristics, NIHSS, Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS),
mothership or drip and ship strategy, and use and time of IVT
were assessed by a stroke neurologist on admission. An NIHSS
score of 40 was assigned to comatose patients with a GCS of 3.
The local ethics committee approved the use of the patients’ data
for this study.

Neuroimaging Assessment
We recorded 2 scores to measure early ischemic changes on DWI
in the posterior circulation: 1) the posterior circulation ASPECTS
(PC-ASPECTS),5 and 2) the DWI brain stem score (BSS).6

The DWI BSS separately analyzes the medulla, pons, and mid-
brain, considering the right and left sides separately. One point
was given for each unilateral DWI lesion at the brain stem level
(medulla, pons, and midbrain) that occupied less than half of the
area; and 2 points were given if the lesion occupied more than
half of the area. The brain stem DWI lesion score ranged from 0
to 12. There were no limits on the PC-ASPECTS and DWI BSS
scales for inclusion of patients.

The level of ABAO was determined as follows: proximal seg-
ment of the basilar artery (from the vertebral artery junction to
the anterior inferior cerebellar artery), middle segment (from the
anterior inferior cerebellar artery to the superior cerebellar ar-
tery), and distal segment (above the superior cerebellar artery).7

The pretreatment collateral score for the posterior circulation
was collected and defined as follows: 0, no posterior communicat-
ing artery (PcomA); 1, unilateral PcomA; and 2, bilateral
PcomA.8

Pretreatment imaging findings were retrospectively assessed
by an experienced interventional neuroradiologist (M.M.)
blinded to the clinical outcome. For each patient, imaging was
retrospectively assessed by a second interventional neuroradiolo-
gist (C.D.), blinded to both the first reader’s scoring and the

clinical outcome. In case of discrepancy, a consensus was reached
with an additional reader (I.D.).

Reperfusion Therapy
Patients received either bridging therapy (EVT combined with
IVT) or EVT alone. IVT was administered within a maximum of
4.5 hours from symptom onset, according to the current guide-
lines.9 Conventional clinical and laboratory inclusion and exclu-
sion criteria for IVT thrombolysis were applied. Because it has
been reported that larger cerebellar infarct volume (.75%) is
potentially associated with hemorrhagic transformation, IVT was
not administrated in case of extensive cerebellar ischemia on
DWI sequences.10

All patients were treated in a neuroangiography suite under
general anesthesia or conscious sedation, after evaluation by a
dedicated anesthesiologist team. An 8F (Neuron Max; Penumbra)
guiding catheter was advanced into the V2 segment of the vertebral
artery, usually the largest one. For stent retriever thrombectomy, a
0.021-inch microcatheter was navigated through the basilar occlu-
sion using a 0.014-inch microwire under fluoroscopic guidance. A
Solitaire FR (Medtronic) or Trevo (Stryker) device was used for
EVT.

Stent retriever11 or a Direct Aspiration First-Pass Technique12

(with a SOFIA 5F or 6F [MicroVention] intermediate catheter)
was used.

Successful and complete reperfusion was defined as a modi-
fied TICI (mTICI) 2b–3 and 3, respectively. In the absence of a
specific definition in the posterior circulation of TICI 2b and
according to our experience, we considered TICI 2b a partial per-
fusion with distal occlusion of a posterior cerebral artery, AICA,
PICA, or superior cerebellar artery.13

We recorded periprocedural complications: embolization in
an unaffected territory, arterial dissection/perforation, vaso-
spasm, and subarachnoid hemorrhage.

Delays from stroke-onset to MR imaging, stroke-onset to
IVT, stroke-onset to groin puncture, MR imaging to groin-punc-
ture, stroke-onset to reperfusion, and groin puncture to reperfu-
sion were recorded for all patients.

Follow-Up and Outcome
All patients underwent cerebral CT or MR imaging within the
24 hours after the procedure. Growth of the infarct core, basilar
artery early re-occlusion, and hemorrhagic complications were
recorded. Symptomatic intracranial hemorrhage (sICH) was
defined as imaging demonstrating hemorrhage associated with
an increase of$4 points in the NIHSS score.9

The 90-day mRS was assessed by a stroke neurologist or by a
phone call with the patient, his or her relatives, or his or her gen-
eral practitioner. Favorable outcome was defined by mRS # 2,
and poor outcome, mRS 3–6. Mortality at 90 days was also
recorded.

Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables are expressed as means 6 SD or medians
(interquartile range, [IQR]), and categoric variables are expressed
as numbers (percentage). Normality of distributions was assessed
using histograms and the Shapiro-Wilk test. Rates of angiographic
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and clinical outcomes were estimated by calculating the exact bino-
mial 95% confidence intervals. Baseline characteristics (patient and
treatment characteristics) and periprocedural outcomes (recanali-
zation and adverse events) were compared between patients with
and without favorable outcomes at 90days using the Student t test
for Gaussian continuous variables, the Mann-Whitney U test for
non-Gaussian continuous variables, and the x 2 test (or Fisher
exact test when the expected cell frequency was ,5) for categoric
variables, as appropriate. To assess the independent predictors of
favorable outcomes, we performed a first-multivariable Firth
penalized-likelihood logistic regression to account for the small
sample size14), including all patient and treatment characteristics
with a P, .10 in univariate analyses, using a backward selection
procedure with P, .10 as a selection criterion. Before developing
the multivariable model, we examined the log-linearity assumption
for continuous characteristics (irrespective of previous univariate
analyses) using restricted cubic spline functions by comparing the
models using only a linear term with models containing both the
linear and cubic spline terms using a likelihood ratio test (all log-
linearity assumptions were established and all continuous variables
were analyzed without transformation). We also examined the ab-
sence of colinearity between the candidate predictors by calculating
the variance inflation factors.15,16

To prevent collinearity between pretreatment NIHSS and pre-
treatment GCS (variance inflation factor .8; for all other predic-
tors, variance inflation factors values were ,2), we performed
separate multivariate analyses, including either pretreatment
NIHSS or pretreatment GCS. Two multivariable models were per-
formed by including and excluding complete recanalization as a
covariate. This performance was to determine the impact of the
other investigated pretreatment variables, independent of the
angiographic result. We examined the performance of the selected
models in terms of calibration using the Hosmer-Lemeshow good-
ness-of-fit test and discrimination by calculating the C-statistics.14

We also derived the McFadden Pseudo R-Squared from the

likelihood for the selected models and the null model
(including intercept only). The results of multivariate
analyses are expressed as odds ratios with 95% confi-
dence intervals of favorable outcome. Statistical testing
was performed at the 2-tailed a level of .05. Data were
analyzed using the SAS software package, release 9.4
(SAS Institute).

RESULTS
Overall, 226 consecutive patients with ABAO were
admitted to our hospital. One hundred seven patients
treated by conservative management alone (antiplate-
let/anticoagulant/IVT) and 9 patients without MR
imaging performed before EVT were excluded, result-
ing in a total of 110 included MR imaging–selected
patients who underwent EVT (On-line Fig 1). Patient
and treatment characteristics are reported in On-line
Table 1. The mean age was 67 6 12 years, 60%
(n¼ 66) were men, and the median pretreatment
NIHSS score was 22 (IQR, 14–40). Thirty-four (31%)
patients had proximal ABAO, 23 (21%) had middle
ABAO, and 53 (48%) presented with a distal ABAO.

The median door-to-puncture time was 67minutes (IQR, 34–530
minutes). Seventy-nine patients (72%) were intubated for low
GCS scores (n¼ 23) and for EVT (n¼ 56).

IVT before thrombectomy was administered in 37% (n¼ 41)
of patients. The median time from symptom onset to groin punc-
ture was 410minutes (IQR, 280–540 minutes). In 10 patients,
EVT was unsuccessful because of the impossibility of crossing the
occlusion (n¼ 4) or impossible access/tortuosity (n¼ 4) and per-
foration (n¼ 2).

Of the 100 patients receiving at least 1 device pass, the first-
line treatment strategy was stent retriever in 30%, contact aspira-
tion in 23.6%, and a combined stent retriever and contact aspira-
tion strategy in the remaining 37.3%.

Angiographic and Clinical Outcomes
Main outcomes are summarized in Table 1. Successful reperfu-
sion (mTICI 2b–3) was achieved in 81.8% (n¼ 90; 95% CI,
73.3%–88.6%) with a median number of passes of 1 (IQR, 1–2),
and a median time of 45 minutes (IQR, 22–70 minutes) from
groin puncture. Reperfusion was complete (mTICI 3) in 60.9% of
patients (n¼ 67; 95% CI, 51.1%–70.1%). Overall, procedural
complications occurred in 18.2% (n¼ 20; 95% CI, 11.4%–26.7%)
of patients. These included 13 (11.8%) vertebral dissections, 5
distals embolisations (4, 6%) angiographic distal embolizations,
and 2 (1.8%) vasospasms. Intracranial hemorrhagic complica-
tions within 24hours occurred in 11.8% (n¼ 13; 95% CI, 6.4%–
19.4%) of patients, with 3 (2.7%) symptomatic events. At 90 days,
35 patients (31.8%; 95% CI, 23.2%–41.4%) achieved good out-
come (mRS 0–2), 75 (68.1%; 95% CI, 59%–76%) had a poor out-
come (mRS 3–6), and among those, 45 subjects (40.9%; 95% CI,
31.6%–50.7%) died. Overall, 64 patients had post-EVT MR imag-
ing. Of these, 51 (79.7%) had successful recanalization (TICI 2b-
3), while 13 (20.3%) were TICI 0–2a. Among those having a suc-
cessful recanalization, 28 (55%) presented with an infarct growth.
Functional independence at 3months was lower (30% versus

Table 1: Angiographic and clinical outcomesa

Outcomes No. Values
Successful reperfusion (mTICI 2b–3) 110 90 (81.8)
Complete reperfusion (mTICI 3) 110 67 (60.9)
Onset to successful reperfusion (median) (IQR) (min)b 90 455 (340–570)
Groin puncture to successful reperfusion (median)
(IQR) (min)

90 45 (22–70)

No. of passes (median) (IQR) 110 1 (1–2)
Re-occlusion 110 6 (5.5)
Procedural complications 110 20 (18.2)

Dissectionc 13 (11.8)
Embolization 8 (7.3)
Vasospasm 2 (1.8)

Growth of infarct core 110 35 (31.8)
Any ICH 110 13 (11.8)
sICH 110 3 (2.7)
Favorable outcome (90-day mRS 0–2) 110 35 (31.8)
Poor outcome (90-day mRS 3–6) 110 75 (68.1)
90-Day all-cause mortality 110 45 (40.9)

Note:—ICH indicates intracranial hemorrhage.
a Values are No. (%) unless otherwise as indicated.
b Data among patients with successful reperfusion.
c Involved V1 segment (n¼ 1), V3 segment (n¼ 3), V4 segment (n¼ 3), and basilar artery (n¼ 6).
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70%) in the group with infarct growth compared with the group
without infarct growth (details in the On-line Fig 2).

Predictors of Favorable Outcome at 90 Days
In univariate analyses, lower pretreatment NIHSS and GCS
scores, lower DWI BSS values and PC-ASPECTS, the presence of
PcomA collateral flow, the absence of thalamus involvement, IVT
before EVT, the absence of atrial fibrillation, onset-to-groin
puncture time, no admission to the intensive care unit, and
mothership–treated strategy were associated with a good out-
come (P value , .10, On-line Table 2) and were included in the
multivariable analyses. Due to the strong collinearity between 2
variables, 2 separate multivariate analyses were performed,
including either pretreatment NIHSS (Table 2) or GCS (On-line
Table 3).

Multivariable Model Including NIHSS
We tested 2 models: 1) excluding complete recanalization
(mTICI 3), and 2) including complete recanalization as an inde-
pendent candidate predictor. In the first model, lower pretreat-
ment NIHSS (P¼ .007), the presence of PcomA collateral flow
(P¼ .039), IVT administration (P¼ .04), and absence of atrial fi-
brillation (P¼ .049) were significantly associated with the likeli-
hood of good outcome (Table 2). Association with onset-to-groin
puncture and pretreatment DWI BSS was on the borderline of
significance.

In model 2, including mTICI 3 recanalization, lower pretreat-
ment NIHSS (P¼ .03), the presence of PcomA collateral flow
(P¼ .02), and complete reperfusion (P, .001) were significantly
associated the good outcome.

Both multivariate models had good discrimination (C¼ 0.803
for the first and C¼ 0.816 for the second model) with no deviation
in calibration as indicated by the Hosmer-Lemeshow goodness-of-
fit test (P¼ .85 for the first and P¼ .74 for the second model).

Multivariable Model Including GCS
Similar results were found when the pretreatment GCS was con-
sidered as a candidate variable rather than the pretreatment
NIHSS (On-line Table 3).

DISCUSSION
Our study, analyzing 110 MR imaging–selected patients with
ABAO, highlighted complete reperfusion after EVT as the strong-
est predictor of 90-day good functional outcome. Moreover, a
lower pretreatment NIHSS score, the absence of atrial fibrillation,
PcomA collateral flow, and IVT (bridging therapy) were predictors
of functional independence. Although GCS was also strongly asso-
ciated with a good neurologic outcome, the NIHSS score was con-
sidered more accurate in the evaluation of the pretreatment clinical
status.

Influence of Complete Reperfusion on Favorable
Outcomes
Our rate of successful reperfusion (mTICI 2b–3, 81.8%) was in
the range of those reported in other series showing a rate between
79% and 96%.17–21 Patients with mTICI 3 reperfusion had a bet-
ter mRS at 90 days than patients with mTICI 2b (44.8% among
mTICI 3 versus 8.7% among patients with mTICI 2b). On-line
Figure 3 shows as complete recanalization (mTICI 3) increased
the rate of good functional outcome compared with mTICI 0-2b.
In addition, there was a shift to higher rates of independence in
the group with successful reperfusion compared with unsuccess-
ful recanalization. Furthermore, in a multivariate analysis, com-
plete reperfusion (obtained in 60.9% of patients) was the
strongest predictor of a 90-day favorable outcome. This result is in
accordance with what was reported in previous published series of
mechanical thrombectomy for posterior circulation acute ischemic
stroke.20,22-24 This point probably underlines the importance of
achieving complete reperfusion in the posterior circulation, likely
due to the extremely functional anatomic region involved.

Not surprisingly, failure to achieve reperfusion has been
reported as a strong predictor of mortality.17 These results are im-
portant because they outline the efficacy of EVT in ABAO and
the impact on the clinical outcome.

Clinical Predictors of Outcome
In our series, the rate of favorable outcome was slightly lower
(31.8%) compared with other reports (42%–54%),4,17,19,25-28 with
higher rates of mortality (40.9% versus 12%–35%)4,19,25-29 and
poor outcome (mRS 3–5, 27%). These results suggest that among

Table 2: Independent predictors of favorable outcomea

Model 1 Model 2
OR (95% CI) P OR (95% CI) P

Pretreatment NIHSS 0.77 (0.64–0.94) .007 0.82 (0.68–0.98) .030
PcomA collateral flow 2.87 (1.05–7.84) .039 3.38 (1.20–8.96) .021
IV thrombolysis 2.71 (1.04–7.04) .040 Not selected
Atrial fibrillation 0.18 (0.03–0.99) .049 Not selected
Onset to groin puncture 0.95 (0.89–1.01) .062 Not selected
Pretreatment DWI BSS 0.76 (0.54–1.06) .096 0.74 (0.52–1.02) .069
Complete recanalization Not included – 6.59 (2.17–20.03) .001
C-statistics (95% CI) 0.803 (0.710–0.897) 0.816 (0.732–0.901)
Pseudo-R2 0.248 0.232
Goodness-of-fit test P¼ .85 P¼ .74

Note:—– indicates not available.
a ORs were calculated using a backward-stepwise multivariable penalized-likelihood logistic model. Candidate predictors in model 1 were mothership, admission to inten-
sive care, atrial fibrillation, pretreatment NIHSS, pretreatment ASPECTS, pretreatment DWI BSS, IV thrombolysis, PcomA collateral flow, thalamus involvement, and
onset-to-groin puncture time. Candidate predictors in model 2 were mothership, admission to intensive care, atrial fibrillation, pretreatment NIHSS, pretreatment PC-
ASPECTS, pretreatment DWI BSS, IV thrombolysis, PcomA collateral flow, thalamus involvement, onset-to-groin puncture time, and complete recanalization (mTICI 3).
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patients with posterior circulation ischemic stroke, if reperfusion
appears to be an important factor in functional independence,
other variables potentially influence the final neurologic status. It
has been suggested that occlusion of small perforating arteries in
thromboembolic ABAO may persist even after clot removal and
recanalization of the basilar artery, leading to irreversible brain
stem ischemic lesions.20

In addition, compared with the literature, our patient group
was older (mean age, 66.9 versus 58–64 years),26,29,30 with higher
initial stroke severity (mean baseline NIHSS score of 22 versus
13–17).11,21,25,29 Furthermore, .70% of patients (80 comatose
patients) required admission to the intensive care unit for me-
chanical ventilation.

Younger age has been demonstrated to be associated with
favorable outcomes.25 On the other hand, 60 years of age and
older was an independent predictor of mortality.17 A higher GCS
score and a lower baseline NIHSS are known to be predictors of
good outcome in patients with ABAO.25,26,28,31 Most interesting,
it has been shown that despite recanalization, patients with
ABAO with a baseline NIHSS of $13 have poorer outcomes
compared with those with a mild-to-moderate deficit.17 In our se-
ries, the median NIHSS score among patients achieving a poor
outcome was 40, and the median GCS was 3. Accordingly, we
can reasonably state that patients with very severe disease at
admission have a quite low probability of achieving a good neu-
rologic outcome even if treated with the best medical manage-
ment and with the most advanced interventional techniques.

Delay of Reperfusion Therapy
Our regional network organization 31 may explain our longer me-
dian time from onset to groin puncture and imaging to puncture
time (410minutes versus 242–405 minutes and 99 minutes versus
50–60 minutes) compared with previous findings.17,25,26,32

Hospitals in our region (.2,700,000 habitants with an area
of 27,376 km2) are not geographically close together, so most of
those with the drip and ship paradigm (representing 71.6% of
subjects) underwent a re-evaluation MR imaging on arrival at
our comprehensive stroke center, which might increase the
onset-to-groin puncture time and imaging-to-puncture time.

In addition, 72% of patients (79 subjects) needed to be intuba-
ted for their low GCS (n=23) and for EVT (n=56). All these fac-
tors contributed to an increase in the median time from onset to
groin puncture and imaging to groin puncture.

The Basilar Artery International Cooperation Study (BASICS)
demonstrated that the probability of poor outcome was significantly
increased when recanalization therapy was started after 6hours.33

However, data in the literature are contradictory, with series show-
ing a not significant correlation between patients treated before and
after 6hours.26 In our study, onset-to-groin puncture was not inde-
pendently associated with 90-day mRS 0–2 at multivariable analysis.
These data support the hypothesis that functional prognosis might
be governed by other factors such as baseline neurologic presenta-
tion, collateral flow, and initial ischemia.27

Influence of Atrial Fibrillation
Different from what was reported before, in our cohort, the ab-
sence of atrial fibrillation was associated with a favorable

outcome. Atrial fibrillation, associated with fresh thrombus and
less atherosclerotic vessel damage, was an independent predictor
of successful reperfusion in previous series.34 In addition, it has
been reported that cardiac embolism is more frequently related to
distal basilar artery occlusion, which is generally associated with
higher rates of successful recanalization after EVT.35,36

PcomA Collateral Flow
The positive impact of collateral blood flow on clinical outcomes
has been previously demonstrated.19,21,28,37 Scores used to deter-
mine collateral flow are heterogeneous, and there is not a consen-
sus for the posterior circulation. Here, the presence of collateral
flow in the PcomA was defined using an easy-to-use, validated
scale assessed on baseline MR imaging8 and was associated with a
90-day favorable outcome. Moreover, other authors reported that
better collateral supply significantly increases recanalization
rates,19 providing blood flow to the penumbral tissue and
decreasing the final infarct core.38 It is conceivable that the pres-
ence of a PcomA artery should be checked during the pretreat-
ment imaging and patient selection, considering that subjects
with PcomA collateral flows are more likely to benefit from me-
chanical thrombectomy and have a higher chance of recovery. In
addition, the presence of a PcomA artery impacted the outcome
independent of complete reperfusion, indicating the importance
of the collateral blood flow in patients with ABAO.

Impact of Bridging Therapy
In our cohort, the use of IVT (37.3% of patients) increased the
90-day favorable outcome, without higher hemorrhagic risk.
Similarly, Gory et al17 reported higher mortality rates among
patients with ABAO not receiving IVT. These findings may sup-
port the use of IVT in ABAO, underlining its role in reperfusion
strategy. In our study, the sICH rate was quite low (2.7%) com-
pared with that reported in other series (0 to 11.8%).17-19,25-28 In
agreement with recent series,39 it is likely that the low rate of
sICH is partly explained by the MR imaging–based patient selec-
tion, with no administration of IVT for patients with large stroke
volumes.

Limitations
Our study has limitations. First, it is a monocentric retrospective,
nonrandomized observational registry study. Our sample size
remains limited to assess the predictors of favorable outcome, de-
spite being the largest EVT study of MR imaging–selected
patients with ABAO. First, we could not exclude several predic-
tors not being identified due to lack of adequate statistical power.
Although there is no single sample calculation, we performed an
a posteriori power calculation by calculating the smallest effect
size (expressed as an odds ratio) that our sample size (35 patients
with favorable outcome and 75 patients without it) allows to
detect a 5% significance level (2-sided) with a 80% power. On the
basis of our study sample, we could detect odds ratios of 4.24 and
3.38, assuming an exposure prevalence of 10% and 50% in
patients without favorable outcome. In addition, we could not
exclude a risk of overfitting in multivariate analysis. For these rea-
sons, the present findings should be confirmed in further larger
studies or in the ongoing randomized controlled trials.40
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CONCLUSIONS
This study emphasizes the impact of complete successful reperfu-
sion in patients with ABAO, which appeared the strongest predic-
tor of a 90-day favorable outcome. The presence of PcomA
collateral flow, lower pretreatment NIHSS scores, the absence of
atrial fibrillation, and IV thrombolysis administration was also
associated with favorable outcomes. Nevertheless, further random-
ized controlled trials are warranted to assess the patient-related fac-
tors determining clinical outcome.
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Intraluminal Carotid Artery Thrombus in COVID-19: Another
Danger of Cytokine Storm?

A.Y. Mohamud, B. Griffith, M. Rehman, D. Miller, A. Chebl, S.C. Patel, B. Howell, M. Kole, and H. Marin

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) is associated with a severe inflammatory response. Inflammation affects athero-
sclerotic plaque vulnerability and promotes a thrombogenic environment. We report a series of 6 patients with COVID-19 with
acute ischemic stroke due to intraluminal carotid artery thrombus presenting during an 8-day period. Six patients were included (5
men) with a mean age of 65.8 years (range, 55–78 years). COVID-19 was diagnosed by detection of Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome coronavirus 2 in 5 patients and was presumed due to typical clinical and imaging findings in 1 patient. All patients had
vascular risk factors including diabetes (83%), hyperlipidemia (100%), and smoking (17%). Four patients presented with large infarcts
with initial NIHSS scores of 24–30. During their hospitalization, all patients had elevated D-dimer and C-reactive protein levels, 5
patients had elevated lactate dehydrogenase and ferritin levels, 3 had elevated interleukin-6 levels, and 2 had elevated troponin
levels. Inflammation related to COVID-19 may result in rupture of vulnerable atherosclerotic plaques, resulting in thrombosis and
acute ischemic stroke.

ABBREVIATIONS: COVID-19 ¼ coronavirus disease 2019; ICT ¼ intraluminal carotid artery thrombus; IL-6 ¼ interleukin-6; LVO ¼ large-vessel occlusion;
SARS-CoV-2 ¼ Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2

S ince emerging in late 2019, the Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) and associated coro-

navirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) have rapidly progressed to a
global pandemic. Current understanding suggests that COVID-
19 causes an excessive immune response, resulting in inflamma-
tion and extensive tissue damage.1 Those patients who develop
severe disease have been found to have significantly elevated lev-
els of interleukin-6 (IL-6) and other inflammatory cytokines in
what is termed a “cytokine storm.”2 This pattern of severe inflam-
mation is of concern in the realm of vascular neurology because
previous coronavirus and influenza epidemics have demonstrated
an increased risk of cardiovascular complications.3 These findings
were attributed primarily to the substantial inflammatory
response along with localized vascular inflammation.3,4 More
recent studies have also found that flulike illnesses increase the

odds of cerebral infarction by nearly 3-fold during the initial 15
days, with inflammation again identified as a potential culprit.5

A specific subtype of acute ischemic stroke, large-vessel
occlusion (LVO), is characterized by occlusion of a major
extracranial (carotid or vertebral artery) or intracranial vessel
and represents 24%–38% of all acute ischemic strokes when
defined as blockage of the intracranial ICA, M1, M2, A1, ver-
tebral artery, P1, or basilar artery.6 One important cause of
LVO is artery-to-artery embolism, usually due to the presence
of an atherothrombotic plaque or thrombosis at the site of a
plaque rupture. Of particular concern are atherosclerotic pla-
ques that are considered vulnerable, meaning those that have
a high probability of undergoing rupture and causing local
thrombosis and embolism. Plaque vulnerability is determined,
in part, by plaque morphology, which is influenced by patho-
physiologic mechanisms occurring at the cellular and molecu-
lar levels.7 One factor that has been reported to have a key
role in promoting plaque vulnerability is inflammation, which
can lead to thinning of the fibrous caps, enhanced influx of
lipids and expansion of the lipid core, as well as increased
neoangiogenesis.8

Cerebral infarction related to supracardiac atherosclerosis and
subsequent thromboembolism is an increasingly recognized
cause of embolic stroke.9 A 2019 meta-analysis found atheroscler-
otic plaques with high-risk features to be 5 times more prevalent
in the ipsilateral compared with the contralateral carotid artery in
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embolic stroke of underdetermined source.10 Nevertheless, iden-
tification of intraluminal carotid artery thrombus (ICT) is less
common. In the North American Symptomatic Carotid
Endarterectomy Trial (NASCET),11 the frequency of ICT was
only 1.1% in symptomatic patients with ,70% stenosis versus
4.3% and 5.5% in patients with$70% and.85% stenosis, respec-
tively.12 While ICT can occur in patients with and without signifi-
cant atherosclerotic disease, in patients without underlying
carotid stenosis, ICT is often associated with a hypercoagulable
state.12

In the context of the current pandemic, initial reports have
indicated that fewer patients are seeking emergency care for
stroke symptoms, possibly to avoid exposure to the coronavirus.
Despite an overall reduction in our total institutional stroke vol-
umes, we noted an unusually high number of patients with
COVID-19 who presented during 8 days with strokes due to ICT
within the proximal internal carotid artery lumen. We present
the clinical presentation, laboratory studies, and imaging findings
of 6 such patients.

Case Series
Institutional review board approval with waived consent was
obtained for this Health Insurance Portability and Accountability
Act–compliant retrospective Clinical Report. The case series con-
sists of patients with COVID-19 presenting with acute cerebral
infarction with varying degrees of intraluminal clot within the
internal carotid artery. Patients were selected from those admit-
ted to a large comprehensive stroke center. COVID-19 was diag-
nosed via detection of SARS-CoV-2 with real-time reverse
transcriptase polymerase chain reaction assay performed on
specimens obtained via nasopharyngeal or nasal swabs. One
patient with real-time reverse transcriptase polymerase chain
reaction negative for SARS-CoV-2 but with high suspicion for
COVID-19 was also included. That patient had a clinical pre-
sentation and laboratory findings typical of COVID-19, as well
as chest CT findings of bilateral subpleural consolidative opac-
ities and a large region of ground-glass opacity, which fit the
typical appearance of COVID-19 pneumonia according to
the Radiological Society of North America Expert Consensus
Statement.13 Laboratory values reported include peak levels
during the hospitalization course, as well as peak levels within
the 24 hours before or after initial identification of ICT on
imaging. This is a descriptive study reporting the imaging and
clinical characteristics of this series of patients.

Six patients were included (5 men, 1 woman) with a mean
age of 65.8 years (range, 55–78 years) (Table). All patients had a
history of vascular risk factors, including diabetes (83%), hyper-
lipidemia (100%), and smoking (17%). Four patients presented
with large infarcts with initial NIHSS scores ranging from 24 to
30. Four patients (67%) presented with tandem occlusions iden-
tified on CTA. One patient received IV alteplase, and 2 patients
underwent mechanical thrombectomy with TICI reperfusion
scores ranging from TICI 2a to TICI 2b. With regard to
COVID-19 status, 4 patients (67%) had previous symptoms
consistent with COVID-19 ranging from 4 to 14 days before the
onset of infarction. Two patients (33%) presented with cerebral
infarction and later developed respiratory symptoms. One
patient tested negative for COVID-19 via nasal swab but was
treated as positive for COVID-19 on the basis of clinical, radio-
graphic, and laboratory findings.

During their hospitalization course (On-line Table), all
patients (100%) had elevated D-dimer and C-reactive protein
levels, 5 (83%) had elevated lactate dehydrogenase and ferritin
levels and reduced absolute lymphocyte counts, and 2 (33%)
had elevated troponin levels. In addition, of the 4 patients with
IL-6 levels tested during their hospitalization, 3 (75%) had ele-
vated levels. Within the 24 hours before or after ICT detection
on imaging, of those tested, levels of D-dimer, C-reactive pro-
tein, and lactate dehydrogenase were elevated in 100% (5/5
patients tested), absolute lymphocyte counts were reduced in
67% (4/6), ferritin was elevated in 60% (3/5), fibrinogen was
elevated in 50% (2/4), and troponin was elevated in 40% (2/5).
In addition, of the 3 patients who underwent IL-6 testing dur-
ing that timeframe, 100% (3/3) had elevated levels. Four
patients were significantly debilitated on discharge with mRS
scores of 4–5, and 2 patients were discharged with mild deficits
(mRS, 1–2).

Patient 1. A 55-year-old man with a history of prior acute is-
chemic stroke and stenosis of the paraclinoid left ICA pre-
sented 24 hours after last known well with altered mental
status, right hemiplegia, and global aphasia with an initial
NIHSS score of 24. Noncontrast CT demonstrated early ische-
mic changes involving the left thalamus and putamen. CTA
showed near-occlusion of the left ICA at the bifurcation due
to a large intraluminal clot with complete occlusion more dis-
tally and reconstitution at the supraclinoid segment (Fig 1).
CT perfusion demonstrated ischemic penumbra and core
infarct volumes of 189 and 46mL, respectively. The patient

Patient demographics and stroke clinical details

Pt.
No.

Age
(yr) Sex

Days from
COVID-19
Sx Onset

Initial
NIHSS

Cervical Occlusion
or Near-Occlusion

Location

Cranial
Occlusion
Location

Atherosclerotic
Plaque Location

TICI
Score mRS

LOS
(days)

1 55 M 0 24 Left ICA bifurcation Left ICA petrous
segment

L petrous ICA 2a 4 8

2 78 F 12 25 Left ICA bifurcation None Carotid bulb NA 5 18
3 62 M 0 25 Right ICA bifurcation Right M1 Carotid bulb NA 5 18
4 74 M 14 5 Right ICA bifurcation None Carotid bulb NA 2 8
5 59 M 4 1 Right ICA bifurcation Right M2 None NA 1 2
6 67 M 7 30 Left ICA bifurcation Left M1 Carotid bulb 2b 4 12

Note:—Pt. indicates patient; Sx, symptom; LOS, length of stay; NA, not applicable.
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underwent mechanical thrombectomy of the carotid bifurca-
tion and supraclinoid ICA with removal of a large clot and a
final TICI 2a reperfusion grade.

Patient 2. A 78-year-old woman presented with a 1-week his-
tory of fatigue, anorexia, headache, and respiratory distress.
Following admission with bilateral air space opacities sugges-
tive of multifocal pneumonia, the patient’s condition stabi-
lized and she was weaned off supplemental oxygen. The next
morning the patient was found to be mute and hemiplegic on
the right with an initial NIHSS score of 25. Noncontrast CT
demonstrated evolving ischemic changes in the left caudate
nucleus, putamen, and left frontal and parietal cortices (Fig
2). CTA demonstrated an irregular plaque at the left ICA
bifurcation and intraluminal clot extending superiorly. The
patient did not receive thrombolytic therapy because she was
outside the treatment window of 4.5 hours. She did not
undergo mechanical thrombectomy because no LVO was
present on CTA.

Patient 3. A 62-year-old man with a history of diabetes and
hypertension presented with sudden-onset left-sided weakness.

On arrival, the patient was noted to be hypoxic requiring oxygen
supplementation, and his physical examination was notable for
left hemiplegia and dysarthria with an initial NIHSS score of 25.
Noncontrast CT demonstrated an acute infarct involving the
right frontal and temporal lobes. CTA demonstrated complete
occlusion of the right ICA from its origin with reconstitution at
the paraclinoid segment. Distally, there was occlusion of the
mid-to-distal M1 segment of the right MCA. The patient did
not receive thrombolytic therapy because he was discovered
18 hours after symptom onset, and mechanical thrombectomy
was not performed due to a large established infarct on noncon-
trast CT.

Patient 4. A 74-year-old man with a medical history of hyper-
tension, chronic kidney disease, and type 2 diabetes presented
with altered mental status and hypoxia. On examination, the
patient had a mild right facial droop and hemiparesis, with an
initial NIHSS score of 5. Noncontrast CT demonstrated no
acute abnormality. CT angiography showed thrombus in the
right carotid bulb extending into the proximal right internal
carotid artery. The patient underwent emergent carotid
endarterectomy.

FIG 1. Patient 1. A 55-year-old man with COVID-19 and an NIHSS score of 24. A and B, Coronal reformatted and axial images from CT angiogra-
phy of the head and neck demonstrate an irregular plaque at the left internal carotid artery bifurcation (arrowhead) and nonopacification of
the high cervical and petrous (short arrow) left internal carotid artery from tandem occlusion, with reconstitution of the supraclinoid segment
(long arrow). C, CT angiography 3 years prior shows moderate focal stenosis of the left paraclinoid ICA (white arrow). D, CT perfusion map
shows a large volume of hypoperfusion (time-to-maximum . 6 seconds) involving the left anterior and middle cerebral artery territory and a
considerably smaller volume of presumed core infarct (CBFof,30%) in the left parietal region. E, Digital subtraction angiography of the left in-
ternal carotid artery demonstrates an eccentric filling defect of the left carotid bifurcation (black arrow) and left ICA occlusion, with recanaliza-
tion at the level of the left ophthalmic artery from external-to-internal carotid collaterals (double black arrow).
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Patient 5. A 59-year-old man presented with sudden-onset
speech changes. The physical examination was notable for slurred
speech and an initial NIHSS of 1. Noncontrast CT demonstrated
hyperdensity involving the M2 segment of the right MCA. CTA
confirmed occlusion of an M2 segment branch of the right MCA
in addition to a noncalcified low-density filling defect along the
wall of the right ICA immediately distal to the bifurcation, con-
sistent with a ruptured atherosclerotic plaque with adherent
thrombus. The patient was treated with IV alteplase, resulting in
improvement of the neurologic deficits. MR imaging demon-
strated an acute infarct involving the right frontal, temporal, and
parietal lobes.

Patient 6. A 67-year-old man with a medical history of hyperlip-
idemia presented with fever and sudden loss of consciousness.
On examination, the patient had left-gaze deviation, dense left
hemiplegia, and aphasia with an initial NIHSS of 30. Noncontrast
CT revealed a hyperdense left MCA, but otherwise no acute

process (Fig 3). CTA showed near-occlusive ruptured plaque and
thrombus in the left ICA origin, along with complete occlusion of
the M1 segment of the left MCA. CT perfusion demonstrated is-
chemic penumbra and core infarct volumes of 159 and 36mL,
respectively. The patient underwent mechanical thrombectomy
of the carotid bifurcation and supraclinoid ICA with a final TICI
2b reperfusion grade after removal of 2 separate clots. The
patient’s physical examination findings following intervention
were notable for improvement in language but continued right
hemiplegia and dysphagia.

DISCUSSION
These cases demonstrate 6 patients with COVID-19 (5 con-
firmed, 1 presumed) presenting with acute ischemic infarction.
Each patient had evidence of ICT within the proximal internal
carotid artery, most likely secondary to plaque rupture fol-
lowed by thrombus formation and subsequent artery-to-artery

FIG 2. Patient 2. A 78-year-old woman with COVID-19 and an NIHSS score of 25. A, CT of the head without contrast demonstrates an evolving
ischemic infarct in the left frontoparietal paracentral cortex (dotted circle) with a smaller infarct posteriorly in the left parietal cortex. B–D,
Axial, coronal, and curved reformatted images from CT angiography of the head and neck demonstrate an irregular plaque at the left internal
carotid artery bifurcation and an intraluminal filling defect (arrow) extending superiorly in the left internal carotid artery, corresponding to rup-
tured plaque with clot formation.
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embolism. There is evidence that inflammation promotes the de-
velopment of atherosclerosis and is also associated with plaque
rupture.14 The Canakinumab Anti-Inflammatory Thrombosis
Outcome Study noted that patients who received an IL-1 inhibi-
tor had significantly decreased levels of IL-6 and reduced rates of
myocardial and cerebral infarction.15

We suspect that in our cases, the proinflammatory state
caused by COVID-19 infection contributed to plaque instability
and rupture, with subsequent thrombosis promoted by the
thrombogenic environment also caused by the ongoing COVID-
19 infection. There is evidence suggesting that cytokine storms
play a role in cases of severe COVID-19; and for some patients,
this inflammatory state, coupled with the thrombogenic environ-
ment, may play an important role in clot formation and subse-
quent infarction. All patients in this series had a history of
vascular risk factors, including diabetes, hyperlipidemia, and
smoking, which may have increased their susceptibility to plaque
rupture and thrombosis.

Notably, all 6 patients presented with no-or-mild COVID-
19 symptoms, and 5 of the 6 patients (83%) presented with
stroke symptoms as the chief symptoms. This suggests that
even mild cases of COVID-19 can result in thrombogenicity,
inflammation, and ultimately plaque rupture and thrombosis.
In previous studies examining complications related to coro-
navirus-related diseases, most complications were seen in
critically ill patients.16,17 However, the fact that most of our
patients had milder COVID-19 symptoms suggests that a
contributing factor may be a direct effect of the SARS-CoV-2
infection rather than systemic inflammation alone or a post-
infectious prothrombotic state.

Viral infections are known to have the potential for causing
vascular disease, including through atherogenesis, endothelial
activation leading to altered coagulation and fibrinolytic systems,
as well as direct endothelial cell invasion.18 In addition, recent
studies have found evidence of direct infection of the endothe-
lium by SARS-CoV-2 with diffuse endothelial inflammation, fur-
ther supporting the role of the virus in these cases.19 The fact that
all patients presented with involvement at the carotid bifurcation
may be due to its pre-existing propensity for atherosclerosis and
turbulent flow; the latter can damage the endothelium and lead
to platelet aggregation.

The limitations of this study include the inability to prove
causality between COVID-19 infection and ICT due to the retro-
spective nature of the study and the small number of patients.
Additionally, there was neither consistent assessment of the same
systemic inflammatory markers in all patients nor pathologic
confirmation of the embolic material or carotid plaque. Finally,
baseline and follow-up arterial wall imaging beyond CTA was
not performed.

Our findings suggest that there is an increased risk of LVO
due to ICT in patients with COVID-19 infection who have typical
vascular risk factors. Additionally, our patients most often pre-
sented with symptoms of cerebral ischemia rather than typical
COVID-19 symptoms. Furthermore, cerebral ischemia due to
ICT was not limited to patients with severe COVID-19 symp-
toms. The possible coincidence of cerebral ischemia due to ICT
and COVID-19 infection is an essential consideration, particu-
larly in the evaluation of encephalopathy, which is common
with viral illnesses. This recognition is important to ensure that
an appropriate diagnostic work-up is performed, including

FIG 3. Patient 6. A 67-year-old man presenting with fever and sudden loss of consciousness. A, Axial noncontrast CT of the head demonstrates
a hyperdense left MCA branch (arrow) without evidence of acute infarct. B and C, Axial and curved reformatted images from CT angiography
of the head and neck demonstrate an intraluminal clot projecting into the left internal carotid artery at the bifurcation (arrows). D, Coronal MIP
from CT angiography of the head and neck demonstrates occlusion of the M1 segment of the left MCA. E, Digital subtraction angiography of
the left internal carotid artery demonstrates an eccentric filling defect of the left carotid bifurcation (black arrow).
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carotid imaging, as well as the timely treatment of acute cere-
bral ischemia and initiation of antithrombotic therapy for
stroke prevention.
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ORIGINAL RESEARCH
HEAD & NECK

MRI Findings of Immune Checkpoint Inhibitor–Induced
Hypophysitis: Possible Association with Fibrosis

R. Kurokawa, Y. Ota, W. Gonoi, A. Hagiwara, M. Kurokawa, H. Mori, E. Maeda, S. Amemiya, Y. Usui,
N. Sato, Y. Nakata, T. Moritani, and O. Abe

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Hypophysitis is one of the well-known adverse effects of immune checkpoint inhibitors. Immune
checkpoint inhibitor–induced hypophysitis frequently causes irreversible hypopituitarism, which requires long-term hormone
replacement. Despite the high frequency and clinical significance, characteristic MR imaging findings of immune checkpoint inhibi-
tor–induced hypophysitis have not been established. In the present study, we aimed to review and extract the MR imaging fea-
tures of immune checkpoint inhibitor–induced hypophysitis.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This retrospective international multicenter study comprised 20 patients with melanoma who were
being treated with immune checkpoint inhibitors and clinically diagnosed with immune checkpoint inhibitor–induced hypophysitis.
Three radiologists evaluated the following MR imaging findings: enlargement of the pituitary gland and stalk; homogeneity of
enhancement of the pituitary gland; presence/absence of a well-defined poorly enhanced area and, if present, its location, shape,
and signal intensity in T2WI; and enhancement pattern in contrast-enhanced dynamic MR imaging. Clinical symptoms and hormone
levels were also recorded.

RESULTS: Enlargement of the pituitary gland and stalk was observed in 12 and 20 patients, respectively. Nineteen patients showed
poorly enhanced lesions (geographic hypoenhancing lesions) in the anterior lobe, and 11 of these lesions showed hypointensity on
T2WI. Thyrotropin deficiency and corticotropin deficiency were observed in 19/20 and 12/17 patients, respectively, which persisted
in 12/19 and 10/12 patients, respectively, throughout the study period.

CONCLUSIONS: Pituitary geographic hypoenhancing lesions in the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland are characteristic and fre-
quent MR imaging findings of immune checkpoint inhibitor–induced hypophysitis. They reflect fibrosis and are useful in distinguish-
ing immune checkpoint inhibitor–induced hypophysitis from other types of hypophysitis/tumors.

ABBREVIATIONS: CTCAE ¼ Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events; CTLA-4 ¼ cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated antigen-4; ICI ¼ immune
checkpoint inhibitor; ICI-H ¼ immune checkpoint inhibitor–induced hypophysitis; PD-1 ¼ programmed death-1; PD-L1 ¼ programmed death-ligand-1

Recent advances in the understanding of tumor immunology
have led to the development of immune checkpoint inhibi-

tors (ICIs), such as cytotoxic T-lymphocyte-associated antigen-4

(CTLA-4) inhibitors, programmed death-1 (PD-1) inhibitors,

and programmed death-ligand-1 (PD-L1) inhibitors, which are

widely used as breakthrough treatments for a wide variety of

malignancies, such as melanoma, pancreatic cancer, and non-

small-cell lung cancer. ICIs exert their antitumor effects by pro-

moting the attack on activated T-cells in tumors; however, a risk

of adverse effects prevails due to the infiltration of activated T-

cells into systemic organs, where they may cause an excessive

immune response.1 Such adverse effects are called immune-

related adverse effects because they present symptoms similar to

those of autoimmune diseases, such as skin rash, hypothyroidism,

and adrenal insufficiency. Immune-related adverse effects can be

expressed in all organs of the body, including the skin, endocrine

system, respiratory system, gastrointestinal system, and central

nervous system.
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Hypophysitis is an inflammation of the pituitary gland and is
one of the typical symptoms of immune-related adverse effects; it
results in headache and secondary endocrinopathy, depending on
the site and extent of injury due to the pituitary infiltration of
activated T-cells.1 Hypophysitis caused by the anti-CTLA-4 anti-
body, ipilimumab (Yervoy; Bristol-Myers Squibb), was first
reported in 2003 by Phan et al.2 According to a systematic review
by Barroso-Sousa et al,3 ICI-induced hypophysitis (ICI-H) occurs
in association with ICI therapy in the following order of fre-
quency: combination therapy (ipilimumab plus PD-1 inhibitors,
6.4%), ipilimumab alone (3.2%), PD-1 inhibitors alone (0.4%),
and PD-L1 inhibitors alone (,0.1%). The fatality rate with ICI-H
has been reported to be 2%, and the associated endocrine toxicity
is very high (.91%).4,5 Endocrinopathy due to ICI-H is often ir-
reversible and requires hormone replacement in .89% of
patients.4-7 Despite its high incidence, knowledge of the histopa-
thologic findings of ICI-H is scarce. The first postmortem case
was reported in 2016 by Caturegli et al,5 who reported a case of
tremelimumab-(an immunoglobulin-2 monoclonal antibody
against CTLA-4 produced by AstraZeneca) induced hypophysitis.
A postmortem examination revealed near-complete destruction
of the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland caused by extensive ne-
crosis and fibrosis and pathologically exhibited lymphocytic and
necrotizing hypophysitis.5 Contrast MR imaging in the same
patient showed a poorly enhanced area in the anterior lobe of the
pituitary gland, which was thought to reflect necrosis.5 However,
there are no comprehensive reports of MR imaging findings spe-
cific to ICI-H that summarize the enhancement and enlargement
of the pituitary gland and/or stalk, as in other types of hypophysi-
tis.6,8-15 Therefore, in the present study, we aimed to review and
extract the MR imaging findings specific to ICI-H.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This international multicenter retrospective study was approved
by the local ethics committees (The University of Tokyo Hospital
and Michigan Medicine; IRB 2019310NI), and the requirement
for informed consent from study participants was waived due to
the retrospective design of the study.

Patients
Between January 2013 andMarch 2020, twenty patients with malig-
nant melanoma who received ICIs and were clinically diagnosed
with ICI-H in 2 hospitals in Japan and the United States were
included. We collected the following clinical and laboratory data of
the patients: the symptoms of the patients; the stage of malignant
melanoma; ICIs used for treatment; and the levels of corticotropin,
cortisol, thyroid-stimulating hormone, free thyroxine, prolactin,
luteinizing hormone, follicle-stimulating hormone, testosterone (if
male), growth hormone, and insulin-like growth factor 1. The
Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events (CTCAE),
Version 4.03, were used to assess the severity of adverse effects. The
diagnosis of ICI-H was made clinically when $1 pituitary hormo-
nal dysfunction, such as hyposecretion of corticotropin or thyroid-
stimulating hormone, was identified in patients during or just after
the treatment with ICIs with or without physical symptoms, such as
headache and nausea. Pituitary dysfunction was diagnosed on the
basis of the laboratory reference ranges.

MR Imaging Scanning Protocol
The MR imaging of the pituitary glands was performed using a 1T,
1.5T, or 3T scanner. The following scans were required for all
patients: axial and/or coronal T2-weighted (TR range: 2222–
4851ms; TE range: 80–120ms; in-plane resolution: 0.41� 0.41–
0.90� 0.90mm2; section thickness: 2–5mm), axial and/or coronal
T1-weighted (TR range: 450–2000ms; TE range: 9–20ms; in-
plane resolution: 0.41� 0.41–0.90� 0.90mm2; section thickness:
2–5mm), contrast-enhanced 3D-T1-weighted (axial, sagittal, or
coronal; TR range: 7.2–600ms; TE range: 2.3–28.3ms; voxel size:
0.31� 0.31� 0.8–1� 1 � 1mm3), and/or contrast-enhanced 2D
T1-weighted (axial, sagittal, and coronal; dynamic or nondynamic;
TR range: 450–1800ms; TE range: 9–15ms; in-plane resolut-
ion: 0.41� 0.41–0.90� 0.90 mm2; section thickness: 2–5mm).
Contrast-enhanced 3D-T1-weighted images were reconstructed in
the axial, coronal, and sagittal planes. Contrast-enhanced MR imag-
ing was performed 90 seconds after the administration of intrave-
nous contrast medium. Contrast-enhanced dynamic MR imaging
was performed 15, 30, 45, 60, 75, and 90 seconds after the adminis-
tration of intravenous contrast medium. MR imaging parameters
varied among institutions because of the difference in examination
protocols used by the institutions.

Image Analysis
In total, 3 diagnostic radiologists participated in the process. Two
of the 3 diagnostic radiologists (with 6 and 8 years of experience
in neuroradiology, and the latter being board-certified) separately
interpreted all MR images and determined the numeric and nom-
inal values mentioned below. Final numeric values were obtained
by averaging the values of the 2 diagnostic radiologists. In case
nominal values were interpreted differently by the 2 radiologists,
the final decision was made by the third board-certified diagnos-
tic radiologist with 15 years of experience in neuroradiology. The
numeric imaging factor evaluated was thickness of the pituitary
stalk. Nominal imaging factors evaluated were as follows: the
presence or absence of enlargement of the pituitary gland and
stalk; homogeneity of enhancement of the pituitary gland (homo-
geneous or heterogeneous); the presence or absence of a well-
defined, poorly enhanced area and, if present, the location (ante-
rior, middle, or posterior; right, center, left, or bilateral), shape
(nodular, linear, ring-shaped, or irregular), and signal intensity in
T2WI (hyperintensity, isointensity, or hypointensity). For cases
with contrast-enhanced MR imaging, the enhancement pattern
was categorized into no enhancement, washout, plateau, or grad-
ually enhancing.

Enlargement of the pituitary gland was diagnosed when its
height was $2 SDs of its reported average in healthy individuals
of the same age group—age range, 21–30 years: 6.6 6 1.5mm for
men, 7.06 1.9mm for women; age range, 31–40 years: 6.36 1.4
mm and 6.5 6 1.7 mm; age range, 41–50 years: 6.1 6 1.5 mm
and 6.4 6 1.3 mm; older than 50 years of age: 6.0 6 1.6 mm and
6.7 6 1.9 mm.16 During pregnancy or postpartum, independent
standards for women were set from 6.06 0.99 mm to 8.8 6 0.67
mm.17 Enlargement of the pituitary stalk was diagnosed when the
anterolateral diameter of the pituitary insertion of the stalk was
$2 SDs longer than its reported average in healthy individuals:
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2.32 6 0.39mm.18 All MR images were evaluated in 3D in each
case.

Statistical Analysis
Interreader agreement was assessed using k statistics and was
interpreted as poor (k , 0.20), fair (k ¼ 0.21–0.40), moderate
(k ¼ 0.41–0.60), good (k ¼ 0.61–0.80), or very good (k $ 0.81).
Statistical analyses were performed using JMP software (Version
14.2.0; SAS Institute).

RESULTS
Patient characteristics and clinical data are summarized in Tables 1
and 2, respectively. The mean age of the participants was 55.7 years
(range, 30–86 years), and half of the patients were men. No female
patient was pregnant or in the postpartum state. All patients were
treated for stage III or IV melanoma, and the CTCAE grade was 3
in all cases. ICIs used for treatment were as follows: nivolumab
(anti-PD-1 monoclonal antibody, Opdivo; Bristol Myers Squibb)1
ipilimumab, 11/20 patients (55.0%); and ipilimumab alone, 9/20
patients (45.0%). Blood tests revealed endocrinologic abnormalities
such as thyrotropin deficiency (19/20 [95.0%]), corticotropin defi-
ciency 12/17 (70.6%), and gonadotropin deficiency (9/16 [56.3%]).
After the mean follow-up period of 21.4months (range, 2–

62months), thyrotropin deficiency in 12/19 (63.2%) and corticotro-
pin deficiency in 10/12 (83.3%) patients persisted. Hormonal
replacement was administered to all patients, and it was continued
throughout the course in 17/20 (85.0%) patients.

The characteristics of MR imaging findings are summarized
in Table 3. Enlargement of the pituitary gland and stalk was
observed in 12 (60.0%) and 20 patients (100%), respectively.
Nineteen patients (95.0%) demonstrated geographic hypoen-
hancing lesions. All these geographic hypoenhancing lesions
were located in the anterior lobes; and 11/19 patients (57.9%)
showed hypointensity, 7 patients (36.8%) showed iso-intensity,
and 1 patient (5.3%) showed high intensity on T2WI. Contrast
dynamic MR imaging was performed in 2 patients, and pituitary
geographic hypoenhancing lesions were enhanced gradually,
showing a low intensity in T2WI. Representative cases are shown
in Figs 1–3. Four patients showed nonenhanced nodules between
the anterior and intermediate middle lobes of the pituitary gland,
indicating a Rathke cleft cyst, and all these patients had pituitary
geographic hypoenhancing lesions in the anterior lobes separate
from the cysts. T2*-weighted images were available for 12
patients with pituitary geographic hypoenhancing lesions, and
the blooming effect indicating hemosiderin deposition was not
observed in these patients. Interreader agreement was good or
very good for each factor (k ¼ 0.64–1, Table 4). All patients
showed an improvement in physical symptoms with immuno-
therapy, including high-dose prednisone or interleukin-2, and/or
brief withdrawal of the ICIs. Previous MR imaging and follow-up
MR imaging were performed in 13 and 12 patients, respectively
(previous MR imaging: mean, 136 days [range, 53–375 days]
before; follow-up MR imaging: mean, 262 days [range, 20–949
days] after the MR imaging when ICI-H was diagnosed). All pre-
vious MR imaging in 13 patients and follow-up MR imaging in 8
patients were performed with contrast material, and the remain-
ing follow-up MR imaging in 4 patients was performed without
contrast material. Previous MR imaging showed no abnormal
findings, and follow-up MR imaging in all the patients who
underwent it confirmed the resolutions of the abnormal findings.

DISCUSSION
In the present study, we found that the MR imaging of ICI-H
demonstrated not only the nonspecific enlargement of pituitary
glands and stalks but also the characteristic geographic hypoen-
hancing lesions in the anterior lobe, and all but 1 patient showed
hypo- or isosignal intensities, respectively, in T2WI. These char-
acteristic and frequent MR imaging findings, along with the

Table 1: Patient characteristics
Characteristic

Age (mean) (range) (yr) 55.7 (30–86)
Sex M/F¼ 10:10
Follow-up period (mean) (range) (mo) 20.4 (1–62)
Clinical stage (No.)
#II 0
III 3
IV 17

CTCAE grade (No.)
0–2 0
3 20
4, 5 0
ICIs (No.)
Ipilimumab 1 nivolumab 11
Ipilimumab 9
Main physical symptoms (No.)
Headache 13
Fatigue/malaise 3
Nausea/vomiting 2
Edema 1
Numbness 1
Loss of vision/visual field disorder 0
Diabetes insipidus 0
No symptom 0

Table 2: Hormone abnormalities

Laboratory Reference Range
Pituitary Hormone
Abnormalities (%)

Last Follow-Up, Hormone
Abnormalities (%)

Hormonal
Recovery (%)

Corticotropin deficiency ACTH, 5–63.3 pg/mL 12/17 (70.6) 10/12 (83.3) 2/12 (16.7)
Thyrotropin deficiency TSH, 0.30–5.50 mIU/mL 19/20 (95.0) 12/19 (63.2) 7/19 (36.8)
Gonadotropin deficiency FSH, 1.5–10.0 mIU/mL (male);

2.0–131 mIU/mL (female)a
9/16 (56.3) 1/5 (20.0) –

Diabetes insipidus Based on symptom 0/20 (0) – –

Note:—ACTH indicates adrenocorticotropic hormone; TSH, thyroid stimulating hormone; FSH, follicle stimulating hormone; mIU, milli-international units.
a Depending on age.
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patient being under treatment with ICIs, are useful for the diag-
nosis of ICI-H.

MR imaging is a recommended technique for diagnosing hypo-
physitis; particularly, gadolinium-enhanced pituitary MR imaging
has been reported to be useful for the diagnosis.7,14 However, pre-
vious studies have summarized MR imaging findings of ICI-H
as moderate to intense, with homogeneous enhancement and
enlargement of the pituitary gland with or without enlargement of
the pituitary stalk,6,7,14 which are nonspecific and common in
hypophysitis due to other causes.8-13 Pathologic variants of hypo-
physitis include lymphocytic, granulomatous, immunoglobulin-4-
related, xanthomatous, and necrotizing.

Characteristic MR imaging findings are not established for
ICI-H.7,9 Of note, we found pituitary geographic hypoenhancing
lesions in all but 1 patient. More than half of these lesions showed
a low intensity on T2WI (57.9%) without blooming effect in all
patients with T2*-weighted imaging, which is suggestive of fibrosis
rather than necrosis, cystic degeneration, or hemorrhage as seen in
a few patients with lymphocytic hypophysitis, xanthomatous hypo-
physitis, and necrotizing hypophysitis.19-21 Two patients showed a
gradual enhancement consistent with the low signal intensity on
T2WI, which is also supportive of fibrosis. On the contrary, 1
patient with a pituitary geographic hypoenhancing lesion (5.0%)
showed a high intensity on T2WI, suggesting a cystic change, but
taking into consideration the postmortem report of tremelimumab
(anti-CTLA4)-induced hypophysitis by Caturegli et al,5 it seems to
be a necrosis rather than a cystic change. On the basis of the MR
imaging findings mentioned above, we speculate that ICI-H has a
unique tendency to cause fibrosis and rarely becomes necrotic.

Furthermore, we discuss the distribution and morphology of
pituitary geographic hypoenhancing lesions. It is well-established
that in patients with ICI-H, the anterior lobe of the pituitary
gland is mainly involved, whereas the involvement of the poste-
rior lobe is less frequent.22-24 Therefore, in the present study, all
pituitary geographic hypoenhancing lesions were localized in the
anterior lobe. Although the existence of pituitary geographic
hypoenhancing lesions was previously unknown, this MR imag-
ing finding could be retrospectively found in some case reports;

Table 3: MR imaging findings
Finding No. (%)

Enlargement of pituitary gland 12 (60.0)
Gadolinium-enhanced MR imaging (n¼ 20)
Enlargement of pituitary stalk 20 (100)
Hypoenhancing lesions in the pituitary gland 19 (95.0)
High intensity on T2WI 1/19 (5.3)
Isointensity on T2WI 7/19 (36.8)
Low intensity on T2WI 11/19 (57.9)
Shape of hypoenhancing lesion (n¼ 19)
Linear 8 (42.1)
Nodular 4 (21.1)
Ring-shaped 1 (5.3)
Irregular 6 (31.6)

FIG 1. A 31-year-old man receiving ipilimumab for stage IV melanoma with hypothyroidism and headache for a week. Contrast-enhanced coro-
nal dynamic MR imaging demonstrates an enlarged pituitary gland and stalk and a gradually enhanced bilateral ring-shaped hypoenhancing lesion
(precontrast [A]; 15, 45, and 90 seconds after contrast medium injection [B–D]; arrows indicate lesions). The lesion shows mild hypointensity on
the T2-weighted coronal image (E, arrows). Contrast-enhanced sagittal MR imaging shows the hypoenhancing lesion in the anterior lobe
(F, arrow).
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for example, 1 of the 3 patients in the report of Carpenter et al,15

1 patient in the study of Albarel et al,14 and 1 patient in the study
of Caturegli et al5 demonstrated pituitary geographic hypoen-
hancing lesions in the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland. The pi-
tuitary geographic hypoenhancing lesions showed a variety of
shapes, probably due to differences in the distribution of fibrosis
and necrosis in each patient. In terms of endocrinologic

prognosis, prolonged hormonal replacement is required for
patients with ICI-H in general, especially for corticotropin defi-
ciency, and multidisciplinary follow-up should be performed.14

According to the review by Albarel et al,14 in 2019, corticotropin
deficiency and thyrotropin deficiency persisted in 63/72 (84.9%)
and 34/75 (45.3%) patients, respectively, during the last follow-up;
and long-term hormone replacement was needed in patients with
ICI-H. These findings are consistent with the findings of this study,
in which corticotropin deficiency and thyrotropin deficiency per-
sisted in 10/12 (83.3%) and 12/19 (63.2%) patients, respectively,
throughout the study period. The high frequency of anterior hypo-
pituitarism and the rarity of diabetes insipidus seem to correlate
with the high frequency of anterior lobe involvement in ICI-H.

In the present study, ipilimumab was used in all patients, and it
was given as a combination therapy with nivolumab in 10/19
patients (52.6%). Immune-related adverse effects are caused by
injury to the target organ by a combination of autoreactive T-cells,
autoantibodies, and/or proinflammatory cytokines, but the fre-
quency and extent of adverse reactions varied between drugs.1

ICI-H is observed more frequently (3.2%) with CTLA-4 inhibitors
than other ICIs, and the expression of CTLA-4 on normal pituitary

FIG 2. An 82-year-old woman receiving nivolumab plus ipilimumab for stage IV melanoma with corticotropin deficiency, hypothyroidism, and
headache for 9 days. Contrast-enhanced 3D-MR imaging (90 seconds after contrast medium injection) demonstrates an enlarged pituitary gland
and stalk and an irregularly shaped hypoenhancing lesion in the anterior lobe (A, sagittal reconstruction; B, coronal reconstruction, arrows). The
lesion shows mild hypointensity on T2WI (C, arrow). The lesion is gradually enhanced in contrast-enhanced 2D sagittal MR imaging performed
90 more seconds after the 3D MR imaging (D, arrow).

FIG 3. A 40-year-old woman receiving nivolumab plus ipilimumab for stage IV melanoma with corticotropin deficiency, hypothyroidism, and
hand edema for 10 days. Contrast-enhanced 3D-MR imaging (90 seconds after contrast medium injection) demonstrates an enlarged pituitary
gland and stalk and bilateral linear hypoenhancing lesions (A, sagittal reconstruction; B, coronal reconstruction, arrows). These lesions show
hypointensity on the T2-weighted coronal image (C, arrows), and gradual enhancement is demonstrated in contrast-enhanced 2D coronal MR
imaging performed 90 more seconds after the 3D MR imaging (D, arrows).

Table 4: Interrater reliability between 2 raters
MR Imaging Finding j

Pituitary height 0.8326
Stalk thickness 0.9136
Homogeneity of enhancement 1
Hypoenhancing lesion 0.6429a

Shape 0.8535
Signal intensity in T2WI 0.8077
Location (AP) 1
Location (RL) 0.8462
Pattern of enhancement 1

Note:—AP indicates anterior-posterior; RL, right-left.
a The difference in judgment between the 2 raters was observed only in 1 case
(rater 1, 19/20 versus rater 2, 18/20); this was subsequently arbitrated by a third
radiologist as positive for a hypoenhancing lesion.
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cells is expected to be the underlying cause.3,25 The frequency of
PD-1 inhibitor-induced hypophysitis is low at 0.4%, whereas the
frequency of hypophysitis caused by combination therapy (ipili-
mumab plus PD-1 inhibitors) is higher at 6.4%.3 Furthermore,
hypophysitis associated with combination therapy or ipilimumab
alone is more frequently high-grade ($3) in CTCAE than with
PD-1/PD-L1 inhibitors.26,27 Consistently, the CTCAE grade was 3
for all patients in the present study.

According to the review by Larkin et al,27 the frequency of high-
grade-versus-low-grade ICI-H was 1.0% (3/313) versus 6.1% (19/
313) for combination therapy (nivolumab plus ipilimumab) and
1.9% (6/311) versus 1.9% (6/311) for ipilimumab alone. Thus, it is
likely that more than an equal number of patients with potential
low-grade (CTCAE grade #2) hypophysitis existed during the cur-
rent patient enrollment period but were not diagnosed because their
conditions were clinically and endocrinologically mild. Further stud-
ies on the MR imaging findings of ICI-H in patients with low-grade
hypophysitis are needed in the future.

This study had the following limitations: First, histologic confir-
mation of the pituitary gland was not performed. However, the
possibility of other types of hypophysitis or tumors is low, because
all patients developed physical symptoms during or immediately
after the immunotherapy with ICIs, and the symptoms improved
with additional immunotherapy or withdrawal of ICIs. In addition,
none of the patients with previous MR imaging showed abnormal
findings in the pituitary gland, and all patients with follow-up MR
imaging showed the resolution of the abnormal findings. Second,
the frequency of pituitary geographic hypoenhancing lesions in
hypophysitis due to other causes was not examined. To the best of
our knowledge, there are no reports in the literature of a high inci-
dence of poorly enhanced areas and fibrosis in hypophysitis due to
other causes. Third, patients with low-grade ICI-H with a CTCAE
grade of#2 were not included in the present study. Therefore, the
frequency of MR imaging findings, such as pituitary geographic
hypoenhancing lesions, might be different in patients with low-
grade ICI-H. Finally, all patients included in the present study
were administrated ipilimumab-containing therapies, but one case
series including 4 patients have reported that patients with PD-1/
PD-L1 blockade–induced hypophysitis did not show any abnor-
malities in MR imaging.28 To clarify whether “pituitary geographic
hypoenhancing lesions” are unique to ipilimumab, further studies
investigating ICI-H associated with other ICI therapies are needed.

CONCLUSIONS
Contrast MR imaging of ICI-H frequently demonstrates T2-
weighted low-intensity pituitary geographic hypoenhancing lesions
in the anterior lobe of the pituitary gland. These characteristic and
frequent MR imaging findings may reflect fibrosis and are useful in
distinguishing ICI-H from other types of hypophysitis and tumors.
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HEAD & NECK

A Simple Formula to Estimate Parathyroid Weight on 4D-CT,
Predict Pathologic Weight, and Diagnose Parathyroid

Adenoma in Patients with Primary Hyperparathyroidism
R. Yeh, Y.-K.D. Tay, L. Dercle, L. Bandeira, M.R. Parekh, and J.P. Bilezikian

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Parathyroid gland weight is a clinically relevant parameter used to diagnose parathyroid adenomas
intraoperatively. We evaluated the accuracy of a formula to estimate parathyroid weight on preoperative 4D-CT.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: A single-institution retrospective study was performed in patients with primary hyperparathyroidism
who underwent 4D-CT between January 2013 and December 2014 with subsequent parathyroidectomy and surgical cure. All patients
had correct localization of a solitary parathyroid adenoma. The longest 3 dimensions of all identified parathyroid glands were
measured on CT, and weight was estimated using the formula: weight4D-CT (mg) ¼ 1 mg/mm3 � Length (mm) � Width (mm) �
Height (mm) � p/6. We correlated weight4D-CT with pathology specimen weight (weightpathology). Using receiver operating charac-
teristic analysis, we estimated the performance of weight4D-CT to discriminate a parathyroid adenoma from normal glands on 4D-
CT and determined the optimal threshold based on the Youden index.

RESULTS:One hundred sixteen patients (85 women, 31 men) were evaluated. Weight4D-CT was shown to be strongly correlated with
weightpathology as demonstrated by Spearman r ¼ 0.73 (P, .01), concordance correlation coefficient ¼ 0.92 (95% CI, 0.89–0.94),
and Cronbach a ¼ 0.96. The performance of weight4D-CT for the diagnosis of parathyroid adenoma was excellent, with an area
under the curve of 0.955 (95% CI, 0.925–0.985; P, .001). Based on the Youden index, the optimal threshold was.50mg, with a
sensitivity of 96.7% and a specificity of 95.7%.

CONCLUSIONS: Radiologists can accurately estimate parathyroid adenoma weight on 4D-CT. This metric is highly correlated with
pathologic weight, and a threshold cutoff of .50mg can be used to distinguish parathyroid adenoma from normal glands.

ABBREVIATIONS: AUC ¼ area under the curve; IQR ¼ interquartile range; ROC ¼ receiver operating characteristic

Parathyroid 4D-CT is a relatively new imaging technique for pre-
operative localization of parathyroid adenomas in patients with

primary hyperparathyroidism. First reported by Rodgers et al,1 in
2006, 4D-CT has increasingly gained acceptance, most commonly
as a second-line approach to the traditional methods of nuclear

scintigraphy and sonography. It has also demonstrated the potential

to be used as a first-line parathyroid imaging technique.2 Studies

have demonstrated a relatively high sensitivity of 4D-CT for local-

ization of parathyroid adenomas and hyperplasia, with reported

sensitivities ranging from 76% to 88%1,3,4 and superior localization

compared with sestamibi and sonography.4-6 Accurate preoperative

imaging allows surgeons to appropriately select patients for mini-

mally invasive parathyroidectomy by localizing a single parathyroid

adenoma and excluding multigland disease.2

While identification of parathyroid adenomas by 4D-CT relies

on their characteristic differential enhancement across time, the

classic enhancement pattern is observed in only a minority of

adenomas (20%).7 In the setting of variable enhancement pat-

terns, gland size may serve as an additional 4D-CT parameter

for identifying adenomas preoperatively, particularly in distin-

guishing normal from abnormal glands. This is in line with the

intraoperative approach of the parathyroid surgeon, because

weight and size are the most frequently used criteria for
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identifying abnormal glands, with additional intraoperative fea-

tures including shape, consistency, and histologic features.8 The

weight of the pathologic specimen is considered to be the best

measure of gland size, as opposed to gland length, due to the vari-

able shape of parathyroid glands.9 Normal parathyroid glands

generally weigh 20–40mg, with glands of .60mg usually con-

sidered abnormal by pathologists and surgeons.8,10

The high spatial resolution of 4D-CT allows delineation of
adenomas from adjacent structures, which in theory, would allow
an accurate estimate of adenoma size. While a pathologic size
threshold may be inferred to 4D-CT, several factors may influ-
ence such estimates, such as adenoma shape, location, and rela-
tionship to and mass effect from adjacent structures, such as an
enlarged multinodular thyroid gland or esophagus. These poten-
tial confounders do not affect the actual weight of the pathologic
specimen following surgical resection. Studies in lung cancer and
renal cell carcinoma correlating tumor sizes as measured on CT
scans with pathologic specimens have shown poor correlation,
with statistically significant differences in measured size on CT
compared with pathologic size.11,12

Differential contrast enhancement remains the dominant fac-
tor in the detection of parathyroid adenomas, but a potential role
for estimated adenoma weight by preoperative 4D-CT has not
been evaluated. The size cutoff on 4D-CT to distinguish a normal
gland from an adenomatous gland remains unknown. The aims
of our study were to correlate the estimated gland weight of para-
thyroid adenoma on 4D-CT with the weight of the pathologically
resected adenoma in patients with primary hyperparathyroidism
and single-gland disease and to determine whether 4D-CT can
define a threshold weight that distinguishes a normal gland from
an adenomatous gland. We hypothesized that estimating weight
on 4D-CT using a predefined formula will have a strong correla-
tion with pathologic weight, and a threshold CT weight cutoff
can differentiate adenomas from normal glands.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Patients
A retrospective review was conducted of 250 consecutive
patients with biochemical evidence of primary hyperparathy-
roidism referred to our institution for preoperative imaging
using a combined imaging protocol of 4D-CT and sestamibi

SPECT/CT between January 2013
and December 2014. Of note, an
analysis of the diagnostic perform-
ance of this combined imaging pro-
tocol has been previously published
by our group,6 and there is some
overlap of patients from that study
with patients in this cohort. Figure 1
summarizes the study patient flow.
Of 250 patients, 138 patients under-
went parathyroidectomy with surgi-
cal cure, defined by a 50% drop in
intraoperative parathyroid hormone
levels into the normal range. In-
traoperative parathyroid hormone

monitoring has been shown to have excellent accuracy in pre-
dicting surgical cure and is recommended by the Endocrine
Society Guidelines.13,14 Most patients (n ¼ 90 patients) had
intraoperative parathyroid hormone normalization within
10minutes of adenoma resection. Twenty-two patients were
excluded for the following reasons: Eighteen patients had mul-
tigland disease, and 4 patients had nonlocalization or incorrect
localization on 4D-CT. The remaining 116 patients with soli-
tary adenoma correctly localized on 4D-CT were used for this
analysis.

The study did not include patients in whom 4D-CT did not
correctly localize the culprit solitary adenoma (3.3%, n ¼ 4/120)
with a mean adenoma pathologic weight of 136mg. The reason
for not including these individuals is that this was a correlation
analysis of weight estimated on 4D-CT and pathologic specimen
weight. The intention of the study was also to discriminate
between the weights of normal and abnormal glands on 4D-CT,
thus requiring inclusion only of those individuals with correct
localization. This study was Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act–compliant and approved by the institutional
review board at Columbia University Medical Center.

4D-CT Imaging Protocol
The imaging protocol consisted of a combined sestamibi SPECT
and 4D-CT consecutively acquired in a single setting previously
published by our group.6 In brief, the protocol consists of a dual-
phase technetium Tc99m sestamibi SPECT, followed by a 4D-CT
performed immediately after acquisition of the delayed phase ses-
tamibi SPECT/CT. For the purposes of this study, only the 4D-
CT protocol will be discussed. All imaging was performed with a
Symbia T 16-slice SPECT/CT scanner (Siemens).

The 4D-CT protocol consisted of helical scans acquired in
noncontrast, arterial, and delayed (venous) phases at predeter-
mined times. For all phases, scanning parameters were the fol-
lowing: 130 kV(peak), 120–300mA by automatic exposure
control, 0.6-second rotation time, 0.8 pitch, and 1.0-mm detector
configuration with a beam width of 10 mm. Coronal and sagittal
reformats were reconstructed with 1-mm section thickness. The
FOV extended from the level of the mandibular angle to the ca-
rina. Following the noncontrast CT acquisition, iodinated con-
trast (iohexol, Omnipaque 350; GE Healthcare) was injected at
4mL per second with a total dose of 75mL. The arterial phase

FIG 1. Study flowchart with inclusion and exclusion criteria. PHPT indicates primary
hyperparathyroidism.
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CT was acquired 30 seconds after the beginning of contrast infu-
sion, and the delayed phase CT was acquired 30 seconds after the
arterial phase acquisition.

Parathyroid Adenoma Localization and CT Estimated
Weight
4D-CT images were interpreted for preoperative localization by 2
radiologists with dual board certification in radiology and nuclear
medicine. 4D-CT images were reviewed on a PACS workstation.
Parathyroid adenomas and normal parathyroid glands were iden-
tified using location and temporal contrast enhancement on serial
phases. Following identification, adenoma volume was estimated
in cubic millimeters using the formula for ellipsoid volume (V):

V4D-CT (mm3)¼ L (mm)�W (mm)� H (mm)� p /6.
Using the arterial phase CT, dimensions for length (L) and

width (W) were measured on the axial plane in the longest per-
pendicular dimension, while height (H) was measured on either
the coronal or sagittal plane, depending on the plane on which
the adenomas were best visualized. Then, adenoma weight was
estimated in milligrams by converting volume to weight. To this
end, we assumed that all adenomas had the density of water
(1mg/mm3) and used the formula, weight (W) ¼ density � vol-
ume (V).

W4D-CT (mg)¼ 1mg/mm3 � Vadenoma (mm3).
Therefore, the formula used for parathyroid weight on 4D-CT

(weight4D-CT) was
Weight4D-CT (mg) ¼ 1mg/mm3 � L (mm) � W (mm) �

H (mm)� p /6.
Estimated weights of suspected parathyroid adenomas and

any additional visualized normal parathyroid glands were meas-
ured and described in the original radiology report, per standard
clinical practice at our institution. Both interpreting radiologists
were trained on this method for estimating weight on CT. Of the
116 patients, 75 patients had 4D-CT scans that identified and
estimated CT weights of 3 normal parathyroid glands in addition
to the abnormal parathyroid adenoma, 30 patients had 2 normal
parathyroid glands identified, 6 patients had 1 normal parathy-
roid gland identified, and 5 patients had no normal parathyroid
glands identified. In total, 407 parathyroid glands (normal, n ¼
291, and adenomas, n¼ 116) were identified in 116 patients.

Pathology
Surgically resected parathyroid glands were placed in formalin
for fixation. Extracapsular fat was dissected off the surgical speci-
men, when appropriate. The weight (milligrams) of the surgical
specimen was recorded. Pathologic examination of the specimen
was performed to confirm parathyroid adenoma.

Statistical Analysis
The radiology, operative, and pathology reports were retrieved
from the Electronic Medical Record. CT-estimated weight and

Table 1: Patient demographics, baseline characteristics, and parathyroid gland weightsa

Parameter Value Data IQR
Age (yr) 63 6 14 (19–89)
Sex (No. of patients)
Women 85 (73.3%)
Men 31 (26.7%)
Weight (kg) 76.4 6 19.9 (38.1–146)
BMI 28.0 6 7.0 (16.6–53.7)
Biochemical profileb

PTH (median) (IQR) (pg/mL)c 101 (67.0–135)
Calcium (median) (IQR) (mg/dL) 10.8 (10.4–11.4)
Parathyroid gland weights (median) (range) (IQR)
CT weight, adenoma (mg) (n¼ 116) 310 (30–11,218) 145–536
Pathology weight, adenoma (mg) (n¼ 116) 500 (22–9400) 238–800
CT weight, normal gland (mg) (n¼ 291) 18 (4–144) 12–24

Note:—PTH indicates parathyroid hormone; BMI, body mass index.
a Data are presented as mean 6 SD with ranges or percentages in parentheses.
b Data are presented as median (interquartile range).
c Normal ranges for parathyroid hormone and serum calcium are 10–65 pg/mL and 8.4�10.2mg/dL, respectively.

FIG 2. Boxplot of weight4D-CT in milligrams of parathyroid adenomas
compared with normal parathyroid glands.
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pathologic weight were recorded on the basis of original radiol-
ogy and pathology reports, respectively, and no re-interpretation
or repeat measurements were performed.

Data were assessed for normality by visual inspection of the
histograms. Normally distributed data are presented as mean 6

SD, while nonparametric data are presented as median and inter-
quartile range (Q25–Q75). We used 3 metrics to compare CT-
estimated weight and pathologic weight measurements: the
Spearman correlation coefficient, the concordance correlation
coefficient, and the Cronbach a.15

To determine the weight cutoff for parathyroid adenomas
on 4D-CT, we constructed a receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve with the normal parathyroid gland or parathy-
roid adenoma as the state variable and CT-estimated weight
as the test variable, and the area under the ROC curve (AUC)
and 95% confidence interval were estimated. Because multi-
ple gland weights were included per patient, ROC analysis
incorporating clustering of observations within a patient was
performed. The Youden index (sensitivity 1 specificity � 1)
was calculated to determine the optimal threshold for CT-
estimated weight to discriminate a parathyroid adenoma
from a normal gland. Using cross-validation analysis, we ran-
domly selected 80% of the sample for the training set and
applied ROC curve analysis to obtain the optimal threshold.
We then tested the threshold against the remaining 20% of
the sample for its performance. As an ancillary study, we also
evaluated the performance of parathyroid length (milli-
meters) using the longest single dimension. All statistical

tests were 2-tailed, and P, .05 was considered significant. All
analyses were performed with SPSS 23.0 for Windows (IBM).

RESULTS
Patient Characteristics
Table 1 summarizes the study patient characteristics and parathy-
roid gland weights. The study population (n ¼ 116) was predomi-
nantly female (n ¼ 85, 73.3%), with a mean age of 63 6 14 years.
Median serum parathyroid hormone and calcium levels were
101pg/mL (interquartile range [IQR] ¼ 67.0–135 pg/mL) and
10.8mg/dL (IQR ¼ 10.4–11.4 mg/dL), respectively. Parathyroid
adenomas (n ¼ 116) had a median CT weight of 310mg (IQR ¼
145–536 mg) and pathologic weight of 500mg (IQR ¼ 238–800
mg), with a mean difference of 130mg between CT and pathologic
weights. Normal parathyroid glands (n ¼ 291) had a median CT
weight of 18mg (IQR ¼ 12–24 mg). Figure 2 demonstrates a box-
plot of CT weights of parathyroid adenomas compared with nor-
mal glands.

Correlation between Weight4D-CT and Weightpathology
CT-estimated weight had a strong positive correlation with the
pathologic adenoma weight (r ¼ 0.73, P, .01) (Fig 3). The con-
cordance correlation coefficient between the 2 measurements was
0.92 (95% CI, 0.89–0.94), showing moderate agreement, and the
Cronbach a was measured as 0.96, demonstrating excellent reli-
ability. A Bland-Altman plot showed good agreement between
the estimated weight by CT and the measured pathologic weight

FIG 3. Scatterplot showing the relationship between weight4D-CT in milligrams of the parathyroid adenoma (x-axis) and the measured pathologic
weight of the resected parathyroid adenoma, weightpathology (y-axis). The blue line indicates the Pearson correlation (r¼ 0.73, P, .01).
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(Fig 4). There was a negative systemic bias, with the CT-estimated
weight underestimating the pathologic weight, with a mean ratio
of weight4D-CT to weightpathology of 0.83. Thus, the pathologic
weight can be predicted by the formula:

weightpathalogyðmgÞ ¼ weight4D�CTðmgÞ=0:83
¼ 1:2� weight4D�CTðmgÞ

Diagnostic Accuracy of Weight4D-CT for the Diagnosis of
Parathyroid Adenoma
CT-estimated weight (Fig 5) reached an AUC of 0.955 (95% CI,
0.92–0.985; P, .001) for the prediction of parathyroid

adenoma. On the basis of the Youden index, a threshold
weight.50mg was the most optimal in discriminating
between a parathyroid adenoma and normal parathyroid
gland, with a sensitivity of 96.7% and a specificity of 95.7%.
We tested the threshold cutoff of 50mg in the validation set,
with a similar sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 96.6%.
Of note, the performance characteristics were similar across a
range of thresholds from 40 to 80mg (Table 2). For example,
a threshold of .40mg had a sensitivity of 96.4% and a speci-
ficity of 92.3%, a threshold of .60mg had a sensitivity of
94.4% and a specificity of 96.2%, and a threshold of .80mg
had a sensitivity of 90.0% and a specificity of 97.4%. Figure 6
demonstrates a case of a patient with a small adenoma and
additional identified normal glands.

FIG 4. Correlation between Weight4D-CT and Weightpathology. A, Bland-Altman plot. The solid line represents the mean ratio (0.83), and the
dashed lines represent the lower and upper 95% limits of agreement at 0.56 and�2.22, respectively. Representative imaging case of 63-year-old
woman with right upper parathyroid adenoma. Axial (B) and Sagittal (C) arterial phase images from preoperative 4D-CT demonstrate a teardrop-
shaped right upper parathyroid adenoma in the right tracheoesophageal groove measuring 10 � 5 � 19mm (transverse � anterior-posterior �
cranio-caudal), with weight4D-CT of 475mg. Weightpathology was 530mg with CT: pathologic weight ratio of 0.90.
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Using longest dimension of a parathyroid gland on CT, the
AUC was 0.981 (95% CI, 0.969–0.993) for prediction of parathy-
roid adenoma (On-line Figure), with an optimal threshold
length of .6.5mm based on the Youden index, yielding a sensi-
tivity of 94.8% and a specificity of 95.9%.

DISCUSSION
We evaluated the use of preoperative 4D-CT in estimating para-
thyroid adenoma weight with a predefined formula of CT-

derived measurements compared with the pathologic weight in

patients with primary hyperparathyroidism and solitary parathy-

roid adenomas. Our results showed that CT-estimated weight and

pathologic weight had a strong positive correlation, moderate agree-

ment, and excellent reliability. These findings demonstrate that

4D-CT can closely predict the parathyroid adenoma weight at

resection using a simple formula. Because CT underestimates the

pathologic weight by a mean ratio of 0.83, we propose using a

refined formula to predict pathologic weight: weightpathology ¼
1.2mg/mm3 � L (mm) � W (mm) � H (mm) � p /6, which can

be simplified further to weightpathology ¼ 0.63mg/mm3 � L (mm)

� W (mm) � H (mm). In clinical practice, this formula could be

easily implemented using an automated calculator or Excel

(Microsoft) spreadsheet and the estimated parathyroid weight

reported in the radiology report. Adenoma weight is a critical fac-

tor in the surgeon’s intraoperative approach and decision-making,

and providing an accurate preoperative weight estimate allows the

surgeon to more effectively plan the operation.
Our study also determined an optimal CT size cutoff of

.50 mg to distinguish a parathyroid adenoma from a nor-
mal gland, with high diagnostic performance. This suggests
that CT-estimated weight can be used to distinguish soli-
tary parathyroid adenomas from normal parathyroid glands
and is particularly important in localizing smaller adeno-
mas or when differential CT contrast enhancement is
equivocal or unreliable, occurring not infrequently due to
poor contrast bolus timing or streak artifacts from contrast
injection or the patient’s shoulders. Because accurate local-
ization of the abnormal parathyroid adenoma is critical for
a minimally invasive parathyroidectomy, a low false-nega-
tive rate and thus a higher sensitivity may be more favor-
able to surgeons. For our refined formula, we propose a
corrected CT size cutoff of .60 mg (1.2 � 50 mg). This
finding is concordant with the pathologic weight cutoff of
.60 mg used by pathologists and surgeons8,10 and demon-
strates that similar thresholds were still obtained despite
using differing methodologies of preoperative CT scans and
autopsy studies. In addition, the CT-estimated weights of
normal glands in our study are similar to those reported in
prior autopsy studies.16,17

There are several potential reasons for the slight underesti-
mation of adenoma weight on 4D-CT. Given the location of
the parathyroid glands, parathyroid adenomas are in close
proximity to other anatomic structures, including the thy-
roid, thymus, carotid artery, jugular vein, and neck muscles,
which can result in mass effect and compression of parathy-
roid adenomas. For example, compression of a parathyroid
adenoma can be seen in cases of concomitant enlarged multi-
nodular thyroid goiter or when parathyroid adenomas are
very large and confined by adjacent structures. Second, surgi-
cal specimens may include adjacent fat and thymic gland,
which may lead to a higher measured pathologic weight.
Third, our method of estimating weight on CT is based on
assumptions that parathyroid adenomas are ellipsoid and have
a density equal to that of water. Differences in adenoma shape
(teardrop, cylindric, and so forth) would, therefore, affect the
CT-estimated weight. Also, the true density of parathyroid tis-
sue is slightly greater than that of water, with density in the
range of 1.049–1.069mg/mm.3,18 The amount of stromal fat in

FIG 5. ROC curve showing the diagnostic performance of CT-esti-
mated parathyroid weight in discriminating parathyroid adenoma
from the normal parathyroid gland, with confidence intervals (blue)
(AUC¼ 0.955; 95 CI, 0.925�0.985; P, .001).

Table 2: Performance characteristics for various CT-estimated
weight thresholds
Weight4D-CT
(mg)

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

Youden
Index

40 96.4 92.3 0.890
50 96.7 95.7 0.924
60 94.4 96.2 0.906
70 91.1 97.0 0.881
80 90.0 97.4 0.874
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the parathyroid gland may also affect the density of the
gland.19 It is plausible that adenomatous changes in the para-
thyroid gland decrease the fat content and render the parathy-
roid adenoma denser, another factor for underestimation of
the pathologic weight by CT-based weight estimates. Only 1
prior study has evaluated the correlation of CT-estimated
weight and pathologic weight and showed a positive correla-
tion with a Pearson correlation coefficient of 0.96.20 We also
found a positive correlation with a Spearman correlation coef-
ficient of 0.73. The Spearman correlation was used in our study
because of the skewed distribution in our dataset.

Prior studies have shown that parathyroid adenoma size can
affect the localization accuracy of sestamibi,21,22 with lower
accuracy in smaller glands. However, the effect of parathyroid
adenoma size on the diagnostic accuracy of 4D-CT is not as
well-established, with few studies in the literature. Day et al23

evaluated 4D-CT in patients with negative findings on sonogra-
phy or sestamibi scans and found that the mean pathologic
weight of glands successfully localized by 4D-CT was 404mg
compared with 259mg for those not localized by 4D-CT.
Similarly, Galvin et al3 showed that the mean weight of glands
missed on 4D-CT was 0.3 g compared with 0.6 g in detected
glands, but there was no statistical difference (P¼ .15). In our
cohort, the mean pathologic weight of adenomas not successfully
localized on 4D-CT was 136mg; however, this estimate is based on
only 4 patients. While prior studies were based on postoperative
pathologic weight, our study allows extrapolation of these findings
to preoperative CT-estimated weight by demonstrating a strong
positive correlation between CT-estimated weight and pathologic
weight. A preoperative 4D-CT size evaluation by Sho et al24 dem-
onstrated that abnormal parathyroid glands missed on 4D-CT
were smaller, with mean of 8.6mm versus 12.4mm (P, .001),
and parathyroid glands of$10mm had higher chances of nonloc-
alization on 4D-CT (odds ratio ¼ 4.37; 95% CI, 2.24–8.54). We
found that a parathyroid gland length cutoff of.6.5mm for the
longest dimension could potentially be used to differentiate adeno-
mas from normal glands; however, the longest dimension may not
be the most accurate measurement of parathyroid size, given the
differences in parathyroid gland shape and morphology.

There are several limitations in our study. First, our CT-esti-
mated weights were calculated assuming an ellipsoid volume and
density of water. More accurate volume assessments can be

obtained through manual CT segmen-
tation of the adenoma; however, this
method would not be ideal in standard
clinical workflow. Second, we included
only patients with parathyroid adeno-
mas correctly localized by 4D-CT with
subsequent surgical cure, which may
influence our results. Only 4 patients
had unsuccessful localization on 4D-
CT, and this is probably due to the
high diagnostic accuracy of 4D-CT.
Last, we also limited the study to
include only patients with solitary
parathyroid adenomas; thus, whether
these results can be applied to patients

with multigland disease remains to be studied.

CONCLUSIONS
This study demonstrates that using a formula to estimate para-
thyroid adenoma weight on 4D-CT is valid and reproducible,
and a CT weight cutoff of .50mg can be used to distinguish a
parathyroid adenoma from normal glands. Our findings can
be applied in routine clinical practice to help radiologists
improve interpretation and reporting of 4D-CT scans and
guide surgeons in preoperative planning. Future directions
include evaluating this formula in patients with multigland
disease.
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Diagnostic Accuracy of MRI-Based Morphometric
Parameters for Detecting Olfactory Nerve Dysfunction

M.K. Lee, J.H. Lee, J.H. Kim, H. Kim, L. Joo, M. Kim, S.J. Cho, C.H. Suh,
S.R. Chung, Y.J. Choi, and J.H. Baek

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Although olfactory dysfunction is a common cranial nerve disorder, there are no simple objective
morphometric criteria to assess olfactory dysfunction. The aim of this study was to evaluate the diagnostic performance of MR
imaging morphometric parameters for detecting olfactory dysfunction.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: This prospective study enrolled patients from those presenting with olfactory symptoms who under-
went both an olfactory function test and MR imaging. Controls without olfactory dysfunction were recruited during the preopera-
tive work-up for pituitary adenoma. Two independent neuroradiologists measured the olfactory bulb in 3D and assessed olfactory
bulb concavity on MR imaging while blinded to the clinical data. Diagnostic performance was assessed using receiver operating
characteristic curve analysis.

RESULTS: Sixty-four patients and 34 controls were enrolled. The patients were significantly older than the controls (mean age,
57.8 6 11.9 years versus 47.1 6 12.1 years; P, .001). Before age adjustment, the olfactory bulb height was the only olfactory bulb pa-
rameter showing a significant difference between patients and controls (1.6 6 0.3mm versus 2.0 6 0.3mm, P, .001). After age
adjustment, all parameters and olfactory bulb concavity showed significant intergroup differences, with the olfactory bulb height
having the highest area under the curve (0.85). Olfactory bulb height was confirmed to be the only significant parameter showing a
difference in the detection of olfactory dysfunction in 22 pairs after matching for age and sex (area under the curve = 0.87,
P, .001). Intraclass correlation coefficients revealed moderate-to-excellent degrees of inter- and intrareader agreement.

CONCLUSIONS: MR imaging morphometric analysis can differentiate patients with olfactory dysfunction, with the olfactory bulb
height having the highest diagnostic performance for detecting olfactory dysfunction irrespective of age.

ABBREVIATIONS: APD ¼ anterior-posterior diameter; AUC ¼ area under the curve

O lfactory dysfunction is a common cranial nerve disorder. In
population-based studies, the prevalence of olfactory dys-

function is about 19%–24%, with this rate being higher in older
men.1-3 The etiologies of olfactory loss include postviral upper re-
spiratory infection, sinonasal disease, head trauma, aging, congen-
ital causes, toxins/drugs, idiopathic loss, and neurologic disorders

such as Parkinson disease and Alzheimer disease.4 Olfaction

serves as a warning for hazards such as poisonous fumes and mi-

crobial harm and helps with food intake.5 Loss of olfaction can

result in severe problems, including loss of personal hygiene and

social communication and reduction in the quality of life.6

Precise assessment of a patient’s olfactory status should be

made ahead of starting treatment, to predict the prognosis and

provide proper counseling. Olfactory function is generally

assessed by using olfactory function tests such as the Sniffin’

Sticks test (Burghardt),7 the University of Pennsylvania Smell

Identification Test,8 and the Connecticut Chemosensory Clinical

Research Center Threshold test.9 MR imaging can provide ana-

tomic information on the olfactory pathway, and the evaluation

of olfactory dysfunction using imaging parameters has been

attempted previously.4,10,11 The volume of the olfactory bulb is

one such imaging parameter, with changes in volume being

known to correlate with olfactory loss or odor-threshold
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changes.12-14 However, measurement of olfactory bulb volume is

not commonly used to evaluate the olfactory pathway in routine

practice because volumetric analysis using planimetric manual

contouring of multiple sections is difficult and complicated com-

pared with visual analysis.11,13-15 Recently, Chung et al4 suggested

that olfactory bulb atrophy seen on MR imaging can be used to

objectively detect olfactory dysfunction in patients with subjective

olfactory loss. Despite the suppleness of their method, their

report was limited by the use of a subjective definition of olfac-

tory bulb atrophy, and corrections were not made for patient age.
To make MR imaging diagnosis more robust, repeatable, and

reproducible, we are still in need of simple objective morphomet-
ric criteria to assess olfactory dysfunction. Furthermore, although
olfactory function is known to be affected by aging,2 no published
study has evaluated the effects of aging on olfactory bulb size.
Therefore, the purpose of our study was to evaluate simple mor-
phometric parameters of the olfactory bulb measured on MR
imaging and to determine their diagnostic accuracy in patients
with subjective olfactory dysfunction, making comparisons with
healthy controls after age adjustment and matching.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Population
Our institutional review boards Asan Medical Center approved
this prospective study, and written informed consent was obtained
from all participants. The study enrolled patients from those who
presented with subjective olfactory nerve symptoms at a single ter-
tiary referral center between March 2017 and November 2018.
The enrollment criterion was olfactory nerve dysfunction revealed
by the threshold-discrimination-identification score.16 According
to previous studies using the Korean version of the Sniffin’ Sticks
test II kit,4,16,17 those patients with a threshold-discrimination-iden-
tification score of,28 were diagnosed as having objective olfactory
nerve dysfunction. The enrolled patients agreed to undergo MR
imaging with protocols dedicated to imaging the olfactory nerve.

The control participants were recruited during preoperative
work-up for functioning pituitary adenoma. The subjects were

routinely screened by a questionnaire
for olfactory dysfunction, which was
ruled out using the threshold-discrimi-
nation-identification score for subjec-
tive olfactory dysfunction. MR imaging
of the olfactory nerve was added to the
preoperative imaging of the pituitary
mass after obtaining informed consent.
The exclusion criteria were an age
younger than 18 years, history of a pre-
vious endoscopic transnasal or endo-
nasal operation, history of skull base
fracture, radiation treatment to the
head and neck area, active sinonasal
disease, and psychiatric or neurologic
conditions.

The presumptive causes of olfactory
dysfunction were classified into 4 cate-
gories: post-upper respiratory infec-

tion,4,14 chronic rhinosinusitis,18 posttraumatic or postsurgical
causes,4,14 and idiopathic causes. Idiopathic olfactory dysfunction
was defined when patients did not have a definite cause for the sub-
jective olfactory nerve dysfunction after an extensive evaluation.19

The patients’ medical histories were evaluated, especially for the
presence of Parkinson disease because olfactory dysfunction is a
common symptom in Parkinson disease, having a similar frequency
to resting tremor.20-22

MR Imaging Acquisition
MR images were acquired on a 3T unit (Ingenia 3T CX; Philips
Healthcare) with a 64-channel head and neck coil. The imaging
sequences used to evaluate the olfactory nerve included coronal
2D-T2WI. The imaging parameters for the 2D-T2WI included
the following: matrix, 512� 512; TR/TE, 300/80ms; FOV, 90 �
190 mm; section thickness, 1.5mm without interval; voxel size,
0.43� 0.43� 1.5mm; bandwidth, 209Hz/pixel; TSE factor, 15;
scan time, 3minutes.

MR Imaging Analysis
Two independent board-certified neuroradiologists with 22 and
6 years of experience assessed the MR images and measured the
following morphometric parameters on 2D T2WI: olfactory bulb
height and width and anterior-posterior diameter (APD) of the
olfactory bulb (Fig 1). The olfactory bulb height and width were
measured directly on the largest cross-sectional image of the ol-
factory bulb using coronal T2WI. The APD was measured by
summation of the slices containing a visible olfactory bulb. The
neuroradiologists also assessed the presence of olfactory bulb
concavity, defined as the line connecting both edges of the bulb
being equal to or higher than the center of the bulb on coronal
sections (Fig 2). The measurements were performed blinded to
the patients’ clinical information. To assess intrareader agree-
ment, 1 radiologist repeated the analysis within a 2-week interval.

Statistical Analyses
The means of the olfactory bulb height, width, and APD
measurements made on both sides of a patient were used for

FIG 1. A 41-year-old male control subject. Coronal T2WI is used to show how to measure the
height (A) and width (B) of the olfactory bulb, 2.8 and 3.5mm, respectively.
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the statistical analysis. The primary outcomes were the differ-
ences in the measured olfactory bulb height, width, APD, and
olfactory bulb concavity between patients and controls.
Demographic data are presented using descriptive statistics.
Continuous variables were assessed for normal distribution
using the Shapiro-Wilk test. Continuous data were analyzed
with the Student t test or Mann-Whitney test according to
the results of the Shapiro-Wilk test. Nominal data were ana-
lyzed with the x 2 test.

Because there was a significant difference in age distribution
between the patients and controls, a logistic regression model
including age and each morphometric parameter as a covariate
was developed to detect olfactory nerve dysfunction. The discrim-
inative ability of this model was evaluated using receiver operat-
ing characteristic curve analysis and the area under the curve
(AUC). The discriminative ability of the morphometric parame-
ters was also evaluated in 22 pairs of patients and controls
matched for age and sex to control for selection bias. The balance
of the matches was checked using the standardized mean differ-
ence. Interreader and intrareader agreement were assessed using
intraclass correlation coefficients. A P value, .05 was considered
statistically significant. Statistical analysis was performed using R
statistical and computing software (R version 3.6.1; http://www.
r-project.org/) and MedCalc (MedCalc Software).

RESULTS
Among the 103 patients who visited with subjective olfactory
nerve symptoms during the study period, 64 patients (male/
female ratio ¼ 29:35; mean age, 57.8 years; range, 22–84 years)
were finally enrolled and underwent olfactory nerve MR imag-

ing after exclusion of 39 patients with
normal results on the threshold-
discrimination-identification test. The
presumptive causes for olfactory nerve
dysfunction were chronic rhinosinusi-
tis in 23 patients, post-upper respira-
tory infection in 16, and posttraumatic
or postsurgical causes in 7, while 18
cases were idiopathic. Two patients
had a history of Parkinson disease.
The average duration of olfactory dys-
function was 6.36 12.7 years.

Thirty-four subjects (male/female
ratio ¼ 14:20; mean age, 47.1 years;
range, 26–69 years) were enrolled as
controls. The patients were signifi-
cantly older than the controls (mean
age, 57.8 6 11.9 versus 47.1 6

12.2 years; P, .001), but there was no
significant difference in sex distribu-
tion (Table 1).

Table 2 shows the differences in
morphometric parameters between
patients and controls. The patients
had significantly smaller olfactory
bulb heights (1.6 6 0.3mm versus
2.0 6 0.3mm, P, .001) than the

controls (Fig 3). Olfactory bulb concavity was seen more fre-
quently in patients than in controls, but the difference was not
statistically significant (41% versus 24%, P¼ .13). All the pa-
rameters demonstrated moderate-to-excellent interreader and
intrareader agreement (intraclass correlation coefficient ¼
0.69–0.85; On-line Table 1).

On-line Table 2 shows the diagnostic performance of the
morphometric parameters for differentiating patients from con-
trols before and after age adjustment in all cases and in 22 pairs

FIG 2. A 59-year-old female patient with idiopathic olfactory dys-
function with a threshold-discrimination-identification score of 14.
Coronal T2WI shows olfactory bulb concavity (arrow) on the left side
compared with the normal oval shape on the right side. The olfactory
bulb heights and lateral diameters were 2.1 and 3.5mm, respectively,
on the right side and 1.3 and 3.5mm on the left side.

Table 1: Summary of the demographic data of the patient and control groups
Patients
(n= 64)

Controls
(n= 34)

P
Value

Age (yr)a 57.8 6 11.9 47.1 6 12.2 ,.001
Male sexb 29 (45) 14 (41) .910
Duration of symptoms (yr) 6.3 6 12.7 NA
Threshold-discrimination-identification
score

15.7 6 6.7 NA

Presumptive cause of olfactory
dysfunctionb

Chronic rhinosinusitis 23 (36) NA
Post-upper respiratory infection 16 (25) NA
Posttraumatic or postsurgical 7 (11) NA
Idiopathic 18 (28) NA

Note:—NA indicates not applicable.
a Numbers are presented as mean 6 SD.
b Number of patients. Numbers in parentheses are percentages.

Table 2: Morphometric parameters in the patient and control groups
MR Imaging Parameters Patients (n= 64) Controls (n= 34) P Value
APD (mm)a 11.9 6 1.9 12.5 6 1.8 .107
Width (mm)a 4.1 6 0.5 4.1 6 0.4 .881
Height (mm)a 1.6 6 0.3 2.0 6 0.3 ,.001
Olfactory bulb concavityb 26 (41) 9 (24) .126

a Numbers are presented as mean 6 SD.
b Number of patients. Numbers in parentheses are percentages.
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after matching for age and sex. Before age adjustment, olfactory
bulb height was the only parameter showing significant differen-
ces between patients and controls in the detection of olfactory
dysfunction (AUC= 0.83; 95% CI, 0.75–0.91; P, .001). After age

adjustment, all the morphometric parameters showed a signifi-
cant difference between patients and controls (all, P, .001), with
olfactory bulb height having the highest AUC value (AUC¼
0.85; 95% CI, 0.77–0.93; P, .001). After matching for age and
sex, olfactory bulb height remained the only parameter showing a
significant difference in detecting olfactory dysfunction (AUC¼
0.87; 95% CI, 0.74–0.95; P, .001).

DISCUSSION
Our study revealed that a simple morphometric parameter of the
olfactory bulb could be useful for detecting patients with olfactory
nerve dysfunction. Given that age is a significant factor affecting
the morphometry of the olfactory bulb and olfactory bulb height
was the only parameter significantly different between patients
and controls before and after matching, we suggest that olfactory
bulb height is potentially the best single parameter to assess olfac-
tory dysfunction onMR imaging.

There have been previous studies evaluating imaging features of
olfactory nerve dysfunction, with volumemeasurement of the olfac-
tory bulb by planimetric manual contouring on each section of an
MR image sequence being one of the reported methods.10,11,13,15,23

The authors reported positive correlations between olfactory per-
formance and olfactory bulb volume in patients with different pre-
sumptive causes, including post-upper respiratory infection, head
trauma, idiopathic loss, and Parkinson disease. Some researchers
also evaluated the depth of the olfactory sulcus but found no signifi-
cant correlation with olfactory function in patients with idiopathic
olfactory loss.13,15 Although the olfactory bulb volume typically
shows a significant correlation with olfactory function, the method
is difficult to apply in routine clinical practice.

Recently, Chung et al4 proposed relatively simple imaging crite-
ria to diagnose olfactory dysfunction. They used visual assessment
of the olfactory bulb on coronal T2WI, 3D-T2-FLAIR, and 3D-T2
volume isotropic TSE acquisition images and reported that MR
imaging evaluation of olfactory bulb atrophy can be used to diag-
nose olfactory dysfunction in patients with subjective olfactory
loss. They defined olfactory bulb atrophy as flattening and thinning
of the olfactory bulb, with loss of the normal oval or J-shape24 and
an asymmetric decrease in the size of the olfactory bulb compared
with that on the contralateral side.25 However, despite the supple-
ness of the method, we still need quantitative and repeatable mor-
phometric parameters to objectively detect olfactory dysfunction.

Our prospective study is important because of the following
features: First, we propose a simple morphometric analytic tool to
detect olfactory dysfunction with excellent interreader and intra-
reader agreement, which is easily and readily applicable in routine
clinical practice using thin-section T2WI. Thin-section TSE T2WI
has advantages over the steady-state sequences such as CISS or
FIESTA, which are commonly used to evaluate the cranial nerves
in the cisternal spaces. TSE T2WI is free from the banding artifacts
of the steady-state sequences occurring in the areas of air/bone and
soft-tissue interfaces such as the olfactory sulcus. Moreover, the
intrinsic contrast resolution of a nerve is better in spin-echo images
compared with the CISS sequence.26 Second, we found that age
was not only a significant factor influencing olfactory performance
but that it also showed a relationship with the size of the olfactory
bulb on clinical MR imaging. In previous cross-sectional

FIG 3. Box-and-whisker plots of the olfactory bulb height (A), width
(B) and anterior-posterior diameters (C), showing comparisons
between patients and controls. The solid circles represent the mean
values of the parameters, and the horizontal lines represent the me-
dian values (median patient olfactory bulb height ¼ 1.5mm, median
control olfactory bulb height ¼ 2.0mm; median patient olfactory
bulb width¼ 4.0mm, median control olfactory bulb width¼ 4.2mm;
median patient APD ¼ 12.0mm, median control APD ¼ 12.8mm). The
tops and bottoms of the boxes represent the upper and lower quar-
tiles, the tops and bottoms of the whiskers represent the highest and
lowest observations, and the crosses represent outliers.
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studies,2,27-29 olfactory function and pathophysiologic change
showed significant relationships with the aging process, but no
study has previously shown age-related change in the size of the ol-
factory bulb on MR imaging. This is the first study to demonstrate
such a relationship. Finally, we provide a clearer definition of olfac-
tory bulb concavity, one that is similar to the concept of olfactory
atrophy described by Chung et al.4

Despite these merits, there are also several limitations to our
study. First, although we demonstrated that our simple morpho-
metric analysis could be useful for detecting olfactory dysfunction,
we could not suggest the size criteria for defining olfactory dys-
function for any of the parameters except olfactory bulb concavity,
partly due to the relatively small sample size. Further investigation
to determine the optimal olfactory morphometry size criteria for
diagnosing olfactory dysfunction should be performed on larger
cohorts using subject groups with even age distributions. Second,
we could not compare the morphometric parameters among
patients with different presumptive causes of olfactory dysfunc-
tion. Third, the APD was calculated by summing up the section
numbers showing the olfactory bulb, not by directly measuring
the olfactory bulb on sagittal or axial images. Direct measurement
of APD might be more helpful for diagnosing olfactory dysfunc-
tion; however, our method has the advantage of being quite sim-
ple and able to be performed on a single MR imaging sequence.

CONCLUSIONS
Our study demonstrated that morphometric parameters that can
be simply measured on coronal T2WI are helpful for objectively
assessing olfactory dysfunction in patients with subjective olfactory
dysfunction, and it also showed that age is a significant factor
affecting olfactory bulb size. Among the measured parameters, ol-
factory bulb height shows the best potential for detecting olfactory
dysfunction irrespective of age. However, a further larger-scale
study with an even age distribution between groups is necessary to
suggest diagnostic cutoff values for the parameters.

Disclosures: Jung Hwan Baek—UNRELATED: Consultancy: radiofrequency, Comments:
consultant of STARmed Healthcare and radiofrequency medical companies from
2017.
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Anosmia in COVID-19 Associated with Injury to the Olfactory
Bulbs Evident on MRI

M.F.V.V. Aragão, M.C. Leal, O.Q. Cartaxo Filho, T.M. Fonseca, and M.M. Valença

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Patients with coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) may have symptoms of anosmia or partial loss of the sense of smell,
often accompanied by changes in taste. We report 5 cases (3 with anosmia) of adult patients with COVID-19 in whom injury to the
olfactory bulbs was interpreted as microbleeding or abnormal enhancement on MR imaging. The patients had persistent headache
(n ¼ 4) or motor deficits (n ¼ 1). This olfactory bulb injury may be the mechanism by which the Severe Acute Respiratory
Syndrome coronavirus 2 causes olfactory dysfunction.

ABBREVIATIONS: COVID-19 ¼ coronavirus disease 2019; SARS-CoV-2 ¼ Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2

Coronavirus has the human respiratory system as its main tar-
get but also has neuroinvasive capabilities and can spread

from the respiratory tract to the CNS.1-3 Therefore, patients with
coronavirus disease 19 (COVID-19) may present with neuro-
logic symptomatology with repercussions on imaging exami-
nations,4 -18 and these have been described in association
with ischemic infarct,8,9 hemorrhage,11 acute hemorrhagic
necrotizing encephalopathy,10 cerebral venous thrombosis,13

and diffuse leukoencephalopathy with microhemorrhage.15

Transmission from person to person occurs mainly by direct
contact or droplets spread by coughing or sneezing by an
infected individual with Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2).5,19 Symptoms of COVID-19
usually appear after an incubation period of about 5 days. The
most common symptoms are fever, cough, fatigue, headache,
and dyspnea.5,19,20 In the most severe cases, patients may de-
velop pneumonia, acute respiratory failure, distress syndrome,
and acute heart problems.5,19,20

Anosmia or partial loss of the sense of smell, usually accom-
panied by changes in taste, is a frequent symptom that helps
in the diagnosis of COVID-19.21-28 It is often a transitory

phenomenon, lasting just a few weeks.21 However, the mech-
anism by which anosmia occurs has not yet been
established.29

The hypothesis is that the virus enters the central nervous sys-
tem through the first neurons of the olfactory pathway, also called
olfactory sensory neurons, located in the olfactory mucosa. The
olfactory mucosa is a specialized neuroepithelium located in the
highest portion of the nasal cavity in direct contact with the exter-
nal environment below to the cribriform plate.1 Therefore, the vi-
rus crosses the cribriform plate to reach the olfactory bulbs,
which contain the second olfactory neurons.1,30

There are currently only 2 reports evaluating olfactory bulb
imaging, and they are discordant.18,31 The first report showed
bilateral inflammatory obstruction of the olfactory clefts that was
confirmed on MR imaging of the nasal cavity, but no anomalies
of the olfactory bulbs and tracts.31 The second study reported a
case with anosmia evaluated with 3D-CISS T2WI, which demon-
strated severe enlargement and an abnormal high signal intensity
on T2, being interpreted as bilateral olfactory bulb edema and
also olfactory cleft mild edema.18 The control MR imaging (D24)
showed a reduction in the volume of the bulbs.18

To our knowledge, no other report has evaluated the charac-
teristics of the olfactory bulb, especially using fat-suppressed
T1WI. Also, no report evaluates and shows the presence of bleed-
ing or a break in the blood-brain barrier in the olfactory bulbs
and tracts as the possible pathophysiology of olfactory neuropa-
thy associated with COVID-19.

Thus, in this study, the authors demonstrate by MR imaging
that a possible mechanism by which the SARS-CoV-2 causes ol-
factory dysfunction is by affecting, intracranially, the olfactory
bulbs by a likely microvascular phenomenon.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
This retrospective study was approved by the institutional review
board of the ethics committee of Universidade Federal de
Pernambuco, Brazil. Informed consent was waived.

All scans were initially analyzed by the institution’s own neu-
roradiologists. Subsequently, all images were reviewed independ-
ently by 2 neuroradiologists (M.F.V.V.A. and O.Q.C.F, who were
certified by the Ministry of Education and Culture of Brazil and
the Brazilian College of Radiology) with 30 and 18 years, respec-
tively, of neuroradiology experience, with no discordant results.
MR imaging was indicated mainly because of a persistent incapa-
citating headache.

The intensity of the olfactory bulbs is defined as normal
when the bulbs have the same cortical intensity, as typically
seen in healthy controls. Abnormal olfactory bulb intensity is
defined when the bulb is more hyperintense than the cortex
on T1WI and STIR.

After gadolinium injection on T1WI, enhancement of the ol-
factory bulbs is defined when they become more hyperintense in
comparison with their intensity on pregadolinium T1WI.
However, when there is only the postgadolinium T1WI and the
bulb is more hyperintense than the normal cortex, these features
represent olfactory bulb intensity abnormality and may be an
enhancement or microbleeding (methemoglobin), as interpreted
in the present study. Microbleeding (methemoglobin) in the ol-
factory bulb is considered when there is a hyperintense olfactory
bulb, compared with the normal cortex or the normal contralat-
eral bulb, on pregadolinium fat-suppressed T1WI.

Brain MR imaging of patients with COVID-19 was evaluated
from April 1, 2020, to May 18, 2020. Five patients were included
in this study because their brain MRIs assessed their olfactory
bulbs appropriately, with at least 2 sequences with thin slices
examining the anterior cranial fossa. All 5 patients were evaluated
with 2 coronal sequences with thin slices: postcontrast fat-sup-
pressed T1WI and STIR. Only 1 patient also had thin-slice prega-
dolinium fat-suppressed T1WI.

The brain MRIs of the patients were performed on two 1.5T
machines with the main technical parameters of the sequences
described as follows. The coronal fat-suppressed T1WI (spectral
presaturation with inversion recovery) parameters were, respec-
tively, on both MR imaging machines the following: TR/
TE ¼ 561–605/15–9 ms, matrix ¼ 256–88, FOV ¼ 190–150 mm,
thickness ¼ 3mm, 3.5-mm section, coronal orientation, band-
width¼ 181–96.6 Hz, time¼ 3.39–4.49minutes, NEX¼ 1–3.

The coronal STIR sequence had the following parameters in
each MR imaging machine, respectively: TR/TE ¼ 4000–2650/51–
90 ms, TI ¼ 180 ms, matrix ¼ 256–224, FOV ¼ 190–150 mm,
thickness ¼ 3–3.45mm, section orientation ¼ coronal, band-
width¼ 190–232.4 Hz, time¼ 2.46–3.42 minutes, and NEX¼ 1–2.

RESULTS
All 5 patients with COVID-19 (On-line Table) had fever, head-
ache, and cough. The medical indications for the performance of
MR imaging were persistent headache (n¼ 4) or motor deficit
(n¼ 1). All 5 patients had injury to the olfactory bulbs demon-
strated by MR imaging with the following sequences: coronal

pre-contrast (Fig 1A) and post-contrast fat suppression T1WI
(Figs 1B and 2A, -D) and coronal STIR (Fig 1C).

The only patient who had pregadolinium fat-suppressed
T1WI (case 1) showed a small hyperintensity in the left olfactory
bulb (Fig 1A), which remained hyperintense on the postgadoli-
nium sequence (Fig 1B) and also on STIR (Fig 1C). This finding
was suggestive of a small area of methemoglobin in the left olfac-
tory bulb in this patient with anosmia.

In the 4 patients who did not have a pregadolinium sequence,
we did not have information about anosmia in 1 patient (Fig 2A;
case 2), and 2 of them with anosmia (Fig 2B, -C; Cases 3 and 4)
showed hyperintensity suggestive of enhancement of both olfac-
tory bulbs following gadolinium injection. However, only in the
patient with COVID-19 without clinical anosmia (case 5) was
there a suggestive enhancement in the left olfactory bulb (Fig
2D). The case 5 had a negative result of the CSF real-time RT-
PCR for SARS-CoV-2. The differential diagnosis in these cases is

FIG 1. MR imaging shows probably microbleeding (methemoglobin)
in the left olfactory bulb of a patient (case 1) with COVID-19 and anos-
mia. The left olfactory bulb (long arrows) has partial hyperintensity
on precontrast fat-suppressed T1WI (A) and also on postcontrast fat-
suppressed T1WI (B) and STIR (C).
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mainly microbleeding (methemoglobin) because the pregadoli-
nium sequence was not performed. Coronal STIR of the anterior
cranial fossa did not show any abnormality in the olfactory bulbs
in these 4 patients.

MR imaging of a healthy individual was used as a comparative
control (Fig 2E, -F) to demonstrate that the normal olfactory
bulbs do not enhance and are isointense to the cerebral cortex.

DISCUSSION
This case series demonstrates abnormal intensity of the olfactory
bulbs in 5 adult patients with COVID-19, three of whom had
anosmia. In 1 patient (case 1), the abnormal intensity could rep-
resent microbleeding (methemoglobin). However, in the other 4
patients, it could represent abnormal enhancement or micro-
bleeding (methemoglobin) because they only underwent the
sequence after injection of gadolinium in fat-suppressed T1WI.

Previously, it was demonstrated, using an experimental mouse
model, that the SARS-CoV could travel from the nose to the ol-
factory bulb.32 Regarding the SAR-CoV infection, there was a
time delay of about 60 hours from the time of nasal infection until
the detection of the virus in the olfactory bulb.1,32

The literature has already reported
that some other viruses can use the ol-
factory nerve as a shortcut into the CNS,
such as influenza A virus, herpesviruses,
poliovirus, paramyxoviruses, vesicular
stomatitis virus, rabies virus, parain-
fluenza virus, adenoviruses, Japanese
encephalitis virus, West Nile virus, chi-
kungunya virus, La Crosse virus, mouse
hepatitis virus, and bunya viruses.30 van
Riel et al30 have reported that “Viral
infection of the CNS can lead to damage
from infection of nerve cells per se, from
the immune response, or from a combi-
nation of both. Clinical consequences
range from nervous dysfunction in the
absence of histopathological changes to
severe meningoencephalitis and neuro-
degenerative disease.” However, to our
knowledge, no study evaluated and
documented, by brain MR imaging, the
abnormalities such as microbleeding
and/or enhancement in the olfactory
bulbs occurring in these other kinds of
viruses.

Probably, the impairment of olfac-
tory function is much more frequent in
COVID-19 because, strictly speaking,
unilateral anosmia can only be detected
through a detailed physical examination.
The patient hardly perceives unilateral
anosmia.

Recognizing this hypersignal in the
olfactory bulbs on the thin slices of pre-
and/or postgadolinium fat-suppressed
T1WI, identified in this study, may help

to suggest or support the etiologic diagnosis of COVID-19 during
and after this new pandemic.

Thus, we suggest, henceforth, including in the routine brain
MR imaging protocol at least a sequence with coronal thin-slice
pre- and/or postgadolinium fat-suppressed T1WI in the anterior
fossa of the cranium. This feature will be more important in cases
of refractory headache associated or not with other symptoms
and signs such as fever and anosmia.

The weakness of this work is that it is a retrospective study
with only a few cases in which it was possible to evaluate the ol-
factory bulbs. Brain MR imaging of patients with COVID-19 has
not been routinely scheduled to adequately evaluate the olfactory
bulbs because other neurologic complications were being investi-
gated. The distortion at the air-tissue interface in fat-suppressed
T1WI makes the findings somewhat difficult to interpret, but it
seems that the images are true abnormal lesions along the olfac-
tory bulbs. Future prospective studies geared to evaluating the ol-
factory bulbs with a larger sample size will be needed to confirm
our findings.

In conclusion, the authors demonstrated by MR imaging that
a possible mechanism by which the SARS-CoV-2 causes olfactory

FIG 2. The coronal postcontrast fat-suppressed T1WI shows hyperintensity suggestive of
enhancement or methemoglobin in the olfactory bulbs of 4 patients with COVID-19 (A–D; cases
2–5) compared with a healthy patient with normal olfactory bulbs (E and F). The coronal post-
contrast fat-suppressed T1WI in 3 patients with COVID-19 (A–C; cases 2–4) shows that both ol-
factory bulbs (long arrows) are small oval images that are hyperintense with contrast, having
signal intensity higher than the intensity of the cortex. D, A patient (case 5) with COVID-19 shows
hyperintensity only on the left bulb (long arrow), the right olfactory bulb being normal (short
arrow). In a healthy 60-year-old man, the coronal T2WI (E) and the postcontrast fat-suppressed
T1WI (F) demonstrate normal olfactory bulbs (long arrows), which are isointense to the cortex
and normally hypointense on postgadolinium sequence (F).
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dysfunction is by affecting, intracranially, the olfactory bulbs,
with development of a microvascular phenomenon and injury
such as microbleeding and/or a blood-brain barrier break. This
seems to be the first time that a neuroimaging study has docu-
mented this type of olfactory bulb injury in patients with
COVID-19.
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BRIEF/TECHNICAL REPORT
HEAD & NECK

COVID-19–Associated Bifacial Weakness with Paresthesia
Subtype of Guillain-Barré Syndrome

K.L. Hutchins, J.H. Jansen, A.D. Comer, R.V. Scheer, G.S. Zahn, A.E. Capps, L.M. Weaver, and N.A. Koontz

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: We report a case of bifacial weakness with paresthesia, a recognized Guillain-Barré syndrome subtype characterized
by rapidly progressive facial weakness and paresthesia without ataxia or other cranial neuropathies, which was temporally associ-
ated with antecedent coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19). This case highlights a potentially novel but critically important neurologic
association of the COVID-19 disease process. Herein, we detail the clinicoradiologic work-up and diagnosis, clinical course, and
multidisciplinary medical management of this patient with COVID-19. This case is illustrative of the increasingly recognized but
potentially underreported neurologic manifestations of COVID-19, which must be considered and further investigated in this
pandemic disease.

ABBREVIATIONS: BFP ¼ bifacial weakness with paresthesia; CN ¼ cranial nerve; COVID-19 ¼ coronavirus 2019; GBS ¼ Guillain-Barré syndrome; HSV ¼ her-
pes simplex virus; Ig ¼ immunoglobulin; PCR ¼ polymerase chain reaction; SARS-CoV-2 ¼ Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2

Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2) is the novel coronavirus responsible for the pan-

demic coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). First identified
in Wuhan, China, in late December 2019,1 global transmission
increased rapidly, with the first case of COVID-19 reported in
the United States on January 19, 20202 and.1.34 million cases
and nearly 81,000 deaths reported in the United States as of
May 12, 2020.3 While the typical presentation is respiratory
symptoms (dry cough and dyspnea), a number of other associ-
ated symptoms have been described, including fever, diarrhea,
abdominal pain, fatigue, and altered mental status. Potential
neurologic manifestations are increasingly recognized but may
be underreported.4-8 A potential association between COVID-
19 and Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) has been suggested in
2 recent editorial correspondences;7,8 however, the temporal
relationship of GBS antecedent to COVID-19 symptomatology
raised a question of causality in 1 report.7 In this brief report,
we detail a case of bifacial weakness with paresthesia subtype

GBS that demonstrated a postinfectious temporal association
with COVID-19, developing approximately 2 weeks after the
onset of COVID-19 symptomatology. This Health Insurance
Portability and Accountability Act–compliant investigation
was reviewed by the institutional review board at our medical
school and was (BFP) exempt from further review and
monitoring.

Case Report
A 21-year-old man presented to the emergency department with
progressive 4-day history of fever, cough, dyspnea, diarrhea, nau-
sea, headache, and sinonasal congestion. Aside from a medical
history of hypertension, prediabetes, and class I obesity, the
patient was otherwise healthy and denied tobacco, alcohol, sub-
stance abuse, or recent travel. Vital signs were remarkable for a
body temperature of 37.5°C, blood pressure of 116/57mm Hg,
pulse of 76 beats per minute, and oxygen saturation of 95% on
room air. Physical examination documented nonlabored respira-
tions and clear lungs. Neurologic examination was intact. Chest
radiographs (Fig 1) demonstrated patchy bilateral air space opac-
ities without lobar consolidation.

A nasopharyngeal swab was performed, and a respiratory
pathogen panel was negative for all tested pathogens. Additionally,
nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swab specimens were sent to
an outside private laboratory for SARS-CoV-2 real-time reverse
transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (PCR) assay. He was dis-
charged home with pulse oximetry monitoring, self-isolation
instructions, and strict return precautions.
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During the next 24 hours, the patient experienced increased
dizziness with oxygen saturation falling into the mid-80s docu-
mented by pulse oximetry. He returned to the emergency depart-
ment febrile (body temperature of 39.1°C), mildly tachycardic
(102 beats per minute), tachypneic (28 breaths per minute), and
hypoxic (89% on room air). Chest radiographs demonstrated
increased bilateral air space opacities, and a complete blood count
revealed lymphopenia (absolute lymphocyte count of 0.7 K/
mm3). He was admitted for oxygen support and monitoring, and
blood oxygenation was weaned from 2 L by nasal canula to room
air. He was discharged home on hospital day 4, and his sent-out
testing confirmed COVID-19 positivity the day after discharge.

He initially did well with convalescence at home, but on day
16 of illness, he began to experience right-sided facial numbness

andweakness. During 24hours, his symp-
toms became bilateral and resulted in
severe dysarthria, necessitating a return
to the emergency department. He
also reported associated hypogeusia.
Neurologic examination demonstrated a
bilateral lowermotor neuron pattern of fa-
cial weakness with otherwise normal cra-
nial nerve (CN) examination findings,
preserved strength and sensation in all
extremities, and intact muscle stretch
reflexes. He was admitted for observation
and underwent MR imaging of the brain
and temporal bones, as well as fluoro-
scopically guided lumbar puncture for
CSF sampling. The CSF was negative for
bacterial culture and stain and demon-
strated normal glucose levels (65 mg/dL),
no leukocytes, and mildly elevated protein
levels (49mg/dL). MR imaging demon-
strated abnormal enhancement of the
facial (CNVII) and abducens (CNVI)
nerves bilaterally, as well as the right ocu-
lomotor nerve (CNIII) (Figs 2–4).

The patient was discharged with
stable facial weakness, no progression
of symptoms, and oxygen saturation
of 99% on room air. Neurology outpa-
tient follow-up was arranged with
multiple CSF and serum lab results
pending. On day 19 of illness, he
reported new subjective bilateral lower
extremity weakness, bilateral upper
extremity paresthesia, and continued
facial weakness, prompting readmis-
sion for further work-up and treat-
ment. Repeat neurologic examination
demonstrated unchanged bifacial
weakness, but new grade 4/5 weakness
in the deltoids and hip flexors bilater-
ally, as well as diffuse areflexia. MR
imaging of the total spine was per-
formed, which did not reveal any sus-

picious spinal cord signal abnormality or abnormal enhancement
of the cord or cauda equina. Electromyography and nerve con-
duction studies demonstrated findings consistent with an acute
sensorimotor polyneuropathy with both demyelinating and axo-
nal features (On-line Tables 1–4).

For religious reasons, he declined treatment with intravenous
immunoglobulin (Ig) and alternatively underwent treatment with
5 cycles of plasma exchange, which he tolerated well with slight
improvement in facial weakness and paresthesia. Findings of CSF
labs and serologies remained negative except for serum herpes
simplex virus (HSV), immunoglobulin G (IgG), and immuno-
globulin M (IgM), and the patient was discharged to inpatient
rehabilitation. He declined a repeat lumbar puncture that was
offered before discharge.

FIG 1. Initial chest radiographs in a patient with COVID-19 and subsequent bifacial weakness and
paresthesia subtype Guillain-Barré syndrome. Posterior-anterior (A) and lateral (B) upright chest
radiographs demonstrate low lung volumes with patchy bilateral air space opacities, but no lobar
consolidation.

FIG 2. MR imaging of the temporal bones in a patient with antecedent COVID-19 and new-onset
bifacial weakness and paresthesia subtype Guillain-Barré syndrome. Coronal postcontrast T1-
weighted fat-saturated MR imaging of the right (A) and left (B) temporal bones demonstrates
abnormal “tuft-like” enhancement at the anterior-superior fundus of the internal auditory canal
bilaterally (white arrows), corresponding to the distal canalicular segments of the facial nerves
(CNVII). Note additional contrast enhancement along the tympanic segments of the facial nerve
bilaterally (white arrowheads), which is greater in degree than typically encountered.
Enhancement along the canalicular segments of the facial nerves (white arrows) is always consid-
ered abnormal on MR imaging, though mild tympanic segment enhancement is considered within
normal limits.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Diagnostic Testing for COVID-19
At the initial emergency department visit, chest radiography (Fig
1) was performed, and nasopharyngeal swab specimens were sent
for multiplex reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction via
a NxTAG Respiratory Pathogen Panel (Luminex) to assess ade-
novirus, influenza A, influenza B, parainfluenza 1, parainfluenza
2, parainfluenza 3, parainfluenza 4, Chlamydia pneumoniae,
Mycoplasma pneumoniae, bocavirus, coronavirus, respiratory
syncytial virus A, respiratory syncytial virus B, metapneumovirus,
rhinovirus, and enterovirus infection (On-line Table 5). Additional
nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal swab specimens were sent
to an outside private laboratory (Viracor Eurofins Clinical
Diagnostics) for SARS-CoV-2 real-time reverse-transcriptase po-
lymerase chain reaction testing. During subsequent hospital read-
missions and before final discharge, COVID-19 status was tested

with nasopharyngeal/oropharyngeal swabs and SARS-CoV-2
PCR assays performed at our hospital laboratory.

Diagnostic Testing for GBS
MR imaging of the brain, temporal bones, and total spine was
performed (Figs 2–4). Respective serologic, stool, and urine
antibody tests, including antiganglioside (GM1, GD1b, and
GQ1b IgG and IgM), aquaporin-4 receptor (IgG), HIV 1/2,
HSV 1/2 (IgG and IgM), cytomegalovirus (IgM), Mycoplasma
pneumoniae (IgG and IgM), Borrelia burgdorferi (IgG and
IgM), Bartonella species (IgG and IgM), and syphilis (Venereal
Disease Research Laboratory test), were obtained (On-line
Tables 6–9). A serum angiotensin-converting enzyme level was
also obtained to screen for sarcoidosis. CSF was tested for cell
count, protein and glucose levels, red blood cell count, and infec-
tious etiologies, including bacterial and fungal culture and stain,

meningoencephalitis panel (varicella
zoster virus, cytomegalovirus, entero-
virus, HSV 1, HSV 2, human herpesvi-
rus 6, human parechovirus, Epstein-
Barr virus, Cryptococcus neoformans/
gattii, Escherichia coli, Haemophilus
influenzae, Listeria monocytogenes,
Neisseria meningitidis, Streptococcus
agalactiae, and Streptococcus pneumo-
niae), Bartonella species, syphilis, and
Lyme disease (On-line Table 10).

RESULTS
Specimen Testing for COVID-19
Positive SARS-CoV-2 viral status was
confirmed via initial sent-out naso-
pharyngeal/oropharyngeal swabs. On
subsequent hospital readmission, in-
ternal PCR reconfirmed SARS-CoV-
2 viral status. Repeat PCR before dis-
charge was negative for SARS-CoV-2
detection.

FIG 3. MR imaging of the temporal bones in a patient with antecedent COVID-19 and new-onset
bifacial weakness and paresthesia subtype Guillain-Barré syndrome. Axial postcontrast T1-
weighted fat-saturated MR imaging of the temporal bones (A) shows subtle-but-abnormal
enhancement along the cisternal segments of the abducens nerves (CNVI) bilaterally (white
arrows), as well as subtle enhancement along the tympanic segments of the intratemporal facial
nerves (CNVII) bilaterally (white arrowheads). Coronal postcontrast T1-weighted fat-saturated
MR imaging (B) shows subtle asymmetric enhancement along the cisternal segment of the right
oculomotor nerve (CNIII, black arrow).

FIG 4. MRI of the brain in a patient with antecedent COVID-19 and new onset bifacial weakness and paresthesias subtype Guillain-Barré syn-
drome. Axial post-contrast T1-weighted SPoiled Gradient-Recalled (SPGR) MRI shows abnormal enhancement of the right oculomotor nerve
(CNIII, white arrow, A), the cisternal segments of the abducens nerves (CNVI) bilaterally (white arrowheads, B), the distal canalicular segments
of the facial nerves (CNVII) bilaterally (black arrows, C), and the proximal tympanic segments of the intratemporal facial nerves (CNVII) bilater-
ally (black arrowheads, C).
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Specimen Testing for GBS
Serologic testing for infectious and inflammatory mimics was
unremarkable apart from elevated HSV-1 IgGof .8.0 and initial
HSV-1/2 IgM of 1.07 index values (On-line Tables 6–9). Repeat
HSV-1/2 IgM at 10 days postpresentation was further elevated at
2.39 index values. CSF protein was mildly elevated (49mg/dL,
which corrected to 46mg/dL when accounting for 2425 red blood
cells) with no white blood cells. CSF stains were negative for bac-
terial or fungal organisms, and cultures demonstrated no growth.
The CSF meningoencephalitis panel and Bartonella species, syph-
ilis, and Lyme disease tests were also negative (On-line Table 10).

DISCUSSION
Our report details a case of bifacial weakness and paresthesia
subtype Guillain-Barré syndrome that was temporally associ-
ated with COVID-19. In our case, a patient with antecedent
community-acquired COVID-19 pneumonia developed rapidly
progressive bilateral facial weakness, extremity paresthesia, and
mild proximal extremity weakness without ataxia or other cra-
nial neuropathies 16 days after the onset of COVID-19 symp-
tomatology. He exhibited clinicoradiologic features most
consistent with GBS, affecting CNVII bilaterally and lacking
antiganglioside antibodies, concordant with prior reports of
BFP subtype GBS.8-10 Our patient demonstrated imaging find-
ings that align with prior reports of GBS following antecedent
viral infections.11,12 Enhancement of the cranial nerves is a
known MR imaging finding in GBS,8,13,14 and most interesting,
our patient demonstrated abnormal enhancement of CNVI
bilaterally and the right CNIII, which were clinically asymptom-
atic. On the basis of clinical grounds, we suspect that this indi-
cates subclinical disease in the BFP variant of GBS, rather than
the Miller Fisher variant of GBS,15 given lack of ophthalmopare-
sis and ataxia. Our patient did not demonstrate any typical spi-
nal imaging manifestations of GBS, which may include
thickening of the cauda equina nerve roots with enhancement,
often with a ventral nerve root predilection.16,17

To date, a recent editorial correspondence reports a small
observational series of 5 cases of suspected COVID-19–associated
GBS,8 but no prior detailed clinical reports have been published.
In a previously reported case of possible COVID-19–associated
GBS in a patient with recent travel to Wuhan, the patient mani-
fested an atypical temporal profile with acute bilateral lower
extremity weakness as an initial presenting symptom and subse-
quent development of COVID-19 pneumonia on hospital day 8,
raising concern for coincidental disease processes and possible
nosocomial infection.7

Our case demonstrates a postinfectious temporal relation-
ship between antecedent SARS-CoV-2 infection and GBS
symptomatology, but positive HSV serologies remain a con-
founder. Although ubiquitous, HSV infection has been
reported as an extremely rare antecedent to GBS.18-22 Whether
in our case the GBS was directly caused by COVID-19, the
COVID-19–associated systemic inflammatory response
unmasked or exacerbated an HSV-mediated GBS, or the
patient simply manifested unfortunately timed coexisting dis-
ease processes remains unknowable. However, we note prior
immunologic research by Ziganshin et al19 that demonstrated

an increased risk of GBS triggering in simultaneous polyviral
infection, including HSV, which might have important implica-
tions for the pathoetiology of GBS in our patient. Most impor-
tant, the temporal association of antecedent COVID-19 and
subsequent development of GBS symptomatology in our
patient necessitates physicians being made aware of this possi-
ble linkage consideration.

GBS is a diverse disorder of the peripheral nervous system
characterized by acute immune-mediated neuropathy, which
may be broadly categorized into acute motor axonal neuropathy,
acute inflammatory demyelinating polyradiculoneuropathy, and
acute motor-sensory axonal neuropathy,23-25 as well as subdi-
vided into clinically distinct variants, such as Miller Fisher variant
and BFP.9,10,15 GBS is commonly associated with immune stimu-
lation from antecedent bacterial or viral infection, including gas-
trointestinal infection and upper respiratory tract infections.23-26

GBS is thought to be due, in great part, to molecular mimicry,23

whereby antibodies created in response to infectious antigens
cross-react with neurons and the myelin sheath, causing demye-
lination and/or axonal damage. GBS is typically multiphasic, with
rapid progression, a prolonged plateau, and variable recovery
with approximately 15%–20% permanent disability at 1 year.23,27

GBS-related mortality is approximately 5%, often due to neuro-
muscular respiratory failure and autonomic dysfunction.23,27

Early intravenous immunoglobulin or plasma exchange, along
with supportive care, is the mainstay of therapy.

There are limited data regarding neurologic manifestations
of COVID-19 infection. A recently published retrospective,
observational case series from Mao et al4 suggested that neuro-
logic manifestations of COVID-19 may be underrecognized.
They report neurologic manifestations in up to 36% of hospital-
ized patients with COVID-19, including dizziness (16.8%),
headache (13.1%), and altered level of consciousness (7.5%), as
well as impaired taste (5.6%), smell (5.1%), and vision (1.4%),
but no cases of GBS. COVID-19 has recently been implicated as
a presumptive cause of acute hemorrhagic necrotizing ence-
phalopathy, which may represent an intracranial manifestation
of a COVID-19–related cytokine storm.5 There is also suspicion
that the prothrombotic and proinflammatory states associated
with COVID-19 may increase the incidence of cerebrovascular
disease,4,6 though there is a paucity of evidence in the currently
published literature. Neurotropic animal and human coronavi-
ruses have been identified,28 and coronavirus-associated GBS
has been previously reported, including Middle East Respiratory
Syndrome.29,30 Given genetic similarities among the coronavi-
ruses, it is conceivable that similar neuropathology might be seen
with SARS-CoV-2.

CONCLUSIONS
This report details a case of postinfectious acute peripheral poly-
neuropathy in a patient recently diagnosed with and convalescing
from community-acquired COVID-19, highlighting the multidis-
ciplinary collaboration required to diagnose and manage this
complex patient. The clinicoradiologic features and temporal
profile are most consistent with a BFP subtype of GBS. Given the
paucity of data regarding neurologic manifestations of COVID-
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19, this case highlights the need for continued close attention to
and reporting of its potential neurologic sequelae.

Disclosures: Richard V. Scheer—UNRELATED: Expert Testimony: Hume Smith
Geddes Green & Simmons. Lindsay Weaver—UNRELATED: Employment: Indiana
State Department of Health, Comments: Chief Medical Officer.
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Internal Auditory Canal Diverticula among Pediatric Patients:
Prevalence and Assessment for Hearing Loss

and Anatomic Associations
P.M. Bunch, M.E. Zapadka, C.M. Lack, E.P. Kiell, D.J. Kirse, and J.R. Sachs

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Internal auditory canal diverticula are focal lucencies along the anterior-inferior aspect of the inter-
nal auditory canal fundus. Studies in adults report conflicting data on the etiology and clinical relevance of this finding. We would
expect a pediatric study to help elucidate the significance of internal auditory canal diverticula. The primary goals of this study
were to determine the temporal bone CT prevalence of diverticula among pediatric patients and to assess possible hearing loss
and anatomic associations.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: For this retrospective study including 283 pediatric temporal bone CTs, 4 neuroradiologists independ-
ently assessed for diverticula. Discrepancies were resolved by consensus. One neuroradiologist assessed for an enlarged vestibular
aqueduct, labyrinthine dysplasia, cochlear cleft, and otospongiosis. Patient demographics, audiologic data, and pertinent clinical his-
tory were recorded. One-way analysis of variance and the Fisher exact test were used to assess possible associations between
diverticula and specific patient characteristics.

RESULTS: Diverticula were observed in 42/283 patients (14.8%) and were more commonly bilateral. There was no significant associa-
tion with age, sex, hearing loss, enlarged vestibular aqueduct, labyrinthine dysplasia, or cochlear cleft. A statistically significant asso-
ciation was observed with otospongiosis (P¼ .013), though only 1 study patient had this disease.

CONCLUSIONS: Internal auditory canal diverticula are a common finding on pediatric temporal bone CT. In the absence of clinical
or imaging evidence for otospongiosis, diverticula likely fall within the range of a normal anatomic variation. Familiarity with these
findings may prevent neuroradiologists from recommending unnecessary additional testing in pediatric patients with isolated inter-
nal auditory canal diverticula.

ABBREVIATION: IAC ¼ internal auditory canal

Internal auditory canal (IAC) diverticula are focal, well-demar-
cated osseous lucencies along the anterior-inferior aspect of the

IAC fundus.1,2 This finding has also been referred to as “cavitary
otospongiosis”3-5 and IAC “cupping.”6,7

Previous radiologic studies of IAC diverticula report conflicting

data on the underlying etiology and clinical relevance of this find-

ing. More specifically, one study of temporal bone CT examina-

tions obtained in a cohort of 47 patients with otospongiosis

identified IAC diverticula in .30% of otospongiotic temporal

bones and characterized the finding as representing cavitary oto-

spongiosis.5 However, temporal bone CT studies performed in

larger cohorts report IAC diverticula in the absence of otospongio-

sis (ie, isolated IAC diverticula), with a prevalence of �5%.1,8 One

of these studies reported an independent association between iso-

lated IAC diverticula and sensorineural hearing loss,8 and the other

concluded that isolated IAC diverticula represent a normal ana-

tomic variant not associated with hearing loss.1

These previous radiologic studies of IAC diverticula have
been performed predominantly1 or exclusively5,8,9 in adults with
no peer-reviewed published literature currently available on the
prevalence of IAC diverticula among children. Given the rarity of
otospongiosis among children and adolescents,10 we expect that a
study of IAC diverticula among pediatric patients would help elu-
cidate whether isolated IAC diverticula represent normal ana-
tomic variants or acquired pathology. We hypothesize that if
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isolated IAC diverticula represent a normal variant, the pediatric
prevalence should be comparable with the adult prevalence.
Conversely, if isolated IAC diverticula are a manifestation of
acquired pathology (eg, otospongiosis or other), we would expect
the prevalence among children to be less than that in adults. The
primary goals of this study were the following: 1) to determine
the prevalence of IAC diverticula among pediatric patients on
temporal bone CT, 2) to assess possible associations between IAC
diverticula and hearing loss, and 3) to assess possible associations
between IAC diverticula and other temporal bone CT findings of
interest.

Most previous radiologic studies of IAC diverticula were per-
formed with a single neuroradiologist reader.1,8,9 Moreover, there
is variability among these studies with respect to what is defined as
constituting an IAC diverticulum. One previous study included 2
neuroradiologist readers, though interrater reliability was not
reported in this study.5 In our clinical practice, we have encoun-
tered uncertainty as to whether a mild contour irregularity of the
IAC is sufficient to be classified as an IAC diverticulum. If IAC
diverticula represent a clinically relevant finding, uncertainty and
variability in radiologic diagnosis would be problematic. Thus, a
secondary goal of this study was to assess interobserver variability
with respect to what practicing neuroradiologists identify as IAC
diverticula based on descriptions in the existing literature.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
For this retrospective, Health Insurance Portability and
Accountability Act–compliant, institutional review board–
approved study, a local institutional radiology data base
(mPower; Nuance Healthcare) was queried for patients satis-
fying the following inclusion criteria: 1) age younger than
18 years, and 2) temporal bone CT examination performed
between December 2015 and February 2019. Examinations
were excluded if a temporal bone CT had already been included
in the study cohort for the same patient. Additionally, unilateral
temporal bones were excluded if the diagnostic assessment of
the IAC was precluded by severe artifacts or if no IAC was
present.

Medical Record Review
Patient age, patient sex, and the presence or absence of a clinical di-
agnosis of otospongiosis were recorded. When available, audio-
gram data were also reviewed and used to classify hearing as
normal, sensorineural hearing loss, conductive hearing loss, or
mixed hearing loss.

Image Acquisition
All temporal bone CT examinations were performed within the
health system of our institution on multidetector row CT sys-
tems. Given the retrospective nature of this study, there was vari-
ability with respect to CT scanners used to acquire images as well
as specific CT acquisition parameters. However, most temporal
bone CT examinations were acquired on a Discovery 750 HD
(GE Healthcare) with the following acquisition parameters: 120
kV(peak), 250–330 mAs, 0.531 pitch, 1.0-second rotation time.
Multiplanar reconstructions were generated, including 0.625-mm

axial (9.6-cm FOV; bone plus kernel) and 0.6-mm coronal (9.6-
cm FOV; bone plus kernel) images.

Reader Assessment
Four fellowship-trained neuroradiologists (3 years’, 12 years’, 4
years’, and 6 years’ subspecialty experience) served as readers
for this retrospective study. Each reader participated in an ini-
tial image review as well as a subsequent image review. For both
image reviews, the neuroradiologists were instructed to first
assess the axial 0.625 mm bone algorithm images to determine
the presence or absence of an IAC diverticulum (Fig 1). If nec-
essary or desired, the coronal bone algorithm images could also
be used to aid in making this determination. A subjective deter-
mination of the presence or absence of an IAC diverticulum
was used rather than a minimum size threshold to be consistent
with the described methods of Mihal et al,1 Puac et al,5 and
Pippin et al.8 In addition to the initial and subsequent image
reviews in which the 4 neuroradiologists participated, 1 of the
neuroradiologists (3 years’ subspecialty experience) reviewed
the temporal bone CT images to determine the presence or ab-
sence of an enlarged vestibular aqueduct, labyrinthine dysplasia,
cochlear cleft, and otospongiosis.

Initial Review. For the initial image review, the readers were
instructed to assess the temporal bone CT images for the pres-
ence or absence of IAC diverticula based on their current under-
standing of this entity as described in the literature. This
nonstandardized initial review was intended to facilitate assess-
ment of interobserver variability in the identification of IAC
diverticula among practicing neuroradiologists. For the initial
review, 100 temporal bone CT examinations were evaluated by
all 4 neuroradiologists, and interrater reliability was calculated on
the basis of the recorded assessments of these 100 examinations.
All remaining temporal bone CT examinations were assessed by
2 neuroradiologist readers.

Subsequent Review. After the 4 neuroradiologists had completed
their initial reviews, the group discussed the observed variability
of the results and reviewed together a total of 10 representative
discrepant cases selected from the 100-case cohort reviewed by
all 4 neuroradiologists. On the basis of this discussion and

FIG 1. Axial temporal bone CT image (A) at the level of the inferior
aspect of the right internal auditory canal demonstrates the typical
appearance of an internal auditory canal diverticulum (arrow). An
image obtained at the same level in a different patient without an in-
ternal auditory canal diverticulum is provided for comparison (B).
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discrepant case review, a consensus visual threshold for what
should be called an IAC diverticulum (Fig 2) was proposed and
developed for use in the second review, with the understanding
that a candidate diverticulum should be at least as conspicuous as
the examples in the agreed-upon threshold to be considered
present.

All temporal bone CT examinations identified by at least 1
neuroradiologist as showing an IAC diverticulum (unilateral or
bilateral) in the initial review were included in the second review
to be reassessed. The examinations for which no neuroradiologist

identified an IAC diverticulum on the initial review were consid-
ered not to contain an IAC diverticulum and were, therefore,
excluded from the second review. The time interval between the
initial and subsequent reviews was 2months.

For the subsequent image review, all 4 neuroradiologists
reviewed the CT images of the included temporal bone CT exami-
nations (both sides) to assess the presence of an IAC diverticulum
using the agreed-upon visual threshold. The recorded results were
reviewed, and discrepancies were resolved by consensus.

Statistical Analysis
Mean, SD, and range are reported for continuous variables.
Absolute and relative frequencies are reported for categoric varia-
bles. The Fisher exact test was used to compare proportions.
One-way analysis of variance was used to compare continuous
variables. The Light k coefficient was calculated to assess inter-
rater reliability. All analyses were performed with JMP, Version
14 (SAS Institute), and a P value, .05 indicated a statistically sig-
nificant difference.

RESULTS
Subjects
A total of 284 temporal bone CT examinations (568 sides) were
reviewed. Among these, 6 sides were excluded for artifacts pre-
cluding diagnostic assessment of the IAC, and 1 side was
excluded for congenital absence of the IAC, which yielded a study
cohort of 283 patients and 561 temporal bones. Audiologic data
were available in 234 patients (82.6%). One patient (0.4%) had a
clinical diagnosis of otospongiosis. Patient age, sex, and audio-
gram data are summarized in Table 1. Temporal bone CT find-
ings are summarized in Table 2.

Reader Assessment
Initial Review. On the initial review of 283 patients (561 individ-
ual temporal bones), neuroradiologist 1 identified IAC diverticula
in 19.1% of individual temporal bones (24.7% of patients), neuro-
radiologist 2 identified IAC diverticula in 13.1% of temporal
bones (8.5% of patients), neuroradiologist 3 identified IAC diver-
ticula in 9.0% of temporal bones (9.2% of patients), and neurora-
diologist 4 identified IAC diverticula in 5.1% of temporal bones
(3.5% of patients). For the 100 examinations reviewed by all 4

FIG 2. Visual threshold developed after the initial review and applied during the subsequent review by the 4 neuroradiologist readers. The visual
threshold consists of axial temporal bone CT images obtained in 4 different patients and is intended to depict the minimum contour irregularity
necessary to be considered an internal auditory canal diverticulum (arrows) for the second review performed in this study.

Table 1: Characteristics of the study group
Sex
Male 157 (55%)
Female 126 (45%)
Age
Mean (SD) (yr) 7.8 (4.8)
Minimum 6weeks
Maximum 17 years
Audiogram (temporal bone sides)
Normal 152 (27%)
Sensorineural loss 158 (28%)
Mixed loss 39 (7%)
Conductive loss 112 (20%)
Unavailable 100 (18%)

Table 2: Temporal bone CT findings within the study group
Individual Temporal Bones (Sides)
Internal auditory canal diverticulum
Yes 64 (11%)
No 497 (89%)
Enlarged vestibular aqueduct
Yes 43 (8%)
No 518 (92%)

Labyrinthine dysplasia
Yes 66 (12%)
No 495 (88%)
Cochlear cleft
Yes 205 (37%)
No 356 (63%)
Otospongiosis
Yes 2a (0.4%)
No 559 (99.6%)

a Single patient who also had clinical diagnosis of bilateral otospongiosis.
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neuroradiologists, the Light k coefficient was 0.44, indicating
moderate agreement.

Subsequent Review. A total of 83 temporal bone CT examinations
were included in the subsequent review (Fig 3), having been identi-
fied by at least 1 neuroradiologist as having an IAC diverticulum on
at least 1 side. Following consensus review, IAC diverticula were
present in 42 patients (14.8% of the 283 subject cohort) (mean age,
7.76 5.0 years; range, 2months to 17 years) and 64 IACs (11.4% of
the 561 included individual temporal bones). IAC diverticula were

bilateral in 22 patients (52.4%) and uni-
lateral in 20 patients (47.6%). For these
83 temporal bone CT examinations
included in the subsequent review, the
Light k coefficient was 0.48, indicating
moderate agreement.

Association Assessment
There was no statistically significant
association between IAC diverticula
(Table 3) and age (P¼ .91). IAC diver-
ticula were more common among
males (17.8%) than females (11.0%);
however, this observed difference was
not statistically significant (P¼ .13).
No statistically significant association
was observed between IAC diverticula
and conductive (P¼ .86), sensorineu-
ral (P¼ .48), or mixed hearing loss
(P¼ .79). Additionally, there were no
statistically significant associations
between IAC diverticula and an
enlarged vestibular aqueduct (P¼ .21),
labyrinthine dysplasia (P= .1.00), or
cochlear cleft (P¼ .07). The 1 child in
the study cohort with otospongiosis
also had bilateral IAC diverticula;
thus, a statistically significant associa-
tion between IAC diverticula and oto-
spongiosis (P¼ .013) was observed.

DISCUSSION
IAC diverticula have been a topic of in-
terest in the recent radiologic1,5,8 and
otolaryngologic2,9,11,12 literature, and
there is uncertainty with respect to the
underlying etiology and clinical rele-
vance of this finding. IAC diverticula
have been described in otospongiotic
temporal bone specimens,13,14 have
been identified in .30% of patients
with otospongiosis,5,12 and may be
associated with poorer postoperative
audiologic outcomes following stape-
dotomy for otospongiosis.11 However,
IAC diverticula have also been identi-
fied histologically2,6,7 and radiologi-

cally1,8,9 in the absence of clinical, histopathologic, or imaging
evidence of otospongiosis. Although there are some data suggest-
ing an association between isolated IAC diverticula and sensori-
neural hearing loss,8 the preponderance of evidence indicates that
isolated IAC diverticula are more likely a normal anatomic
variant.1,2,9

The current study documents that isolated IAC diverticula,
occurring in the absence of otospongiosis, are a relatively com-
mon finding on pediatric temporal bone CT, occurring in nearly
15% of patients and comprising 97% of IAC diverticula in this

FIG 3. Flow chart depicting the initial and subsequent image reviews.

Table 3: Internal auditory canal diverticula association assessment

Internal Auditory Canal Diverticulum
PYes No

Sexa

Male 28 129 .13
Female 14 112
Age (mean) (SD) (yr) 7.7 (5.0) 7.8 (4.8) .91
Audiogramb

Normal hearing 20 132 .65
Hearing loss 36 273
Conductive 16 96 .86
Sensorineural 16 142 .48
Mixed 4 35 .79

Enlarged vestibular aqueductb

Yes 2 41 .21
No 62 456

Labyrinthine dysplasiab

Yes 7 59 1.00
No 57 438
Cochlear cleftb

Yes 30 175 .07
No 34 322

Otospongiosisb

Yes 2 0 .013
No 62 497

a Denotes number of patients.
b Denotes number of individual temporal bones (sides).
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cohort. Furthermore, this study supports the hypothesis that iso-
lated IAC diverticula fall within the range of normal anatomic
variation because no statistically significant associations were
observed between IAC diverticula and hearing loss, enlarged ves-
tibular aqueduct, or labyrinthine dysplasia.

Only 1 patient in this pediatric cohort had clinical or imaging
evidence of otospongiosis; however, this 1 patient also had bilat-
eral IAC diverticula. Although firm conclusions should not be
drawn on the basis of findings in a single patient, this association
is in keeping with previous work indicating that IAC diverticula
are more frequently observed in the presence of otospongiosis5,12

and hypothesizing a predilection for otospongiosis to involve the
anterior-inferior aspect of the IAC fundus in addition to the
region of the fissula ante fenestram.5,8

The observed prevalence of IAC diverticula in this pediatric
cohort (11.4% of IACs, 14.8% of patients) is higher than the 5%–
6% prevalence reported in previous large radiologic studies1,8,9

but less than the 25% prevalence reported in a small histologic
study.2 The reasons for the higher observed prevalence in this
study compared with previous radiologic studies are unclear and
warrant further investigation.

One possibility is that the consensus visual threshold used in
this study represents a lower threshold for classifying an IAC di-
verticulum as present relative to previous published work on the
topic. However, this is difficult to determine with confidence
because a similar visual threshold was not provided with other
studies of IAC diverticula.1,5,8 Of note, Mihal et al1 reported that
25% of isolated IAC diverticula observed in their study were
, 0.9mm, and Pippin et al8 described the appearance of some
IAC diverticula as “a small notch.”

Another possible explanation for the higher prevalence of IAC

diverticula observed in this pediatric study compared with previous

radiologic studies performed predominantly or exclusively in adults

is that IAC diverticula represent an embryologic remnant of the for-

mation of the otic capsule from 14 ossification centers analogous to

the fissula ante fenestram, the fossula post fenestram, and the hypo-

attenuated focus in the anterior otic capsule.2,15-17 In such a sce-

nario, the higher prevalence of IAC diverticula in this pediatric

cohort relative to larger adult cohorts could be explained if in most

children, the incompletely mineralized bone or cartilage corre-

sponding to IAC diverticula became replaced or filled in by fully

mineralized bone over the course of development, as is believed to

occur with the cochlear cleft18 and the hypoattenuated focus in the

anterior otic capsule.17 An association between IAC diverticula and

the cochlear cleft as well as younger age might be expected if this hy-

pothesis were true; however, none was observed in this study. These

possibilities could be further investigated by a longitudinal study.
A secondary goal of this study was to assess interobserver vari-

ability in the identification of IAC diverticula, which has not been
a focus of previous reports. In both our initial and subsequent
reviews, there was substantial interobserver variability among the 4
experienced neuroradiologist readers in determining whether an
IAC diverticulum was present despite the implementation of an
agreed-upon visual threshold. During consensus review, discus-
sions often centered on whether a subtle contour irregularity sim-
ply represented mild generalized undulation of the IAC versus a
focal IAC diverticulum (Fig 4). These findings suggest that other
neuroradiologists may also face uncertainty as to what exactly does
and does not constitute an IAC diverticulum on temporal bone
CT for purposes of both clinical practice and future research.
Although our findings suggest isolated IAC diverticula to be a nor-
mal anatomic variant without clinical significance, a clear, easily
applicable IAC diverticulum definition or threshold with relatively
low interobserver variability would be useful for future research
studies and particularly important in the event that isolated IAC
diverticula are someday shown to be clinically relevant.

CONCLUSIONS
Internal auditory canal diverticula are a common finding on pedi-
atric temporal bone CT, seen in approximately 15% of patients and
11% of IACs. There is no statistically significant association with
hearing loss or congenital inner ear anomaly. In the absence of
clinical or imaging evidence of otospongiosis, internal auditory
canal diverticula likely fall within the range of normal anatomic
variation. Familiarity with these findings may prevent neuroradiol-
ogists from recommending unnecessary additional testing in pedi-
atric patients with isolated internal auditory canal diverticula.
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Deep Learning for Pediatric Posterior Fossa Tumor Detection
and Classification: A Multi-Institutional Study

J.L. Quon, W. Bala, L.C. Chen, J. Wright, L.H. Kim, M. Han, K. Shpanskaya, E.H. Lee, E. Tong, M. Iv,
J. Seekins, M.P. Lungren, K.R.M. Braun, T.Y. Poussaint, S. Laughlin, M.D. Taylor, R.M. Lober, H. Vogel,

P.G. Fisher, G.A. Grant, V. Ramaswamy, N.A. Vitanza, C.Y. Ho, M.S.B. Edwards, S.H. Cheshier, and K.W. Yeom

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Posterior fossa tumors are the most common pediatric brain tumors. MR imaging is key to tumor
detection, diagnosis, and therapy guidance. We sought to develop an MR imaging–based deep learning model for posterior fossa
tumor detection and tumor pathology classification.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: The study cohort comprised 617 children (median age, 92months; 56% males) from 5 pediatric institu-
tions with posterior fossa tumors: diffuse midline glioma of the pons (n¼ 122), medulloblastoma (n¼ 272), pilocytic astrocytoma
(n¼ 135), and ependymoma (n¼ 88). There were 199 controls. Tumor histology served as ground truth except for diffuse midline
glioma of the pons, which was primarily diagnosed by MR imaging. A modified ResNeXt-50-32x4d architecture served as the back-
bone for a multitask classifier model, using T2-weighted MRIs as input to detect the presence of tumor and predict tumor class.
Deep learning model performance was compared against that of 4 radiologists.

RESULTS: Model tumor detection accuracy exceeded an AUROC of 0.99 and was similar to that of 4 radiologists. Model tumor
classification accuracy was 92% with an F1 score of 0.80. The model was most accurate at predicting diffuse midline glioma of the
pons, followed by pilocytic astrocytoma and medulloblastoma. Ependymoma prediction was the least accurate. Tumor type classifi-
cation accuracy and F1 score were higher than those of 2 of the 4 radiologists.

CONCLUSIONS: We present a multi-institutional deep learning model for pediatric posterior fossa tumor detection and classifica-
tion with the potential to augment and improve the accuracy of radiologic diagnosis.

ABBREVIATIONS: PF ¼ posterior fossa; EVD ¼ external ventricular drain; CAMs ¼ class activation maps; DMG ¼ diffuse midline glioma of the pons; EP ¼
ependymoma; MB ¼ medulloblastoma; PA ¼ pilocytic astrocytoma; PF ¼ posterior fossa; ROC ¼ receiver operating characteristic; t-SNE ¼ t-distributed sto-
chastic neighbor embedding

Pediatric brain tumors are the most common solid cancer and
the leading cause of cancer-related deaths in children, with

approximately 4600 new diagnoses per year in the United States

alone.1,2 MR imaging plays a key role in tumor detection, and pre-
liminary imaging diagnosis3 helps guide initial management.

While the final diagnosis and treatment depend on surgical
specimens, accurate classification before surgery can help opti-
mize the surgical approach and the extent of tumor resection.
MR imaging contributes to presurgical planning by defining
the spatial relationship of the tumor within the brain. In addi-
tion, it allows high-dimensional image-feature analysis4 that
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can potentially be correlated to the molecular profiling5-8

included in recent updates to the World Health Organization
brain tumor classification system.9

Modern advances in computing power and machine learning
tools such as deep learning can augment real-time clinical diag-
nosis.10,11 Deep learning is an improvement over radiomics and
other traditional machine learning approaches that use labor-
and time-intensive handcrafted feature extraction.3,4,11 In this
study, we aimed to develop an MR imaging–based deep learning
model for predicting pediatric posterior fossa (PF) tumor pathol-
ogy and to compare its performance against that of board-certi-
fied radiologists. We targeted PF tumors, given their high
incidence in the pediatric population and leveraged a large,
multi-institutional image dataset for deep learning.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study Cohort
Data-use agreements were developed between the host institution
(Stanford Lucile Packard Children’s Hospital) and 4 academic pe-
diatric hospitals across North America (The Hospital for Sick
Children, Seattle Children’s, Indiana Riley Children’s, Boston
Children’s) for this retrospective, multicenter study, after institu-
tional review board approval at each institution. The following
served as the inclusion criteria for 803 patients with tumors: brain
MR imaging of treatment-naïve PF brain tumors: medulloblas-
toma (MB), ependymoma (EP), pilocytic astrocytoma (PA), and
diffuse midline glioma of the pons (DMG, formerly DIPG); and
tissue specimens that served as ground truth pathology except for
DMG. A subset of patients were included who required emergent
ventricular drain placement before tumor resection or other
therapies. Brain MR imaging from 199 children without brain
tumors were randomly sampled from the normal database of the
host institution to serve as controls. A board-certified pediatric
neuroradiologist (K.W.Y. with .10 years’ experience), with a
Certificate of Added Qualification, visually inspected all scans for
quality control to confirm that they met the inclusion criteria.

The study cohort was subdivided into development (training
and validation) and held-out test sets using stratified random
sampling by tumor subtype. For tumor MRIs, the breakdown was
70% and 10% for the training/validation sets and 20% for the test
set. For patients with .1 preintervention scan, all scans of that
patient were included in either the development or test set, with
no crossover. For control MRIs without tumor, data distribution
was 10% and 90% for the validation and held-out test sets, respec-
tively, as normal MRIs were not used to train the model.

MR Imaging Protocols
MR imaging scans were obtained at 1.5 or 3T at multiple centers
with equipment from the following vendors: GE Healthcare,
Siemens, Philips, and Toshiba Medical Systems (Canon Medical
Systems). The T2 scans were the following: T2 TSE clear/sense,
T2 FSE, T2 PROPELLER, T2 BLADE (Siemens), T2 drive sense
(TR/TE¼ 2475.6–9622.24/80–146.048; slice thickness ¼ 1–5mm
with 0.5-or 1-mm skip; matrix ranges ¼ 224–1024 � 256–1024.
T1 postgadolinium scans included T1 MPRAGE, T1 BRAVO
(GE Healthcare), T1 fast-spoiled gradient recalled, T1 spoiled
gradient-echo, and T1 spin-echo. ADC maps were created using

a mono exponential algorithm with b-values from 0 to 1000 s/
mm2, varying by institution.

Image Processing and Data Augmentation
Axial DICOM images were processed using the Python language
with the pydicom (https://pypi.org/project/pydicom/) and
SimpleITK (https://anaconda.org/SimpleITK/simpleitk) packages.
Images were resampled to 256� 256 pixels in the axial dimension.
Slice thickness was not modified. Data augmentation was per-
formed by incorporating random flips, rotations, transla-
tions, and crops to 224 � 224 pixels to improve model
generalizability. Gray-scale images were fed as RGB color
images into an adapted ResNeXt model (https://github.com/
titu1994/Keras-ResNeXt).

Ground Truth Labels
Pathology from surgical specimens served as ground truth (MB,
EP, PA) except for most patients with DMG who were diagnosed
primarily by MR imaging. An attending pediatric neuroradiolo-
gist (K.W.Y.) manually classified each axial slice as having tumor
versus no tumor: A slice was considered positive if any tumor
was visible.

Deep Learning Model Architecture
We chose a 2D ResNeXt-50-32x4d deep learning architecture
(https://github.com/titu1994/Keras-ResNeXt) rather than a 3D
architecture, given the wide variation in slice thickness across
scans. Transfer learning was implemented using weights from a
model pretrained on ImageNet (http://image-net.org/),12 a con-
sortium of.1.2 million images with 1000 categories (On-line Fig
1A), for all layers except the final fully connected layer, which
was modified to predict 1 of 5 categories: no tumor, DMG, EP,
MB, or PA. The model was trained to minimize cross-entropy
loss, or error, between the predicted and actual tumor type. The
architecture was modified to predict the relative slice position of
tumor tissue within the entire scan, calculated by interpolating
the most inferior axial slice as zero and the most superior as 1
(On-line Fig 1B). Relative slice position was included to account
for differences in slice thickness in the z-plane across different
scans. Thus, position was normalized to each individual patient.
With normalization, the zero position referred to the foramen
magnum; the 1 position, to the vertex; and 0.5 varied slightly
between the upper midbrain and the midbrain-thalamic junction,
depending on head size and image acquisition. This component
was trained to minimize mean-squared loss between the pre-
dicted-versus-actual slice location. Setting the slice position con-
tribution to 10% of the total loss had the most improvement (On-
line Table 1). A final ensemble of 5 individual models was used to
generate a confidence-weighted vote for the predicted class for
each slice (On-line Fig 1C). To generate the model prediction for
the entire scan, we aggregated all slice-level predictions. Scans
with a proportion of tumor slices that exceeded a certain thresh-
old were considered to have tumor (On-line Fig 1D). Based on
the results from our training and validation sets, the minimal
detection threshold was set to 0.05. For scans predicted to have
tumor, the model then predicted the tumor subtype using a confi-
dence-weighted voting system (On-line Fig 1E).
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Model Training
An Ubuntu computer (https://ubuntu.com/download) with 4
TitanXp Graphic Processing Units (NVIDA) with 12 GB of
memory was used for model development. Batch size was 160 sli-
ces per iteration. Training was performed using Adam optimiza-
tion with an initial learning rate of 0.003 for 50 epochs and a
cosine annealing learning rate decay to zero. Drop-out was set to
10% in the final fully connected layer to reduce overfitting. All
model layers were fined-tuned throughout training. Models were
saved if they improved validation set performance following a 10-
epoch patience period. The top 5 models with the best validation
results were selected for the final slice-level ensemble model.

Model Evaluation
Tumor-detection accuracy was evaluated based on whether the
model correctly predicted the presence or absence of a tumor for
the entire scan. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
were generated by varying the set threshold for the proportion of
tumors slices. For tumor classification, the F1 score was calculated
as the harmonic mean of precision (positive predictive value) and
recall (sensitivity). Sensitivity and specificity for each tumor type
were calculated by grouping all of the nontarget tumors together
as negative examples.

Radiologist Interpretation
Board-certified attending radiologists with Certificates of Added
Qualification in either Pediatric Radiology (J.S. with .10 years’
experience; M.P.L. with.5 years’ experience) or Neuroradiology
(M.I. with .5 years’ experience; E.T. with .2 years’ experience)
were given all T2 scans from the held-out test set and asked to
detect tumors and select pathology among the 4 subtypes (MB,
EP, PA, DMG). Radiologists were blinded to the ground truth
labels and other clinical information and allowed to interpret at
their own pace. They were permitted to window the scans and
view in all orientations (axial, sagittal, or coronal).

Comparative Performance and Statistical Analysis
Subgroup analysis of model classification accuracy was per-
formed using a Fisher's exact test. Radiologists’ tumor detection
sensitivity and specificity were plotted against the tumor-

detection ROC curve of the model.
Model and radiologists’ tumor-detec-
tion and classification accuracy were
compared using McNemar's test, with
a P value threshold of .05.

RESULTS
PF Tumor Dataset

Of 803 patients with the 4 tumor types from 5 pediatric hospitals
(Table 1), we excluded 186 patients due to lack of T2 scans, result-
ing in a total of 617 patients with tumors. Ages ranged from
2.5months to 34-years old (median, 81months); 56% were boys.
Some patients had multiple preintervention scans from different
dates, resulting in a total of 739 T2 scans. The training, validation,
and test sets included 527, 77, and 135 scans, respectively (Table 2).

Deep Learning Model
Given that radiologists benefit from using multiple image sequen-
ces, we isolated a subset of the tumor cohort (n=260 scans) with
all 3 MR imaging sequences (T2-weighted, T1-weighted post-gado-
linium, and ADC). To identify the MR imaging sequences most
likely to allow successful model development, we compared the
use of these 3 sequences versus a single T2-weighted scan (T2-
scan) as model input. Surprisingly, we found superior initial model
performance with T2-scans alone (On-line Table 2) and thus
focused on T2-scans. Given that T2-based MRIs are also common-
place among clinical protocols for the initial evaluation of clinical
symptoms, a deep learning model using T2 alone would also be
more broadly applicable.

Several convolutional deep learning approaches, including the
ResNet, ResNeXt, and DenseNet (https://towardsdatascience.
com/densenet-2810936aeebb) architectures with varying num-
bers of layers as well as the InceptionV3 architecture (https://
blog.paperspace.com/popular-deep-learning-architectures-
resnet-inceptionv3-squeezenet/), were evaluated on a subset
of the training data. Preliminary experiments demonstrated that
the ResNeXt-50-32x4d architecture best balanced accuracy with
computational cost. Our final model architecture consisted of
modified 2D ResNeXt-50-32x4d residual neural networks to gen-
erate a prediction for each axial slice in the scan (On-line Fig 1A).
The baseline ResNeXt-50-32x4d, which classified each T2 axial
slice as no tumor, MB, EP, PA, or DMG, achieved an F1 score of
0.60 per axial slice. Given that radiologists and clinical experts of-
ten use tumor location to assess brain tumors, we modified the
architecture for multitask learning to also predict the relative
position of each slice, which improved performance by 4% (On-
line Fig 1A-, B). Because prior studies have shown that combining
multiple individual models improves overall performance by
reducing variance between predictions,13 we created an ensemble
model comprising the 5 best-performing individual models (On-
line Fig 1C), as this further improved accuracy while maintaining
reasonable computational requirements (On-line Table 3).

To generate scan-level predictions, we then tallied all indi-
vidual slice predictions (tumor versus no tumor) using a con-
fidence-based voting algorithm (On-line Fig 1D). This schema
resulted in accurate scan-level prediction of tumor versus no
tumor with an area under the ROC curve of 0.99. Setting the

Table 1: Complete dataset of 803 patients from 5 institutions with 4 tumor typesa

Institution 1 Institution 2 Institution 3 Institution 4 Institution 5
MB 90 117 20 30 41
DMG 85 0 0 45 21
EP 42 41 41 22 8
PA 129 0 0 45 26

a One hundred eighty-six patients with no T2 sequences or only postintervention imaging were excluded.

Table 2: A total of 739 scans were distributed into a training
set, a validation set, and a held-out test set

Training Validation Test Total
MB 242 34 55 331
DMG 88 10 24 122
EP 83 13 15 111
PA 114 20 41 175
Total 527 77 135 739
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threshold at 5% (at least 1 tumor slice per every 20 slices)
allowed maximal specificity and a sensitivity of at least 95% in
the validation set. A 5% threshold achieved a sensitivity of 96%
and a specificity of 100% on the held-out test set (Fig 1). Final
scan-level tumor-type classification accuracy was 92% with an
F1 score of 0.80. Subgroup analysis demonstrated no difference
in classification accuracy between patients younger and older
than 2 years of age (P¼ .22) and no difference between patients
with tumor with and without external ventricular drains
(EVDs) (P¼ .50).

Class Activation Maps for Discriminative Localization of
Tumor Type
Internal operations of deep learning algorithms often appear opa-
que and have been referred to as a “black box.” Post hoc
approaches for interpreting results have been described, such as
using class activation maps (CAMs) to improve transparency and
understanding of the model.14 CAMs can serve as a quality assur-
ance tool such that they highlight image regions relevant to the
model's prediction and denote the model's confidence in the pre-
diction but are not intended to precisely segment tumor voxels.15

We implemented CAMs to visualize which regions of the image
were most contributory to model prediction (Fig 2).16

Qualitatively, pixels in close vicinity to the tumor appeared to
strongly influence correct predictions, whereas incorrect predic-
tions showed scattered CAMs that prioritized pixels in non-tu-
mor regions. Because CAMs are not intended to provide perfect
segmentations of tumor boundaries, we performed additional
analyses to evaluate whether CAM mismatch correlated with the
softmax score. The CAM for each slice was thresholded so that
only intensities beyond a certain intensity threshold were consid-
ered positive tumor regions.16 Next, for each image slice, we cal-
culated the Dice similarity coefficient [(2x true positives)/(2x true

positives 1 false positives 1 false negatives)]17 between positive
CAM regions and manual tumor segmentation by a board-certi-
fied pediatric neuroradiologist (K.W.Y.). Finally, we correlated
the Dice score with model confidence (softmax score) for each
slice-level prediction. We found that at a threshold of 0.25, model
confidence, in fact, correlated with the Dice score (r¼ 0.42, P ,

.001).

Visualization of Learned Features Using Principal
Component Analysis and t-SNE
DMG occupied the most distinct feature space, followed by
PA and MB, whereas the EP feature space overlapped with
MB. The feature vectors were also analyzed using t-distributed
stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE), which can show non-
linear relationships and potentially more distinct clustering,18

and a similar clustering pattern was found for the 4 tumor
pathologies (Fig 3B).

Comparison of Deep Learning Model versus Radiologist
Performance
Four board-certified radiologists read the scans in the held-out
test set and generated predictions for each scan. The radiolog-
ists detected the presence of tumor with an average sensitivity
and specificity of 0.99 and 0.98, respectively (Fig 1 and Table
3), which was not statistically different from the detection ac-
curacy of the model. For tumor subtype classification, the
model showed higher sensitivity and specificity for PA, MB,
and DMG, but lower sensitivity in predicting EP compared
with the radiologists’ average (Fig 1). Model classification ac-
curacy and the F1 score were higher than those of 2 of the 4
radiologists (C and D) and not statistically different from those
of the other 2 radiologists (A and B) (Table 3 and On-line
Fig 2).

FIG 1. Comparison of model-with-radiologist performance. A, ROC curve for scan-level tumor detection. Model, individual radiologist, and av-
erage radiologist performance are indicated with crosshairs. B, Model and average radiologist performance for tumor subtype classification
results. Error bars represent standard error among radiologists.
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FIG 2. CAMs depicting the areas of the input slice that the model preferentially emphasizes when predicting tumor subtype on individual scan
slices. The upper row of each subpanel shows the T2 slice with tumor areas manually denoted (upper left) and CAM overlay of the most confi-
dent prediction of the model (upper right). The lower row of each panel shows less confident predictions. Examples of correct predictions of
PA (A) and MB (B) and incorrect predictions of PA (C) and MB (D) are shown.

FIG 3. Learned feature vectors were reduced to 2D and visualized using principal component analysis (PCA) (A) and t-SNE (B). DMG has the
most distinctive feature space, followed by PA and MB. EP has the least distinctive feature space and overlaps with MB.
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DISCUSSION
In this study, we present a deep learning model to detect and clas-
sify the 4 most common pediatric PF tumor pathologies using
T2-weighted MRIs. We modified a state-of-the-art deep learning
architecture and trained our model using MRIs from .600
patients with PF tumors at 5 independent pediatric institutions,
representing the largest pediatric PF tumor imaging study to
date. The model achieved an overall tumor-detection and classifi-
cation accuracy that was comparable with the performance of 4
board-certified radiologists.

While prior machine learning approaches for PF tumor classi-
fication have applied feature engineering or a priori hand-crafted
feature extraction, no prior study has used deep learning. Deep
learning offers the advantages of automated high-dimensional
feature learning through billions of parameters that pass through
nonlinear functions within the deep layers of neural networks to
tackle complex pattern-recognition tasks.19,20 Unlike feature-en-
gineering methods such as radiomics that require manual tumor
segmentation and hand-crafted computational feature extraction
for statistical modeling, data labeling for our deep-learning model
was relatively simple: The model required only axial slices from
T2-scans with labels of “no tumor’” or the specific tumor subtype
present on the slice. Notably, the present detection and classifica-
tion model is not dependent on the precise segmentation of the
tumor region of the model. Rather, the model uses the entire slice
to make a prediction. Because deep learning models are task-ori-
ented and tailored to the task at hand, the model is essentially
free to extract any relevant imaging features to assist with the
task. Therefore, we implemented several techniques to better
understand the performance of the model. While CAMs do not
provide precise tumor segmentations, they can help identify areas
of focus. Our finding that the CAM Dice score correlated with
the softmax score suggests that when the focus areas of the model
had higher overlap with the precise tumor boundary, the model
was more confident in the tumor-type prediction.

Additionally, our large, heterogeneous dataset from geographi-
cally distinct institutions consisted of scans from multiple vendors
and magnet strengths, thus allowing increased generalizability of
our model as previous simulation studies have suggested.21 By
evaluating our model on a previously unseen held-out test, our
model accuracy is likely to be reflective of real-world accuracy,
unlike prior studies with much smaller datasets that used leave-
one-out or k-fold cross-validation approaches, which are more
prone to overfitting.22-24

Prior studies have shown variation in radiologists’ interpreta-
tions.25 In this study, we also observed differences among the per-
formance of individual radiologists (Table 3). As the discussion
on artificial intelligence in medicine continues to evolve, the radi-
ology community has suggested a potential role for artificial intel-
ligence in augmenting care by bridging knowledge gaps among
clinical experts.26 In this context, we propose that our model
could serve to augment the radiologist’s performance, particularly
among those less experienced in pediatric neuro-oncology.

While our deep learning model exhibited an overall high ac-
curacy for tumor classification, its performance varied with tu-
mor pathology, with the highest accuracy for DMG, followed by
PA and MB. Compared with the average performance of human
experts, the model more accurately predicted all tumor types
except for EP. This outcome might be attributed to the smaller
proportion of EP in the training set. It is also possible that learned
features for EP overlapped with those of MB, as shown by the
principal component analysis and t-SNE plots (Fig 3), which con-
tributed to a more difficult decision boundary for EP and, to a
lesser degree, MB. Future studies with even more EP scans could
help address these possibilities.

There are several limitations of this study. We restricted model
input to T2 scans because our initial experiments showed that train-
ing on T2 scans alone outperformed training on a combination
of T2, T1-postcontrast, and ADC sequences. We attribute these
findings to model overfitting when using all 3 sequences. With the
T1-postcontrast/ADC/T2 model, there was a greater difference in
performance accuracy between the training and validation sets,
indicating that there was more model overfitting. This is likely due
to the increased number of input parameters when using all 3
sequences compared to only 1 sequence. In addition, the T2 param-
eters had greater consistency compared to the T1 parameters (such
as image-contrast dynamic range) between institutions: Most used
fast spin-echo or turbo spin-echo. T1-postcontrast images, on the
other hand, were acquired at a wide variety of parameters and
included spin-echo, spoiled gradient recalled echo (SPGR)/
Magnetization Prepared - Rapid Gradient Echo (MPRAGE) /Bravo
and fluid attenuated inversion recovery (FLAIR). Although we
compared the performance using different sequences for the exact
same subset of patients, the parameter variation between scans
essentially limited the number of T1-postcontrast images within
each parameter subtype.

Finally, there was lower scan resolution and greater noise with
ADC sequences compared to the anatomic scans (T1- and T2-

Table 3: Comparison of tumor detection and classification results between the deep learning model and radiologistsa

Tumor Detection Tumor Classification

Sensitivity Specificity P Accuracy F1 Score P
Model 0.96 1.00 – 0.92 0.80 –

Radiologist average 0.99 0.98 – 0.87 0.75 –

Radiologist A 1.00 1.00 .06 0.95 0.89 .09
Radiologist B 0.99 0.97 1.00 0.89 0.79 .24
Radiologist C 0.99 0.98 1.00 0.79 0.61 ,.01
Radiologist D 0.98 0.98 .73 0.84 0.70 ,.01

Note:— –indicates n/a.
a P value calculated using the McNemar test comparing the model with individual radiologists.
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sequences). The combination of these three factors likely contrib-
uted to our finding that a T2-only model outperformed a T1-post-
contrast/ADC/T2 model within our subset of 260 scans. It is
possible that with more training data, performance of the T1-post-
contrast/ADC/T2 model could improve. Given our dataset and
preliminary findings as well as our clinical motivations, we decided
to focus our study on optimizing a T2 only model. Thus, our radi-
ologists’ performances may have been limited by the restriction to
T2-only and may have been improved if they had access to T1-
postcontrast and ADC sequences. However, T2 scans are the most
universally acquired MR imaging sequences because they are rela-
tively fast, easy to implement, and ubiquitous across the vendors.
Our decision to use T2-scans also allowed maximal use of our
dataset without incurring the computational cost of sequence core-
gistration, additional image preprocessing, and potentially larger
neural networks that would be required for incorporation of other
MR imaging sequences. Nevertheless, our model showed high pre-
dictive performance with wide generalizability. Its flexibility in
accepting T2-derivative scans across multiple vendors and magnet
strengths, with variable slice thicknesses, could also facilitate direct
clinical translation.

We also did not evaluate model performance for classifying
other pediatric or PF tumors. Because our model was trained on
only the 4 most common tumor pathologies, it is not generaliz-
able to other PF tumors, such as choroid plexus tumors or atypi-
cal teratoid/rhabdoid tumors. Furthermore, our model was not
trained to distinguish between molecular subtypes for each tumor
type. Given the growing importance of molecular subtyping for
understanding tumor behavior, treatment response, and patient
outcomes, we hope to incorporate such information in future
iterations of our model.

Finally, our model was not trained to segment precise tumor
regions but rather make slice- and scan-level predictions of tumor
presence and type. However, tumor segmentation plays a valua-
ble role in monitoring tumor growth and treatment response and
is the focus of future work.

CONCLUSIONS
We present a multi-institutional deep learning model for pediatric
PF tumor detection and classification with the potential to aug-
ment clinical diagnosis. Our work represents applied artificial intel-
ligence in medicine and encourages future research in this domain.
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Assessment of Maturational Changes in White Matter
Anisotropy and Volume in Children: A DTI Study

G. Coll, E. de Schlichting, L. Sakka, J.-M. Garcier, H. Peyre, and J.-J. Lemaire

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Anisotropy is a good indicator of white matter fascicle macrostructure and organization but the
interpretation of its changes with age remains difficult. The increase of WM fascicle fractional anisotropy with time and its rela-
tionship with WM fascicle volume have never been examined during childhood. We studied the maturation of associative WM fas-
cicles during childhood using MR imaging–based DTI. We explored whether the fractional anisotropy increase of the main WM
fascicles persists beyond the period of brain growth and is related to WM fascicle volume increase.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: In a series of 25 healthy children, the fractional anisotropy and volume of 15 associative WM fascicles
were calculated. Several regression linear mixed models were used to study maturation parameters (fractional anisotropy, volume,
and total telencephalon volume) considered as dependent variables, while age and sex were independent variables (the variable
identifying the different WM fascicles was considered as a repeated measure).

RESULTS: In children older than 8 years of age, WM fascicle fractional anisotropy increased with age (P value ¼ .045) but not its
volume (P value ¼ .7) or the telencephalon volume (P value ¼ .16). The time course of WM fascicle fractional anisotropy and vol-
ume suggested that each WM fascicle might follow a specific pattern of maturation.

CONCLUSIONS: The fractional anisotropy increase of several WM fascicles after 8 years of age may not result from an increase in
WM fascicle volume. It might be the consequence of other developmental processes such as myelination.

ABBREVIATION: FA ¼ fractional anisotropy

The maturation of humanWM is a complex process that takes
place from the fetal period to adulthood.1 WM is made of

fascicles, ie, bundles of neurons’ axon of gray matter, which inter-
connect functional regions of the central nervous system. One
can distinguish 3 types of bundles: 1) commissural fascicles that
connect right and left cortices (eg, the forceps major), right and
left nuclei (eg, the Forel commissure), or both (eg, the anterior
commissure); 2) projection fascicles that connect the cortex with

the deep brain (eg, the thalamic radiations that do not cross the
midline) or the spinal cord (eg, the pyramidal fascicle crossing
the midline); 3) associative fascicles that interconnect cortical
areas or nuclei unilaterally (eg, the arcuate fascicle). The develop-
ment of WM fascicles across time depends on 3 processes: fasci-
culation or organization in bundles, growth in volume, and
myelination.2 Axons are the main constituents of WM. The fas-
ciculation is driven by pioneering axons growing under the con-
trol of their distally located cones and environmental signals,
such as chemical agents, neurotransmitters, electrical signals,
and growth factor.2,3 WM bundle growth, myelination, and
functional maturation are asynchronous processes. Cortical
sensory regions and related WM fascicles are known to mature
earlier than associative regions, eg, frontal regions, which de-
velop later and slowly until the end of adolescence.2,4

Nevertheless, the relationship between myelination and brain
function is complex because fiber myelination and functional
maturation could be uncorrelated in different cerebral pathways.
Indeed, the myelination of auditory pathways reaches maturity at
3 years of age, whereas the hearing function is effective since
birth;2 conversely the myelination of the corticospinal fascicle
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starts before birth, yet neonate motor capacities are limited.2

Moreover, myelination is associated with the development of
cognitive functions because it induces a dramatic increase in the
conduction velocity of the action potential,2,5 improving the
functional efficiency of neural networks.2,6 Myelination has been
explored in vivo by MR imaging since the early 2000s, using T1-
and T2-weighted MR imaging sequences2,4 and DTI.7 DTI pro-
vides insight into WM architecture, notably the fascicles, probing
water diffusion within each voxel.

A parameter derived from DTI computing, fractional anisot-
ropy (FA), ranging from 0, isotropic diffusion, to 1, anisotropic
diffusion, features fasciculation and myelination characteristics of
WM fibers.2,8,9 FA value increases with age as myelination and
bundling take place.2,8,9 Most interesting, bundling increases ani-
sotropy even in the absence of myelin,2,10,11 and myelination
increases anisotropy, ensheathing axons with oligodendroglial
processes, further decreasing both membrane permeability and
extracellular distance.2 In childhood, the whole volume of WM of
the brain increases with age.12,13 Indeed, the growth of brain
volume is rapid because 80% of brain volume is reached during
the first 1.5 years of life.12 The growth of WM and the GM fol-
low different patterns because 80% of the volume of GM is
reached at the end of the first year of life, while the volume of
WM grows initially rapidly and thereafter at a lower rate.12 The
total GM volume peaks during childhood/adolescence and
decreases thereafter, whereas total WM volume increases up to
young adulthood.12

In summary, WM volume increases at a higher rate than GM
volume throughout childhood.13 Few studies, to our knowledge,
have specifically studied the growth of fascicles.14-16 The increase
in the volume of fascicles slows down from 6 to 12 years of
age,14-16 and the increase of fiber density and the volume of
fascicles could explain the increase in FA with age,17 yet the

chronologic sequence of simultaneous
modifications of FA and the volume of
fascicles has not been specifically exam-
ined. Thus, we aimed to analyze WM
fascicle features (volume and mean FA
value) by age, in a sample of 25 subjects
from 1 to 17 years of age, hypothesizing
that the increase in FA of the main
WM fascicles could surpass the period
of increase in total brain volume.
Fifteen main fascicles were studied by
DTI tractography, enabling 3D recon-
struction and measurements of volume
and mean FA value.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
We retrospectively included MR imag-
ing datasets of 25 children scanned in
our institution following a medical
request between November 2015
and November 2016. This retro-
spective study was approved by our
institutional review board (Comité

de protection des personnes VI CHU G. MONTPIED) and
did not raise ethical issue and falled outside the scope of the
rules governing biomedical research (articles L.1121-1-1 and
R1121-3 of the Code of Public Health). The indication of all
MR imaging was headache. MR imaging was included if no
cerebral pathology was suspected on MR imaging and clinical
records and if informed consent was signed by the patient’s
legal representative.

MR Imaging Datasets
MR imaging was performed following rectal injection of pento-
barbital, 3–5mg/kg (maximum dose of 100mg), and oral intake
of alimemazine (4% drop, 1 drop/kg, ie, 1.25mg/kg) if required
for children younger than 4 years of age, enabling movement-free
imaging.

Examinations were performed on a 1.5T machine (Optima
MR450w; GE Healthcare).

T2-weighted sequences were used for anatomic reference:
TR¼ 2400ms, TE¼ 88.32ms, flip angle¼ 90°, B0 ¼ 600 s/mm2,
272 joined axial slices, matrix ¼ 512� 512, voxel size ¼ 0.47 �
0.47� 0.6mm3, total acquisition time¼ 6minutes.

DTI acquisition used a single-shot echo-planar dual spin-echo
sequence: TR¼ 7719ms, TE¼ 81.7ms, flip angle¼ 90°, 20 diffu-
sion gradients, B0 ¼ 600 s/mm2, 34 joined axial slices, matrix ¼
256� 256, voxel size ¼ 0.98� 0.98� 4mm3, total acquisition
time¼ 6minutes.

Image Processing
DTI and related computed maps (FA and color-coded direction
of diffusion tensors) were coregistered (mutual information
algorithm) with T2 images after anterior/posterior commissure
alignment and correction of eddy currents (iPlan Stereotaxy 3.0;
Brainlab) (Fig 1A).18 Accuracy of automatic registration was

FIG 1. Image processing in a 7-year-old girl. Image datasets. A, Coregistration (mutual information
algorithm) after anterior/posterior commissure alignment using iPlan Stereotaxy 3.0. T2-3D-
weighted sequence. FA color-coded fiber-direction maps. B, Positioning of the ROI on the FA
color-coded map to track the right arcuate fasciculus. C, Generating the right arcuate fasciculus.
D, Generating the volume corresponding to the tractogram on a T2-weighted 3D dataset.
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carefully reviewed (visual analysis of merged images; test–
retests) according to anatomic landmarks: putamen, pallidum,
corpus callosum (body, major and minor forceps), anterior and
posterior limbs of the internal capsule, cerebellum, cerebellar
tentorium, Sylvian region, upper brain stem, ventricles (frontal
horns and trigone), interhemispheric fissure, and main cerebral
gyrations.

WM fascicle fiber tracking within the right and left hemi-
spheres was performed by 2 trained clinical neuroanatomists
(G.C. and E.d.S.) with the clinical software (iPlan Stereotaxy
3.0), relying on 2 methods of fiber assignment, continuous
tracking19 and tensor deflection.20 The FA threshold was set
to 0.20, meaning that only FA values superior to 0.20 were
considered by voxel. This minimal FA threshold was selected
because it allowed eliminating the values of the fraction of an-
isotropy corresponding to the free water or the cerebral cortex
while keeping as much fiber as possible.19,21 In a previous
study, the FA threshold was 0.13 for performing the tracking
of an area containing both gray and white matter.22 The
threshold of 0.15 was used in another study for brain stem
fiber tracking,23 and the 0.10 threshold, for gray matter.24 Our
interest in highly myelinated fibers caused us to increase this
threshold to 0.20 to perform the tractography of white matter
fibers exclusively. The minimum fiber length for tracking was
set fascicle by fascicle: 35mm for the superior longitudinal
fasciculus (parietofrontal or anterior part, frontotemporal or
arcuate part, parietotemporal or posterior part); the inferior
fronto-occipital fasciculus; 16mm for the uncinate fasciculus
and the corpus callosum; and 5mm for the cingulum. Seed
ROIs were placed in WM regions of “obligatory passages”
along the path of each WM fascicle, tracing streamlines of
each WM fascicle irrespective of cortical terminations, which
can vary from hemisphere to hemisphere and from subject to
subject (Fig 1B) (intra- and interindividual variability).18

Each fascicle was generated as follows:18 1) guided by color-
coded direction maps, positioning of 2 seed ROIs on FA maps
within WM voxels where the fascicle fibers were easily identifia-
ble (Fig 1B); 2) iterative test-retests, changing the size and shape
of the ROIs, checking that no fibers belonging to the fascicle
were missed; 3) use of a “fiber exclusion” tool (iPlan Stereotaxy
3.0) when the on-line reconstruction produced aberrant fibers
(eg, the presence of a frontoparietal fiber when tracking the ar-
cuate fasciculus (AF)); and 4) generation of the tractogram (Fig
1C). Each tractogram of a WM fascicle was reviewed (G.C.)
before generating its envelope by automatic wrapping (iPlan
Stereotaxy 3.0) (Fig 1D). Fifty WM fascicles were analyzed.25-27

Seven were associative and intrahemispheric: the superior longi-
tudinal fasciculus (parietofrontal or anterior part, frontotempo-
ral or arcuate part, parietotemporal or posterior part), the
inferior longitudinal fasciculus, the fronto-occipital fasciculus,
the uncinate fasciculus, and the cingulum; and 1 was commis-
sural, the corpus callosum. For each child, the 3D surface of the
supratentorial brain (telencephalon) was automatically gener-
ated from T2-weighted MR images, an atlas-based automatic
segmentation (iPlan Stereotaxy 3.0), enabling retrieving its vol-
ume (telencephalon volume in cubic millimeters) for further
analysis (Fig 2). The telencephalon volume included supraten-
torial white and gray matter and excluded the CSF signal (on
the T2 sequences that corresponded to the subarachnoidal and
the ventricular spaces). We retrieved the volume and the mean
FA value of voxels within the envelope for each fascicle of both
hemispheres. The fascicle volume and mean FA of voxels within
the envelope were standardized (z score) as follows:

ðMeanValue of WM-Fascicle Parameters of the Sample�
MeanValue of WM-Fascicle Parameters of the SampleÞ:

The SDof WM-Fascicle Parameters of the Sample

The telencephalon volume was standardized as well.

FIG 2. 3D surface renderings of the telencephalon in a 7-year-old girl from T2-weighted MR images used to map the left superior longitudinal
fasciculus (anterior part in red, arcuate part in yellow, and posterior part in pink).
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Data Analyses
We graphically examined the distribution of standardized WM
fascicle parameters by age using locally weighted scatterplot
smoothing (ie, Lowess smoothing curve; bandwidth ¼ 0.8). A
first graph (Fig 3) was performed using all the WM fascicles. On
the basis of the graphic inspection of Fig 3, we identified an age
threshold at 8 years of age corresponding to a slowdown of the
increase of the total telencephalon volume. This age threshold
was thought to mark the end of the period of increase in total tel-
encephalon volume. We subsequently used this age threshold in
regression analyses to test the changes with age in FA, volume of
the WM fascicles, and total telencephalon volume in the subsam-
ples of participants with ages below and above this threshold
separately. Linear regression mixed models were used with stand-
ardized WM fascicle FA and volume and total telencephalon vol-
ume as dependent variables and age and sex as independent
variables. The variable identifying the different WM fascicles was
considered as a repeated measure (except for the model of total
telencephalon volume). In the subsamples of participants with
ages younger than 8 years, we also examined more closely each
WM fascicle to determine the effects of age on WM fascicle FA
and volume and to test the difference in slope between the effect
of age on WM fascicle FA and the effect of age on WM fascicle
volume. These models were also adjusted for sex. Statistical
analysis (SAS 9.4 software; SAS Institute) was conducted on the
basis of a 2-sided type I error of 5%. This study is exploratory
in nature; hence no adjustment for multiple testing was
performed.

RESULTS
In our sample of 25 participants (10 males, 15 females), the mean
age was 8.81 6 4.47 years (On-line Table). Non-normalized
mean values of WM fascicle FA, WM fascicle volume, and total
telencephalon volume are shown in the On-line Table. The total

telencephalon volume reached a
plateau from 8 years of age (Fig 3).
This was also true for WM fascicle
volume.

In the subsample of participants
younger than 8 years of age (n ¼ 14),
our regression linear mixed models
indicated an increase with age of FA
(b standardized ¼ 0.29 6 0.03, P
value , .001) and volume of the WM
fascicles (b standardized ¼ 0.15 6

0.03, P value, .001), as well as vol-
ume of the telencephalon (b standar-
dized ¼ 0.17 6 .03, P value, .001).
However, in the subsample of partici-
pants older than 8 years of age (n ¼
11), our linear regression mixed mod-
els indicated an increase of FA with
age (b standardized ¼ 0.05 6 0.02, P
value ¼ .045) and no increase of the
volume of the WM fascicles (b stand-
ardized ¼ �0.01 6 0.03, P value ¼ .7)

or the volume of the telencephalon (b standardized ¼ �0.03 6

0.02, P value¼ .16).
We then further examined each fascicle separately in the sub-

sample of participants older than 8 years of age. The FA of the
right (b standardized ¼ 0.136 0.05, P value ¼ .043) and left (b
standardized ¼ 0.146 0.07, P value¼ .083) inferior fronto-occi-
pital fascicles tended to increase with age (Table), whereas the
volume of these fascicles did not (right: b standardized ¼
�0.10 6 0.09, P value ¼ .3; left: b standardized ¼ �0.16 6

0.07, P value ¼ .062). Thus, we found a significant interaction
between the effects of age and the parameter considered (FA
versus volume) for the left (P value ¼ .017) and a marginally
significant one for the right (P value ¼ .072) inferior fronto-
occipital fascicles.

The FA of the arcuate part of the right superior longitudinal
fasciculus (b standardized ¼ 0.15 6 0.06, P value ¼ .042)
increases with age as well as the volume of this fascicle (b stand-
ardized ¼ 0.17 6 0.10, P value ¼ .11); thus, no interaction (P ¼
.5) between the effect of age on FA and fascicles volume was
found. An inspection of the evolution of the FA and volume of
each WM fascicle also suggested different patterns of maturation
processes according to the fasciculus (Fig 4).

DISCUSSION
After 8 years of age, the age at which the total telencephalon vol-
ume reaches a plateau, we found a global increase of FA of the
WM fascicles with age without an associated increase in the vol-
ume of the WM fascicles. The evolution of the FA and volume of
each WM fascicle revealed differences in the pattern of matura-
tion processes of fascicles. For the right and left inferior fronto-
occipital fascicles, the FA increased in correlation to age, and
no correlation was found between age and fascicle volume.
However, both the FA and volume of the arcuate part of the supe-
rior right longitudinal fasciculus were found to increase with age.
Altogether, one could speculate that the increase in FA after

FIG 3. Lowess smoothing curve with a bandwidth of 0.8. Standardized. Black indicates mean WM
fascicle FA; red, mean total telencephalon volume; blue, meanWM fascicle volume.
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8 years of age may not be the consequence of an increase in the
volume of the fascicles but rather the consequence of other proc-
esses, such as myelination. Our methodologic approach allowed
us to better understand the development of the WM fascicles
from infancy to adulthood, even though our analyses were based
on a small sample (n¼ 25).

Methodologic Implications
FA is described as the most sensitive marker for evaluating
changes in the organization of different fascicles.17,28 To assess
the evolution of FA with age, we used the already published origi-
nal quantification approach, which quantifies the 3D-tracked fas-
cicles, rather than the conventional ROI approach.17 Although

Effect of age on WM fascicle FA and volume, and test for difference in slope between the effect of age on WM fascicle FA and the
effect of age on WM fascicle volume, in the subsamples of participants older than 8 years of age

Effect of Age on WM
Fascicle FA

Effect of Age on WM
Fascicle Volume

Interaction between
the Effect of Age on
WM Fascicle FA and
WM Fascicle Volume

b SD P Value b SD P Value P Value
F1, corpus callosum 0.05 0.06 .447 �0.01 0.09 .901 .770
F2, right cingulum 0.02 0.08 .822 0.02 0.12 .847 .734
F3, left cingulum 0.03 0.09 .736 �0.10 0.11 .396 .459
F4, superior longitudinal fasciculus, right anterior part 0.03 0.08 .718 0.19 0.09 .060 .175
F5, superior longitudinal fasciculus, left anterior part 0.07 0.11 .514 0.01 0.13 .925 .852
F6, superior longitudinal fasciculus, right arcuate part 0.15a 0.06a .042a 0.17 0.10 .111 .506
F7, superior longitudinal fasciculus, left arcuate part 0.10 0.06 .142 0.01 0.07 .860 .308
F8, superior longitudinal fasciculus, right posterior part 0.01 0.07 .868 �0.13 0.14 .360 .434
F9, superior longitudinal fasciculus, left posterior part 0.02a 0.09a .842a �0.22 0.12 .109 .547
F10, right inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus 0.13 0.05 .043 �0.10 0.09 .296 .072
F11, left inferior fronto-occipital fasciculus 0.14 0.07 .083 �0.16 0.07 .062 .017
F12, right inferior longitudinal fasciculus 0.06 0.08 .480 0.09 0.12 .471 .802
F13, left inferior longitudinal fasciculus 0.01 0.10 .951 0.01 0.10 .900 .983
F14, right uncinate fasciculus 0.00 0.07 .963 0.06 0.09 .533 .521
F15, left uncinate fasciculus �0.03 0.09 .731 �0.06 0.07 .431 .641

a P value, .05, without correction for multiple testing.

FIG 4. Lowess smoothing curve for each WM bundle with a bandwidth of 0.8. Standardized. Black indicates meanWM bundle FA; red, mean tel-
encephalon volume; blue, mean WM bundle volume.
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few references concerning the evolution of the anisotropy frac-
tion for the whole WM bundle are available, some publications
consider that the average value of the FA of the whole bundle
should be preferred. Indeed FA SDs in the fascicles across infants
were smaller with the tract approach than with the ROI
approach.17 It should be kept in mind that maturation differs
along the same bundle since the myelination progresses in the
direction of the conduction of the action potential.17,29 The
approach of using the average value of the FA in whole fascicles
is therefore questionable.17 We preferred to use a manual method
for generating the tractograms of the fascicles of each patient.
Although automatic methods using atlases are more commonly
used because they save time, they can induce a bias in the mea-
surement of FA with values 20 (per cent) lower than the average
values calculated by the manual method.30

Increases in FA Values Are Not Only Due to the Bundle
Growth
Once the white matter is organized into a network of fibers, the
connections become progressively functionally mature due to the
myelination, which improves the conduction of the action poten-
tial.2,5,29 Myelination (deposit of myelin around the axons) con-
stitutes the last stage of the development of the WM, which
covers the period from the second part of pregnancy to the end
of adolescence.2,31-38 It occurs earlier and faster under the follow-
ing conditions: 1) in proximal pathways rather than in distal
ones, 2) in sensory pathways (somatosensory, vision, auditory)
rather than in motor ones, 3) in projection fibers rather than in
associative ones, 4) in central regions rather than in polar ones,
and 5) in the occipital pole rather than in the posterior parietal
WM and the temporal and frontal poles.2 This asynchrony in the
maturation sequence is supposed to depend on the hierarchy of
connections between cortical areas: The early maturation of
receptive sensory areas (responsible for low-level processing)
would enable a stabilization of the information used by integra-
tive areas (involved in high-level processing), which develops
later on.2,36

Regarding the evolution of the FA and the volume of all the
fascicles as well as the evolution of the volume of the telencepha-
lon (gray and white matter) in our study, we found an increase in
FA and volume with age. However, there is a slowdown in the
volume growth of the fascicles at 8 years of age, which corre-
sponds to a slowdown in volume growth of the telencephalon. It
can then be assumed that the increase in FA of some fascicles
after 8 years of age is not the consequence of an increase in the
volume of the fascicles but probably the consequence of the mye-
lination. Such discrepancy may be explained by the necessity to
maintain similar latencies between brain regions since myelina-
tion compensate the delay of latencies caused by brain growth.2,37

In the visual system, for example, the latency of the first positive
wave of response to a stimulus reaches the adult latency (100ms)
at around 4 postnatal months, whereas the distance between the
retina and the calcarine fissures still increases by around 6 cm
until adulthood.2,37

DTI studies and a postmortem series have shown that myeli-
nation increases, respectively, earlier in projection fibers than
in associative fibers during childhood,2,38 and earlier in

commissural and projection fibers than in the associative fibers,
just as it begins earlier in the occipital and temporal regions than
in the frontal regions,33 in agreement with our results on associa-
tive fascicles and a single commissural bundle.

The results of the present study must be interpreted with cau-
tion given the small sample. In particular, analyses aiming to
determine the effect of age on each WM fascicle FA and volume
and those testing the difference in slope between the effect of age
on WM fascicle FA and the effect of age on WM fascicle volume
were largely underpowered. Further studies conducted on larger
samples are warranted to examine more closely the different pat-
terns of maturation processes according to the fasciculus.

CONCLUSIONS
After 8 years, the age at which the total volume of the telencepha-
lon does not increase any longer, we observed an overall increase
in the FA of the WM fascicles but not of their volume. The evolu-
tion of the FA and the volume of each fascicle follows a matura-
tion process specific to each fascicle. For right and left
inferior fronto-occipital fascicles, our analyses indicated an
increase in FA with age but not an increase in volume with age.
However, the FA and volume of the arcuate part of the superior
right longitudinal fasciculus increased with age. Together, these
results show that in some fascicles, the augmentation of the FA
after 8 years of age may not be the consequence of an increase in
the volume of the fascicles but rather the consequence of other
processes, such as myelination. Our methodologic approach
allows us to shed new light on the development of the WM fas-
cicles between infancy and adulthood, even if our analyses con-
cerned small samples.
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Focal Areas of High Signal Intensity in Children with
Neurofibromatosis Type 1: Expected Evolution on MRI

S. Calvez, R. Levy, R. Calvez, C.-J. Roux, D. Grévent, Y. Purcell, K. Beccaria, T. Blauwblomme, J. Grill,
C. Dufour, F. Bourdeaut, F. Doz, M.P. Robert, N. Boddaert, and V. Dangouloff-Ros

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: Focal areas of high signal intensity are T2WI/T2-FLAIR hyperintensities frequently found on MR
imaging of children diagnosed with neurofibromatosis type 1, often thought to regress spontaneously during adolescence or pu-
berty. Due to the risk of tumor in this population, some focal areas of high signal intensity may pose diagnostic problems. The
objective of this study was to assess the characteristics and temporal evolution of focal areas of high signal intensity in children
with neurofibromatosis type 1 using long-term follow-up with MR imaging.

MATERIALS AND METHODS:We retrospectively examined the MRIs of children diagnosed with neurofibromatosis type 1 using the
National Institutes of Health Consensus Criteria (1987), with imaging follow-up of at least 4 years. We recorded the number, size,
and surface area of focal areas of high signal intensity according to their anatomic distribution on T2WI/T2-FLAIR sequences. A
generalized mixed model was used to analyze the evolution of focal areas of high signal intensity according to age, and separate
analyses were performed for girls and boys.

RESULTS: Thirty-nine patients (ie, 285 MR images) with a median follow-up of 7 years were analyzed. Focal areas of high signal in-
tensity were found in 100% of patients, preferentially in the infratentorial white matter (35% cerebellum, 30% brain stem) and in
the capsular lenticular region (22%). They measured 15mm in 95% of cases. They appeared from the age of 1 year; increased in
number, size, and surface area to a peak at the age of 7; and then spontaneously regressed by 17 years of age, similarly in girls and
boys.

CONCLUSIONS: Focal areas of high signal intensity are mostly small (,15 mm) abnormalities in the posterior fossa or capsular len-
ticular region. Our results suggest that the evolution of focal areas of high signal intensity is not related to puberty with a peak at
the age of 7 years. Knowledge of the predictive evolution of focal areas of high signal intensity is essential in the follow-up of chil-
dren with neurofibromatosis type 1.

ABBREVIATIONS: FASI ¼ focal areas of high signal intensity; HH ¼ hippocampal hyperintensity; NF1 ¼ neurofibromatosis type 1

Neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1) is a relatively common
neurocutaneous disorder, with an estimated prevalence of

1 in 3000–4000 individuals.1 The most common brain lesions in

patients with NF1 (60%–70% of children2,3) identified on MR

imaging are T2WI hyperintensities, also termed focal areas of

high signal intensity (FASI) or unidentified bright objects. FASI

are usually considered a benign process caused by increased

fluid accumulation in intramyelinic vacuoles.4,5 Their clinical

significance remains largely unknown; an association between

clinical symptoms in NF1 and FASI has rarely been reported,

notably cognitive dysfunction when FASI involved the thalamus

and basal ganglia.6-10

To date, the literature suggests that these lesions can vary in

size and number with time, though published articles have variable
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follow-up duration (mean time interval generally,4 years11-14) or

a relatively small number of patients and/or MR imaging examina-

tions. Most studies suggested that FASI tend to decrease in size

during adolescence.8,11,13-17 However, these children may also de-

velop confounding MR images because they are at risk of develop-

ing low-grade gliomas within but also outside the optic pathways.

Therefore, knowing the expected growth and vanishing pattern of

FASI is essential to correctly assess abnormalities on MR imaging

in these children.
Moreover, previous studies reported signal change within

the hippocampi, which led to some discordance among
authors because some have described diffuse and bilateral
hyperintensities as a distinct lesion,16 while others have con-
sidered these hyperintensities to be FASI.2,18,19 Knowing the
characteristics and temporal evolution of these signal changes
in comparison with other FASI could help to conclude
whether they should be considered the same pathologic
entity.

In the current study, we retrospectively reviewed serial MR
imaging findings in a cohort of children with confirmed NF1
who had long-termMR imaging follow-up. We aimed to quantify
the temporal evolution of FASI according to their regional distri-
bution and sex, using a wide series of MR imaging examinations.
In addition, we examined hippocampal intensity on T2WI and
T2 FLAIR sequences.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
We followed the Strengthening the Reporting of Observational
Studies in Epidemiology guidelines20 for this retrospective obser-
vational study. Local institutional review board authorization was
granted (EDRACT 2014-A-00541-46), and the requirement for
written informed consent was waived.

Population and Procedures
We performed a retrospective review of the NF1 data base of
Necker Enfants Malades Hospital, Paris, France, from January
2007 to December 2018. Inclusion criteria were the following:
children younger than 18 years of age at the time of their first MR
imaging, with a diagnosis of NF1, using the National Institutes of
Health Consensus criteria21 and having undergone$2 brain MR
imaging examinations at least 4 years apart. To avoid bias in FASI
evaluation, we excluded children with a history of radiation ther-
apy or surgery involving the ROI due to the potential for major
posttherapeutic sequelae.

MR Imaging Acquisition
MR imaging equipment and techniques varied in the cases with
the longest follow-up, and some of the patients underwent brain
MR imaging at outside institutions before referral to our unit. All
MR imaging examinations at our institution (67% of the cohort)
were performed using a Signa HDxt 1.5T system (GE Healthcare)
and a 12-channel head-neck-spine coil.

Our older brain MR imaging protocol included 2D sequen-
ces acquired in the axial plane: T2WI spin-echo sequence (TR/
TE ¼ 7522/117 ms, section thickness ¼ 4mm, intersection
gap ¼ 0.4 mm, voxel size ¼ 1.3 mm, 2 excitations) and a T2-

FLAIR spin-echo sequence (TR/TE ¼ 9000/2250/150 ms, sec-
tion thickness ¼ 4mm, intersection gap ¼ 0.4mm, voxel size
¼ 1.2 mm, 2 excitations). All measurements were preferentially
made on the T2-FLAIR sequence unless it was of insufficient
quality.

In recent years, 3D sequences became standard practice in our
institution: 3D T2WI spin-echo sequences (TR/TE ¼ 2500/102
ms, FOV ¼ 512 � 512 mm2, section thickness ¼ 1mm, intersec-
tion gap ¼ 0.5mm, flip angle ¼ 90°) or 3D-T2-FLAIR-weighted
spin-echo sequences (TR/TE ¼ 8400/2234/166 ms, FOV ¼ 512�
512 mm2, section thickness ¼ 1.2mm, intersection gap ¼
0.6mm, flip angle = 90°).

Image Analysis
We used a medical image viewer. Two radiologists, a junior radiol-
ogist (S.C. with 4 years of experience) and an experienced neu-
roradiologist (R.L. with 7 years of experience), analyzed each
case in consensus.

FASI were defined by visual inspection as areas of T2WI or
T2-FLAIR hyperintensity greater than normal gray matter,
without mass effect, contrast enhancement, or restriction on
DWI.

Counting and surface area measurements were performed
manually by 1 observer (S.C.) by drawing irregular ROIs in the
axial or coronal planes, with the resulting surface area com-
puted by the image viewer. If FASI were present on.1 contigu-
ous section, an individual lesion was measured once on the
section where it appeared the largest. FASI were categorized by
size, according to their maximal diameter (5 groups defined as
,5 mm; 5–10 mm; 10–15 mm; 15–20 mm; .20 mm) in each
anatomic region (7 clusters in infra- and supratentorial regions,
both left and right sides: capsular lenticular, caudate nucleus,
thalamus, corpus callosum, cerebral white matter, brain stem,
and cerebellum), reflecting the pattern of FASI distribution in
previous reports.

Each surface area (in square millimeters) represented the
addition of all FASI surface areas within a given anatomic region.
Total lesion number and surface area per region for each MR
imaging of all patients were recorded.

For the analysis of the hippocampi, a hyperintensity was
defined as an area of intensity higher than that of the cortex, as
assessed by the 2 readers in consensus. The presence of a hyperin-
tensity, its unilateral/bilateral location, diffuse/focal features, and
the parameters of the corresponding sequence (2D, 3D, T2WI,
T2-FLAIR) have been listed above.

Statistics
All analyses were performed using SAS software, Version 9.4 of
the SAS System for Windows (SAS Institute).

Descriptive analyses were performed by sex and overall for
the total number, total surface area, and number by size for each
of the 10 considered anatomic regions (overall, 2 zones [infra-
and supratentorial], 7 clusters). For each of the considered
regions and each of the 5 size classes, the total number in the class
was counted and descriptive qualitative analyses were performed
by sex and for the overall cohort.
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Due to the presence of outliers, some analyses were per-
formed with and without them (3 patients whose total surface
area was.750mm2). Some analyses were performed including
a linear regression model between the number of lesions and
surface area, using a cubic B-spline to fit a smooth curve
through a scatterplot of age versus surface area, and some
regressions, stepwise or not, between patient age and the total
surface area.

A generalized linear mixed model (“proc mixed” in SAS) was
used to take into account the repetition of MRIs in patients and
the nonequally spaced time intervals between MR imaging
examinations (repeated statement with spatial power) including
effects for age, age2, age3, sex, and the 3 interactions, sex with age,
age2, age3. Each analysis was performed interactively as a stepwise
analysis: First, all effects were included in the model, and for each
subsequent step, the effect with the higher P value was excluded
and so on until all P values were ,.05. The final model retained
is the model with the effects for age, age2, age3 (sex and all inter-
actions are not significant); and from the final regression model
with outliers, 2 ages of interest were calculated, the apex and the
nadir of the surface area.

RESULTS
Patients and MR Imaging
Of the 53 patients who met the inclusion criteria, 14 were
excluded because of surgical sequelae. No patient had a prior
history of radiation therapy. Among the included patients, 23
had an optic pathway glioma (optic nerve, n = 18; optic chiasm,
n= 5). No patient had a tumor outside the optic pathways or
any mass effect or contrast enhancement outside the optic
chiasm.

This study included 39 pediatric patients (22 females and 17
males, 56% and 44%) with an age range from 11months to

13.7 years at the first available brain
MR imaging examination (mean, 4.7
years; 95% CI, 3.8–5.6 years) and
5.4–18.8 years at the last available
MR imaging (mean, 12.1 years; 95%
CI, 11.0–13.3 years). They had
undergone between 2 and 22 MR
imaging examinations (mean, 7.3;
95% CI, 5.8–8.8) during a time inter-
val from 4 to 14.4 years (mean, 7.4
years; 95% CI, 6.6–8.2 years).

From these 39 patients, 285 MR
imaging examinations were available
for review (female = 186, 65.3%;
male ¼ 99, 34.7%). Of these, there
were 181 2D-T2WI sequences (63.5%),
190 2D-T2-FLAIR sequences (67%),
77 3D-T2WI sequences (27%), and 47
3D-T2 FLAIR sequences (16,5%).
Seventy-four percent (211/285) of
MRIs contained both T2WI and T2
FLAIR sequences. All patients had
at least 1 examination with contrast

media injection, but details of gadolinium molecule and dose were
not available due to the long retrospective follow-up.

Number and Size of FASI Overall in the Study
The frequency of patients with FASI was 100% in our cohort.
Among them, 4 patients had no FASI seen on one of their MR
imaging examinations (4 patients: 0.9 years, 1.5 years, 2.8 years,
and 15.0 years of age; 4/285 [1.4%] of studied MR images).

Overall, 3268 FASI were counted, 65.2% in the infratentorial
region, of which 35.0% were in the cerebellum; 30.3%, in the
brain stem; 21.5%, in the capsular lenticular region; 11.7%, in
the thalamus; 1.5%, in the corpus callosum; and none in the
caudate or white matter supratentorial clusters. Overall, 53.4%
were of 5–10 mm; 25.1%, , 5 mm; 16.3%, 10–15 mm; 3.9%,
15–20 mm; and 1.3%, . 20 mm (Fig 1).

Number, Size, and Surface Area of FASI across Time
A linear relationship between the number of FASI and the total
surface area was observed with an R2 of 0.83. The scatterplots of
number and surface area of FASI (Fig 2 and On-line Figure)
show an appearance of FASI starting at 1 year, followed by an
increase until the apex at about 7 years of age, followed by a
decrease until the nadir at about 17–18 years of age (Fig 3). The
mean age of the patients at the individual peak of FASI surface
area was 7.2 years (Fig 4).

Among the 9 children younger than 2 years of age at first MR
imaging, 3 did not have FASI (mean age, 1.7 years). These
appeared in the time interval before the second MR imaging, per-
formed at a mean age of 3.5 years.

The interpretation of the results for the group 16–19 years of
age must be made with caution because only 7 MRIs for 5 patients
were available (female¼ 1, male¼ 4). Contrary to the impression
given by the curve, these patients showed a further decrease in or
stability of their number of FASI/FASI surface areas, with the

FIG 1. The distribution of FASI on all MR imaging examinations in size classes by clusters.
Seventy-nine percent of FASI were ,10mm. FASI of . 20 mm appeared only for females (n ¼ 7
females, 2 of whom were outliers) and only in the capsular lenticular region, brain stem, and cere-
bellum clusters.
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apparent statistical increase being explained by the disappearance
of patients with lower lesion load in the cohort.

The shapes of the regression curves were similar for the
infratentorial region and flatter for the supratentorial region.
From the complete regression model, no effect of sex was
observed (P ¼ .76). The same analysis without outliers (3
patients with total FASI surface area of .750mm2) showed
very similar results with an apex of 6.6 years and a nadir of
16.5 years. The same analysis performed on all MRIs for each
anatomic region led to the same interpretation: The apex varied
between 6.4 and 7.5 years, and the nadir, between 16.0 to
18.8 years.

Hippocampal Analysis
Of the 39 patients, 23 had a hippocampal hyperintensity (HH) on
at least 1 MR imaging. The 23 patients included in this subgroup

for analysis (59%, 12 female and 11
male) accounted for 163 MRIs (time
interval¼ 7.6 years; 95% CI, 3.7–14.4
years; average MR imaging/patient¼
7; 95% CI, 2–22; mean age¼ 8.7 years;
95% CI, 0.9–18.8 years). This sub-
group included 55% of the total num-
ber of girls and 65% of the total
number of boys without statistical dif-
ference (P¼ .74).

The HHs were diffuse, bilateral,
and symmetric (100%) (Fig 5). The 23
patients with HH had a higher total
surface area of FASI than the 16
patients without HH (mean, 394mm2;
95% CI, 0–1245 mm2 versus mean,
507 mm2; 95% CI, 0–2123 mm2; P ¼
.03).

Eighteen of 23 patients had HH on
their first MR imaging (mean age,
6.2 years; 95% CI, 1.7–13.7 years),
whereas 5 of 23 patients had normal
hippocampi on their initial MR imag-
ing. The HH appeared on follow-up
MR imaging (mean age, 4.2 years; 95%
CI, 2.6–6.7 years). No MR imaging
performed before 3 years of age (n ¼
9) showed HH.

Eleven of 23 patients had at least 1
follow-up MR imaging with negative
findings (mean age, 11.8 years; 95%
CI, 6.5–17 years), and this consistently
corresponded to a transition from 2D
to 3D sequences. HH did not disap-
pear on follow-up MR imaging with
2D sequences, including after 11 years
of age.

Of the 163 MRIs, 112 MRIs
included a 2D-T2-FLAIR sequence, of
which 84 (75%) showed HH and 24
included a 3D-T2-FLAIR sequence, of

which 2 (8%) showed HH. One hundred MRIs comprised both
2D-T2WI and 2D-T2-FLAIR sequences, of which 75 (75%)
showed HH only on the 2D-T2-FLAIR sequences.

DISCUSSION
We report the neuroimaging findings in a large MR imaging
study with long-term follow-up of children with NF1 and dem-
onstrate the evolution pattern of FASI with time.

The frequency of patients with FASI was 100%, which is
greater than all previously published results in the literature,
probably because of the inclusion criterion of a 4-year follow-up
period and also because our institution is a neurosurgical tertiary
referral center with a probable selection bias toward symptomatic
patients.

The spatial distribution of FASI in our series is in agreement
with that of previously published data,2,12,13,17,22-24 involving, in

FIG 2. Temporal evolution of scatterplots of the total FASI number of all MRIs (A) and total FASI
surface area of all MRIs (B). Uppercase letters are for females, and lowercase letters are for males.
The regression curve is 3°. The x-axis represents age, the y-axis represents the number of FASI (A),
and the surface area is in square millimeters (B). Female and male regression curves are
descriptive.
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order of decreasing frequency, the cerebellum, brain stem, capsu-
lolenticular region, and thalamus. Some reports did not specifi-
cally identify involvement of the thalamus but combined it with
other anatomic regions.11,15 Because FASI were not frequently
observed in the caudate nucleus, corpus callosum, or supratento-
rial white matter, the occurrence of T2 hyperintensities in these

localizations could be a red flag for an atypical lesion, including a
tumoral lesion, not a classic FASI.

In agreement with a previous report,14 FASI size was generally
,10mm. Other authors noted that FASI were 15mm25 or that
the maximum lesion diameter was 25mm.24 Therefore, in the set-
ting of larger FASI, while they may correspond to a confluence of
many FASI, an underlying tumoral process cannot be excluded
and should be followed up.

No FASI displayed a mass effect or contrast enhancement,
and none eventually developed into a glioma. This finding may
be explained by our exclusion criteria, which included surgery
involving the ROI at any time during the study period.
Radiologists should exercise caution when the presence of a
mass effect, with or without contrast enhancement, is detected
in relation to a FASI because these features can correspond to
low-grade or even high-grade gliomas outside the optic path-
ways in patients with NF1.26,27

Our results confirm the findings from previous studies that
FASI are transient and dynamic abnormalities. First, in our
cohort, FASI appeared from 1 year of age. Among the studies that
included children younger than 4 years,2,15,24,25 none specified
the age at the appearance of FASI.

Second, we found that an increase in size or de novo appear-
ance of lesions is expected in young patients, with growth of char-
acteristic FASI occurring until 7 years of age. The absence of such
findings in other studies may reflect differences in methods
because we did not have any predefined age group. In fact, most
authors have studied patient groups consisting of age classifica-
tions with arbitrary thresholds, such as 10 years,13,22,24 or 4 and
12 years,17 or 15 years.1,11 Other authors18 analyzed brain MR
imaging from children in age groups, particularly 4.0–6.9 and

7.0–9.9 years, and showed that most
children accumulate FASI before 7
years of age, with a tendency toward
FASI stabilization after that age (in
the age range of 7.0–9.9 years).
Furthermore, the larger size of our
cohort and the longer follow-up of
individual patients may better explain
the age accuracy in our results.

Finally, after reaching the apex,
FASI decrease until adulthood (nearly
17 years). Some authors concluded
that FASI decrease from the beginning
of adolescence2,7,12,16 or that they
increase in number and size until
12 years of age.2 However, our results
did not show such an association with
puberty because we found that FASI
tend to decrease earlier in childhood
and are not correlated to sex. Some
studies12,16 included children older
than 8 years of age, directly after the
apex in our study, corresponding to
the period when FASI have already
started to decrease in number and
size. Our data provide evidence of

FIG 4. Age of the patients at the time of the peak of FASI surface. The mean age at the peak was
7.26 2.8 years. The 3 patients with a peak age after 13 years had their first MR imaging after the
age of 7 years (7.5, 13, and 13 years).

FIG 3. Temporal evolution of FASI on T2-FLAIR-weighted images.
Axial T2-FLAIR sequences show capsular lenticular (A) and infratento-
rial white matter (C) FASI in a 6-year-old patient, then follow-up MR
imaging in a 10-year-old patient with almost complete disappearance
of these FASI (B and D).
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dissociation between the evolution of FASI and puberty. These
findings indicate the necessity to evaluate the relationship
between this evolution pattern and clinically determined
pubertal status.

We did not find any difference between the evolution of ana-
tomic regions and clusters, contrary to a previous report11 that
concluded that FASI in the cerebellum decreased earlier than
those in the brain stem and basal ganglia. Likewise, 2 distinct pat-
terns have been reported,12 a linear decrease of FASI in the cere-
bellar hemisphere of adolescents and a nonlinear appearance/
regression in the basal ganglia region, with an increase again in
late adolescence.

Given the high frequency and specificity of the presence of
FASI in NF1, some authors2,23 recommended the inclusion of the
presence of FASI as a diagnostic criterion for NF1 in children. It
has been reported that the differential diagnosis for high-signal
foci found in the cerebral white matter of 1.9% of healthy
patients28 versus those found in patients with NF1 should not be
a problem because they have different characteristics and differ-
ent anatomic predilections.14 Because we demonstrate the tempo-
ral evolution of FASI, using them as a diagnostic criterion could
be of interest for patients between 4 and 12 years of age but would
not be very useful for early childhood or adolescence.

Hippocampal Analysis
There are few data on hippocampal abnormalities in NF1.
Hippocampal hyperintensities have been described as bilateral
and diffuse, present in 80% of 1 cohort16 and easier to see on T2
FLAIR. Our study revealed diffuse, bilateral, and symmetric hip-
pocampal hyperintensities in nearly 60% of patients.

Because we found no correlation between the temporal evolu-
tion and the number of FASI and that the total surface area of
FASI was lower in patients with HH, our results would suggest

that hippocampal hyperintensity is a separate entity from FASI,
contrary to other studies2,18,19 that considered the hippocampi as
an anatomic region affected by FASI.

These signal abnormalities seem to depend on the technique
used because the hyperintensity appears more frequently on the
2D-T2-FLAIR sequences compared with the 3D-T2-FLAIR and
2D-T2WI sequences. Moreover, the disappearance of these
hyperintensities seems to be related to the change of technique
and not to the age of the patients. 3D-T2-FLAIR seemed to be in-
ferior to 2D-T2-FLAIR in terms of lesion contrast and conspicu-
ity in the hippocampus, such as in patients with hippocampal
sclerosis.29 This feature could be explained by the higher signal of
the normal hippocampus on 3D-T2-FLAIR; radiologists should
be aware of this finding. FASI should not have this pitfall because
3D-T2-FLAIR has been shown to be equal or superior to 2D-T2-
FLAIR for other gray or white matter lesions.29 The subjectivity of
these diffuse and symmetric signal changes and the dependence on
the technique used may limit the clinical impact of this feature in
patients with NF1. A potential link with clinical findings and the
underlying pathophysiology remains to be demonstrated.

Limitations
Our study has some limitations, including selection bias. Our
institution is a tertiary referral center that receives a high propor-
tion of symptomatic or atypical patients. Furthermore, a mini-
mum follow-up of 4 years increases the frequency of MR imaging
findings. Patients with a history of surgery were excluded; there-
fore, our evolution criteria do not apply to them.

All of our data pertain to brain MR imaging at 1.5T, which
limits the applicability of our results to MR imaging at 3T. It
seems unlikely that this would have modified the longitudinal
variations of FASI, but the analysis of hippocampal hyperinten-
sity may be different at 3T.

Most patients underwent a combination of both 2D and 3D
MR imaging sequences during the course of their follow-up,
which could affect the variability of surface area measurements.
However, we were unable to analyze this effect because the
patients did not have 2D and 3D sequences at the same time. The
surface area measurements of FASI were similar between T2WI
and T2 FLAIR sequences. Because of the low number of 3D
sequences, we were unable to use volumetric measurements for
follow-up (instead of surface area), which could have been a
more accurate way to measure FASI. 2D section thickness was
high (4mm), possibly hampering the accuracy of measurements
of FASI using these sequences. Because our inclusion criteria
mandated a long-term follow-up period and due to the larger size
of our cohort, the inclusion of multiple different MR imaging
techniques was unavoidable. As imaging becomes ever more sen-
sitive, it will be increasingly important to define a standardized
imaging protocol for brain MR imaging in the setting of NF1.

CONCLUSIONS
Our study, based on a large sample of MR imaging examinations
with long-term follow-up of patients with NF1, provides a more
complete view of FASI evolution.

Having demonstrated a predictable pattern of longitudinal
variation of FASI in children with NF1, we suggest that FASI are

FIG 5. Hippocampal hyperintensity on T2 FLAIR image. Coronal T2
FLAIR sequence shows the diffuse homogeneous and symmetric
hyperintensity of both hippocampi. FASI are also seen in the globus
pallidus on both sides.
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not related to puberty or adolescence because they decrease at an
earlier age, from 7 years, and there is no significant difference
according to sex. However, we did not assess pubertal status at
the time of each MR imaging examination, precluding drawing
any strong conclusions about this potential correlation. These
results should be subject to future prospective studies with larger
sample sizes and knowledge of pubertal status, which could lead
to an improved understanding of FASI pathophysiology.

We also found that hippocampal hyperintensities frequently
seen in patients with NF1 are not correlated with FASI evolution,
supporting the hypothesis of a different process, which still needs
to be elucidated.

We are convinced that a better understanding of FASI could
have positive practical implications. A “watch and wait” approach
could be implemented until the age of apex, provided no atypical
imaging sign is present (mass effect, contrast enhancement).
Knowledge of the predicted evolution allows more accurate prog-
nostic advice to be conveyed to the referring physician and family
during follow-up.
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ABSTRACT

SUMMARY:Malignant epithelioid glioneuronal tumor is a rare high-grade, aggressive brain tumor that shows both glial and neuronal
differentiation on histopathology but is not included in the current World Health Organization classification. The neuroimaging
appearance is variable but may be secondary to the size of the mass and/or location of the tumor. In our series, all epithelioid
glioneuronal tumors were encountered in the supratentorial space and included pineal, temporal, and extratemporal lobar cerebral
hemisphere locations. When large, the tumors demonstrate cystic degeneration and necrosis, hemorrhage, contrast enhancement,
and regions of low apparent diffusion coefficient scalars consistent with patterns seen with other high-grade pediatric brain
tumors. The tumors also have a propensity to spread into the meninges at presentation and for distant CSF spread on follow-up
imaging.

ABBREVIATION: MEGNT ¼ malignant epithelioid glioneuronal tumor

Brain tumors are the second leading cause of cancer after leu-
kemia in the pediatric population. Pediatric brain tumors are

the most common among all causes of death from solid tumors
in children.1,2 Primary brain tumors are more common and are
of various histologic types. Their prognosis and treatment depend
on the histologic type, tumor grade, and, increasingly, the molec-
ular features.2

Malignant epithelioid glioneuronal tumor (MEGNT) is a rare
high-grade, aggressive brain tumor that shows both glial and neu-
ronal differentiation on histopathology. MEGNT is not included
in the current World Health Organization classification.3 Patients
usually present with signs and symptoms of increased intracranial
pressure or symptoms related to the location of the lesion. Both
pediatric and adult cases have been described in the neuropathol-
ogy literature.4-7 The first report described clinicopathologic fea-
tures of 2 unusual MEGNTs in pediatric patients. The tumors
shared histopathology and clinical aggressiveness with 3 cases
previously described in adults.5,7 The largest clinicopathologic
study included 40 patients; 15% (6/40) of the patients were chil-
dren. The authors evaluated all tumors diagnosed as MEGNTs
in routine practice during a 2-year period during which

neurofilament protein immunostaining was performed in any
case of suspected malignant glioma with unusual clinical, radio-
graphic, and/or histologic features.6 Neuroimaging is essential for
the initial diagnosis; however, a systematic review of the neuroi-
maging findings of pediatric MEGNT has not been described.4

The purpose of this article was to describe the CT and MR imag-
ing features of this rare and aggressive tumor in a pediatric case
series.

Case Series
Following institutional review board approval, a retrospective
review of CTs and MRIs from 10 pediatric patients (18 years of
age or younger) with a pathology-proved MEGNT diagnosis was
performed by 2 board-certified neuroradiologists (N.D., S.F.K.),
each with 9 years of neuroradiology experience. Initial-presenta-
tion CTs were reviewed to determine the density of the solid por-
tion of the tumor relative to the normal brain parenchyma
(hyperdense, isodense, hypodense), the presence of calcification
and/or hemorrhage, and bone changes (scalloping, bone erosion).
Initial-presentation MRIs were reviewed to determine the follow-
ing: tumor location; maximum diameter; T2WI appearance rela-
tive to the normal brain parenchyma (hyperintense, isointense,
hypointense); presence of cysts/necrosis (yes/no); presence of
flow voids (yes/no) and perilesional T2WI hyperintensity sugges-
tive of vasogenic edema (none, mild, extensive); minimum ADC
value of the solid portion of the tumor using a 5-mm3 ROI; pres-
ence of hemorrhage or calcification on gradient-echo or specific
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calcification versus hemorrhage determined from phase-contrast
images in susceptibility-weighted imaging; enhancement on post-
contrast T1-weighted imaging (yes/no); and leptomeningeal/
dural extension (yes/no) determined from postcontrast T1-
weighted imaging. Initial presentation and follow-up MRIs of the
brain and spine were reviewed for presence of CSF metastases in
the brain and spine, defined as nodular or linear areas of abnor-
mal enhancement along the meningeal surfaces.

The mean age of the children was 8.7 years (range, 3.8–
18.4 years), and 50% were female. All tumors were supratentorial
in the pineal (n=2), temporal (n=2), and extratemporal cerebral
hemispheres including the frontal lobe (n=3) and frontal and pa-
rietal lobes (n=3). Of the 8 tumors involving the cerebral hemi-
spheres, 7 tumors (88%) involved the cortical and subcortical
regions, indicative of a peripheral predominance. One tumor

involving the frontal and parietal lobes demonstrated 2 separate
enhancing masses and was classified as multifocal, while the re-
mainder demonstrated 1 single enhancing mass. Presenting signs
and symptoms included headache, vomiting, abnormal gait, sei-
zure, lethargy, hemiparesis, and confusion. All tumors underwent
surgical resection followed by variable treatment, including
chemotherapy and/or radiation therapy. Three patients died of
the complications of their brain tumors.

The CT appearance of MEGNT was isodense (80%) and hyper-
dense (20%). Other CT findings included acute hemorrhage (10%),
calcification (10%), bone scalloping (10%), and bone erosion (10%).

The MR imaging features of MEGNT were variable as seen in
the Table. As a group, MEGNTs presented with a mean tumor di-
ameter of 5.3 cm (range, 2.5–7.7 cm) and appeared T2WI isoin-
tense (50%) and hyperintense (40%), cystic-like and/or necrotic

(80%) with T2WI flow voids (60%),
perilesional vasogenic edema (none
20%, mild 30%, extensive 50%), calci-
fication/hemorrhage (50%), enhance-
ment (100%), leptomeningeal/dural
extension (50%), and an average mini-
mum ADC value of 737 � 10�6mm2/s
(range, 560–1158� 10�6mm2/s).

When we considered MEGNT by
location of pineal, temporal, or extempo-
ral lobar tumors, a more noticeable pat-
tern was evident as seen in the Table.
Smaller means and ranges of maximum

MR imaging features of MEGNTs

All Temporal Pineal Extratemporal
Mean maximum diameter (cm) 5.3 3.2 2.7 6.8
Cyst/necrosis (1) 80% 0% 100% 100%
Flow voids (1) 60% 50% 0% 83%
Perilesional edema (1) 80% 50% 50% 100%
Calcification/hemorrhage (1) 50% 50% 50% 50%
T1WI1C enhancement 100% 0% 50% 100%
Leptomeningeal/dural extension (1) 50% 0% 0% 100%
CSF distant metastases 30% 50% 50% 17%
Mean ADC value (10–6mm2/s) 737 795 1008 658

Note:—T1WI1C indicates T1 weighted imaging with contrast.

FIG 1. A 5-year-old girl with morning vomiting and headaches. A, Axial non-contrast-enhanced CT shows an oval homogeneous hyperdense mass
lesion (arrow) located along the mesial left temporal lobe. B and C, Diffusion-weighted imaging and apparent diffusion coefficient map show no re-
stricted diffusion (arrow) of the lesion. D and E, The lesion is nearly isointense (arrow) to gray matter on the T2-weighted and FLAIR imaging (F).
The lesion shows avid homogeneous enhancement (arrow) on postcontrast T1-weighted imaging. The adjacent brain shows no edema. G, Follow-
up sagittal postcontrast T1-weighted spine imaging after 6months shows drop metastasis (arrow) with avid homogeneous enhancement.
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tumor diameters were seen with temporal tumors (3.2 cm; range,
2.9–3.4 cm) and pineal tumors (2.7 cm; range, 2.5–2.8 cm) com-
pared with extratemporal tumors (6.8 cm; range, 5.4–7.8 cm). Cysts
or necrosis or both were seen in all pineal (100%) and extratemporal
tumors (100%) but in none of the temporal tumors (0%).
Leptomeningeal/dural extension was more frequent with extratem-
poral tumors (100%) but was not seen with temporal (0%) or pineal
(0%) tumors. Perilesional edema was present more frequently with
extratemporal (100%) tumors than with temporal (50%) or pineal
(50%) tumors. Flow voids were more frequent in extratemporal
tumors (83%) compared with temporal (50%) and pineal tumors
(0%). Calcification or blood products were similar for temporal
(50%), pineal (50%), and extratemporal (50%) tumors. Mean and
ranges of ADC values were overlapping for temporal (795 �
10�6mm2/s; range, 764–806 � 10�6mm2/s), pineal (1008 �
10�6mm2/s; range, 858–1158 � 10�6mm2/s), and extratemporal
tumors (658� 10�6mm2/; range, 560–899� 10�6mm2/s).

Although no patient had remote CSF metastases at initial pre-
sentation, 3 patients (30%) developed distant leptomeningeal me-
tastasis on follow-up imaging within both the brain and spine from
3 to 5months from initial presentation. Representative examples of
CT andMR imaging patterns of MEGNT are seen in Figs 1–5.

DISCUSSION
MEGNT is a rare aggressive brain tu-
mor that can be encountered in both
children and adults.4,7 Neuroimaging
features of MEGNT were described in
only a few articles in the literature with
various CT and MR imaging find-
ings.4,6 Varlet et al6 reported a series of
40 cases, including both adults and
children, of all tumors diagnosed as
MEGNT in routine practice during a
2-year period, during which neurofila-
ment protein immunostaining was per-
formed in any case of suspected
malignant glioma with unusual clinical,
radiographic, and/or histologic fea-
tures. Preoperative CT or MR imaging
or both were reviewed in all except 1
case. Only 15% (6/40) of patients expe-
rienced initial symptoms during child-
hood (age range, 7–11 years).6 To the
best of our knowledge, our article is the
largest case series focusing on neuroi-
maging features of pediatric MEGNT.

All tumors were supratentorial in
our series, similar to the previously
reported cases, being nearly always su-
pratentorial, and most were in a tem-
poral or frontal location.4,6 Different
from Varlet et al,6 we encountered
pineal region MEGNTs in 2 patients,
which may indicate a more unique
location in children compared with
adults.

In our study, most cases (80%)
were isodense on CT, with the uncommon presence of hemor-
rhage (10%) or calcification (10%). Similarly, calcifications on
CT were reported in 17.6% of cases by Varlet et al.6 An unusual
finding on CT in one of our patients was an associated calvarial
bone erosion and bone scalloping adjacent to the brain tumor,
which have not been previously reported with MEGNT, likely
because most of the nonpineal tumors involved the cortical and
subcortical areas (88%) and leptomeningeal/dural extension was
frequently identified on imaging and in pathology descriptions.
This propensity for cortical involvement and leptomeningeal/
dural extension is one feature that may distinguish this tumor
type from other high-grade pediatric brain tumors and was not
systematically reported in the literature.

Necrotic and/or cystic-like components were present in 80%
of our patients, similarly reported in 85% of previous published
series. We found contrast enhancement on MR imaging in 100%
of patients, similar to the description of marked contrast
enhancement on neuroimaging reported in 97.5% of patients in a
prior study.6 As demonstrated in our subgroup analysis of
MEGNT by location and size, MEGNTs arising from the extra-
temporal cerebral hemispheres appear to be larger and more het-
erogeneous in appearance than the smaller MEGNTs in the

FIG 2. An 18-year-old man with a recent presentation of a 2-day history of headache and vomit-
ing. A, Coronal T2-weighted imaging shows a large mass lesion (arrow) in the pineal gland region.
B, The lesion shows heterogeneous contrast enhancement (arrow) on coronal T1-weighted imag-
ing, with mild restricted diffusion (arrow, C and D) on diffusion-weighted imaging and the match-
ing apparent diffusion coefficient map.
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pineal region and temporal lobe. We
suspect that as the tumors enlarge,
they outgrow their blood supply and
become more necrotic, thus account-
ing for the difference in imaging
appearance. The patients with pineal
tumors in our series presented with
hydrocephalus, and the patient with
one of the temporal tumors presented
with a new onset of seizure, which
may explain their smaller size at pre-
sentation. This subgroup analysis was
chosen on the basis of prior reports of
temporal lobe predilection of MEGNT
and the notable differences encoun-
tered in this study.6 The small sample
size of our study limits the ability to
correlate patient age and imaging fea-
tures or tumor size.

Because prior studies have demon-
strated that ADC values correlate with
low-grade and high-grade tumors in
pediatric patients with brain tumors,
we found a similar pattern of low
ADC values in MEGNT, consistent
with a high-grade tumor.8 Although
ADC values for MEGNT have not

FIG 4. A 3-year-old girl who presented with left-sided hemiparesis. A, Axial noncontrast CT image demonstrates multifocal masses (arrows) in
the right cerebral hemisphere that are isodense to normal brain and associated with a large region of edema (asterisk). B–H, MR images demon-
strate an infiltrative right cerebral hemisphere tumor (arrows) extending into the basal ganglia and thalamus, with subsequent mass effect, dif-
fuse right cerebral hemispheric edema (asterisk), and right-to-left midline shift. Multifocal areas of contrast enhancement (arrows) are seen on
axial and sagittal T1 weighted imaging with contrast (E and F). DWI and ADC map images demonstrate that the solid portion of the mass (arrows)
is isointense to normal brain parenchyma (G and H).

FIG 3. An 8-year-old girl with no medical history available in the patient records. A and B, Axial
CT images demonstrate a solid and cystic mass with solid portions isodense to normal brain pa-
renchyma and scalloping (B, arrows) of the adjacent inner table of the parietal bone. C–F, MR
images demonstrate a large right frontoparietal mass with extensive cystic/necrotic areas (C), sur-
rounding edema (arrows, D), enhancement (E), and dural extension (arrows, F). The lesion causes
mass effect and mild right-to-left midline shift.
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been previously reported, the mean ADC value of MEGNTs in
this series is similar to that in a previous study that found a mean,
minimum ADC value of 640 � 10�6mm2/s for supratentorial
high-grade brain tumors in children in the first year of life.9

The imaging pattern of cystic degeneration/necrosis, hemor-
rhage, contrast enhancement, and regions of low ADC values of
the tumors in our case series is not pathognomonic of MEGNT
but is consistent with patterns seen with other high-grade pediat-
ric brain tumors.3 While no imaging feature is pathognomonic of
MEGNT, the imaging features encountered with MEGNT sup-
port its designation as a high-grade tumor. The imaging patterns
of pediatric MEGNT described herein may be clinically useful for
radiologists encountering these rare tumors. The differential di-
agnosis should include glioblastoma multiforme, embryonal CNS
tumor, anaplastic ependymoma, hemangiopericytoma, and atypi-
cal teratoid/rhabdoid tumor. In the pineal location, pineoblas-
toma would also be in the differential diagnosis. MEGNTs were
found only in the supratentorial location and involved older chil-
dren, which may indicate a less likely diagnosis of an atypical
teratoid/rhabdoid tumor.4 Last, MEGNTs demonstrated a

propensity for distant CSF spread at a
rate similar to that of medulloblas-
toma so that routine imaging surveil-
lance of the spine is suggested.

CONCLUSIONS
MEGNT is a rare and aggressive tu-
mor that can be seen in both the
pediatric and adult populations.
Neuroimaging features are not specific
for a diagnosis, but the presence of
cystic degeneration/necrosis, hemor-
rhage, contrast enhancement, and
regions of low ADC signal of the
tumors is consistent with patterns
seen with other high-grade pineal and
cerebral pediatric brain tumors.
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The Evaluation and Prediction of Laminoplasty Surgery
Outcome in Patients with Degenerative Cervical

Myelopathy Using Diffusion Tensor MRI
X. Han, X. Ma, D. Li, J. Wang, W. Jiang, X. Cheng, G. Li, H. Guo, and W. Tian

ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE: DTI has been proved valuable for the diagnosis of degenerative cervical myelopathy, whereas its
capacity for predicting the outcome of surgery is still under debate. Here we conduct a prospective cohort study to analyze the
capacity of DTI for evaluating and predicting laminoplasty surgery outcome for degenerative cervical myelopathy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS: We recruited 55 patients with degenerative cervical myelopathy who underwent DTI before surgery
and at 3- and 6-month follow-up stages, and 20 healthy subjects. For clinical assessment, the modified Japanese Orthopedic
Association scale was recorded for each patient at different stages. DTI metrics were compared between patients before surgery
and healthy subjects. Spearman correlation and receiver operating characteristic were used to analyze the evaluation and predic-
tion capacity of DTI for the modified Japanese Orthopedic Association scale, respectively. We analyzed different vertebral levels:
maximal compression level, average of all compression levels, and C2 level.

RESULTS: DTI metrics were significantly different between patients before surgery and healthy subjects. Before surgery, DTI for the
maximal compression level or DTI for the average of all compression levels had no significant correlation with the modified
Japanese Orthopedic Association scale. For all stages, DTI at the C2 level was correlated with the modified Japanese Orthopedic
Association scale. DTI metrics at the C2 level before surgery were significantly correlated with the postoperative modified Japanese
Orthopedic Association scale recovery rate. Receiver operating characteristic analysis demonstrated that fractional anisotropy at
C2 was capable of predicting the postoperative modified Japanese Orthopedic Association scale recovery rate (P ¼ .04).

CONCLUSIONS: The DTI metrics before laminoplasty surgery, especially fractional anisotropy at the C2 level, have the potential
for evaluating and predicting the degenerative cervical myelopathy surgery outcome.

ABBREVIATIONS: AC ¼ all compression; AD ¼ axial diffusivity; DCM ¼ degenerative cervical myelopathy; FA ¼ fractional anisotropy; MC ¼ maximal com-
pression; MD ¼ mean diffusivity; mJOA ¼ modified Japanese Orthopedic Association scale; RD ¼ radial diffusivity; ROC ¼ receiver operating characteristic

Degenerative cervical myelopathy (DCM) is one of the most
common causes of chronic spinal cord dysfunction.1

Decompression surgery, including anterior and posterior surgery,
is widely used in the treatment of DCM. However, the surgery

outcome can vary among different patients. Therefore, a reliable

tool is required to evaluate and predict the surgery outcome for
patients with DCM.

Noninvasive MR imaging is routinely used for the diagno-
sis of DCM, especially T2-weighted MR imaging, which can
provide high-resolution images of anatomic structures and
superior contrast in the spinal cord. In recent years, diffusion
MRI2 has been used for the evaluation of spinal cord function.
By measuring the Brownian motion of water molecules, diffu-
sion MR imaging can depict microstructures in living tissue.
On the basis of diffusion MR imaging, DTI acquires diffusion-
weighted images along multiple directions; then, quantitative
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metrics can be calculated, including fractional anisotropy
(FA), axial diffusivity (AD), radial diffusivity (RD), and mean
diffusivity (MD).

Previous studies have shown that DTI has higher sensitivity
in the diagnosis of DCM compared with T2-weighted MR imag-
ing.3,4 The ADC is higher and FA values are lower in patients
with DCM than in healthy individuals,5,6 and there are signifi-
cant differences between preoperation and postoperation.7,8 In
addition, it has been shown that FA is significantly correlated
with clinical assessment of the modified Japanese Orthopedic
Association scale (mJOA),9-13 the most frequently used clinical
assessment for patients with DCM.

Although DTI has proved valuable for the diagnosis of DCM,
its capability for predicting the outcome of surgery is still under
debate. Here, we briefly summarize the results from previous
publications (Table 1). We included 7 articles studying the corre-
lation between preoperative DTI metrics (FA) and postoperative
mJOA scale, reported from 2013 to 2019. Two articles9,14 claimed
a nonsignificant correlation, while the rest5,15-18 claimed a signifi-
cant correlation. Note, Shabani et al18 showed a negative correla-
tion between preoperative FA and the postoperative DmJOA
(difference between post- and preoperative mJOA), while the
other studies showed a positive correlation. Wen et al15 claimed
that the mean FA value of C3 through C7 vertebral levels before
surgery is significantly correlated with the postoperative mJOA
recovery rate, while the FA value at the maximal compression
(MC) level is not. Different correlation methods, prediction
indexes, and surgery methods were adopted in these studies,
which are listed in Table 1.

The purpose of this study was to further investigate the evalu-
ation and prediction ability of DTI for the surgery outcome of
patients with DCM. Specifically, only patients with posterior lam-
inoplasty surgery with nonmetal coral implants were included.
Different from practices in previous studies, we acquired DTI
data not only before surgery but also at 3 and 6months after sur-
gery. Using the acquired data, we analyzed the difference in pre-
operative DTI metrics at different vertebral levels between
patients and healthy subjects, the correlation between DTI and
mJOA at different stages before and after surgery, and the corre-
lation between the preoperative DTI and the postoperative mJOA
recovery rate.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects and Clinical Assessment
From January 2017 to December 2017, fifty-five patients diag-
nosed with DCM (21 women, 35–72 years of age; mean, 58.6 6

6.8 years) and 20 healthy subjects (6 women, 50–65 years of age;
mean, 57.29 6 5.0 years) were recruited with written consent.
This study was approved by the Review Board of Research Ethics
in Jishuitan Hospital. The information for all patients is summar-
ized in On-line Table 1. The inclusion criteria were patients with
DCM with the following: 1) spinal cord compression of.3 verte-
bral levels caused by disk herniation, ossification of the posterior
longitudinal ligament, ossification of the ligamentum flavum, cer-
vical spondylosis, or spinal canal stenosis; 2) ages from 18 to
80 years; 3) regular conservative treatment that was ineffective,
with posterior cervical laminoplasty planned; and 4) no clear con-
traindication for surgery. The exclusion criteria were those who
were not able to undergo MR imaging, had a history of spine sur-
gery, or had injury of spinal cord or nerve root due to an opera-
tion, from which the patient was not sufficiently recovered at the
final-stage follow-up.

All patients underwent posterior cervical laminoplasty with
nonmetal coral implants. Therefore, no metal artifacts were
expected on the MR images. Each patient was clinically assessed
using the mJOA before surgery and at 3 follow-up stages:
3months (completed in 44 patients), 6months (completed in 37),
and 1–2 years (completed in 52) after the operation. The clinical
assessment was scored by 2 board-certified spine surgeons. For
each patient, he or she was scored by the same surgeon at differ-
ent follow-up stages.

In addition, for each patient, we calculated the mJOA recovery
rate to represent the surgery outcome, defined as the following:
final-stage follow-up mJOA – preoperative mJOA) / (17 – preop-
erative mJOA)� 100%, where 17 refers to the full score of the
mJOA.

MR Imaging Data Acquisition
MR imaging data were acquired on an Ingenia 3T scanner
(Philips Healthcare) with a 16-channel head-neck coil. Three MR
images were obtained for each patient, before surgery and at 3-
and 6-month follow-up. DTI data were acquired using a single-
shot EPI sequence on the axial view, with 17 slices in total

Table 1: Summary of previous studies about prediction of DCM surgery outcome using DTI

Publications Correlation Method Significance
DTI

Metrics
Prediction
Indexes

Vertebral
Levels

Surgery
Method

Jones et al, 20139 Spearman No FA mJOA MC level,
C2–C3

Not specified

Wen et al, 201415 Spearman Yes FA mJOA recovery
rate

Average of
C3 to C7

Not specified

Vedantam et al, 20175 Pearson Yes FA DmJOA MC level Not specified
Maki et al, 201716 Spearman Yes FA DmJOA, mJOA

recovery rate
MC level Posterior and

anterior
Kitamura et al, 202017 Spearman Yes FA DmJOA, mJOA

recovery rate
MC level Posterior

Shabani et al, 201918 Intraclass correlation
coefficient

Yes (–) FA DmJOA MC level Not specified

Iwasaki et al, 201914 Pearson No FA mJOA MC level Posterior and
anterior

Note:—(–) indicates negative correlation; DmJOA, difference between pre- and postoperative mJOA.
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covering the vertebral levels from C2 to C7, shown in Fig 1. The
imaging plane was parallel to the intervertebral disk at the
maximal compression level. The reduced-FOV technique
(FOV¼ 60� 160 mm2), outer volume suppression,19,20 was
used to reduce image distortion, with 2 saturation bands
applied at both the anterior and posterior sides to suppress
foldover artifacts. Three b-values were used, b ¼ 0, 1000 s/
mm2, and 2000 s/mm2. The parameters were the following:
number of signal averages = 1; number of diffusion directions =
32; sensitivity-encoding factor = 2; partial Fourier factor = 0.75;
TE/TR= 77/4500ms; in-plane resolution = 1.5� 1.5 mm2; ac-
quisition matrix size = 40� 106; section thickness = 4mm; sec-
tion gap = 2mm; total scan time = 5minutes. In addition to
DTI, the sagittal and axial T1-weighted and T2-weighted turbo
spin-echo sequences were used for structural imaging. For
each healthy subject, DTI, T1-weighted-, and T2-weighted-
TSE images were acquired using the protocols identical to
those of the patients. The reproducibility of DTI measurements
was evaluated in our previous study,13 in which the percentage
coefficients of variation were below 10% for all DTI metrics
(Table 1 in the original article), suggesting a reliable intrascan
reproducibility for them.

Image Processing
The diffusion-weighted images from the DTI data were prepro-
cessed using the motion-correction function in the Spinal Cord
Toolbox (https://sourceforge.net/projects/spinalcordtoolbox/)21

to register the images of different b-values and directions, which
is a novel function that the Spinal Cord Toolbox offers with sec-
tion-by-section translation estimation while ensuring regulari-
zation constraints along the section direction. Then, the DTI
metrics FA, AD, RD, and MD were calculated from the regis-
tered images using the FMRIB Software Library (FSL; http://
www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl).22 The processing steps using the
Spinal Cord Toolbox and FSL were performed in Linux by
batch processing without manual intervention. Afterward, the
DTI metrics were loaded into DTIStudio (Johns Hopkins
University)23 in Windows and measured with ROI analysis.

For each patient, ROIs were man-
ually drawn along the contour of the
whole spinal cord at all compressed
levels as well as at the C2 level con-
taining both the white and gray mat-
ter. An example of an ROI drawing
is shown in Fig 1 Specifically, the
ROIs were drawn on the MD map at
first and then applied to all other
metrics maps because the boundary
between the spinal cord and CSF can
be clearly identified on the MD map.
Then, the average values of all voxels
inside the ROI were recorded. Note
that the edge of the spinal cord was
excluded from the ROI to reduce the
contamination of CSF. For healthy
subjects, the DTI metrics at all verte-
bral levels from C2 to C7 were meas-

ured using the same ROI-analysis strategy.

Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS Statistics, Version
20.0 (IBM).

The difference in DTI metrics between the patients before sur-
gery and the healthy subjects (control group) was analyzed using
an independent 2-sample t test (equal variance), t’ test (unequal
variance), or Mann-Whitney U test. If the means of the samples
were normally distributed, a t test or t’ test was used; otherwise,
the Mann-Whitney U test was used. The MC level, the average of
all compression (AC) levels, and the C2 level were analyzed inde-
pendently. Specifically, for the MC level, the patients were first di-
vided into 3 groups: the MC levels at C3–4; C4–5; and C5–6 or
C6-7. Then DTI was compared between each patient group and
the control group (Table 2). For the average of AC levels, DTI
metrics for the patients were compared with the average of C3–4
to C5–6 levels for the healthy subjects.

The Spearman correlation was used to evaluate the relation-
ship between mJOA and DTI at the same stage (before surgery
and at 3- or 6-month follow-up stages) and to evaluate the rela-
tionship between the preoperative DTI and postoperative mJOA
recovery rate.

We incorporated 3 T1-weighted and T2-weighted features
into a linear regression model, including the axial spinal cord
area, the spinal cord flattened rate (anterior-posterior diameter of
the spinal cord divided by the transverse diameter of the spinal
cord), and signal changes in the T1-weighted and T2-weighted
images. When we considered the influence of multicollinearity in
regression analysis, each DTI metric was incorporated into the
regression model separately. In other words, for each analysis, 3
traditional MR imaging metrics and 1 DTI metric were incorpo-
rated into the regression model using a stepwise linear regression
strategy. The correlation was examined between the incorporated
metrics and the preoperative mJOA as well as the mJOA recovery
rate. The MC, AC, and C2 levels were analyzed separately.

In addition, we divided patients into 3 subgroups based on
the signal changes in the T1-weighted and T2-weighted images:

FIG 1. Example of DTI planes and ROI drawings from 1 patient. A, T2-weighted structural image
with the locations of the C2 level and AC levels. B, ROI drawing at C2. C–E, ROI drawings at the
AC levels. D, The MC level. Four DTI metrics were measured, including FA, AD, RD, and MD.
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patients with no signal changes (group 1), with signal changes in
only T2-weighted images (group 2), and in both T1-weighted
and T2-weighted images (group 3). The correlation between the
DTI metrics and the preoperative mJOA or mJOA recovery rate
was analyzed in each subgroup.

Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis was used to
evaluate the predictive capability of preoperative DTI metrics for
the mJOA recovery rate. The patients were considered to have a
positive recovery if the rate was .50% and to be negative other-
wise. According to the positive or negative recovery, the state var-
iables in ROC analysis were set to 1 or 0. After the ROC analysis,
the cutoff value was determined to be the value with the maxi-
mum Youden index (sensitivity 1 specificity –1), and the sensi-
tivity and specificity of different DTI metrics were computed on
the basis of the cutoff values.

In all statistical approaches above, the DTI metrics for the MC
level, the average of AC levels, and the C2 level were analyzed in-
dependently. Due to scanning errors, the C2 level was missing on
the preoperative DTI for 3 patients, so the subject size of preoper-
ative DTI metrics at the C2 level was 52. The threshold for signifi-
cance was set to .05.

RESULTS
Comparison of DTI metrics between patients before surgery with
the healthy subjects is shown in Tables 2-4. For the MC level and

average of AC levels, the patients had significantly lower FA and
higher MD, AD, and RD than the healthy subjects, except AD at
the MC level of group 1. At the C2 level, FA was significantly
lower in the patients (P¼ .02), while MD, AD, or RD had no sig-
nificant difference compared with the healthy subjects.

Before surgery, Spearman correlations showed that mJOA
had no significant correlation with the DTI metrics for the MC
level or with those for the average of AC levels. For the C2 level,
mJOA was correlated with AD (r¼ 0.36, P ¼ .008), RD (r ¼
–0.29, P¼ .04), and FA (r¼ 0.35, P¼ .01) (Table 5).

At the 3-month follow-up, none of the DTI metrics for the
MC level had significant correlations with mJOA. At 6-month
follow-up, MD, RD, and FA for the MC level were correlated
with mJOA. Specifically, MD and RD showed negative correla-
tions (r ¼ –0.31, P ¼ .04 and r ¼ –0.32, P ¼ .03, respectively),
and FA showed a positive correlation (r¼ 0.33, P ¼ .03) (Table
6). For the C2 level, DTI metrics had significant correlations with
mJOA at both 3- and 6-month follow-up, with the detailed values
listed in Table 7.

The preoperative DTI metrics for MC or the average of AC
levels had no correlations with the mJOA recovery rate, while at
the C2 level, AD, RD, and FA had significant correlations with
the mJOA recovery rate (Table 8). Notably, FA showed the
strongest correlation among the 3 metrics, with r=0.51 and P ,

.001.

Table 2: Comparison of DTI metrics between patients before surgery and the control group for the MC level

Groups/Statistics
MD (1023mm2/s) AD (1023mm2/s) RD (1023mm2/s) FA

Patients Controls Patients Controls Patients Controls Patients Controls
Group 1a 0.97 6 0.16 0.72 6 0.04 1.40 6 0.11 1.35 6 0.06 0.75 6 0.21 0.40 6 0.04 0.41 6 0.14 0.66 6 0.04

t/t’ value t’ ¼ �4.32 t’ ¼ �1.24 t’ ¼ �4.65 t’ ¼ 4.84
P value P ¼ .003d P ¼ .25 P ¼ .002d P ¼ .002d

Group 2b 0.97 6 0.17 0.73 6 0.04 1.51 6 0.16 1.32 6 0.08 0.70 6 0.21 0.44 6 0.04 0.48 6 0.14 0.61 6 0.04
t/t’ value t’ ¼ �6.40 t’ ¼ �4.78 t’ ¼ �5.59 t’ ¼ 4.311
P value P, .001d P, .001d P, .001d P, .001d

Group 3c 0.99 6 0.20 0.75 6 0.05 1.47 6 0.15 1.26 6 0.10 0.76 6 0.26 0.49 6 0.04 0.43 6 0.16 0.55 6 0.05
t/t’ value t’ ¼ �5.89 t = �5.42 t’ ¼ �5.01 t’ ¼ 3.51
P value P, .001d P, .001d P, .001d P ¼ .001d

a Group 1 of patients: MC level at C3–4 (n ¼ 8).
b Group 2 of patients: MC level at C4–5 (n ¼ 22).
c Group 3 of patients: MC level at C5–6 or C6–7 (n ¼ 25).
d Significant correlation.

Table 3: Comparison of DTI metrics between patients before surgery and the control group for the average of AC levels
Groups/Statistics MD (1023mm2/s) AD (1023mm2/s) RD (1023mm2/s) FA
Patients (n ¼ 55) 0.87 6 0.12 1.40 6 0.12 0.61 6 0.14 0.50 6 0.10
Controls (n ¼ 20) 0.73 6 0.03 1.31 6 0.07 0.44 6 0.03 0.61 6 0.03
t/t’ value t’ ¼ �8.19 t ¼ �3.15 t’ ¼ �8.36 t’ ¼ 7.10
P value P , .001a P , .001a P , .001a P , .001a

a Significant correlation.

Table 4: Comparison of DTI metrics between the patients before surgery and the control group for the C2 level
Groups/Statistics MD (1023mm2/s) AD (1023mm2/s) RD (1023mm2/s) FA
Patients (n ¼ 52) 0.74 (0.71–0.77)a 1.35 (1.33–1.42) 0.42 (0.39–0.47) 0.64 (0.59–0.67)
Controls (n ¼ 20) 0.75 (0.72–0.79) 1.43 (1.33–1.48) 0.41 (0.37–0.45) 0.68 (0.64–0.70)
Z value Z ¼ �0.33 Z ¼ �1.62 Z ¼ �1.04 Z ¼ �2.44
P value P ¼ .74 P ¼ .10 P ¼ .30 P ¼ .02b

aMean (lower bound-upper bound).
b Significant correlation.
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The results of linear regression analysis incorporating DTI,
T1-weighted, and T2-weighted features are shown in Tables 9
and 10, where the features with significant results are listed. For
the correlation with the preoperative mJOA (Table 9), only the
axial spinal cord area showed significant correlation when the
DTI metrics at the MC or AC levels were included, while all DTI
metrics and the spinal cord flattened rate showed significant cor-
relation when the DTI metrics at the C2 level were included. For
the correlation with the mJOA recovery rate (Table 10), the DTI
metrics and the spinal cord flattened rate showed significant

correlation when every DTI metric at the C2 level or the FA at
the AC levels was included, while only the axial spinal cord area
showed significant correlation when the other DTI metrics (MD,
AD, and RD at the AC levels and all DTI metrics at the MC level)
were included.

For the correlation analysis in each subgroup, in group 1 with
no signal changes, the AD value at the C2 level was correlated
with the preoperative mJOA (r ¼ 0.596, P ¼ .041), and the FA
value at the C2 level was correlated with the mJOA recovery rate
(r¼ 0.634, P¼ .027). In group 2 with T2-weighted signal changes
only, the FA value of the C2 level was correlated with the mJOA
recovery rate (r ¼ 0.484, P ¼ .042). In group 3 with both T1-
weighted and T2-weighted signal changes, the AD values of AC
levels and the AD, FA, and RD values of the C2 level were corre-
lated with the mJOA recovery rate (r = 0.462, 0.469, 0.457, and
�0.446; P¼ .03, .028, .033, and .037, respectively).

The ROC analysis suggests that for the MC or average of AC
levels, no DTI metrics were predictive of the mJOA recovery rate.
For the C2 level, FA showed predictive capability with an area
under the curve ¼ 0.68, P ¼ .04, sensitivity¼ 0.56, specificity¼
0.81 (Fig 2 and Table 11).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we investigated the evaluation and prediction capa-
bility of DTI for laminoplasty surgery outcome in patients with
DCM. We found that DTI metrics were significantly different
between patients before surgery and healthy subjects, findings
consistent with those in previous studies.4,7,10,15 Before surgery,
DTI metrics including AD, RD, and FA for the C2 level were sig-
nificantly correlated with the preoperative mJOA, while DTI met-
rics for the MC or the average of AC levels were not. AD, RD,
and FA for C2 before the operation were significantly correlated
with the postoperative mJOA recovery rate. The results of regres-
sion analysis incorporating T1-weighted and T2-weighted fea-
tures supported the correlation analysis results when using the
DTI metrics alone, suggesting that the DTI metrics at the C2 level
have the predictive value for surgery outcome. Particularly, DTI
metrics were found to be correlated with the mJOA recovery rate

Table 5: Spearman correlations between the DTI metrics at dif-
ferent levels and mJOA before surgery

Levels/DTI Metrics Correlation Coefficient P Value
MC level (n ¼ 55)

MD –0.13 .34
AD –0.13 .34
RD –0.07 .62
FA –0.004 .98

Average of AC levels (n ¼ 55)
MD –0.15 .27
AD –0.12 .39
RD –0.12 .38
FA 0.07 .61

C2 level (n ¼ 52)
MD –0.09 .55
AD 0.36 .008a

RD –0.29 .04a

FA 0.35 .01a

a Significant correlation.

Table 6: Spearman correlations between the DTI metrics at the
MC level and mJOA at 2 follow-up stages after surgery

Follow-Up Stages/DTI
Metrics

Correlation
Coefficient

P
Value

3-Month follow-up (n ¼ 44)
MD –0.12 .41
AD –0.09 .54
RD –0.10 .51
FA 0.10 .51
6-Month follow-up (n ¼ 37)
MD –0.31 .04a

AD –0.14 .36
RD –0.32 .03a

FA 0.33 .03a

a Significant correlation.

Table 7: Spearman correlations between the DTI metrics for C2
level and mJOA at 2 follow-up stages after surgery

Follow-Up Stages/DTI
Metrics

Correlation
Coefficient

P
Value

3-Month follow-up (n ¼ 44)
MD –0.20 .21
AD 0.16 .33
RD –0.35 .03a

FA 0.42 .005a

6-Month follow-up (n ¼ 37)
MD –0.44 .01a

AD 0.15 .39
RD –0.65 ,.001a

FA 0.77 ,.001a

a Significant correlation.

Table 8: Spearman correlations between the preoperative DTI
metrics of different levels and the postoperative mJOA recov-
ery rate at the final follow-up (1 year)

Levels/DTI Metrics Correlation Coefficient P Value
MC level (n ¼ 55)
MD –0.10 .34
AD 0.16 .34
RD –0.12 .62
FA 0.19 .98

Average of AC levels (n ¼ 55)
MD –0.19 .16
AD 0.08 .59
RD -0.24 .08
FA 0.26 .06

C2 level (n ¼ 52)
MD –0.15 .31
AD 0.40 .003a

RD –0.42 .002a

FA 0.51 ,.001a

a Significant correlation.
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for each subgroup of patients on the basis of T1-weighted and
T2-weighted signal changes; this correlation indicates that it is
possible to define a subgroup of patients that can only be catego-
rized using DTI alone. In addition, ROC analysis demonstrated
that FA for C2 was capable of predicting the mJOA recovery rate
(P¼ .04).

We obtained DTI scans for the patients with DCM before sur-
gery and at 3- and 6-month follow-up stages. To the best of our
knowledge, this was the first time that DTI data were collected at

3 different stages in the same patients with DCM. The scans at
different stages helped to reveal the relationships between DTI
and mJOA in a long time range and to investigate the capability
of DTI in evaluating and predicting surgery outcome.

We found that before surgery, the DTI metrics for the MC
level were not significantly correlated with mJOA. This was sur-
prising because most previous studies5,6,9,11,15,17,18 reported sig-
nificant correlation. After surgery, the DTI metrics for the MC
level and mJOA were significantly correlated at 6-month follow-

up, but not at 3-month follow-up.
One possible explanation is that the
MC level was affected by severe image
artifacts. Partial volume and motion
effects could be aggravated by com-
pression before surgery, and image
distortion could be intensified by
residual inflammation from surgery
at 3-month follow-up, whereas at 6-
month follow-up, the artifacts would
be reduced so that the MC level was
less affected. Other factors such as dif-
ferent statistical methods or patient
inclusion criteria may also account
for our inconsistency with previous
studies.

For the C2 level, the DTI metrics
were significantly correlated with the
mJOA at different stages: before sur-
gery and at 3- and 6-month follow-up.
This is not surprising because it has
been proved that compression might
affect the distal spinal cord, even in
the noncompressed regions,24-28

which may represent Wallerian degen-
eration that has spread from a more
caudal area of stenosis.29 Additionally,
our results show that preoperative FA
for the C2 level was correlated with
the postoperative mJOA recovery rate.
This correlation indicates that DTI has

Table 9: Results of linear regression to examine the correlation between DTI, T1-
weighted, and T2-weighted features and preoperative mJOA
Level/Incorporated DTI Metrics Significant Features Slope (b) P Value
MC level (n ¼ 55)
MD/AD/RD/FA Axial spinal cord area 0.05 .01
Average of AC levels (n ¼ 55)
MD/AD/RD/FA Axial spinal cord area 0.05 .01
C2 level (n ¼ 52)
MD MD –10.28 .03

Spinal cord flattened rate 9.00 .005
AD AD 5.58 .04

Spinal cord flattened rate 6.38 .04
RD RD –8.93 .002

Spinal cord flattened rate 8.32 .006
FA FA 9.43 .002

Spinal cord flattened rate 7.12 .02

Table 10: Results of linear regression to examine the correlation between DTI, T1-
weighted, and T2-weighted features and the mJOA recovery rate
Level Incorporated DTI Metrics Significant Features Slope (b) P Value
MC level (n ¼ 55)
MD/AD/RD/FA Axial spinal cord area 0.70 .02
Average of AC levels (n ¼ 55)
MD/AD/RD Axial spinal cord area 0.70 .02
FA FA 108.67 .01

Spinal cord flattened rate 105.64 .03
C2 level (n ¼ 52)
MD MD –157.98 .04

Spinal cord flattened rate 141.57 .01
AD AD 123.60 .01
RD RD –145.13 .004

Spinal cord flattened rate 131.88 .01
FA FA 170.92 .001

Spinal cord flattened rate 111.82 .02

FIG 2. ROC analysis of the predictive value of DTI metrics for the postoperative mJOA recovery rate. Results for the average of all AC levels,
MC level, and the C2 level, respectively. The area under the curve values for different metrics are shown in Table 11.
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the potential to predict DCM surgery outcome. For the MC or
the average of the AC levels, however, the DTI metrics were not
capable of predicting the mJOA recovery rate on the basis of the
data in this study. This feature may also be due to the increased
artifact level caused by compression. Another possible reason is
that the DTI metrics at the compression levels are affected not
only by altering of the intra- and extracellular environments but
also by the aligned-fiber effect. In other words, FA might be ele-
vated to some extent if the fibers are aligned due to compression
so that FA reduction resulting from spinal cord dysfunction will
be compensated.14

Although most previous results reported that preoperative FA
for the MC level was significantly correlated with both the preop-
erative and postoperative mJOA, there were several studies that
reported nonsignificant correlations. Jones et al9 found that the
preoperative FA for the MC and C2–C3 levels was correlated
with the preoperative mJOA but was not correlated with the post-
operative mJOA. They observed that FA at C2–C3 was more
strongly correlated than at the MC level and speculated that it is
due to the imaging artifacts (eg, EPI distortion) at the stenotic
region, providing inconsistent DTI parameters. Wen et al15

claimed that the mean FA of C3–C7, instead of the MC level or
the C2 level alone, was able to predict the postoperative mJOA.
While this finding is not fully consistent with the results in this
study, it provides evidence that the spinal cord function is also
associated with the DTI measurements at sites distant from the
MC level. Iwasaki et al14 also presented a nonsignificant correla-
tion between the preoperative FA for the MC level and the post-
operative mJOA. These studies (including the present study)
have some differences in the methods, such as surgery strategy,
statistics, prediction indexes, and so forth (Table 1).

To lower the image distortion, we used a reduced FOV tech-
nique, outer volume suppression, in the DTI data acquisition by
applying saturation bands to suppress the signal outside the FOV
along the phase-encoding direction. As shown in a previous
study,30 another reduced FOV technique, 2D radiofrequency

excitation, is more effective in signal suppression, though it can
lead to a smaller signal strength inside the FOV than outer vol-
ume suppression. Inner volume imaging–based reduced FOV has
also been applied to DTI for patients with DCM,31-34 which can
achieve a shorter radiofrequency pulse duration compared with
2D radiofrequency excitation. However, the DTI sequence with
2D radiofrequency excitation or inner volume imaging–based
reduced FOV was not available on the MR imaging system used
in this study. Thus, we tried our best to optimize the outer vol-
ume suppression–based DTI on our system (3T Ingenia), includ-
ing using B1 shimming, subject-specific volume B0 shimming,
and the maximal gradient strength used for saturation. On the
basis of our inspection, no obvious foldover artifacts were present
on the diffusion-weighted images and calculated DTI metrics for
all healthy volunteers and patients in this study. In the future, we
will compare the performance difference in quantifying the spinal
cord DTI metrics between outer volume suppression and 2D ra-
diofrequency excitation when the latter is available.

As mentioned in the Materials and Methods section, the
imaging plane of DTI was parallel to the intervertebral disk at the
maximal compression level, which is a prescription commonly
used in the previous studies. Due to the natural bending of the
spinal cord, it is difficult to apply orthogonality to the nerve fibers
along all cervical levels (eg, C2–C7), and the angles between the
imaging plane and fiber directions may introduce bias for meas-
uring DTI metrics. An ideal way to tackle this issue is to align the
image plane of each section with the corresponding disk level
through modifying the DTI pulse sequence. The viability for this
modification requires investigation.

The methodology of this study had 2 major limitations. First,
the diagnosis of patients included in the study was not uniform,
eg, the surgical outcomes could be different between patients
with ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament and other
patients with DCM, because usually the spinal cord of patients
with ossification of the posterior longitudinal ligament has al-
ready been compressed for a long time; thus, their surgical out-
come is relatively worse. Second, the DTI metrics of the white
matter and gray matter were not analyzed separately. In this
study, it is difficult to distinguish the WM and GM at the com-
pressed levels, especially for the preoperative patients in whom
the compressed spinal cord may present as only a few pixels.
Even at noncompressed levels, measuring the GM and WM sepa-
rately is not easy because of the limited resolution of DTI.

While we could not distinguish the WM and GM at the MC
level for patients with severe compression, we were able to draw
ROIs within the WM at the C2 level. For example, we drew an
ROI on the dorsal column at the C2 level for all patients before
surgery. The results shown in On-line Table 2 suggest that the
AD of the dorsal column at the C2 level is significantly correlated
with the mJOA recovery rate (r ¼ 0.341, P ¼ .018) and has a
tendency to be correlated with the mJOA before surgery (r ¼
0.264, P ¼ .07). When we used ROIs containing the whole spinal
cord at the C2 level, as shown in the Results section, FA, AD, and
RD were all correlated with the mJOA recovery rate. Although in
theory, the spinal cord function is mainly related to WM, the
ROI drawn in the dorsal column can also be contaminated by
GM due to low image resolution. Additionally, the dorsal column

Table 11: Prediction capability of the preoperative DTI metrics
at different levels for the postoperative mJOA recovery rate
using ROC analysis
Level/DTI Metrics AUC P Value Sensitivity Specificity
MC level (n ¼ 55)
MD 0.46 .66 0.63 0.47
AD 0.64 .10 0.37 0.94
RD 0.43 .40 0.21 0.88
FA 0.62 .15 0.63 0.65
Average of AC levels

(n ¼ 55)
MD 0.40 .26 0.16 0.88
AD 0.57 .43 0.63 0.59
RD 0.36 .09 0.95 0.06
FA 0.65 .07 0.34 0.94

C2 level (n ¼ 52)
MD 0.43 .39 0.97 0.06
AD 0.64 .12 0.39 0.88
RD 0.34 .07 0.97 0.06
FA 0.68 .04a 0.56a 0.81

Note:—AUC indicates area under the curve.
a Significant correlation.
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is a proprioceptive sensibility pathway in charge of propriocep-
tion/vibratory sense and discriminative touch, while the mJOA
represents the overall sensation and motion function of the spinal
cord. Furthermore, it is impractical to define the ROI of the entire
WM freehand. One potential solution is to register diffusion-
weighted images to the high-spatial-resolution structural images
from which the GM and WM are better distinguished. We have
tried to use the registration function provided by the Spinal Cord
Toolbox, and it worked well for healthy subjects but failed for the
preoperative patients; this outcome could be due to the influence
of compression levels. Thus, a better registration algorithm is de-
sirable for such special cases.

Overall, this study found that DTI showed the potential for
predicting the mJOA recovery rate, which supports the conclu-
sions in most previous studies. Both the Spearman correlation
and ROC analysis yielded positive results for predicting the
mJOA recovery rate after 1-year follow-up using the DTI metrics
at the C2 level. In practice, DTI in the spinal cord inevitably faces
technical limitations of spatial resolution, signal-to-noise ratio,
and motion artifacts. Emerging advanced acquisition equipment
such as ultra-high-field MR imaging systems35 may alleviate these
issues.

CONCLUSIONS
We provide a comprehensive analysis of the evaluation and pre-
diction capability of DTI for laminoplasty surgery outcomes.
Results showed that the DTI metrics at the C2 level before sur-
gery have the potential for predicting the postoperative mJOA re-
covery rate.
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BRIEF/TECHNICAL REPORT
SPINE

Respiratory Phase Affects the Conspicuity of CSF–Venous
Fistulas in Spontaneous Intracranial Hypotension

T.J. Amrhein, L. Gray, M.D. Malinzak, and P.G. Kranz

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Spinal CSF–venous fistulas are a cause of spontaneous intracranial hypotension that can be difficult to detect on imag-
ing. We describe how the respiratory phase affects the visibility of CSF–venous fistulas during myelography.

ABBREVIATIONS: CTM ¼ CT myelography; CVF ¼ CSF–venous fistula; SIH ¼ spontaneous intracranial hypotension

Spontaneous intracranial hypotension (SIH) is a debilitating
condition caused by spinal CSF leaks and CSF–venous fistulas

(CVFs).1 The localization of these spinal causes of SIH is critical
for successful treatment.2,3 CVFs are particularly difficult to iden-
tify on traditional myelographic imaging.1,4 Technical modifica-
tions to the myelography technique such as decubitus imaging
during dynamic myelography, digital subtraction myelography,
and CT myelography (CTM) have been shown to improve the
conspicuity of CVFs, which are often subtle.5 However, addi-
tional methods for maximizing CVF identification remain desira-
ble. We have observed that the ability to visualize CVFs varies
with different phases of respiration, suggesting that attention to
the respiratory phase of imaging may improve their detection in
some patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Subjects
This was a retrospective case series of 5 patients with SIH treated at
a single major referral institution from January 2018 to February
2020. All patients met the International Classification of Headache
Disorders-3 criteria for SIH and had preprocedural contrast-
enhanced brain MR imaging that was positive for SIH.6,7 Patients
were included when the conspicuity of a spinal CVF was affected
by the respiratory phase during image acquisition. In all cases, an
initial prone CTM demonstrated findings suggestive of a spinal
CVF, necessitating further myelography in the ipsilateral decubitus
position. This study was Health Insurance Portability and

Accountability Act–compliant and was approved by the institu-
tional internal review board with a waiver of informed consent.

Myelogram Technique
Decubitus myelography was performed in all cases due to subtle
findings suggestive of a spinal CVF on a prior prone CTM.
Decubitus myelograms were obtained as previously described
using 10mL of iopamidol containing 300mg/mL of iodine
(Isovue-M 300; Bracco).5 Dynamic myelograms were all obtained
on the same C-arm fluoroscopy unit equipped with a tilting table
(MultiDiagnost Eleva; Philips Healthcare). Digital subtraction
was not used. CTMs were all performed on a single 64–detec-
tor row CT scanner (Discovery 750HD; GE Healthcare) with
the following parameters: helical scan mode, rotation time ¼
0.8 seconds, pitch ¼ 0.969, tube voltage ¼ 120 kV (peak),
automated exposure control, tube current ¼ 300–800mA,
noise index ¼ 19.5, section thickness ¼ 2.5mm, interval ¼
2.5 mm, reconstruction thickness ¼ 0.625mm. Imaging was
focused over the nerve root associated with the suspected
CVF to limit the radiation dose. In 4 of the 5 patients, both a
dynamic myelogram and a CTM in the decubitus position
were obtained. In the other patient, only a decubitus CTM
was performed. Images were obtained during breath-hold for
all cases at various phases of the respiratory cycle (eg, neutral,
full inspiration, and full expiration).

RESULTS
Subjects
The mean patient age was 60 years (range, 44–68 years), and 40%
were women. All patients in this series coincidentally had under-
gone 2 CTMs before images were acquired with attention to the
phase of the respiratory cycle. In all patients, 1 of the 2 prior
CTMs had negative findings, and the other demonstrated a subtle
finding suspicious for a CVF, which formed the basis for the
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decision to acquire the images depicted in this report. CVFs all
originated from nerve root sleeves, consistent with previous
reports, and were identified on the right at T9 and on the left at
C8, T2, T8, and T10.8

Myelogram Findings
Images were acquired with breath-hold during various phases of
the respiratory cycle, with the patient in the lateral decubitus

position. Inspiratory imaging was compared with additional
phases of respiration including expiration (n¼ 3), neutral breath
hold (n¼ 1), and Valsalva (n¼ 1). In all 5 patients, the CVF was
more conspicuous during the inspiratory phase (Figs 1–5).

DISCUSSION
We found that the conspicuity of some CVFs varied during dif-
ferent phases of the respiratory cycle and that in all cases, they
were most conspicuous during inspiration. This finding suggests
that for patients with SIH, myelography performed during maxi-
mum inspiration may aid in the detection of CVFs, thereby
improving the overall diagnostic yield.

It is well-known that venous return is highly dependent on
the respiratory phase.9 Inspiration results in descent of the
diaphragm causing negative intrathoracic pressure as well as
increased intraabdominal pressure. This result creates a pres-
sure gradient driving blood from the inferior vena cava to the
right atrium, increasing venous return to the heart.10 This
blood flow also results in decreased intravascular pressure
within the inferior vena cava, which would produce a gradi-
ent of pressure between the higher pressure CSF and the
lower pressure epidural venous plexus and paraspinal veins.

FIG 1. Maximum-intensity-projection CT myelograms of a right T9
nerve root sleeve CSF–venous fistula. A, Image acquisition during in-
spiration. Marked increased conspicuity of the CSF–venous fistula
and hyperdense paraspinal vein (arrows). B, Image during expiration.
The CSF–venous fistula is no longer visible.

FIG 2. Spot-magnified radiographs of a left T2 nerve root sleeve
CSF–venous fistula during an ipsilateral decubitus dynamic myelo-
gram. A, Image acquired during inspiration demonstrates well the
contrast-opacified CSF–venous fistula (arrows). B, Image during a
Valsalva maneuver results in considerably reduced visualization of the
CSF–venous fistula.

FIG 3. Parasagittal maximum-intensity-projection CT myelograms
through the neuroforamen of a left T10 CSF–venous fistula. A, Image
acquired during inspiration clearly captures contrast within the CSF–ve-
nous fistula (arrowhead). B, Image acquired during expiration. Note the
markedly reduced conspicuity of the CSF–venous fistula (arrowhead).

FIG 4. Spot-magnified radiographs of a left C8 CSF–venous fistula
during an ipsilateral decubitus dynamic myelogram. A, Image acquired
during inspiration demonstrates increased visibility and extent of the
CSF–venous fistula (arrows). B, Image acquired during expiration leads
to reduced visibility and extent of the CSF–venous fistula.

FIG 5. Spot-magnified radiographs of a left T8 CSF–venous fistula
during an ipsilateral decubitus dynamic myelogram. A, Image acquired
during inspiration demonstrates contrast opacification of the CSF–ve-
nous fistula extending out over the transverse process (arrows). B,
Image acquired during quiet breath-hold during the mid-respiratory
cycle. The CSF–venous fistula is no longer visible over the transverse
process.
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In the setting of a CVF, we hypothesize that this gradient
would result in rapid unregulated egress of CSF back into the cir-
culatory system, with resultant increased conspicuity on myelogra-
phy.11 Conversely, during a Valsalva maneuver, the intrathoracic
and inferior vena cava pressure considerably increases. This increase
markedly reduces venous return and also eliminates the aforemen-
tioned pressure gradient between the CSF and the infradiaphrag-
matic venous system, which we hypothesize would reduce flow
through a CVF.12

Our findings suggest that in cases in which a CVF is sus-
pected, the diagnostic yield of spinal imaging may increase if
it is performed during inspiration. In our practice, we now
routinely perform our initial image acquisitions in this man-
ner. This modification to the myelography technique is
broadly applicable across modalities and can be used even in
centers without the resources and equipment necessary to
perform digital subtraction myelography.

This investigation is limited by the small number of cases
reported and by its retrospective nature, which introduces
the potential for selection bias. Furthermore, in our practice,
some patients with CVF have not demonstrated changes in
imaging conspicuity that are dependent on the phase of respi-
ration. The proportion of patients with CVFs that are affected
by differences in respiration remains unknown. Effort to
answer this question as well as to determine the factors
predictive of CVFs that exhibit imaging changes dependent
on respiration is a logical direction for future research.
Additionally, there may be other unknown factors related to
respiration that result in changes to CVF conspicuity. For
example, it is possible that there is a threshold at which sub-
stantially increased rates of venous return to the heart would
result in rapid washout of contrast from a CVF, paradoxically
reducing its conspicuity during inspiration.

CONCLUSIONS
The conspicuity of CVFs is improved during inspiration in
some cases. Further investigation into the improved

diagnostic performance of myelography performed during
inspiration is warranted.

Disclosures: Linda Gray—UNRELATED: Board Membership: Spinal CSF Leak
Foundation.
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LETTERS

Missed Medium-Vessel Occlusions on CT Angiography: Make
It Easier . . . Easily!

We read with great interest the article by Fasen et al,1 which
addresses an important and often underappreciated topic

in radiology: diagnostic errors and, more specifically, missed
large- and medium-vessel occlusions on CT angiography in
patients with acute ischemic stroke. Little is known about the fac-
tors that lead to such errors, and the article adds important
knowledge in this regard. Fasen et al found that a more distal
occlusion location in the M2 segment in the middle cerebral ar-
tery (ie, medium-vessel occlusions [MeVOs]2) was missed in 82%
of cases at the time of the initial CTA evaluation, and M2 occlu-
sion location was significantly associated with the initial missing
of the occlusion. M2 occlusions are increasingly targeted with
endovascular thrombectomy (EVT),3 and it is, thus, crucial to
accurately and reliably detect them. Fasen et al relied on axial sin-
gle-phase CTA images to detect M2 occlusion, which is often
challenging because the M2 segment is small in caliber and does
not run horizontal to the axial plane.

Multiphase CTA (mCTA), which comprises 2 delayed phases
in addition to the arterial phase with no additional contrast
and minimal additional time and radiation dose,4 was success-
fully used for large-vessel occlusion (LVO) detection and EVT
patient selection in the Endovascular Treatment for Small
Core and Proximal Occlusion Ischemic Stroke (ESCAPE) and
Safety and Efficacy of NA-1 in Subjects Undergoing Endo-
vascular Thrombectomy for Stroke (ESCAPE-NA1) trials5,6

and MeVOs are much easier to catch on mCTA because a con-
trast hold-up is often seen in the downstream territory (Figure
A–C). Recent advances in mCTA postprocessing have ren-
dered real-time generation of color-coded mCTA maps possi-
ble, which facilitates detection of LVOs and particularly
MeVOs even further (Figure E).7 Lastly, mCTA can also be
used to generate tissue-level perfusion maps just as CT perfu-
sion does. In these maps, striking color changes in the down-
stream territory allow quick and easy detection of MeVOs
(Figure F). We are convinced that the number of missed M2s

would have been much lower had mCTA rather than single-
phase CTA been used in the study of Fasen et al,1 and we en-
courage the use of mCTA in the acute stroke setting to mini-
mize the risk of missing potential EVT target occlusions,
which dramatically impacts patient management and, ulti-
mately, worsens patient outcomes.
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FIGURE. Patient with acute left-hemispheric symptoms (weakness of the right arm and aphasia). Multiphase CTA (arterial phase shown in A,
peak-venous and late-venous phases shown in B and C) shows delayed contrast washout in the left peri-Sylvian region, which raises the suspi-
cion of a medium-vessel occlusion. On single-phase CTA (D), it is very challenging to see the occlusion or any difference in collateral filling.
Color-coded time-variant mCTA summation maps facilitate the diagnosis further because the abrupt change in vessel color on the mCTA sum-
mation map is more obvious than changes in enhancement on gray-scale images (color-coded mCTA summation map is shown in E, the black
circle highlights the color changes caused by the medium vessel occlusion), vessels with maximum enhancement in the arterial phase are shown
in red, those enhancing in the peak-venous and late-venous phases are shown in green and blue). The time-to-peak map derived from mCTA (F)
shows a clear change of color in the affected parenchyma and is another possibility for fast and reliable detection of MeVOs.
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REPLY:

We thank Ospel and colleagues for their interest in our article
“CT Angiography in Evaluating Large-Vessel Occlusion in

Acute Anterior Circulation Ischemic Stroke: Factors Associated
with Diagnostic Error in Clinical Practice.”1

In our study, we investigated the diagnostic performance of sin-
gle-phase CTA, which is the minimum suggested imaging approach
for patients with acute stroke with suspected large-vessel occlusion
(LVO).2 Single-phase CTA was also used for patient selection in the
Multicenter Randomized Clinical Trial of Endovascular Treatment
for Acute Ischemic Stroke in the Netherlands (MR CLEAN).3 The
CTA scans in our study were prospectively read in real-life clinical
practice. This practice contrasts with most previous studies on CTA
in patients with stroke, which are usually a retrospective review and
may be performed in a calm research setting, which does not reflect
a busy clinical practice setting.

As we have mentioned in the Discussion section of our article,1

the use of advanced CTA techniques (including multiphase CTA)
may help to improve detection of LVO, which we certainly encour-
age. However, before new techniques are widely applied in clinical
practice or included in guidelines, we believe that it is necessary
that their added value (in terms of improved diagnostic accuracy,
higher interobserver agreement, increased reading speed, and so
forth) is unequivocally supported by high-quality research, prefera-
bly by multiple independent studies. We welcome any such data
that will improve the care of patients with acute stroke.

Although advanced CTA techniques could certainly be valua-
ble, we want to emphasize that the value of noncontrast head CT
should not be forgotten. Retrospective review of the 17 initially
missed or misinterpreted LVOs in our study1 showed that there
were 4 patients with a calcified embolus, all visible on noncon-
trast head CT. In 7 of the other 13 patients, a dense artery sign
was present on noncontrast head CT. Therefore, in 65% of the

initially missed or misinterpreted LVOs, noncontrast head CT
could have been helpful in making the correct diagnosis.

CT angiography has relatively recently become the stand-
ard of care for patients with acute stroke with suspected LVO
after the results of randomized trials like the MR CLEAN
trial3 have been published. Consequently, the use of CTA and
the workload for radiologists have dramatically increased.4

Neuroradiologist coverage 24/7/365 is not feasible in many
hospitals, including ours, because of staff shortages. Of inter-
est, our study demonstrated that neuroradiologists were
more accurate than non-neuroradiologists in detecting LVO,
which can be explained by a difference in experience and
training. Thus, we believe that non-neuroradiologists may
benefit from training, which will hopefully further improve
LVO detection and eventually the outcome of patients with
acute ischemic stroke.
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LETTERS

CT Fluid-Blood Levels in COVID-19 Intracranial Hemorrhage

We read with great interest the article by Professor Jain,
“Evolving Neuroimaging Findings during COVID-19,”

which highlighted the published coronavirus 2019 (COVID-19)
literature on ischemic strokes associated with a possible virus-
induced prothrombotic state.1 We agree that intracranial hemor-
rhage (ICH) associated with the pandemic may become more im-
portant, especially as therapeutic anticoagulation is initiated to treat
thrombotic complications such as in deep vein thrombosis, pulmo-
nary embolism, cardioembolic stroke, ischemic limb, and acute
myocardial infarction.1-3 Already, CT demonstrating hemorrhagic
conversion of ischemic strokes and hemorrhagic strokes composes
up to one-quarter of positive neuroimaging findings.1,2 ICH sec-
ondary to anticoagulation therapy is an important iatrogenic com-
plication that radiologists need to recognize as we aid our clinician
counterparts in appropriate treatment and prognostication.

We recently observed such a situation in a 64-year-old male
patient who was admitted to the intensive care unit with multior-
gan failure secondary to severe COVID-19 pneumonia. He
required extracorporeal membrane oxygenation (ECMO) sup-
port with protocolized anticoagulation therapy to prevent circuit
clotting. The team had targeted and achieved a low activated par-
tial thromboplastin time. However, on the second day, his con-
sciousness level deteriorated, and his pupils became dilated and
unresponsive. Urgent CT revealed bihemispheric multifocal in-
tracranial hematomas, with multiple fluid-blood levels (Figure)
and general sulcal and ventricular effacement. Our patient dem-
onstrated the characteristic neuroimaging finding of intracranial
hematomas containing horizontal menisci (caused by dependent
separation of heavier, hyperattenuating blood from lighter, hypo-
attenuating serous fluid), which has a high specificity for patients
who have been treated with anticoagulants.4

While ICH is a known complication of ECMO, in this patient,
it represented an unexpected turn of events despite achieving low
therapeutic anticoagulation. Currently, the interaction between coa-
gulopathy and the effect of the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) on the vascular endothelium is not
well-studied.3 Individualized risk stratification, with possible

extended coagulation work-up, before and during anticoagulation
therapy may be an important direction of research. Although
COVID-19 infection may modify intracranial hemorrhage, it is
hoped that prompt recognition and treatment of coagulopathy may
help reduce mortality rates and improve clinical outcomes.4 As neu-
roradiologists increasingly encounter and diagnose central nervous
system complications of COVID-19 infection, we should recognize
the characteristic finding of fluid-blood levels within the intracra-
nial hematoma as associated with anticoagulation.
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of bihemispheric multifocal intracranial hematomas, with multiple
fluid-blood levels (arrow) and general sulcal and ventricular
effacement.
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LETTERS

Neuro-Thoracic Radiologists “Corner”: Incidental Pulmonary
Findings on a Neck MRI Leading to the Diagnosis of COVID-19

We read with great interest the recently published article by
Jain et al1 in the July 2020 issue of the American Journal of

Neuroradiology. In this article, the authors reported a cohort of 17
patients who presented to the emergency department with either
trauma or stroke-like symptoms and underwent neuroimaging
evaluation revealing incidental thoracic findings on a CTA of the
neck or CT of the cervical/thoracic spine, suspicious for viral pneu-
monia, triggering testing for Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome
coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) with an eventual diagnosis of coro-
navirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). It is emphasized that neuroradi-
ologists should be familiar with the imaging appearance of
common thoracic and abdominal diseases that can be detected on
neuroimaging studies and they should always carefully scrutinize
the image “corners” or “blind-spots” to minimize perceptual diag-
nostic errors, the significance of which has never been more im-
portant. Similarly, as MR imaging outpatient volumes continue to
return to normal levels as the country reopens, larger numbers
of potentially infected-but-asymptomatic or paucisymptomatic
patients will be coming to the radiology clinics each day, providing
new opportunities for incidental detection of COVID-19 on rou-
tine MR neuroimaging. To date, there is a scarcity of reporting on
the MR imaging appearance of the coronavirus disease,2 which is
not surprising given the overall reduced MR imaging volume and
strict infection control measures taken during the lockdown.

We, therefore, report the following case of incidentally
detected COVID-19 in a 43-year-old man undergoing MR imag-
ing of the neck. He presented as an outpatient to his otorhinolar-
yngologist with chronic intermittent throat/neck and ear pain,
excessive sputum production, and a history of prior tonsillec-
tomy. Findings of physical examination, throat swab for
Streptococcus pyogenes, and nasopharyngolaryngoscopy were
negative. MR imaging of the neck was ordered, which showed no
aerodigestive tract mass or cervical lymphadenopathy (Fig 1);
however, slices through the lung apices showed bilateral, periph-
eral consolidation with rounded morphology, consistent with

high confidence features of COVID-19 pneumonia (Fig 2). The
consolidation was hyperintense on T2/STIR sequences and avidly
enhanced on T1-weighted fast multiplanar spoiled gradient-echo
sequences. These findings were urgently communicated to the
ordering otorhinolaryngologist with a recommendation for
SARS-CoV-2 testing. The patient tested positive the next day,
and later remembered mild upper respiratory tract infection
symptoms a few weeks prior. Retrospectively, the presenting
symptoms may have been an atypical manifestation of COVID-
19.

The cases highlighted by Jain et al1 and our example above

demonstrate that neuroradiologists can be the first to detect

FIG 1. Axial STIR image, at the level of the oropharynx, demonstrating
no oropharyngeal mass or abnormality at the site of prior tonsillectomy.
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incidental pulmonary findings of major importance leading to an

unsuspected diagnostic discovery. This detection is becoming

even more relevant during the current coronavirus pandemic

when many patients are presenting with atypical symptoms

that prompt neurologic or body imaging studies on which inci-

dental thoracic findings may yield an accurate and expedited

diagnosis that could be lifesaving for patients and prevent

spread of the disease. The role of neuroradiologists during this

pandemic is evolving with detection of a spectrum of CNS

abnormalities that were not previously known,3 as well as

heightened sensitivity for incidental pulmonary findings lead-

ing to an expanding repertoire of our specialty as neuro-tho-

racic radiologists.
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through the lung apices demonstrating bilateral, peripheral consolidation with rounded morphology, consistent with high confidence features
of COVID-19 pneumonia (arrows).
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LETTERS

The Development of Subcortical Gray Matter Atrophy in
Multiple Sclerosis: One Size Does Not Fit All

Deep gray matter involvement is a relevant feature of multiple
sclerosis.1 Indeed, atrophy of subcortical structures, espe-

cially the thalamus, occurs in early phases and continues through-
out the disease course,2 showing a strong potential for the
prediction of disability3 and cognitive impairment.4

However, despite its pathophysiologic and clinical relevance,
what drives this typical pattern of neurodegeneration in MS
remains partially unclear, probably including a combination of
primary local neuroinflammatory and neurodegenerative patho-
logic processes and secondary effects from remote injury in other
parts of the brain (mainly white matter) via anterograde/retro-
grade degeneration and/or spreading of inflammation along axo-
nal pathways.5

The study by Kalinin et al,6 published in a recent issue of the
American Journal of Neuroradiology, explores the impact of
purely intracortical lesions compared with white matter lesions
(WMLs) on the volumes of deep gray matter structures in a
cohort of patients with relapsing-remitting MS (RRMS, n¼ 54),
secondary-progressive MS (SPMS, n¼ 12), and primary-progres-
sive MS (PPMS, n¼ 5). They found that patients with intracorti-
cal lesions had longer disease duration, greater disability, and
more deep gray matter atrophy. WML burden was the main cor-
relate of subcortical volume loss in patients with RRMS with a
disease durationof,5 years and Expanded Disability Status Scale
scores of,4.0, while a prominent impact of intracortical lesion
volume on deep gray matter volumes, independent from WMLs,
was found in patients with an SPMS course or longer disease du-
ration and greater disability.

These results highlight an important point—namely that the
relative weight of the different factors contributing to subcortical
gray matter atrophy may vary with the disease phases and pheno-
types. Indeed, if inflammation in the white matter, related to the
formation of WMLs, is recognized as the major driving force for
deep gray matter atrophy in early phases and a relapsing-remit-
ting course,7 less is known about the mechanisms sustaining the
enduring subcortical volume loss in chronic disease stages and a
progressive course, when neuroinflammation in the white matter
becomes less pronounced, as well as its impact on subcortical at-
rophy and disease progression.5

In this light, the correlation between cortical lesions and deep
gray matter atrophy, reported by Kalinin et al,6 may reflect a sec-
ond-order disconnection effect via thalamocortical radiations and
corticothalamic tracts, and/or it may represent an epiphenomenon
related to the prominent primary involvement of gray matter
(both cortical and subcortical, simultaneously), which is known to
characterize chronic disease stages and progressive phenotypes.1

Understanding the pathogenic processes underlying subcorti-
cal gray matter (primarily thalamic) atrophy in different phases
of the disease would be critical in the determination of treatment
strategies, potentially informing therapeutic choices with the aim
of preventing the occurrence of thalamic damage and its detri-
mental consequences in terms of brain network economy and
clinico-cognitive functioning.

To this end, recent multimodal MR imaging approaches com-
bining the assessment of deep gray matter atrophy with the char-
acterization of local microstructural properties, as inferred by
diffusion imaging and susceptibility mapping, have yielded
promising results, leading to the identification of new potential
biomarkers of local pathology (eg, reduced susceptibility reflect-
ing iron depletion in the thalamus) that may concur with, or even
precede, the development of atrophy.7,8

For these reasons, we think that future longitudinal multimo-
dal studies are strongly warranted, to unravel the causal relation-
ship between deep gray matter atrophy and local and remote
pathologic processes, as well as to understand how this complex
interplay dynamically changes throughout the disease course. All
along in this process, while adding pieces to the fascinating puzzle
of MS pathophysiology, we should not forget John Wheeler’s
words of advice: “As our island of knowledge grows, so does the
shore of our ignorance.”
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LETTERS

Possible Acute Disseminated Encephalomyelitis Related to
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus 2 Infection

As of June 1, 2020, there were 1.84 million confirmed cases of
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) in the United States

with more than 372,000 of the cases in New York City. Most of
the clinical manifestations of the infection are related to the respi-
ratory and gastrointestinal systems. Several neurologic manifesta-
tions of COVID-19 infection have also been documented,
predominantly presenting as olfactory or gustatory dysfunction,
encephalopathy, and cerebrovascular accidents. We present a less
common neurologic symptom presumed to be acute dissemi-
nated encephalomyelitis (ADEM), presenting as transverse myeli-
tis in an adult male patient with no preceding upper respiratory
symptoms.

The patient is a 44-year-old healthy man who initially pre-
sented with urinary retention for 2 days with additional symp-
toms of bilateral lower extremity weakness and numbness and an
inability to walk. There was no history of back trauma, only a his-
tory of back pain for which he had taken nonsteroidal anti-
inflammatory drugs. There were no upper respiratory symptoms
or fever. There was no known recent viral illness or vaccinations.

Initial examination was remarkable only for lethargy, dysarth-
ria, bilateral arm ataxia, urinary retention, and weakness of both
legs that was barely antigravity. Initial imaging work-up included
a head CT and MR imaging of the lumbar spine. The head CT
findings were normal.

The lumbar spine MR imaging demonstrated slight expansion
of the conus medullaris with mild T2 hyperintensity and minimal
foci of enhancement (Fig 1). The patient was admitted with an
impression of transverse myelitis of unclear etiology.

Per hospital policy, every admitted patient was tested for
Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-
2) via a nasopharyngeal swab using a real-time reverse transcrip-
tion polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) test, which resulted
positively 1 day after admission.

Further imaging of the remainder of the brain and spinal axis
demonstrated nonenhancing T2 hyperintense lesions throughout the cervical and thoracic spinal cord (Fig 2) and several periven-

tricular and juxtacortical lesions within the brain (Fig 3). The
inferior cervical lesion demonstrated slight associated cord
expansion. There was homogeneous brisk enhancement associ-
ated with the dominant left parietal lobe juxtacortical/cortical

FIG 1. Axial T2 image through the conus demonstrating abnormally
increased T2 signal (arrow) with slight expansion of the conus.

FIG 2. Sagittal inversion recovery sequence demonstrating abnormal
T2 hyperintense lesions within the lower cervical and upper thoracic
spinal cord (arrows).
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lesion (Fig 4). A lumbar puncture was eventually performed
because of ongoing and progressing symptoms.

The initial serum tests showed normal complete blood cell
count, metabolic panel, urine studies, and inflammatory markers
(sedimentation rate, C-reactive protein level) and were negative for
HIV. D-dimer was 2.8 mg/mL FEU (reference range, ,0.8 mg/mL
FEU). Serum cardiolipin antibody immunoglobulin M was mildly
elevated at 39 MPL (reference range, 0–12 mpl). Findings of other
rheumatologic work-ups were unrevealing. There were no defi-
ciencies in vitamin B12, vitamin E, or copper. Serum protein elec-
trophoresis, angiotensin-converting enzyme levels, and syphilis
screen findings were normal.

The CSF profile was largely unremarkable, with white
blood cells counts of 6/mL (0–5/mL), of which lymphocytes
were 92%; protein 36. CSF bacterial and viral PCR studies were
negative. Cytology and flow cytometry were also unrevealing.
Oligoclonal bands were absent. The immunoglobulin G (IgG)
index was normal. CSF PCR analysis for SARS-CoV-2 was ini-
tially questionably positive; however, it was eventually negative
to date.

In this patient with unexplained acute encephalopathy and
multifocal neurologic signs and symptoms, the constellation of

imaging findings in this case is suggestive of ADEM, which may
have been triggered by a SARS-CoV-2 infection. The brain
lesions are within the periventricular or juxtacortical white mat-
ter, predominantly favoring a primary demyelinating process.
None of the FLAIR hyperintense lesions in the brain showed
hemorrhage as is commonly seen in cases of encephalitis; in
addition, the results of the CSF bacterial and viral PCR tests
were also negative, making the diagnosis of infectious encepha-
litis less likely. No T1 hypointense lesions were present. The di-
agnosis of a first multiple sclerosis attack was thought less likely
because of the absence of oligoclonal bands, a normal IgG
index, cortical gray matter involvement, and clinical features of
encephalopathy.

ADEM is presumed to be a post- or parainfectious process.
Typically, ADEM presents in children or adolescents, usually
younger than 15 years of age, though cases have been reported in
all ages. Approximately 75% of patients have a history of a recent
upper respiratory infection or vaccination. Despite reports of the
possible association between infection and ADEM, there is no
clear understanding of the relationship between the infectious
agent and the onset of demyelination. There is experimental evi-
dence in mice for a relationship between coronavirus and CNS
demyelination. The literature did report detection of coronavirus
in the CNS of a 15-year-old adolescent, and most recently, there
has been a report of acute myelitis in an older adult patient with
known COVID-19 from Wuhan, China.1-3 The pathophysiology
remains uncertain. The patient was initially treated with IVmeth-
ylprednisolone and subsequently IV immunoglobulin with mod-
est improvement. At the time of this writing, the patient has been
discharged to an acute rehabilitation facility.
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FIG 3. Axial FLAIR images of the brain demonstrating FLAIR hyperin-
tense lesions (arrows) within the left posterior parietal lobe (A) and
periventricular region (B).

FIG 4. Axial T1 postcontrast image demonstrating brisk homogene-
ous enhancement of the dominant lesion (arrow).
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